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Grant Park Conference (see roster here: https://resources.chicagodebates.org/about-us/schools/)
Tournament
T1

T2 – Joint
with
Chicago

Division

Affirmative

Negative

Varsity/JV

Ukraine + Taiwan (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks + Topicality +
Alliances DA + Elections DA (no new
evidence)

Novice

Ukraine (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks + Alliances DA (no
new evidence)

Rookie

Ukraine (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks (no new evidence)

Varsity/JV

Ukraine + Taiwan (updated evidence
allowed)

On-Case attacks + Topicality +
Alliances DA + Elections DA
(updated evidence allowed)

Novice

Ukraine (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks + Alliances DA (no
new evidence)

Rookie

Ukraine (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks (no new evidence)

Varsity/JV

Ukraine (updated evidence allowed) +
Taiwan (updated evidence allowed) +
Saudi Arabia (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks + Topicality +
Alliances DA + Elections DA
(updated evidence allowed for all) +
NATO CP (no new evidence)

Novice

Ukraine + Taiwan (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks + Alliances DA +
Elections DA (no new evidence)

Varsity/JV

Ukraine + Taiwan + Saudi Arabia
(updated evidence allowed for all)

On-Case attacks + Topicality +
Alliances DA + Elections DA + NATO
CP (updated evidence allowed for
all)

Novice

Ukraine + Taiwan + Saudi Arabia (no
new evidence)

On-Case attacks + Alliances DA +
Elections DA + Topicality (no new
evidence)

Varsity/JV

Ukraine + Taiwan + Saudi Arabia
(updated evidence allowed for all)

On-Case attacks + Topicality +
Alliances DA + Elections DA + NATO
CP (updated evidence allowed for
all)

Novice

Ukraine + Taiwan + Saudi Arabia (no
new evidence)

On-Case attacks + Topicality +
Alliances DA + Elections DA (no new
evidence)

Rookie

Ukraine (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks (no new evidence)

River

T3

T4 – Conf
Champs

T5 – City
Champs
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2019-2020 CMSDL Middle School Argument Limits
Chicago River Conference (see roster here: https://resources.chicagodebates.org/about-us/schools/)
Tournament
T1

T2 – Joint
with
Grant

Division

Affirmative

Negative

Varsity/JV

Ukraine + Taiwan (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks + Topicality +
Alliances DA + Elections DA (no new
evidence)

Novice

Ukraine (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks (no new evidence)

Rookie

Ukraine (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks (no new evidence)

Varsity/JV

Ukraine + Taiwan (updated evidence
allowed)

On-Case attacks + Topicality +
Alliances DA + Elections DA
(updated evidence allowed)

Novice

Ukraine (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks + Alliances DA (no
new evidence)

Rookie

Ukraine (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks (no new evidence)

Varsity/JV

Ukraine + Taiwan (updated evidence
allowed)

On-Case attacks + Topicality +
Alliances DA + Elections DA
(updated evidence allowed)

Novice

Ukraine + Taiwan (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks + Alliances DA (no
new evidence)

Rookie

Ukraine (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks (no new evidence)

Varsity/JV

Ukraine (updated evidence allowed) +
Taiwan (updated evidence allowed) +
Saudi Arabia (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks + Topicality +
Alliances DA + Elections DA
(updated evidence allowed for all) +
NATO CP (no new evidence)

Novice

Ukraine + Taiwan + Saudi Arabia (no
new evidence)

On-Case attacks + Alliances DA +
Elections DA (no new evidence)

Rookie

Ukraine (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks (no new evidence)

Varsity/JV

Ukraine + Taiwan + Saudi Arabia
(updated evidence allowed for all)

On-Case attacks + Topicality +
Alliances DA + Elections DA + NATO
CP (updated evidence allowed for
all)

Novice

Ukraine + Taiwan + Saudi Arabia (no
new evidence)

On-Case attacks + Topicality +
Alliances DA + Elections DA (no new
evidence)

Rookie

Ukraine (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks (no new evidence)

Park

T3 –
Joint
with
Lake
Michigan

T4 – Conf
Champs

T5 – City
Champs
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2019-2020 CMSDL Middle School Argument Limits
Lake Michigan Conference (see roster here: https://resources.chicagodebates.org/about-us/schools/)
Tournament
T1

T2

T3 –

Division

Affirmative

Negative

Varsity/JV

Ukraine + Taiwan (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks + Alliances DA +
Elections DA (no new evidence)

Novice

Ukraine (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks (no new evidence)

Rookie

Ukraine (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks (no new evidence)

Varsity/JV

Ukraine + Taiwan (updated evidence
allowed)

On-Case attacks + Topicality +
Alliances DA + Elections DA (no new
evidence)

Novice

Ukraine (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks (no new evidence)

Rookie

Ukraine (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks (no new evidence)

Varsity/JV

Ukraine + Taiwan (updated evidence
allowed)

On-Case attacks + Topicality +
Alliances DA + Elections DA
(updated evidence allowed)

Novice

Ukraine + Taiwan (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks + Alliances DA (no
new evidence)

Rookie

Ukraine (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks (no new evidence)

Varsity/JV

Ukraine (updated evidence allowed) +
Taiwan (updated evidence allowed) +
Saudi Arabia (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks + Topicality +
Alliances DA + Elections DA
(updated evidence allowed for all) +
NATO CP (no new evidence)

Novice

Ukraine + Taiwan (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks + Alliances DA +
Elections DA (no new evidence)

Rookie

Ukraine (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks (no new evidence)

Varsity/JV

Ukraine + Taiwan + Saudi Arabia
(updated evidence allowed for all)

On-Case attacks + Topicality +
Alliances DA + Elections DA + NATO
CP (updated evidence allowed for
all)

Novice

Ukraine + Taiwan + Saudi Arabia (no
new evidence)

On-Case attacks + Topicality +
Alliances DA + Elections DA (no new
evidence)

Rookie

Ukraine (no new evidence)

On-Case attacks (no new evidence)

Joint
with
Chicago
River

T4 –
Conf
Champs

T5 –
City
Champs
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Ukraine AFFIRMATIVE (Rookie/Novice – Beginner)

Plan
Plan: The United States federal government should end all direct
commercial and foreign military sales of arms to Ukraine.
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Ukraine AFFIRMATIVE (Rookie/Novice – Beginner)

Contention 1 is Harms – Ukraine Crisis
Trump is currently committed to increasing arms sales to Ukraine.
Semchuk 2019 [Liana Semchuk, 3-27-2019, "Ukraine: US arms sales making big business money while ordinary people
pay the price," Conversation, https://theconversation.com/ukraine-us-arms-sales-making-big-business-money-whileordinary-people-pay-the-price-114238 MYY]
Selling lethal weapons to Ukraine is the equivalent of pouring kerosene onto a flame. But ongoing hostilities between
Ukraine and Russia – including the Kerch strait crisis, which began late last year when Russia intercepted three Ukrainian
vessels and took 24 crew members captive – are also a major business opportunity for the world’s largest defence
contractors. Despite the risk of serious escalation, these companies continue to provide Ukraine with lethal aid so it can
defend itself against Russia – for a price, of course. The US special representative for Ukraine negotiations, Kurt Volker,
stated recently that Washington remains committed to providing support to Ukraine and its military, including antitank systems. He even hinted that the US is considering expanding the types of lethal aid that it could begin selling to
Ukraine, saying: “We also need to be looking at things like air defence and coastal defence.” This is a troubling prospect.
In March, US army general Curtis Scaparrotti said that the US could also bolster the Ukrainian military’s sniper
capabilities. Speaking to the Senate Armed Services Committee, he said: There are other systems, sniper systems,
ammunition and, perhaps looking at the Kerch Strait, perhaps consideration for naval systems, as well, here in the future
as we move forward. This comment has been widely underreported and has not received nearly as much attention as it
deserves considering the potential consequences. At worst, more lethal aid could escalate the conflict further. At best,
it will continue to keep alive a conflict that has already claimed more than 10,000 lives. Finding a straightforward
policy alternative is difficult, but sending more lethal aid to achieve the unattainable goal of Ukraine defeating Russia
is certainly no solution.

Arm sales entangle the US and Ukraine. This is bad because Ukraine uses its relations with the US to
antagonize Russia.
Carpenter 2018 [Ted Galen Carpenter, a senior fellow in security studies at the Cato Institute and a
contributing&nbsp;editor at the National Interest, 12-10-2018, "Don't Let Ukraine Drag America into War," National
Interest, https://nationalinterest.org/feature/dont-let-ukraine-drag-america-war-38367 MYY]
Washington’s security ties to Kiev were already growing to an unhealthy degree, exemplified by the Trump
administration’s approval of two arms sales, long before the Kerch Strait episode. The administration seemed poised to
approve yet another arms deal. American and Ukrainian officials were in “close discussion” for Washington to supply
another tranche of powerful weapons for Kiev’s fight against Russian-backed secessionist rebels in eastern Ukraine. For
instance, Ukrainian Foreign Minister Pavlo Klimkin told reporters this on November 18 after he met with U.S. Secretary
of State Mike Pompeo. His announcement also took place barely a week before the clash in the Kerch Strait. Even more
worrisome, a strong lobbying effort in favor of admitting Ukraine to NATO keeps surfacing, and successive American
administrations have refused to abandon that goal. Under Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty, giving Kiev NATO
membership would obligate the United States to come to Ukraine’s defense in the event of war with an outside power.
Given Ukraine’s strategic importance to Russia, that is a commitment Washington should never undertake. These
various developments indicate that the United States is drifting toward a perilous confrontational policy toward
Russia on Ukraine’s behalf. The status of the Kerch Strait or even the broader controversy about Crimea’s status can
and should be a matter of indifference to America. It is hard to see how risking a major war with Russia benefits even
Ukraine (although some Ukrainian nationalists apparently to think that it would), but it is impossible to see how such a
course benefits the United States. The Trump administration needs to put far greater distance between U.S. and
Ukrainian policies, not close that distance. Americans must not let the Ukrainian tail wag the American dog, or the
result could be tragic for all concerned.
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U.S-Russia Military confrontation over Ukraine escalates to nuclear war.
Thompson 2014
[Thompson, Loren. “Ukraine Crisis: Six Reasons Why U.S. Use Of Military Forces Is Unthinkable.” Forbes (13 March 2014).
http://www.forbes.com/sites/lorenthompson/2014/03/13/ukraine-crisis-six-reasons-why-u-s-use-of-military-forces-isunthinkable/ MYY]
Most Americans seem to understand this — a CNN poll this week found three-quarters of respondents opposed to even
giving military aid to Kiev, with far fewer backing use of U.S. forces. Nonetheless, some hardliners seem to think
America’s military might play a role in forcing Russian leader Vladimir Putin to back away from what they see as a return
to the expansionist foreign policies of the Cold War era. Here are six reasons why using U.S. military power in the
current crisis would be a strategic miscalculation of epic proportions. 1. Russia has the ability to utterly destroy
America. Local conflicts have a way of getting out of control when foreign powers intervene. In any military
confrontation between U.S. and Russian forces, there is a danger of escalation not only to conventional combat, but
beyond — in other words, to the use of nuclear weapons. That may sound like an improbable scenario, but it’s no more
outlandish than an assassination attempt by Serbian nationalists leading to a World War, and yet that actually happened
— in the same region. Russia has thousands of nuclear warheads, and the only defense America has against such
weapons is retaliation in kind. Think of the possibilities. 2. Ukraine is vital to Russian security. The vast plains
surrounding Ukraine have seen many invasions since the dawn of history, owing mainly to the fact that there are few
natural barriers to keep outsiders at bay. Moscow’s response to this security challenge since it emerged as a major
power center has been to control as much land as possible — an approach that succeeded in defeating both Napoleon
and Hitler when combined with the region’s harsh winters. But when the Soviet Union broke up in 1991, the Russians
lost most of their land buffer to the West, and now Moscow finds itself within a one-hour plane ride of the Ukrainian
border. If you don’t see why putting U.S. forces in Ukraine might lead to war, think of how Washington responded to
the deployment of Soviet missiles in Cuba.
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Contention 2 is Solvency
Ending arms sales reduces tensions with Moscow and stops conflict escalation.
Carpenter 2018
[Ted Galen Carpenter, senior fellow in defense and foreign policy studies at the Cato Institute and a contributing editor
at TAC, 9-10-2018, "Washington Quietly Increases Lethal Weapons to Ukraine," Cato Institute,
https://www.cato.org/publications/commentary/washington-quietly-increases-lethal-weapons-ukraine MYY]
Both the danger of stoking tensions with Moscow and becoming too close to a regime in Kiev that exhibits disturbing
features should caution the Trump administration against boosting military aid to Ukraine. It is an unwise policy on
strategic as well as moral grounds. Trump administration officials should refuse to be intimidated or stampeded into
forging a risky and unsavory alliance with Kiev out of fear of being portrayed as excessively “soft” toward Russia. Instead,
the president and his advisers need to spurn efforts to increase U.S. support for Ukraine. A good place to start would be
to restore the Obama administration’s refusal to approve arms sales to Kiev. Washington must not pour gasoline on a
geo-strategic fire that could lead to a full-blown crisis between the United States and Russia.

Plan solves – ending arms sales respects Russia’s influence. That’s key to better relations.
Carpenter 2017
[Ted Galen Carpenter, 12-23-2017, "Gasoline on a Fire: Why Arms Sales to Ukraine are a Really Bad Idea," National
Interest, https://nationalinterest.org/blog/the-skeptics/gasoline-fire-why-arms-sales-ukraine-are-really-bad-idea-23789]
Trump’s decision on the arms sale is the latest blow to American foreign policy realists who believed his comments
during the 2016 presidential campaign that he wanted to repair relations with Moscow. It’s possible that the virulent
accusations from domestic political opponents about Russian interference in the election has intimidated the president
into trying to shore-up his national security and anti-Russia credentials with this move. Hawks in both the Democratic
and Republican parties have pushed for weapons sales to Ukraine for years, so that was a logical measure to placate
them. Whatever the reason, though, it is a step in the wrong direction. If the United States is to avoid deepening an
already severe chill in relations with Moscow, U.S. leaders must acknowledge that Russia will insist on a sphere of
influence in its immediate neighborhood and deeply resent Western intrusion into that sphere. Unfortunately,
American policymakers seem oblivious to the long-standing reality in international affairs that all great powers tend to
behave that way. Such a denial of reality is not unique to the Trump administration. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice
and Secretary of State John Kerry explicitly denounced the concept of spheres of influence, especially with respect to
Russia. It is a dangerously myopic view. Washington needs to proceed with far greater caution than it has displayed to
this point regarding its actions in the vicinity of other major powers. The Trump administration’s decision to approve
arms sales to Ukraine is akin to pouring gasoline on an already simmering fire. Relations with Russia are tense enough
without such a needlessly antagonistic step.
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(Optional Varsity/JV) Harms (China-Russia) Relations

Tensions with the US push Russia towards China. That improves China-Russian relations.
Foy & Shephard 2019
[Henry Foy In Moscow and Christian Shepherd In London, 6-5-2019, "Russia strengthens China ties in defiance of
bellicose Trump," Financial Times, https://www.ft.com/content/f7b8c926-8693-11e9-a028-86cea8523dc2 MYY]
With both Moscow and Beijing under fire from the US — whether through sanctions or President Donald Trump’s trade
war — Mr Putin and Mr Xi have struck up a warm friendship that defies decades of mistrust between their countries.
The leaders are building a relationship of increasing significance, defying many analysts’ expectations that theirs would
be a shortlived marriage of convenience. “Our strategic partnership, we believe, has reached an unprecedented high
level,” Mr Putin told his guest at the start of expanded talks with both countries’ delegations. “We are living in the best
of days, in terms of our country’s relations . . . Our interests are very similar,” Mr Xi responded, as more than 40
people sat along a long table that filled a grand hall in the Kremlin with marble walls and gold, floor-to-ceiling doors.
During the visit, Mr Xi will give two pandas to Moscow’s zoo, receive an honorary doctorate, attend the launch of a
Chinese car factory in Russia and be the star guest at the St Petersburg International Economic Forum, Russia’s biggest
business conference. The strongman leaders are expected to release two statements. One will address their countries’
ties. The other will denounce “hegemonic dominance of the international system” — a reference to US trade practices
and sanctions, according to Zhang Xin, a Russian studies professor at Shanghai's East China Normal University. China’s
deputy foreign minister Zhang Hanhui last week called Mr Xi’s visit to Russia a “milestone” that would “solidify the
foundations” of the relationship. “The close and effective co-ordination of Russia and China on international
affairs . . . has been an anchor and stabilising force amid rapid changes in the international situation,” he said
.
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Creation of a Russia-China alliance fuels arctic militarization.
Goldstein 2019
[Lyle J. Goldstein is Research Professor in the China Maritime Studies Institute (CMSI) at the United States Naval War
College in Newport, RI, 6-1-2019, "Chinese Nuclear Armed Submarines in Russian Arctic Ports? It Could Happen.,"
National Interest, https://nationalinterest.org/feature/chinese-nuclear-armed-submarines-russian-arctic-ports-it-couldhappen-60302 MYY]
Many have speculated on the possibility of a Russia-China alliance. At a forum in China not long ago, I distinctly
remember a senior Chinese specialist commenting: “The U.S. has many allies. China can also have allies.” Yet the
prevailing conventional wisdom among specialists is that this is unlikely to occur. While keeping my mind open to
various possibilities, I myself have been quite skeptical. After all, how could they really help one another? Russia is not
going to count on the Chinese People's Liberation Army Navy in the midst of a contest for the Baltic any more than the
Chinese are going to count on the Russian Navy turning the tide in the South China Sea. Conceivably, an upgraded
security partnership joining the Asian giants could lead to military-industrial efficiencies. They are already jointly
developing a heavy-lift helicopter, but what if they genuinely cooperated in the fabrication of bombers and destroyers
too? Or even submarines and aircraft carriers? Few have seriously entertained this possibility and it still seems farfetched. However, a recent article in the newspaper Independent Military Review [Независимое военное обозрение]
by Russian military specialist Alexander Shirokorad [Александр Широкорад] seems to blow through the generally
pervasive skepticism. Not only does this author embrace the notion of joint Russia-China air and missile defense for the
Arctic, but he also unexpectedly floats the entirely new concept of allowing Chinese submarines, nuclear-armed
“boomers” or SSBNs at that, to gain critical support from Russian Arctic ports. To be sure, the idea seems quite
preposterous at first glance. Both countries are extremely touchy regarding sovereignty issues. Russians, so it would
seem, would not be eager for China to gain a military foothold in this ultra-sensitive area along Russia’s northern flank.
Meanwhile, China has only one military base overseas in Djibouti and has almost no experience with the hazardous
maritime (let alone undersea) environment on the roof of the world. And yet, there could actually be a basis for
investigating this admittedly eccentric proposition. Chinese strategists have previously discussed the Arctic as a RussiaChina cooperative zone of strategic “resistance space [对抗的空间” to U.S. pressure, and I have previously noted
China’s evident interest in studying submarine maneuvers through the ice. Let us explore the Russian military analyst
Shirokorad’s logic. He begins with a mystery, noting the slightly bizarre comments of Secretary of State Mike Pompeo in
Finland during early May. According to the Russian analyst, Pompeo “broke out into an angry tirade aimed at the
Celestial Kingdom [разразился гневной тирадой в адрес Поднебесной],” explaining that he accused Beijing of trying
to turn the Arctic into the South China Sea. Noting the peculiarity of the chief American diplomat’s apparent fixation
with the Northern Sea Route (NSR), Shirokorad observes caustically: “Taking into account the geography of American
trade routes, ship owners from the United States are no more concerned about the Northern Sea Route than flying to
Mars.” Shirokorad, who has significant knowledge of both submarine operations and also the Arctic region, then throws
Pompeo a “life-line,” suggesting that the secretary of state was merely reflecting the notion articulated in the most
recent Department of Defense report on Chinese military power: “[Beijing’s military plans for the Arctic] could include
deploying submarines to the region as a deterrent against nuclear attacks.” Notably, the very next sentence of that U.S.
government report hints at possible Russia-China frictions along the NSR, for example, with respect to the deployment
of non-Russian ice-breakers along that route. Somewhat surprisingly, this Russian military analyst asserts that American
concerns are actually logical from the standpoint of nuclear and naval strategy. Offering a short course on Cold War
ballistic missile submarine (SSBN) strategy, he explains that Soviet admirals were duly embarrassed in 1962 when “all
the Russian rocket submarines turned out to be useless due to the American ASW system [все советские ракетные
подводные лодки оказались бессильными перед американской системой ПЛО].” While Soviet submarines could
effectively threaten European cities, Kremlin strategists were perturbed by U.S. deployments of American SSBNs to
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bases at Holy Loch (UK), Rota (Spain) and also Pearl Harbor. From these advanced bases, they could easily access their
patrol areas and range all Soviet homeland targets. By contrast, “in order to fire their weapons and hit U.S. territory,
Soviet submarines had to travel 7,000 to 8,000 kilometers to reach patrol areas and then make the return journey [для
применения оружия по территории США советским подводным ракетоносцам приходилось совершать 7–8тысячекилометровые переходы до районов боевого патрулирования и обратно].” Of course, increasing missile
ranges allowed the Soviets to favorably alter those patrol areas, so that eventually they could even hit U.S. targets from
“essentially pier side [фактически от пирсов.].” This trend enabled the Soviet Navy to utilize natural geography and
climate. By the 1980s, the Soviet Navy regularly sent SSBN patrols under the ice of the Arctic. Searching out Russian
‘boomers’ in the “ice jungle” of the Arctic proved more than a little challenging, even for the U.S. Navy that pioneered
such operations with the famous Nautilus. Shirokorod explains that Russian SSBNs were capable of breaking through ice
up to two meters thick in order to unleash their salvo nuclear-armed missiles. Turning back to China’s undersea
deterrent and potential parallels to earlier Soviet naval dilemmas, this Russian military expert observes that,
geographically, the Chinese coast is a “huge distance [огромное расстояние]” from targets in the American heartland.
Moreover, he assesses Chinese SSBNs as highly vulnerable to adversary forces in the open ocean areas of the AsiaPacific. Here is where he drops the bombshell, or perhaps more accurately, the depth bomb. He asserts, “In venturing to
the Arctic, the Chinese ‘immediately kill two birds with one stone’: significantly decreasing vulnerability and
simultaneously reducing the distance to potential targets [Выйдя в Арктику, китайцы ‘убивают сразу двух зайцев’:
резко уменьшается уязвимость их лодок и в разы сокращается дистанция до потенциальных целей].” He estimates
that Arctic deployments of the Chinese SSBN force would reduce missile flight distances by 3.5 times. If it’s not
disturbing enough to see such an idea discussed openly in a major Russian newspaper, then Shirokorod actually goes a
couple of steps further down the path of the New Cold War. “In the future, the Russian Federation and the People's
Republic of China may also begin to create a joint anti-aircraft system and anti-missile defense system in the Arctic . . .
[В перспективе РФ и КНР могут приступить и к созданию в Арктике совместной системы противовоздушной (ПВО)
и противоракетной (ПРО) обороны],” he writes. After all, he reasons, the United States has been “planning to
undertake strikes” via the Arctic against both China and Russia since the 1950s. That cooperation in air and missile
defense could also support the submarine component of Russia-China strategic cooperation in the Arctic is reasonably
clear, but the analyst then makes the most extraordinary statement in this regard: “on our Arctic islands, the Chinese
can deploy supply and communications systems for their strategic missile submarines. [на наших арктических
островах китайцы могут развернуть систему снабжения и связи своих подводных ракетоносцев].” In the final
paragraph of the essay, Shirokorod asks if such steps could endanger Russia and answers his own question emphatically:
“Definitely not [Однозначно нет].” In closing, it must be emphasized that this article’s importance should not be
exaggerated. The musings of a single Russian strategist do not equal a new approach to Russia-China strategic
cooperation, let alone a concrete bilateral military cooperation agreement on the deployment of the most prized,
nuclear assets. Neither Moscow nor Beijing have given anything close to an official imprimatur to such eccentric ideas.
And yet there is a small possibility that this one vision of the future could reach fruition in coming decades if current
trends toward cold war are not reversed. Moscow would have its fully built out Arctic infrastructure (both military and
commercial) with ample Chinese capital and engineering assistance. In return, Beijing would gain a reliable way to strike
America and thus enhance its nuclear deterrent.
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Arctic militarization causes conflict escalation.
Dillow 2018
[Clay Dillow, journalist, 2-6-2018, “Russia and China vie to beat the US in the trillion-dollar race to control the Arctic,”
CNBC, https://www.cnbc.com/2018/02/06/russia-and-china-battle-us-in-race-to-control-arctic.html MYY]
The notion that the Arctic might evolve into a flashpoint for global tensions remains remote. The region has long proved
a place of international cooperation, where Arctic states settle boundary disputes and other conflicts amicably at the
negotiating table (as Russia and Norway did as recently as 2010). But as military activity in the region trends upward
alongside commercial activity, the chance of accidents, misunderstandings and miscommunications heightens as well.
In a New Arctic with emerging strategic and economic value and where norms are still being established, the potential
for tensions to escalate is real. If the Arctic shortens distances, countries that once felt quite far apart may soon find
themselves much closer together as the ice recedes.

Arctic conflict escalates to nuclear war.
Alam 2014
[Tazrian Alam, was the program editor for Canada’s NATO. Tazrian recently completed her MA in International Relations
at University of Western Ontario, where she wrote her Master’s Research Project (MRP) on the security threats that
beset the Arctic from issues concerning militarization and nuclearization to environmental degradation and sovereignty
concerns in the region., 12-5-2014, "Nuclear Weapons in the Arctic: Problems at the State and Individual Level," NAOC,
http://natoassociation.ca/nuclear-weapons-in-the-arctic-problems-at-the-state-and-individual-level/ MYY]
At the state-level, deep concerns are expressed over the fact that two Nuclear-Weapons-States (NWS) — the U.S and
the Russian Federation, which together own 95 percent of the nuclear weapons in the world — converge in the Arctic
and have competing claims. Although the Arctic states invariably emphasize their desire to maintain a cooperative
environment, several have stated that they will defend their national interests in the region if necessary. According to
Jayantha Dhanapala, the former United Nations Under-Secretary-General for Disarmament Affairs, “The U.S and Russian
competing claims, together with those of other allied NATO countries – Canada, Denmark, Iceland, and Norway –
could, if unresolved, lead to conflict escalating into the threat or use of nuclear weapons.” Militarization in the Arctic
is problematic at the state level because of the nuclear capabilities of two circumpolar states and their history of
unstable political relations.
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2AC – Answers to Ukraine Crisis Harms Frontline #1: Arms sales good turn
1. Extend our Carpenter 2018 evidence - it says____________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

It’s better than their evidence because
_____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
2. Arming Ukraine fails to deter Russia and results in entanglement which forces US
escalation.
Cohen 2015
[Josh Cohen, 7-2-2015, "Want to escalate U.S.-Russia tension? Arm Ukraine.," Reuters, http://blogs.reuters.com/greatdebate/2015/07/02/want-to-escalate-u-s-russia-tension-arm-ukraine/ MYY]
The lobbying to arm Ukraine began in February when three of the nation’s leading think tanks released a widely-read
report arguing for the United States to provide Ukraine with $3 billion of lethal arms. Since then both the Senate and
House passed legislation calling for the United States to arm Ukraine, while Secretary of State Kerry, Secretary of
Defense Ashton Carter and U.S. Air Force General and NATO Supreme Allied Commander Philip Breedlove publicly
advocated this policy. In fact, the only senior official not pushing this agenda is President Barack Obama — though the
pressure on him to do so is growing. Washington’s legion of escalation argues for “raising the costs” to Russia by
increasing the number of Russian soldiers killed in Ukraine. The Kremlin has been hiding the number of battlefield
casualties in Ukraine from Russian citizens to reduce domestic opposition to the war. If the volume of casualties became
public, some U.S. officials argue, Putin would have to back down from Ukraine to prevent a domestic backlash. This
rationale is logical on its face, but in practice does not account for the gap between the Russian and American stake in
Ukraine. Kiev’s geopolitical orientation is supremely important to Russia, while American interests’ via-a-vis Ukraine
are peripheral at best. It’s a case of “must have” for the Russians, versus “nice to have” for the United States. If Putin’s
sky-high approval ratings are anything to go by, he has successfully convinced Russia’s citizens that Ukraine is an
existential issue for their country, and he cannot now retreat without undermining his political standing at home.
Therefore, Putin’s likely response to an increase in Kiev’s military capabilities would be to double down on his support
for the separatists. In a worst-case scenario, Russia could invade Ukraine outright. The end result would be even
greater death and suffering for those living in eastern Ukraine — the exact opposite outcome that the West would like
to see. Those who still doubt Russia’s willingness to escalate should consider what happened in August, when Ukraine’s
military was on the brink of routing the separatists. Putin poured Russian troops into the Donbass and inflicted a bloody
defeat on the Ukrainian forces at Ilovaisk. Russian troops also played a key role helping to defeat Kiev’s forces at
Debaltseve in February. These incidents show that Putin is prepared to escalate as necessary, and the “Arm Ukraine”
advocates do not provide a satisfactory explanation why he would not do so again. Russia’s geopolitical interest in
Ukraine is also matched by hard power. The Russian military possesses what military strategists call “escalation
dominance,” and even those in favor of arming Ukraine admit that an American-supplied Ukrainian army still cannot
defeat a determined attack by the Russian military. If Kiev appears on the verge of another significant defeat, do those
demanding Ukraine be armed stand down? Or do they invoke “American credibility” and demand even tougher
countermeasures? How might Moscow escalate even further in return? None of the answers to these questions are
clear — and neither is the endgame. Those who support arming Kiev also overlook the possibility that Putin could
choose to escalate asymmetrically, outside of Ukraine. Russia already announced its intention to begin supplying Iran
with advanced surface-to-air S-300 missiles by 2016. Moscow has promised this before, but then backed down, and
Putin has left himself some wiggle room by saying Moscow won’t deliver S-300s to Iran “in the near future.”
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3. Arms won’t deter Russia – they cause conflict escalation and back the US into a corner.
Menon & Ruger 2017
[Rajan Menon Is The Anne and Bernard Spitzer Professor Of International Relations At The Powell School, City College Of
New York, And A Senior Research Fellow At Columbia University’S Saltzman Institute Of War And Peace Studies. William
Ruger Is Vice President For Research And Policy At The Charles Koch Institute And An Officer In The U.S. Navy Reserve.,
10-11-2017, "The Trouble With Arming Ukraine," Foreign Affairs, https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/ukraine/201710-11/trouble-arming-ukraine MYY]
Those who call for sending lethal arms to Ukraine (the United States and some of its NATO allies already train Ukrainian
troops, and the United States has been providing nonlethal arms to Ukraine to the tune of $300 million in 2016 alone)
claim that American weaponry will strengthen Kiev’s hand and compel Russian President Vladimir Putin to negotiate a
just political settlement that ends the war in Ukraine’s Donbas region. They’re misguided. Worse, their proposal could
be dangerous, for Ukraine and the United States. Arming Ukraine won’t make Putin cry uncle. Past experience—
notably Moscow’s stepped-up intervention to save its Donbas clients in the battles for Ilovaisk and Novoazovsk in
2014 and 2015 and Debaltseve in 2015—suggests that Putin will continue to reinforce Russia’s proxies, especially if
they suffer setbacks at the hands of better-armed Ukrainian troops. Because Russia and Ukraine share a border, Putin
can send forces and weapons to the battlefield far faster than the United States can resupply Ukraine. Most importantly,
Ukraine matters far more to Russia than to the United States. Indeed, even the advocates for arming Ukraine disavow
any intention to send American troops to fight for the Ukrainians, knowing full well that such a recommendation would
doom their efforts. By contrast, Putin hasn’t hesitated to order Russian troops into battle in the Donbas, where many
have been killed. His popularity ratings nevertheless remain sky-high. Eighty-seven percent of Russians support his
handling of foreign affairs—about the same as did in 2014. There is no evidence that the war in Ukraine has dented
Putin’s popularity, let alone enabled opposition leaders to mobilize support against his government. Yet proponents of
providing Ukraine lethal arms suggest that because of the bite of Western sanctions and Russians’ mounting
unhappiness with the war, Putin desperately wants to escape what they portray as the Donbas quagmire. In fact,
although Russia has now endured political isolation and Western economic penalties for over three years as a
consequence of Putin’s annexation of Crimea and instigation of the war in eastern Ukraine, he has not made a single
significant concession or shown any inclination to sacrifice the Donbas insurgents. Instead, he has stuck by them and,
as his military escalations in 2014 and 2015 show, bailed them out when necessary. The proposition that Putin won’t be
provoked by a U.S. decision to send lethal arms to Ukraine amounts to a hunch. It’s not supported by evidence, and
Putin’s past behavior contradicts it. This is not a minor point: if he does ramp up the war and the Ukrainian army is
forced into retreat, the United States will face three bad choices. First, Washington could pour even more arms into
Ukraine in hopes of concentrating Putin’s mind; but he can easily provide additional firepower to the Donbas insurgents.
Second, it could deepen its military involvement by sending American military advisers, or even troops, to the frontline
to bolster the Ukrainian army; but then Russia could call America’s bluff. Third, the United States could decide not to
respond to Russia’s escalation given the geographical disadvantage and the limited strategic interests at stake. That
would amount to backing down, abandoning Ukraine, and shredding the oft-repeated argument that American and
European security hinges on the outcome of the Donbas war.
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2AC – Answers to Ukraine Crisis Harms Frontline #2: Democracy Turn

1. Turn is Non-unique – Trump erodes global democracy.
Tisdall 2018 [Simon Tisdall, a foreign affairs commentator, 8-1-2018, "American democracy is in crisis, and not just because of Trump," Guardian,
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/aug/07/american-democracy-crisis-trump-supreme-court MYY]

Trump’s maverick behaviour highlights these entrenched structural problems. Yet, that aside, his rogue presidency is
uniquely corrosive, right now, of democracy everywhere. His encouragement of ultranationalist, racist and neo-fascist
forces from Warsaw to Charlottesville, divisive demagoguery, relentless vilification of independent journalism,
contempt for the western European democracies, coddling of dictators and rejection of the established, rules-based
international order all reinforce perceptions that the global role of the US as shining democratic beacon is dimming
rapidly. Trump did this all by himself.

2. They say arms sales to Ukraine show support for democracy, but Democracy promotion fails.
Larison 2012 [Daniel Larison, 4-11-2012, "The enduring failure of democracy promotion abroad," The Week, http://theweek.com/articles/476535/enduringfailure-democracy-promotion-abroad MYY]

Since the end of the Cold War, democracy promotion has been one of the default elements of U.S. foreign policy.
Spreading democracy became a particularly important part of the Bush administration's rhetoric in support of its socalled "freedom agenda," which was at the same time far more selective and inconsistent than its universalistic
assumptions would suggest. And since the beginning of popular uprisings in North Africa and the Near East last year,
democracy promotion has also figured more prominently in the public rhetoric and policies of the Obama
administration. But let's face it: While there may be exceptions, democracy promotion during the last decade has
generally produced dismal results for the nations affected by it. It is easy enough to point to well-known examples in
which the "freedom agenda" immediately backfired: In places like Iraq, Lebanon, and Gaza, democracy-hocking
meddlers empowered sectarian parties, militias, and terrorist groups. However, that doesn't fully account for its
failure. The best way to appreciate the failure of U.S.-led democracy promotion over the last 10 years is to look closely
at its supposed success stories in Georgia and Libya. Georgia was the first former Soviet republic to experience a
"color" revolution in 2003, which brought President Mikheil Saakashvili to power the following the year. Hailed by
President Bush as a great democratic reformer intent on aligning his country with the U.S. and the West, Saakashvili
steadily concentrated power in his hands over the last eight years and created a one-party state. Saakashvili became a
symbol of the imagined success of the "freedom agenda." But as so often happened under Bush, the Georgian
government was embraced as a democracy because of its pro-Western orientation, and not because of its political
reforms. According to the most recent Freedom House report, Georgia is still not considered an electoral democracy,
and last year the country received lower ratings on the protection of political rights and civil liberties than it did when
Saakashvili's predecessor was still in power. Despite all of this, U.S. support for Georgia continues, based on the illusion
that this is an expression of solidarity for a small democratic state. This mostly uncritical American support for the
Georgian government has contributed to the deterioration in Georgia by making it easier for Saakashvili and his party to
consolidate power. The Georgian government has also been accused by Amnesty International of using official
investigations to intimidate members of the main opposition group created and supported by the billionaire Bidzina
Ivanishvili. Ivanishvili's Georgian citizenship was stripped last year on the technicality that he held two foreign passports.
The reality is that he was deprived of his citizenship to block him from running for office by a government that perceives
him as a potential threat to the ruling United National Movement's hold on the presidency. And consider Libya. Western
intervention was not justified primarily in terms of democracy promotion, but one of the main arguments for U.S.
involvement was that the failure of the Libyan uprising would demoralize protest movements throughout the region.
Supporting the "Arab Spring" directly informed the decision to support regime change in Libya. As it turned out, this
also led Western governments to back a non-transparent, unaccountable council made up mostly of exiles as the
legitimate national government, which is currently as ineffectual as it is undemocratic.
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1AR – Answers to Ukraine Crisis Harms Frontline #1: Arms sales good turn

1. Extend our 2AC Cohen 2015 evidence, which says
_____________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Our evidence is better than their evidence because____________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Extend our 1AC Carpenter 2018 evidence - it
says____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

3 Extend our 2AC Menon and Ruger 2017 evidence – it says
____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Our evidence is better than their evidence because____________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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4. Arms sales to Ukraine provoke Russia and embolden Ukraine it’s a recipe for avoidable
escalation.
Chrzanowski 2018
[Brendan Chrzanowski, Navy veteran and a student in the NYU Global Affairs graduate program, 9-5-2018, "Arming
Ukraine: Practicalities and Implications," Real Clear Defense,
https://www.realcleardefense.com/articles/2018/09/05/arming_ukraine_practicalities_and_implications_113769.html
MYY]
America’s recent decision to authorize the sale and delivery of Javelin anti-tank missile systems to Ukraine was
shortsighted and dangerous to all parties involved.[1] The provision of the Javelin weapons system, in particular, serves
as little more than a symbolic gesture. In the end, the authorization will likely prove a maneuver in optics, not strategy.
Furthermore, recent developments suggest the Ukrainian government, in an effort to secure the deal, may have
interfered with the ongoing special counsel investigation in the United States.[2] The following delineates the reasoning
behind this conclusion, puts forward some of the stronger arguments in favor of the authorization, and describes why
they are misguided. Amid the fraught U.S.-Russia relations of late, it is vital for American policymakers to consider
each geopolitical decision with the utmost care, ensuring the best interests of the United States and her allies are
always kept in mind.[3] An appropriate policy would include forgoing any further sale of lethal weaponry, replacing it
instead with increased funds and non-lethal materiel such as counter-electronic warfare (EW) technology and the
deployment of additional troops on a strictly train-and-advise basis. The conflict in Eastern Ukraine has claimed over
10,000 lives and forced over a million more to flee their homes.[4] Taking these figures into consideration, it is evident
that decisive action is necessary; thus far, however, the United States has taken the wrong approach. Arming Ukraine
with Javelin anti-tank missiles runs the risk of reigniting what has become a relatively static engagement between the
Ukrainian Army and Russian-backed separatists.[5] Skirmishes occur on a daily basis, and casualties continue to accrue,
but a sudden injection of Western munitions into the hands of the Ukrainian Army is likely to prompt a
disproportionate response from the side of the Russians, a reaction not without historical precedence.[6] Assuming the
Russians respond not in kind, but with asymmetric force, where does that leave the United States? Is the United States
to perpetually provide bigger and better arms as the process persists in some sort of vicious iteration of Robert Jervis’s
spiral model?[7] For now, Russia has far more at stake in this conflict. With his population’s support and at least six more
years at the helm, Vladimir Putin can and will broaden his country’s efforts in the region if need be.[8] Even if the United
States were committed to meet every response with more firepower, the Russians have the overwhelming advantage
of geography. Russia’s shared border with Ukraine, one that is reportedly near-impossible to effectively monitor,
enables expedited resupplies.[9] Putin’s relative autonomy in terms of foreign policy decisions also adds to the potential
for a rapid response. Furthermore, it is prudent to consider how Ukrainians may interpret the signaling of receiving
lethal arms from America. Inspired by the renewed and augmented support of the Americans, this move could
embolden Ukrainians to begin launching assaults, thus producing an avoidable escalation scenario. Many like to frame
the conversation as providing so-called defensive weapons rather than offensive, but in reality, there is no logical
distinction between the two.[10] The Ukrainians using these weapons to go on an offensive, making the U.S. an indirect
accomplice in violating the Minsk Agreement, remains a real possibility and a real concern of those monitoring the
situation closely.[11] From a purely practical standpoint, providing Ukraine with Javelins makes little sense. While the
provision of such weapons would certainly generate substantial repercussions due to the symbolism of the action,
their usefulness on the battlefield would be virtually imperceptible. In fact, former commander of U.S. Army Europe
remarked in 2015 that the Ukrainian Army having Javelin missiles “would not change the situation strategically in a
positive way.”[12] Ukraine has no need for Javelin missiles, as it already produces its own comparable varieties of antitank weaponry.[13] The Ukrainian Army is well-equipped for situations that require anti-tank capabilities, thus it is
redundant to provide them with more. Furthermore, the conflict has largely steered away from tank warfare, further
highlighting the superfluity of Javelin sales.[14] The provision of other lethal arms in general is similarly excessive.
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1AR - Answers to Ukraine Crisis Frontline #2: Democracy Turn

1. Extend our 2AC Tisdall 2018 evidence - it
says_______________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

It’s better than their evidence because__________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Trump causes global democratic decline through his other actions – arms sales to Ukraine won’t
do anything.
Abramowitz 2019
[Michael Abramowitz, president of Freedom House., 2-4-2019, "Trump Is Straining Democracy At Home And Around The
World," Washington Post, https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/trump-is-straining-democracy-at-home-andaround-the-world/2019/02/04/11ca80e4-266c-11e9-ad53-824486280311_story.html?utm_term=.6d87c97f29da MYY]
The challenges facing American democracy did not begin with President Trump. But midway through his term, there
remains little doubt that his influence is straining core U.S. values, testing the constitutional system’s stability , and
undermining democracies and the cause of freedom beyond the nation’s borders. Through our annual Freedom in the
World report, Freedom House has been measuring political rights and civil liberties in every country for nearly 50 years.
While our assessments of countries overseas typically command the most attention, we always look inward at the
United States as well. As indicated by our latest report, which is being released Tuesday, we have never been more
concerned about the health of American democracy. By global standards, democracy in the United States remains
robust, but it has weakened significantly in the past decade, according to our research. Intensifying political polarization,
declining economic mobility, the outsize influence of special interests and the diminished influence of fact-based news
reporting in favor of bellicose partisan media were all problems afflicting American democracy well before 2017. But
Trump’s frequent attacks on essential norms and institutions — such as an independent judiciary, separation of powers,
a free press and the legitimacy of elections — threaten to accelerate the decline by wearing down democratic checks
and balances. The grim reality is that Freedom House now ranks the United States well below other large and longstanding democracies, such as France, Germany and Britain. Many of the United States’ most important institutions
have fought hard to maintain democratic standards. The independent media, the judiciary, an energetic civil society,
the political opposition and other guardrails of the constitutional system — as well as some conscientious lawmakers
and officeholders from Trump’s own party — have checked the president’s worst impulses and mitigated the effects of
the administration’s approach. But the system’s durability is not guaranteed to continue indefinitely. Elsewhere in the
world, including Hungary, Venezuela and Turkey, Freedom House has watched democratic institutions gradually
succumb to sustained pressure, often after a deceptively slow start. Since 2016, the United States has suffered declines
in the rule of law, the conduct of elections and safeguards against corruption, among other important indicators
measured for the Freedom in the World report. Moreover, irresponsible rhetoric and the rejection of democratic
constraints on power by political leaders can lead to further restrictions on freedom. Those assaults could intensify if the
findings of special counsel Robert S. Mueller III’s investigation implicate the president in wrongdoing. The stakes in this
struggle are high. For all of the claims that the United States has lost influence abroad over the past decade, the reality
is that other countries pay close attention to the conduct of the world’s oldest functioning democracy, and it remains
irreplaceable as a champion of political rights and civil liberties. The deterioration of U.S. democracy will hasten the
current decline in democracy worldwide. Indeed, it has already done so.
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3. Extend our 2AC Larson 2012 evidence - it
says_______________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

It’s better than their evidence because_________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

4 Democracy promotion is unattainable. US efforts in the middle east prove that democracy
promotion cannot work
Goldsmith 2008
[Arthur A. Goldsmith (Professor of Management at the University of Massachusetts Boston.). “Making the World Safe for
Partial Democracy? Questioning the Premises of Democracy.” International Security 33.2 (Fall 2008). Pp.120 – 147. @
120 – 121. MYY]
This article calls attention to two errors in reasoning and evidence that almost everyone in the debate over democracy
promotion seems to have over- looked. First, if democracy enhances international security, that does not necessarily
mean that "every step toward freedom in the world makes our country safer," to quote President George W. Bush.1
Frequently, the successor regime to a dictatorship is a partial democracy, which can pose an even greater security
threat. Second, having the laudable purpose of furthering democracy is not a relevant reason for claiming that this goal
is attainable. Despite its significant influence, the United States cannot consistently shape foreign political systems to
its liking, particularly in the short term. Democracy promotion's limitations were brushed aside in the Bush
administration's "forward strategy of freedom" or "freedom agenda," which became the cornerstone of its foreign
policy. The president prominently justified administration plans using strident neoconservative themes, asserting
repeatedly that democracy promotion is both a normative prerogative and a pragmatic means to bolster the United
States' security and further its geopolitical preeminence.2 As he summarized these arguments in his 2006 State of the
Union Address, one of the nation's "defining moral commitments" is to end tyranny around the world and replace it with
democracy. Regime change is not solely a question of altruism, the president avowed, but also of national self-interest:
"Democracies replace resentment with hope, respect the rights of their citizens and their neighbors, and join the fight
against terror."3 The United States spent billions of dollars in Afghanistan and Iraq to secure limited constitutional
government in those countries. In addition, federal funding for other overseas democracy promotion activities jumped,
starting in 2000, when it was about $500 million per year. The 2008 budget request raised foreign aid spending for
democracy and human rights to nearly $1.5 billion, excluding Afghanistan and Iraq.4 The Bush administration initiated
high- profile efforts to improve public diplomacy toward areas with large Muslim populations, and engaged in prodemocratic lobbying of some of their leaders. In 2002 it launched the Middle East Partnership Initiative to support nongovernmental organizations and government agencies with activities leading to democratic change in the Middle East.5
The freedom agenda never delivered. Five years later, the prospects for non-authoritarian order in Afghanistan and
Iraq seem more remote than ever. Competitive elections in Palestine, Lebanon, Pakistan, and other places have
produced troublesome results for the United States. Human Rights Watch and Freedom House both report that
democracy is in retreat globally.6 Commentators from across the political spectrum agree that the U.S. approach to
democracy promotion since the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks is in tatters, though they offer different diagnoses
for what went wrong.7
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2AC - Answers to Solvency Frontline #1: No solvency

1. Extend our Carpenter 2018 evidence - it says
____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

It’s better than their evidence because
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________.

2. Extend our Carpenter 2017 evidence - it says
____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

It’s better than their evidence because
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________.

3. They say sanctions mean we can’t solve, but arms sales ruin the remnants of bilateral relations
between the US and Russia. Sanctions are priced into our evidence.
DePetris 2018
[Daniel DePetris, 3-12-2018, "It is a mistake to arm Ukraine," Defense News,
https://www.defensenews.com/opinion/commentary/2018/03/12/it-is-a-mistake-to-arm-ukraine/ MYY]
After a lengthy policy review and a considerable amount of discussion, the White House decided in December to
overturn the previous administration’s position on U.S. weapons sales to Ukraine, an arms exporter. Washington
would now approve lethal defensive weapons systems to Kiev ostensibly in order to improve Ukraine’s ability to
defend itself against Russian-backed separatists operating in the east of the country. The State Department announced
the first significant sale March 1 of 210 Javelin anti-tank missiles and 37 launchers with an estimated value of $47
million. Some leaders in Washington have advocated for the sale of missiles to damage or destroy Russian tanks in
eastern Ukraine ever since Moscow intervened in its neighbor’s affairs. These weapons, however, will have no impact on
the fighting beyond a front line that has been mostly static for years. Beyond the battlefield, however, this will further
poison whatever bilateral relationship the U.S. has left with Russia — and that is bad for America. Sending arms to
Ukraine is far more likely to escalate a conflict whose outcome is vital to Russia’s national security interest and, at
best, peripheral to America’s. While deterring more violence in eastern Ukraine may be the stated objective, shipping
advanced weapons into a conflict zone is bound to end up badly for Ukrainians — who simply want the violence to end
— and for the United States, a country that should not be plunging into another tangential foreign policy commitment.
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1AR - Answers to Solvency Frontline

1. Extend our 2AC DePetris 2018 evidence - it
says______________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Our evidence is better than their evidence because________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
2. We Solve - Russia wants to improve relations and Ukraine is key.
Al Jazeera 2019
[AlJazeera, 5-14-2019, "Putin tells Pompeo he wants to 'fully restore' US-Russian ties,",
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2019/05/pompeo-meets-lavrov-hope-improved-russia-ties-190514135223686.html
MYY]
Russian President Vladimir Putin has said he would like to "fully restore" relations with the United States and believes
that his US counterpart Donald Trump wants to do the same. Putin on Tuesday told US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo
he came to that conclusion after a phone call with Trump a few days ago. The Russian president, speaking ahead of a
meeting with Pompeo, also said that his country had not interfered in US elections. Earlier, Pompeo met Russian
Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov in the Russian Black Sea resort of Sochi in hopes of finding common grounds in
strategic issues over Iran, Syria, Ukraine and Venezuela.
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2AC – Answers to Relations Harms Frontline #1: No China Russia Alliance

1. Extend our Foy & Shephard 2019 evidence - it says _____________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Our Foy & Shephard 2019 evidence is better than their evidence because
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________
2. The depth of Chinese-Russian relations is determined by US foreign policy actions. US arms
control policy pushes Russia toward China.
Chausovsky 2019
[Eugene Chausovsky, focuses on political, economic and security issues pertaining to the former Soviet Union, Europe
and Latin America. He was previously a researcher at the University of Texas, where he focused on Russian demographic
trends and their impact on the country's political and electoral systems. He also holds a degree in international relations
from the same university., 6-7-2019, "The Ever-Shifting 'Strategic Triangle' Between Russia, China and the U.S.," Stratfor,
https://worldview.stratfor.com/article/ever-shifting-strategic-triangle-between-russia-china-and-us MYY]
The U.S. trade war with China and Washington's prolonged standoff with Russia — over matters from Iran to
Venezuela to arms control — are increasingly driving Moscow and Beijing toward each other. Chinese President Xi
Jinping is attending the St. Petersburg International Economic Forum June 6-7, but not before meeting with Russian
President Vladimir Putin in Moscow earlier in the week. China and Russia have signed economic deals that span
everything from 5G networks to hydropower plant construction to establishing a joint research and technology
innovation fund. The deals come in the wake of Moscow's recently indicated desire to collaborate with China in the
Arctic's Northern Sea Route as part of Beijing's Maritime Silk Road initiative, while the massive Power of Siberia pipeline
is completing the final phase of construction and is set to begin pumping ever-larger volumes of Russian natural gas to
China by the end of this year. These developments are simply the latest in a broader trend of Russia and China
strengthening political, economic and security ties. Such developments raise the question of how deep an alignment
between Russia and China can go, and to what extent their relationship is forming in direct opposition to and
competition with the United States. To begin to answer this question, it is important first to frame it in the appropriate
strategic context, and then to look at how ties between Russia, China and the United States have evolved within this
context. Doing so points to many more constraints than opportunities in a sustained elevation of the Russia-China
relationship, one that will be shaped heavily by the United States.
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3 Plan allows the US to push Russia and China apart.
Wisnick 2015
[Elizabeth Wishnick, Associate Professor of Political Science at Montclair State University and Senior Research Scholar in
the Weatherhead East Asian Institute at Columbia University., 12-16-2015, "The New China-Russia-U.S. Triangle,"
National Bureau of Asian Research (NBR), https://www.nbr.org/publication/the-new-china-russia-u-s-triangle/ MYY]
Old strategies such as exploiting Sino-Russian differences may no longer work, but the United States has a bigger
diplomatic toolbox. Although China and Russia oppose U.S. policies because of the norms the United States espouses,
the three countries can still work together on some issues to achieve shared goals and pursue a broader-based foreign
policy that is more attuned to U.S. values. How should the United States respond to the new triangular dynamic?
Promote U.S. interests in areas where Chinese and Russian policies diverge. There are real differences between Russia
and China in Central Asia, the Arctic, and the Russian Far East, as well as on Ukraine and the South and East China Seas.
The United States would do well to focus on more actively furthering its own interests in these areas. Ratifying the UN
Convention on the Law of the Sea, for instance—which both China and Russia have ratified but have divided policies
on—would enable the United States to assert its maritime rights in areas where Russia and China differ. Avoid actions
that precipitate further partnership. For the most part, the Sino-Russian partnership proceeds from norms shared by
China and Russia but not by the United States. On the issue of economic governance, however, the United States could
do more to acknowledge the interests of countries outside the Western consensus. Declining to join the Asian
Infrastructure Investment Bank, for example, excluded the United States from the conversation. Joining this bank would
give Washington an important voice in new infrastructure projects in Asia.
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2AC – Answers to Relations Harms Frontline # 2: No arctic war

1. Extend our Dillow 2018 evidence - it says ____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Our Dillow 2018 evidence is better than their evidence because ________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________
2. Their evidence says that there are methods of dispute resolution, but existing framework is
insufficient for current challenges.
Long 2018
[Zhao Long, Assistant Director of Institute for Global Governance Studies and Senior Fellow (Associate Professor),
Shanghai Institutes for International Studies, 11-29-2018, "Arctic Governance: Challenges and Opportunities," Council on
Foreign Relations, https://www.cfr.org/report/arctic-governance MYY]
Political and security concerns are also associated with the changing Arctic. Eight Arctic countries (Canada, Denmark,
Finland, Iceland, Norway, Russia, Sweden, and the United States) have sovereign rights and jurisdiction over their land,
internal waters, territorial seas, exclusive economic zones (EEZs), and continental shelves. Outside the EEZs, the UN
Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) and international law allow for all states to enjoy the rights of navigation,
overflight, fishing, scientific investigation, and resource exploration and exploitation, including in parts of the Arctic
Ocean. Although a basic legal framework exists, new issues could challenge peace and stability in the Arctic. These
issues include: opposing North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and Russian alliance structures inherited from the
Cold War era; Arctic military deployments; bilateral territorial disputes; legal claims concerning the outer limits of
continental shelves; disagreements on the legal status of the Northeast and Northwest Passage; and nontraditional
security issues such as catastrophic oil spills, environmental disasters, and maritime search and rescue responses. As
the geoeconomic significance of the Arctic increases, even environmental protection issues that had been considered
noncontroversial and hardly a threat to state survival have developed national and international security implications.
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3 US-Russia tensions hinder communication and cause escalation through miscalculation. Their
evidence doesn’t account for the current decline in relations.
Burns 2019
[Robert Burns, journalist, 4-14-2019, "The chill in US-Russia relations has some worried about stumbling into a military
conflict," Military Times, https://www.militarytimes.com/flashpoints/2019/04/14/the-chill-in-us-russia-relations-hassome-worried-about-stumbling-into-a-military-conflict/ MYY]
It has the makings of a new Cold War, or worse. The deep chill in U.S.-Russian relations is stirring concern in some
quarters that Washington and Moscow are in danger of stumbling into an armed confrontation that, by mistake or
miscalculation, could lead to nuclear war. American and European analysts and current and former U.S. military officers
say the nuclear superpowers need to talk more. A foundational arms control agreement is being abandoned and the
last major limitation on strategic nuclear weapons could go away in less than two years. Unlike during the Cold War,
when generations lived under threat of a nuclear Armageddon, the two militaries are barely on speaking terms.
"During the Cold War, we understood each other's signals. We talked," says the top NATO commander in Europe, U.S.
Army Gen. Curtis Scaparrotti, who is about to retire. "I'm concerned that we don't know them as well today."
Scaparrotti, in his role as Supreme Allied Commander Europe, has met only twice with Gen. Valery Gerasimov, the chief
of the Russian general staff, but has spoken to him by phone a number of other times. "I personally think
communication is a very important part of deterrence," Scaparrotti said, referring to the idea that adversaries who
know each other's capabilities and intentions are less likely to fall into conflict. "So, I think we should have more
communication with Russia. It would ensure that we understand each other and why we are doing what we're doing."
He added: "It doesn't have to be a lot."
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1AR – Answer to Relations Frontline #1: No Russia-China Alliance

1. Extend our 1AC Foy & Shephard 2019 evidence - it
says____________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Extend our 2AC Chausovsky 2019 evidence - it
says_________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

It’s better than their evidence because_________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Skepticism about the possibility of deeper China-Russia ties ignores multiple reasons why their
interests align.
Rolland 2019
[NadèGe Rolland, Senior Fellow for Political and Security Affairs at the National Bureau of Asian Research, 2019, "A
China–Russia Condominium over Eurasia," IISS, https://www.iiss.org/publications/survival/2019/survival-global-politicsand-strategy-februarymarch-2019/611-02-rolland MYY]
Despite mounting evidence to the contrary, many Western observers of Sino-Russian relations dismiss the current
level of cooperation and engagement between the two powers as nothing more than a convenient façade hiding
profound mutual mistrust and suspicions. The long list of supposedly irreconcilable contradictions separating Beijing
and Moscow includes lingering historical grievances, a glaring demographic imbalance and a growing power asymmetry
that exacerbates Russia’s insecurities. As its own power declines, Russia is presumed to be bitter and resentful of China’s
rising economic, political and military capabilities, and its increased presence in areas that Moscow still covets as its
exclusive sphere of influence. Surely, a Russia proud of its glorious past must resent being relegated to the role of little
brother by a fast-rising China. Material and economic interests may currently be pushing Moscow and Beijing into each
other’s arms, but other factors such as prestige and a yawning power disparity will eventually pull them apart. The
recent closeness in relations between the two powers, evident especially since 2014, is therefore widely assumed to be
a marriage of convenience, based on fragile common interests, that will not last.1 For the moment, however, the
evidence points to an increasingly deep condominium between the two powers. French writer Antoine de SaintExupéry said that ‘love does not consist in looking at one another, but in looking together in the same direction’. China
and Russia are certainly looking together in the same direction with equal yearning towards Eurasia. Both powers
perceive the Western presence on opposite sides of the Eurasian landmass – US alliances and presence in East Asia for
China; NATO and the European Union’s normative power for Russia – as threatening to contain and ultimately
undermine them. Both continental powers consider Eurasia their strategic backyard, and both have launched
ambitious initiatives to strengthen their influence over the region: the Eurasian Economic Union and the Greater
Eurasian Partnership for Russia, the Silk Road Economic Belt – the land component of the Belt and Road Initiative – for
China. But their common focus does not mean they are necessarily competing against each other in this vast
continental space. Rather, China and Russia share similar concerns about Eurasia’s political stability and security, and
similar overall objectives regarding what a future regional order should look like.
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1AR – Answers to Relations Frontline #2 – No Arctic War

1. Extend our 2AC Long 2018 evidence - it
says_________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

It’s better than their evidence because_________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Current framework empirically fails - it’s starting to break down right now.
Balton & Ulmer 2019
[Ambassador David Balton, Ambassador for Oceans and Fisheries, U.S. Department of State, retired, Fran Ulmer, NonResident Senior Fellow, Arctic Initiative, Belfer Center, Harvard Kennedy School; Chair, U.S. Arctic Research Commission,
6-6-2019, "A Strategic Plan for the Arctic Council: Recommendations for Moving Forward," Wilson Center,
https://www.wilsoncenter.org/publication/strategic-plan-for-the-arctic-council-recommendations-for-moving-forward
MYY]
For the first time since its creation in 1996, the Arctic Council failed to reach agreement on a Ministerial Declaration
when it met in Rovaniemi earlier this month. Such Declarations signed at each past Ministerial meeting have served to
highlight the Council’s programs and projects over the prior two years and to chart new work that the Council would
undertake during the next biennium. This unfortunate turn of events raises serious questions about the ability of the
Arctic Council to continue to play the constructive role that has been its hallmark in helping to keep the Arctic Region
peaceful and cooperative despite growing geopolitical tensions relating to other issues and to other areas of the world.
With Finland’s chairmanship of the Arctic Council now at an end, Iceland takes up the mantle without the clear
alignment of purpose and interests that past Ministerial Declarations have reflected.
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Ukraine 2AC/1AR Answers to Off Case
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2AC – Frontline: Answers to Elections Disadvantage

1. Non-unique – Trump will win – he can win key swing states. Trump’s poll numbers are a floor, not
a ceiling, and his popularity is growing.
Olsen 2019
[Henry Olsen, Columnist focusing on politics, populism, and American conservative thought, 7-8-2019, "If The Latest
Polls Are Right, Trump Is Favored To Win Reelection," Washington Post,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/07/08/if-latest-polls-are-right-trump-is-favored-winreelection/?utm_term=.4c860d9f67d2 MYY]
The headline news from the most recent Post poll was that President Trump remains behind or tied with all major
Democratic contenders. The takeaway should have been that if this poll is correct, Trump is almost a lock to win. There
are two reasons that this is the case. The first has to do with the electoral college; the second has to do with the likely
campaign dynamics over the next year and a half. Trump won the electoral college in 2016 despite receiving roughly 46
percent of the popular vote because his coalition is highly tilted toward non-college-educated white voters. Those
voters are shrinking as a total share of the national electorate, but they remain the largest group of voters in the
electoral-vote-rich states of the Upper Midwest that he flipped from blue to red. That means Trump will get higher
shares of the vote in those states than he will nationally. The Post’s poll showed Trump performing nationally at levels
that suggest he would get close to or more than a majority of the vote in at least four of the five key Midwestern
swing states. Take his job approval rating: The poll showed him at 47 percent approval among registered voters. The
2018 exit polls showed Trump’s job approval was higher than his national average by three points in Wisconsin and eight
points in Ohio. By extrapolation, the Post poll implies his job approval is at or above 50 percent in enough states for him
to carry the electoral college. Trump’s standing gets stronger when we look at the mock ballot questions. He receives
between 46 and 48 percent of the vote among registered voters against any Democrat except Joe Biden. In 2016, he
ran about 1.5 to 2 points ahead of his national showing in Wisconsin, Michigan and Pennsylvania. There’s no reason to
think that he won’t do the same in 2020 given the nature of his coalition. That means the Post poll implies he will get
between about 48 and 50 percent in each of these states. If he does that, he almost surely will win at least one of them
— and with that, he wins reelection. Democrats could point to recent polls showing Trump’s standing in these key states
to be lower than he needs to win. But we should take most of these polls with a grain of salt. In both 2016 and 2018,
state-level polls in Midwestern swing states significantly underestimated support for Republican candidates. There’s no
reason to think that any of these state-level polls have worked out their methodological kinks in the past six months. The
Morning Consult poll that tracks Trump’s job approval rating by state is also unreliable. That poll showed Trump’s net
job approval rating in November 2018 at zero in Ohio, minus-10 in Wisconsin and minus-2 in Arizona. But the exit poll,
which samples actual voters, put his net approval rating at plus-7 in Ohio, minus-four in Wisconsin and plus-2 in Arizona.
The campaign’s likely dynamics also mean these numbers are more a floor than a ceiling on his potential support.
Trump is a divisive figure, to put it mildly. But although opinions on him and his performance are fixed, his job approval
rating has slowly crept up over the past five months so that it now stands at 45 percent in the RealClearPolitics
average. One can see those numbers declining in the case of war or recession, but it’s hard to see why a normal
campaign season will drive his support lower than it already is.
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2. No link - Voters don’t care about foreign policy.
Emerson Polling 2019
[6-4-2019 , "North Carolina 2020: Biden With Early Lead On Trump And Democratic Primary Field," Emerson Polling,
https://emersonpolling.reportablenews.com/pr/north-carolina-2020-biden-with-early-lead-on-trump-and-democraticprimary-field]
A plurality of voters, 32%, identify the economy as the single most important issue in deciding for whom they will
vote for President. The economy is followed by healthcare at 18%, social issues at 14%, and immigration at 13%.
Impeachment is the most important issue for only 4% of voters. Among Democratic primary voters, healthcare (27%)
and social issues (23%) are most important followed by the economy (16%) and the environment (14%). For Republican
Primary voters, 46% said the economy, followed by immigration (24%) which was the only other issue in double digits.
Among just general election voters economy (36%), healthcare (20%), immigration (10%) and the environment (8%)
round out the top 4 issues.
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1AR – EXTENSIONS Elections Frontline #1 – Non-unique

1. Extend our 2AC Olsen 2019 evidence - it says
____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Our Olsen 2019 evidence is better than their evidence because ________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________
2. Non-unique – Trump’s approval is rising now.
Wise 2019
[Justin Wise, 7-7-2019, "Poll: Trump's approval rating hits highest point of presidency," TheHill,
https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/451858-poll-trumps-approval-rating-hits-highest-point-of-presidency
MYY]
President Trump's approval rating has surged to the highest level of his presidency, according to a new Washington
Post-ABC News poll. The survey, which was released Sunday, found that 47 percent of registered voters approve of the
job Trump is doing in the White House, a figure that represents a 5-point increase from April. Fifty percent of
registered voters disapprove of Trump's performance as president, however. Meanwhile, 44 percent of voting-age
Americans said they approve of Trump's job performance, while 53 percent said they disapprove of it. Just 39 percent of
voting-age Americans said they approved of Trump's job performance in April. The survey's release comes as the 2020
Democratic primary race begins to heat up, as candidates such as Sen. Kamala Harris (D-Calif.) and Sen. Elizabeth Warren
(D-Mass.) gain ground on former Vice President Joe Biden in the polls. The economy served as the only issue where a
majority said they approve of Trump's performance, according to the poll. Fifty-one percent of respondents said they
approved of the way he has handled economic issues since entering the White House. Forty-two percent said they
disapprove of his handling of the economy.

We win the disadvantage debate because________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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1AR – EXTENSIONS 2AC #2 - No link

1. Extend our 2AC Emerson Polling 2019 evidence - it says
______________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Our Emerson Polling 2019 evidence is better than their evidence because
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Trump is vulnerable on health care, not foreign policy
Bland 2019
[Scott Bland, 6-24-2019, "Democratic group's poll shows Trump vulnerable with his base on health care," POLITICO,
https://www.politico.com/story/2019/06/24/democratic-poll-trump-health-care-1377517 MYY]
American Bridge polled voters in small towns and rural areas, screening out self-identified liberal Democrats, to find out
what they thought of the president. The group gave Trump a positive job approval rating overall, and it backed a generic
Republican for Congress by 29 points over a generic Democrat. But the Republican-leaning pool of voters also gave
Trump unfavorable ratings on several key issues, highlighting potential avenues of attack for American Bridge: 50
percent rated Trump negatively on “cutting taxes for people like me.” Several health care questions were worse for
the president. Just 25 percent of respondents gave Trump a positive rating for “reducing health care costs,” compared
to 67 percent who rated him negatively, while they split against Trump 39-51 on “taking on the drug and
pharmaceutical companies.”

3 Health care is the top issue in 2020.
Armour 2019
[Stephanie Armour, 6-2-2019, "American Voters Have a Simple Health-Care Message for 2020: Just Fix It! ," WSJ,
https://www.wsj.com/articles/americans-voters-have-a-simple-health-care-message-for-2020-just-fix-it-11559467800
MYY]
Americans cited health care as the top issue for the federal government to address, ahead of the economy,
immigration, national security and other issues, Wall Street Journal/NBC News polling found this month. The financial
burden of health care was of particular concern for American families, according to a new Gallup poll released last
week, trumping worries linked to wages, college expenses, housing and taxes.

4 We win the disadvantage debate because____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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2AC- Frontline: Answers to Alliances Disadvantage

1. No link – arms sales are different from alliance commitments.
Yarhi-Milo et al 2017
[Keren Yarhi-Milo Is An Assistant Professor Of Politics and International Affairs At The Woodrow Wilson School Of Public
And International Affairs At Princeton University. Alexander Lanoszka Is A Lecturer In The Department Of International
Politics At City, University Of London. Find Him On Twitter At @Alanoszka. Zack Cooper Is A Fellow With The Center For
Strategic And International Studies. Find Him On Twitter At @Zackcooper., 1-13-2017, "How Can Donald Trump Reassure
Nervous U.S. Allies? By Giving Them Weapons.," Washington Post, https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkeycage/wp/2017/01/13/can-donald-trump-rely-on-arms-transfers-to-reassure-u-s-allies/?utm_term=.ead42fd19b98 MYY]
Will Trump follow this playbook? Arms transfers are particularly useful when geostrategic priorities are shifting. Here’s
why we think Trump will use this foreign policy tool: Arms transfers accomplish two important goals: upgrading local
deterrent capabilities and offsetting fears of abandonment. Allies are better equipped to defend themselves, thanks to
U.S. weapons. Arms transfers typically don’t attract as much attention as U.S. military deployments or new treaty
commitments. But they can enable the recipient to engage in aggressive foreign policies that the United States might
not desire, especially if the arms transfers enable offensive operations. Experts call this worry “entrapment” — when an
ally gets drawn into another country’s conflict. Arms transfers signal a different form of commitment than alliances.
After all, treaty alliances tie hands by requiring allies to fight for one another in any future conflict. Such treaties are
formalized security ties — and usually follow a politicized ratification process. These “pieces of paper” are inflexible,
but do not necessarily require follow-up military investment.

2. No impact – Japan won’t pursue nuclear weapons. Past predictions have been wrong.
Dutta 2018 [Anushree Dutta, Research Associate at the Centre for Air Power Studies (CAPS) in New Delhi, June 22, 2018, "Japan's Non-Nuclear Identity: Future
Prospects," Globe Post, https://theglobepost.com/2018/06/22/japan-nuclear-weapons-future/ MYY]

Japan has maintained a non-nuclear identity for decades, preferring to rely on the U.S. extended deterrence and global
disarmament diplomacy. Japan has been actively committed to the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons Treaty and
the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty. The country joined the International Atomic Energy Agency in 1957. Since
1994, Tokyo has been regularly introducing United Nations resolutions for the elimination of nuclear weapons. The
continual series of events related to North Korea’s nuclear growth and the Northeast Asia security threat leaves us with
the question of how much longer we can expect this non-nuclear policy pattern of Japan to continue. Japan adopted a
non-nuclear policy after the end of World War II. It includes not possessing, not developing, and not introducing nuclear
weapons into the country. In the mid-1960s, after the development of nuclear weapons by China, Prime Minister Eisaku
Sato officially announced that Japan would rely on the U.S. nuclear deterrence for its security. He added that Japan, with
its three non-nuclear principles, needs the U.S. umbrella for its survival and thus, announced the “four nuclear policies”
of the country. These policies did not impose any legal limits on the Japanese government but were widely supported
by the Japanese people. Japan’s explicit dependence on the U.S. nuclear protection has enabled the country to maintain
a “pacifistic” security strategy, showing a lack of concern about the possibility of a nuclear attack by any other country.
Even after the late 1970s, when the Soviet threat intensified once again, Japan did not bother to make any fundamental
changes in its non-nuclear doctrine. Threats of North Korea and China With the relative decline of U.S. dominance in
Asia, especially in the context of a belligerent North Korea and the rise of China, one can argue that Japan, under the
U.S. umbrella, will not turn to the nuclear option. A number of Japanese defense analysts noted that a very strong
conventional defense capability could take the place of the nuclear power. Others mentioned that since the
development of a second-strike capability would take years, a nuclear force is less attractive, especially considering how
vulnerable the small island country is to any nuclear attack. Thus, the Japanese response to theoretical U.S.
disengagement would not necessarily be a nuclear one. However, the potential for a nuclear Japan is a question to
ponder. Continuous North Korean nuclear tests could strain Japan’s patience, but it is unlikely that they would provoke a
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nuclear response. A nuclear attack by North Korea (which seems unlikely) would probably traumatize the nation enough
to shock the public into accepting the Japanese nuclear deterrent. Indeed, such an event could reframe the way the
Japanese think about nuclear weapons. Instead of being a victim of nuclear weapons, Tokyo could be seen as a victim
due to its lack of a nuclear deterrent. Nevertheless, a North Korean nuclear attack would not guarantee a Japanese
nuclear response. It would, however, make it highly likely. One may need a crystal ball to answer the question about
Japan’s future decision on the nuclear option in the next decades. But examining the factors, one can see that is unlikely
that Tokyo will be pushing towards going nuclear. There were precedents in the past when the world discussed the
possibility of Japan taking up the nuclear option. One such instance was after the Cold War. Some scholars predicted
that Japan would become a power independent from the U.S. It could allegedly happen after Tokyo would have acquired
nuclear weapons due to the changing security environment in the region. Despite these predictions and Japan’s
increasing perception of China and North Korea as threats, Tokyo still maintained its non-nuclear policy. One of the
major factors that determine Japan’s stance toward the nuclear capability is the domestic one. The horrific attacks on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki made the Japanese public believe that nuclear weapons are “absolute evil.” There will be
times when regional security demands will challenge Japan’s commitment to nuclear disarmament as part of the global
agenda. However, in a situation when Japan has to manage regional threats or face uncertainty due to reducing U.S.
nuclear protection, the Japanese government would prefer to hold its non-nuclear identity for years to come and work
towards non-proliferation and disarmament. Lastly, it is highly unlikely that Japan will easily let go of its traditional
nuclear position which enables co-existence of Japan’s non-nuclear identity and U.S. credible deterrence umbrella. The
growing threat from North Korea and China is unlikely to prompt Japan to rethink the strategic value of the nuclear
power. In fact, Japan would attempt to resolve any nuclear threat by redirecting international pressure and dialogue
away from military escalations.
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1AR – EXTENSION – 2AC Alliance Disadvantage Frontline #1 – No Link

1. Extend our 2AC Yarhi-Milo et al. 2017 evidence it
says________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
This means the disadvantage doesn’t link because_________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
2. Arms sales are distinct from alliances and vary up and down over time. That means there’s no
link.
Yarhi-Milo et al. 2016
[Keren Yarhi-Milo, Alexander Lanoszka, and Zack Cooper, “To Arm or to Ally?” International Security, Vol. 41, No. 2 (Fall
2016), pp. 90–139 MYY]
arms transfers In an arms transfer, a state gives another state weapons to augment its military capabilities. Like
alliances, arms transfers deter and defend by shifting the local balance of power in the recipient’s favor. Yet, they differ
from alliances in three ways. First, a patron can decide to transfer arms quickly and sometimes without involving
domestic legislatures, whereas alliances often take time to negotiate and ratify. Second, a patron can modulate the
magnitude and type of military assistance it provides over time. Alliance commitments are generally more static and
difficult to calibrate. Third, although alliances are mainly an ex post indicator of a patron’s commitment to a client, arm
transfers are primarily an ex ante signal of such a commitment—the costs of which result from a patron supplying a loan
or grant to its client to purchase weapons or directly providing arms.15
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2AC Ukraine Answers to Topicality-Substantial

1. We meet – We reduce foreign military sales by more than 2%.
A) US Foreign Military Sales totaled $55.6 billion in Fiscal Year 2018.
Mehta 2018
[Aaron Mehta, 10-9-2018, "America sold $55.6 billion in weapons abroad in FY18 — a 33 percent jump," Defense News,
https://www.defensenews.com/digital-show-dailies/ausa/2018/10/09/america-sold-556-billion-in-weapons-abroad-infy18/ MYY]
The U.S. inked $55.6 billion in foreign military sales during fiscal year 2018, easily smashing past the previous year’s
total — and the Pentagon’s point man for security cooperation expects more in the future.

B) Ukraine wants to request $2.25 billion from the US. That’s four percent of foreign military
sales.
Defence Blog 2018
[Defence Blog, 8-25-2018, "Ukraine seeking to buy modern air defense system from US," https://defenceblog.com/army/ukraine-seeking-buy-modern-air-defense-system-us.html MYY]
Ukraine is looking to purchase a small number of surface-to-air missile systems from the United States, possibly
Patriots, amid a recent spike in tensions with separatists in the country’s eastern Donbas region, as well as their chief
backer, Russia. The move also comes as the U.S. government is expanding arms deals with the government in Kiev,
including the sale of Javelin anti-tank missiles, and has even recently bought a Ukrainian air defense radar for its own
analysis and training use. On Aug. 28, 2018, Ukrainian Ambassador to the United States Valeriy Chaly explained his
country’s desire to buy unspecified American-made air defense weapons in an interview with the country’s Radio NV.
Chaly said that Ukraine’s President Petro Poroshenko had raised the matter directly with U.S. President Donald Trump
during a brief meeting the two had in Brussels on the sidelines of the NATO summit in July 2018. He also said that
authorities in Kiev had discussed the possible purchase separately with U.S. National Security Advisor John Bolton.
“Ukraine has requested to official Washington for a possible sale of air defense systems worth $750 million for one
unit,” Chaly told Radio NV, according to a translation from Defence Blog. “If necessary, [Ukraine could purchase] at
least three appropriate military complexes for the Ukrainian army.”

2. Counter interpretation: The affirmative must defend reducing arms sales by a considerable
amount.
"Substantial" means of real worth or considerable value --- this is the USUAL and CUSTOMARY
meaning of the term
Words and Phrases 2002 (Volume 40A, p. 458)
The word “substantial” within Civil Rights Act providing that a place is a public accommodation if a “substantial” portion of
food which is served has moved in commerce must be construed in light of its usual and customary meaning, that is, something of
real worth and importance; of considerable value; valuable, something worthwhile as distinguished from something without value or merely nominal
D.S.C. 1966.
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3. Counter-standards:
A. Education – our interpretation allows debates on Affirmative cases about Saudi Arabia,
Mexico, Ukraine, Taiwan, Japan, and other countries at the forefront of debates about US
arms sales.
4. Their standards for Topicality are bad:
A. They say their interpretation is key to limits but it over limits. The Trump administration
has massively increased arms sales to Ukraine from the Obama era and shifted US strategy
with Russia. Debates about arms sales to Ukraine are important to understand foreign policy.
B. They say their interpretation is good for ground. Their interpretation eliminates all country
specific affirmatives – those are key to links for the alliance DA, the containment DA, and
other arguments about international relations.
C. Topicality is not a voter – default to reasonability. Competing interpretations causes a race
to the bottom and crowds out substance.
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2AC Frontline: Answers to Consult NATO Counterplan

1. No SOLVENCY: NATO says no – it wants to improve Ukraine’s defense capabilities.
Al-Jazeera 2019
[AlJazeera, 3-6-2019, "NATO seeks to bolster Ukraine defences amid 'Russian aggression',"
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2019/03/nato-seeks-bolster-ukraine-defences-russian-aggression190306064651218.html]
The commander of NATO forces in Europe, US General Curtis Scaparrotti, has said he wants to bolster Ukraine's
defences against Russia's "increasingly aggressive" posture in the east of the country and the Black Sea. In the past
year, the United States has already sold Javelin anti-tank missiles to Ukraine but there are "other systems, snipers
systems, ammunition" that Washington could provide to strengthen Kiev's forces, Scaparrotti told the US Congress. The
general added that the US may have to consider boosting naval defences in the Black Sea after Russian forces shot at
and seized three Ukrainian ships late last year as they were traversing the Kerch Strait linking the Sea of Azov with the
Black Sea. Five years after Russia annexed the Crimean peninsula, Moscow "continues to arm, train" and even "fight
alongside anti-government forces in eastern Ukraine", said Scaparrotti, calling Moscow's activities a breach of a 2015
agreement designed to end the conflict. "The conflict in eastern Ukraine remains hot, with numerous ceasefire
violations reported weekly," he said.

2. Consultation doesn’t solve - NATO’s problems are too deep and consultation on the plan won’t
fix them.
Walt 2018
[Stephen M. Walt, he Robert and Renée Belfer professor of international relations at Harvard University., 7-11-2018,
"NATO Isn't What You Think It Is," Foreign Policy, https://foreignpolicy.com/2018/07/26/nato-isnt-what-you-think-it-is/
MYY]
Even so, NATO’s present problems predate Trump and are largely the result of long-term structural forces. In the
absence of a common, clear, and present danger, sustaining an elaborate multinational alliance was always going to
be difficult, and it is in some ways a testimony to past diplomatic artistry that NATO has kept going as long as it has
and despite the failures in Afghanistan and Libya and the divisions that erupted over the war in Iraq. Even if Trump
had stuck with the status quo, reaffirmed the U.S. commitment, and played nicely with Europe’s leaders, it would not
have reversed the gradual erosion of the trans-Atlantic partnership.

3 Permutation: do both – consultation with NATO is just an addition to the plan. Thus, it
doesn’t compete.
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1AR – EXTENSIONS TO 2AC – Frontline #1 – NATO Says No
1. Extend our 2AC Al-Jazeera 2019 evidence - it says
____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Our Al Jazeera 2019 evidence is better than their evidence because ________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Empirically proven that NATO will say no - it is supplying Ukraine’s military.
Reuters 2018
[Reuters, 12-13-2018, "NATO to Send Kiev Signals Equipment After Latest Ukraine-Russia Spat," Moscow Times,
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2018/12/13/nato-to-send-kiev-signals-equipment-after-latest-ukraine-russia-spata63819 MYY]
NATO will supply Ukraine's military with secure communication equipment this month, its head Jens Stoltenberg told
President Petro Poroshenko at a meeting on Thursday called to discuss an escalation of Kiev's conflict with Moscow.
Stoltenberg praised Ukraine's "calm and restraint" after Russia seized three of its naval vessels and their crew off Crimea
last month. Part of a 40 million euros ($46 million) pledge by the Western military alliance to strengthen Ukraine's
armed forces, Stoltenberg said the secure communications equipment would be delivered by the end of the year.

3 We win the counterplan debate because _________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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1AR – EXTENSIONS TO 2AC – Frontline #2 – Consultation doesn’t solve

1. Extend our Walt 2018 evidence - it says ________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Our Walt 2018 evidence is better than their evidence because _______________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________
2. Consultation doesn’t solve - Democratic backsliding within NATO is the real issue that fuels
disunity.
Katz & Taussig 2018
[Jonathan Katz, senior fellow at the German Marshall Fund, and Torrey Taussig, nonresident fellow, 7-10-2018, "An
inconvenient truth: Addressing democratic backsliding within NATO," Brookings,
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2018/07/10/an-inconvenient-truth-addressing-democraticbacksliding-within-nato/ MYY]
There is also significant democratic backsliding among NATO member states. The cast of illiberal characters—who are
leading the charge in the wrong direction—includes the recently reelected and empowered Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdoğan and his Justice and Development Party (AKP), Jaroslaw Kaczynski’s Law and Justice (PiS) Party in Poland,
and Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán and the ruling Fidesz Party. Each has proven more than willing to repress
free media, dismantle checks and balances, demonize political opposition, clamp down on civil society, and diminish the
rule of law. America’s democratic system and norms under President Trump are also under duress; as a result, Freedom
House downgraded the country’s score on the basis of weakening political rights and civil liberties. Despite these
alarming developments, NATO leaders have relegated democratic backsliding to the backburner. Opponents of making
the case for democracy within NATO might argue that pushing Ankara, Warsaw, and Budapest too hard on their
commitments to good governance will exacerbate already tense divisions in the alliance. Others might say that Russia
would be the prime beneficiary of a contentious democracy discussion at NATO. Yet this is a counterproductive
approach with current and potential costs to NATO’s future. Here are three security-based reasons why the United
States and NATO should care about democratic backsliding, and actions the alliance can take to address them. 1 Russia
is already benefiting from and effectively leveraging its relationships with Hungary and Turkey to exacerbate discord
within Europe and NATO. Viktor Orbán and Vladimir Putin see one another as allies in their disdain for the European
Union and Orbán has courted Russian financial and political support as he builds an illiberal democracy in Hungary.
Russian propaganda also finds fertile ground in Hungarian media. A 2018 Senate Foreign Relations Committee report
noted that Russian state-owned media content “by Sputnik and RT is widely referenced by pro-government news
sources in Hungary.” The report cited Orbán as the EU and NATO’s most supportive leader of Putin’s worldview and
leadership. Acting as the Russian “camel’s nose under the tent,” Orbán is thwarting Ukraine and NATO’s partnership
efforts by blocking the Ukraine-NATO Commission from meeting at the upcoming summit. In Turkey, Erdoğan has rattled
the NATO alliance by pursuing a deal to purchase the S-400 missile system from Russia. In addition to hurting NATO’s
ability to cooperate on security, the system is also not compatible with NATO’s defenses. Through arms and energy
deals, Putin uses Turkey as a wedge to divide NATO. Similarly, Erdoğan might see his deals with Putin as a way to free
Turkey from Western leverage, particularly as European states push back on his brand of authoritarian politics by cutting
EU pre-accession funds. After winning the recent twin parliamentary and presidential elections, an emboldened Erdoğan
will likely become an even more problematic partner for NATO. Other illiberal and populist governments, including
Italy’s new anti-establishment government, could follow suit in enhancing their partnerships with Russia, creating future
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intelligence-sharing and cohesion problems for the alliance. President Putin is building ties with illiberal leaders across
Europe while attacking fundamental elements of Western democracies, including electoral process and open
information spaces. 2 There is a strong link between democratic governance and security gains. Liberal democracies
have historically been less likely to experience intra- and interstate conflict, generate refugees, and harbor violent
extremists. They are also better at maintaining transparent institutions, civilian control of the military and intelligence
services, and working together on confidence-building measures, all of which are core features of NATO’s ability to
collectively defend its members. On the other hand, corruption and insecurity grow under politicized institutions and
poor rule of law. This hurts NATO’s renewed efforts to combat terrorism, as military and security communities have long
acknowledged the connection between corruption and the existence of criminal networks, traffickers, and terrorists
within state borders. Corruption also opens space for Russian kleptocratic networks close to Putin to operate and gain
influence. For example, in 2014 Orbán awarded Rosatom, a Russian state-owned nuclear company, the sole contract to
build two nuclear plants in Hungary in exchange for a 10 billion euro loan from Moscow. The Hungarian parliament,
dominated by Orbán’s Fidesz Party, then passed a rushed vote to keep data from the nuclear deal confidential for 30
years in the name of “national security.” The deal diminished transparent economic competition within the European
Union and solidified Hungary and Russia’s energy ties. 3 Distrust among allies hurts alliance interoperability. The PiS
Party’s assault on independent media and the Constitutional Court, including efforts last week to summarily force out
27 Polish Supreme Court justices, have isolated Poland from France and Germany, diminishing trust among the
European nations. This could make it increasingly difficult for Washington to gain consensus on joint decisions,
communications, and operations. If NATO is dedicated to building resiliency along Russia’s periphery by placing multinational battalions in Poland, then it should not ignore the accountable institutions that would strengthen this joint
effort.

3 We win the counterplan debate because
_________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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1AR – EXTENSION TO Permutation - do both

1. They say the plan and counterplan are mutually exclusive – they aren’t because the counterplan
just involves additional parties in the plan. This means that it’s just an addition to the plan and is
not competitive.
2. They say it competes on certainty – this is unfair there’s an infinite number of ways for the
negative to make the plan less certain. For example, the neg could read the “flip a coin” counter
plan. This is a bad model for debate.
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Plan

Plan: The United States federal government should
end its arms sales to Taiwan.
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Contention 1: Harms – Taiwan Crisis
Tensions between the US, Taiwan, and China are on the brink.
Maizland 2019
[Lindsay Maizland, writes about Asia for CFR.org. Before joining CFR, she covered breaking news for TEGNA’s central
digital team and reported on world news for Vox. She holds a BA in international relations and journalism from American
University. 4-3-2019, "U.S. Military Support for Taiwan: What’s Changed Under Trump?," Council on Foreign Relations,
https://www.cfr.org/article/us-military-support-taiwan-whats-changed-under-trump MYY]
The clouds over Taiwan have grown darker in recent months. In January, Chinese President Xi Jinping said Taiwan must
be unified with the mainland and urged Taipei to embrace the 1992 Consensus. It states that there is only “one China”
and Taiwan belongs to it but allows different interpretations of which is the governing entity. China “will not rule out the
use of force” against foreign intervention, Xi said. Tsai reiterated that her government will never accept the “one
country, two systems” model and defended the democratic island’s sovereignty. The worrisome China-Taiwan tensions
come as the U.S.-China relationship has deteriorated, with the two rivals engaged in major disputes over trade and
technology and jostling for power in the western Pacific. During this week’s North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
meetings in Washington, threats from China reportedly featured more prominently than ever before. Experts say all of
these factors are increasing the risk of a cross-strait crisis. “The status quo is admittedly imperfect,” wrote CFR
President Richard N. Haass, “but it is far less imperfect than what would follow unilateral actions and attempts to
resolve a situation that doesn’t lend itself to a neat solution.”
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Trump is about to cross a redline with China by selling F16 jets. China has warned the US not to do
this.
Seligman 2019
[Lara Seligman, a staff writer at Foreign Policy, 7/3/2019, "Trump’s Fighter Jet Sale to Taiwan Advances Despite China’s
Protests," Foreign Policy, https://foreignpolicy.com/2019/07/03/trumps-fighter-jet-sale-to-taiwan-advances-despitechinas-protests-f-16-lockheed-martin/ MYY]
Taiwan formally submitted a request for 66 “Block 70” F-16 jets, the newest version of Lockheed Martin’s legacy
fighter, earlier this year, but the deal took longer than expected to hammer out due to negotiations over price and
configuration of the aircraft, two officials told Foreign Policy. The goal is to move the sale to the next step by the August
congressional recess, according to one administration official. However, it is not yet a done deal. The request must be
converted into a formal proposal by the Defense and State Departments, and then formally notified to Congress.
Lawmakers would then have 30 days to block the sale. Taiwan already has roughly 140 older “Block 20” F-16 jets that
are currently being upgraded to the newest standard. However, China has long said the U.S. selling new F-16s to
Taiwan would be a red line. “China’s position to firmly oppose arms sales to Taiwan is consistent and clear,” Chinese
Foreign Ministry spokesman Geng Shuang said in March, after reports emerged that U.S. President Donald Trump’s
administration had given tacit approval for the sale. “We have made stern representations to the U.S. We have urged
the U.S. to fully recognize the sensitivity of this issue and the harm it will cause.” If the deal does indeed move ahead,
it is sure to anger Beijing at a particularly delicate time for U.S.-China relations. The two nations recently agreed to
resume trade talks amid a wide-ranging trade dispute that has roiled global markets. The agreement came as Trump
continued to ease restrictions on China, reportedly removing eight companies from the Commerce Department’s
blacklist and taking steps to allow telecommunications giant Huawei to purchase U.S. technology But the pause in
tensions may be only temporary. The United States still has many concerns about China’s subversive economic practices,
stealing of U.S. technology, ongoing military buildup, and island-building campaign in the South China Sea. Taiwan has
long been a flash point for China, which does not recognize the island as an independent nation. Beijing has opposed
any attempt by Taiwan to declare independence since 1949, when the two split after Mao Zedong’s Communists won
China’s civil war. The United States does not recognize Taiwan, but the Taiwan Relations Act obligates the U.S.
government to help the island nation maintain self-defense capabilities. The United States has long sold weapons to
Taiwan. The Trump administration recently proposed a separate arms sale to Taipei, including more than $2 billion
worth of Abrams tanks, portable antitank missile systems, and other military equipment. If approved, the sale would
mark one of the largest to Taiwan in recent years by the United States. But the new F-16 sale, which would be valued at
a much higher price point, would be significantly more provocative. Previous administrations, including former
Presidents George W. Bush and Barack Obama, rejected Taiwan’s request to buy new F-16s, likely so as not to provoke
Beijing.
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Taiwan crisis goes nuclear and normal checks don’t apply. Changing US foreign policy is key.
Glaser 2011
[Charles Glaser, He is the founding director of the Institute for Security and Conflict Studies at the George Washington
University's Elliott School of International Affairs, as well as a professor of political science and international affairs.,
March/April 2011 Issue, "Will China's Rise Lead to War?," Foreign Affairs,
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/asia/2011-03-01/will-chinas-rise-lead-war MYY]
THE PROSPECTS for avoiding intense military competition and war may be good, but growth in China's power may
nevertheless require some changes in U.S. foreign policy that Washington will find disagreeable--particularly regarding
Taiwan. Although it lost control of Taiwan during the Chinese Civil War more than six decades ago, China still considers
Taiwan to be part of its homeland, and unification remains a key political goal for Beijing. China has made clear that it
will use force if Taiwan declares independence, and much of China's conventional military buildup has been dedicated to
increasing its ability to coerce Taiwan and reducing the United States' ability to intervene. Because China places such
high value on Taiwan and because the United States and China--whatever they might formally agree to--have such
different attitudes regarding the legitimacy of the status quo, the issue poses special dangers and challenges for the
U.S.-Chinese relationship, placing it in a different category than Japan or South Korea. A crisis over Taiwan could fairly
easily escalate to nuclear war, because each step along the way might well seem rational to the actors involved.
Current U.S. policy is designed to reduce the probability that Taiwan will declare independence and to make clear that
the United States will not come to Taiwan's aid if it does. Nevertheless, the United States would find itself under
pressure to protect Taiwan against any sort of attack, no matter how it originated. Given the different interests and
perceptions of the various parties and the limited control Washington has over Taipei's behavior, a crisis could unfold in
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Contention 2 is Solvency

US-China relations are in free fall. Reversing the direction of US policies is key.
Swaine 2019
[Michael D. Swaine, a senior fellow at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace and one of the most prominent
American analysts in Chinese security studies, 1-16-2019, "A Relationship Under Extreme Duress: U.S.-China Relations at
a Crossroads," Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, https://carnegieendowment.org/2019/01/16/relationshipunder-extreme-duress-u.s.-china-relations-at-crossroads-pub-78159 MYY]
The U.S.-China relationship is confronting its most daunting challenge in the forty years since the two countries
established diplomatic ties. Current trends portend steadily worsening relations over the long term, with increasingly
adverse consequences for all actors involved. Specifically, Beijing and Washington are transitioning from a sometimes
contentious yet mutually beneficial relationship to an increasingly antagonistic, mutually destructive set of
interactions. The often positive and optimistic forces, interests, and beliefs that sustained bilateral ties for decades are
giving way to undue pessimism, hostility, and a zero-sum mindset in almost every area of engagement.
Both sides bear responsibility for this pervasive deterioration, but at present the United States under President Donald
Trump is unquestionably contributing most publicly to it, primarily through its ill-considered rhetorical and other
overreactions to perceived Chinese misbehavior. While nothing about this degenerating relationship is inevitable
(despite the uninformed alarmist predictions of doomsayers on both sides), the threat of an even more precipitous and
dangerous decline in the relationship is very real and demands serious corrective measures to avert a potential
catastrophe.
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Ending US arms sales to Taiwan respects China’s core interests and solves relations.
Glaser 2011
[Charles Glaser, He is the founding director of the Institute for Security and Conflict Studies at the George Washington
University's Elliott School of International Affairs, as well as a professor of political science and international affairs.,
March/April 2011 Issue, "Will China's Rise Lead to War?," Foreign Affairs,
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/asia/2011-03-01/will-chinas-rise-lead-war MYY]
A crisis over Taiwan could fairly easily escalate to nuclear war, because each step along the way might well seem rational
to the actors involved. Current U.S. policy is designed to reduce the probability that Taiwan will declare independence
and to make clear that the United States will not come to Taiwan's aid if it does. Nevertheless, the United States would
find itself under pressure to protect Taiwan against any sort of attack, no matter how it originated. Given the different
interests and perceptions of the various parties and the limited control Washington has over Taipei's behavior, a crisis
could unfold in which the United States found itself following events rather than leading them. Such dangers have been
around for decades, but ongoing improvements in China's military capabilities may make Beijing more willing to
escalate a Taiwan crisis. In addition to its improved conventional capabilities, China is modernizing its nuclear forces to
increase their ability to survive and retaliate following a large-scale U.S. attack. Standard deterrence theory holds that
Washington's current ability to destroy most or all of China's nuclear force enhances its bargaining position. China's
nuclear modernization might remove that check on Chinese action, leading Beijing to behave more boldly in future crises
than it has in past ones. A U.S. attempt to preserve its ability to defend Taiwan, meanwhile, could fuel a conventional
and nuclear arms race. Enhancements to U.S. offensive targeting capabilities and strategic ballistic missile defenses
might be interpreted by China as a signal of malign U.S. motives, leading to further Chinese military efforts and a general
poisoning of U.S.-Chinese relations. Given such risks, the United States should consider backing away from its
commitment to Taiwan. This would remove the most obvious and contentious flash point between the United States
and China and smooth the way for better relations between them in the decades to come. Critics of such a move argue
that it would result in not only direct costs for the United States and Taiwan but indirect costs as well: Beijing would not
be satisfied by such appeasement; instead, it would find its appetite whetted and make even greater demands
afterward--spurred by Washington's lost credibility as a defender of its allies. The critics are wrong, however, because
territorial concessions are not always bound to fail. Not all adversaries are Hitler, and when they are not,
accommodation can be an effective policy tool. When an adversary has limited territorial goals, granting them can lead
not to further demands but rather to satisfaction with the new status quo and a reduction of tension.
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(Additional JV/Varsity) Harms – Relations
Declining relations stops cooperation on climate change.
Dollar, Hass, & Bader 2019
[David Dollar, Ryan Hass, and Jeffrey A. Bader, 1-15-2019, "Assessing U.S.-China relations 2 years into the Trump
presidency," Brookings, https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2019/01/15/assessing-u-s-china-relations2-years-into-the-trump-presidency/ MYY]
The Trump administration also has reimagined the role of diplomacy in the bilateral relationship. Gone are the days of
regularly-scheduled dialogues, which the Trump administration views as laborious, unproductive, and doing more to
legitimize the Communist Party leadership than to deliver benefits to the American people. Instead of cultivating
bilateral connections in order to manage tensions, address differences, and identify opportunities, the Trump
administration considers senior-level bilateral meetings below the presidential level as venues to accept Chinese
concessions. Diplomacy has largely given way to unilateral, unidirectional American demands, often done publicly.
While this new and different approach has succeeded in setting a new tone for the relationship, it has not yet secured
many tangible results. The brightest area of cooperation for a period was North Korea, but the shared spirit behind such
efforts dissipated along with North Korea’s cessation of nuclear and missile tests, Trump’s invocation of unilateral tariffs
against China, and Xi’s efforts to fortify relations with Kim Jong-un following Trump’s embrace of the North Korean
leader. Secretary Pompeo’s October 8, 2018, visit to Beijing for the express purpose of advancing cooperation on North
Korea was a lead balloon; no visible progress has been made to deepen U.S.-China cooperation on North Korea since.
China has been undaunted in its efforts to militarize outposts in the South China Sea. The cross-Strait situation is
growing tenser. China is becoming more brazen in its disregard of American concerns on human rights and religious
freedom. China appears to have resumed cyber-enabled economic espionage for commercial gain against the United
States, after a cessation of such activities at the end of the Obama administration. The flow of fentanyl from China into
the United States has persisted at high levels, but hopefully the situation will improve following a verbal agreement by
President Trump and Xi in their meeting in Argentina to stem the problem. The bilateral trade deficit has ballooned, and
Chinese investment flows into the United States have plummeted. And bilateral cooperation on common challenges
such as climate change, nonproliferation, and pandemic disease prevention has virtually ceased.
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Time is running out to solve warming. Failure to act now results in tipping points that make the
world uninhabitable.
Loria 2018
[Kevin Loria, 8-8-2018, "The world could hit a tipping point that causes warming to spiral out of control — a scenario
scientists call 'Hothouse Earth'," Business Insider, https://www.businessinsider.com/hothouse-earth-climate-changetipping-point-2018-8 MYY]
Our ability to keep Earth habitable may be more limited than we realize. Human activity could push the planet over a
number of tipping points that would cause global temperatures to rise even higher than we've driven them already,
according to a new paper published in the journal Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. The research
suggests that certain natural systems on the planet could be activated by warming and consequently trigger further
warming. In that situation, Earth's average temperature might reach 4 or 5 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial
temperatures. (For context, the goal of the Paris agreement was to prevent temperatures from rising more than 2
degrees C.) The paper's authors refer to this scenario as "Hothouse Earth." "These tipping elements can potentially act
like a row of dominoes," Johan Rockström, a co-author of the paper and the executive director of the Stockholm
Resilience Centre, said in a news release. "Once one is pushed over, it pushes Earth towards another. It may be very
difficult or impossible to stop the whole row of dominoes from tumbling over. Places on Earth will become
uninhabitable if 'Hothouse Earth' becomes the reality." If this were to happen, the world would become far warmer
than it's been for at least the past 1.2 million years. Sea levels around the globe would likely rise between 33 and 200
feet higher than they are now. The rise of the Anthropocene Over many hundreds of thousands of years, Earth's
temperature has naturally crept up and down by a few degrees. Just a few degrees make a huge difference over time:
those seemingly small fluctuations took the world between glacial (cold) and interglacial (warmer) conditions. Studies
of these past systems indicate that the last time the world was about 4 degrees C cooler than now, there was an ice age.
Glaciers covered large parts of North America. In the present era, humans have played a major role in changing the
global temperature. By releasing carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases, we've altered Earth's atmosphere in a way
that has led it to trap more heat from the sun. That has caused global temperatures to creep up — they've already risen
more than 1 degree C higher than in pre-industrial times. That is why many scientists refer to this era as the
Anthropocene. This human-created system will continue to raise temperatures: the more greenhouse gases we pump
into atmosphere, the more heat we'll trap. That's the reason so many scientists see cutting emissions as an urgent
priority. The world is not on track to accomplish the goal of the Paris agreement, which aims to prevent some of the
worst effects of climate change by cutting emissions enough to keep the global temperature from rising more than
degrees Celsius. And even if we could stay below that threshold, there are still big questions about how human-caused
climate change will influence major natural systems on the planet. Depending on how much and how quickly global
temperatures change, some systems that affect climate could be triggered, according to the new paper. "Our analysis
suggests that the Earth System may be approaching a planetary threshold that could lock in a continuing rapid
pathway toward much hotter conditions — Hothouse Earth," the authors wrote. "This pathway would be propelled by
strong, intrinsic, biogeophysical feedbacks difficult to influence by human actions."
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2AC - Answers to 1NC Taiwan Crisis #1 – Appeasement Turn
They say that appeasement is bad because it leads to China invading Taiwan.
But status quo foreign policy of containment makes war inevitable, only deescalating tensions
through the plan solves.
Cordesman 2018
[Anthony H. Cordesman, holds the Arleigh A. Burke Chair in Strategy at the Center for Strategic and International Studies
in Washington, D.C, 10-3-2018, "China and the U.S.," CSIS, https://www.csis.org/analysis/choosing-between-four-csconflict-and-containment-versus-competition-and-cooperation MYY]
Like the Anglo-German naval arms race that took place between the late 1880s and 1914, the U.S. and China are
seeking to preserve or achieve power and "containment" rather than take steps that lead to war or conflict. They are,
however, embarking on a de facto arms race and competition for influence that can all too easily create the conditions
where war becomes steadily more likely. Efforts to deter and contain the other power and create and expand zones of
strategic influence becomes steadily more directly competitive and time sensitive. Links to other powers increasingly
tie each country to crises outside Chinese and U.S. control. Broad strategic perceptions become more hostile, and chains
of events that can trigger misunderstanding and escalation become more possible. There is no reason that that the kind
of chains of events that Graham Allison warns about in Destined for War should become inevitable or even probable.
However, making war more likely "possible" is more than dangerous enough. Moreover, a major war is only one possible
bad outcome of containment and conflict. The financial cost to China could raise military and other security spending by
as much as five percent or more of its annual GDP indefinitely into the future – money it needs to deal with the 20-25%
of its population which is still poor and largely excluded from the modern sectors of its economy, to cope with an aging
population, and deal with its rising cost of labor and need to make major shifts in its civil economy. The financial cost to
the United States could cause military and security spending to increase from less than four percent of its GDP to over
7% or more – the peak levels of the Cold War – at a time when its federal budget is already moving towards a debt crisis,
cannot cope with rising entitlement costs, and would have to compete with civil economic growth and competition with
China and other emerging economies. The Broader Impact of Escalating Strategic Rivalry The existing level of
competition is already shaping the polarization of the rest of Asia, or states seeking to play China and the U.S. off
against each other. Recent military exercises have seen China beginning to join with Russia, and almost inevitably, China
will be forced to compete in terms of strategic and theater nuclear forces at far higher levels – raising major new issues
for an already deeply troubled nuclear arms control process and for every aspect of deterrence and plans for U.S. and
Russian nuclear warfighting. (Somewhat ironically, the one area where the U.S. government shows no public sign of
seeing any change growth in China's military posture is in its numbers and types of nuclear weapons even though it says
China it is MIRVing its strategic nuclear missiles.) Chinese and U.S military competition is already reshaping aspects of
the much broader competition in technology between the two countries. It is already difficult to distinguish Chinese
efforts to steal commercial technologies – and force U.S. companies operating in China to transfer them – from military
efforts. Moreover, as cyber technology has already made clear, there is virtually no aspect of modern civil technology
that does not have military applications that can transform the next generation of war. An increasing competition
between China and the U.S. in civil, military, and dual-use technology is already creating major problems for
technology sharing and transfers at the civil level. It is redefining many aspects of proliferation ranging from biological
weapons to cyber warfare, and leading to the development of long-range precision strike weapons armed with
"conventional" weapons that can act as strategic weapons of mass effectiveness At a different and more parochial level,
the U.S. and China are already engaged in a major competition to dominate the waters and air space near the Chinese
coast and increasingly out into the Pacific, approaching the "second island chain" and Guam. Chinese exercises, port
acquisitions, naval building, and air/missile procurement make it clear that continuing this competition will increasingly
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extend itself to the Philippines, Japan, Southeast Asia, Hawaii, all the Indian Ocean, the oil-exporting states in the Gulf,
and at least one port in the Red Sea. The U.S. is already focusing on China's missile and developments, creation of
islands in the South China Sea, and carrier & naval building. It has boosted its support of Taiwan, Japan, Korea, and other
Southeast Asia strategic partners. The U.S. is also seeking to improve its ability to engage Chinese forces near China's
coast and doing so in ways that allows the U.S. to preserve, as some advocates claim, an “entry” capability – the
equivalent of a land war in Asia. Spending the next few decades widening the potential area of conflict would be bad
enough, but this seems likely to be only part of the story. Any form of a heightened range of efforts to deter or contain
on a far broader level seems likely to increase the risk of incidents or low-level clashes and conflicts. Every such
incident will make things worse and heighten the military and security efforts on each side. Every clash will have the
potential to escalate, and every incident that does not escalate could do even more to push both sides towards more
military and security efforts. Moreover, the growing emergence of two regional superpowers means that neither can
ever really allow the other to "win" any limited clash or conflict. The loser, and even the side caught up in a stalemate or
tie, may well find some new area to compete and react more strongly. Learning the Hard Way Both China and the U.S. –
and their leaders – currently seem committed to economic and security policies that will increase the tension between
them, heighten the cost and scale of their de facto arms race, and at least marginally increase the risk of incidents,
clashes, or more serious conflict. Each is pursuing policies that are broadening the range of technologies and forces it
can use against the other. Each is adjusting its strategic posture to put more emphasis on containment and conflict. Each
is effectively attempting to "win" the future at the other's expense.
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2AC - Answers to 1NC Taiwan Crisis #2 – Taiwan Proliferation

Impact turn - Spread of nuclear weapons is good – it increases international stability.
Shellenberger 2018
[Michael Shellenberger, 8-6-2018, "Who Are We To Deny Weak Nations The Nuclear Weapons They Need For SelfDefense?," Forbes, https://www.forbes.com/sites/michaelshellenberger/2018/08/06/who-are-we-to-deny-weaknations-the-nuclear-weapons-they-need-for-self-defense/#16c0454e522f MYY]
The widespread assumption is that the more nations have nuclear weapons, the more dangerous the world will be.
But is that really the case? I don’t ask this question lightly. I come from a long line of Christian pacifists and conscientious
objectors and earned a degree in peace studies from a Quaker college. I have had nightmares about nuclear war since I
was a boy and today live in California, which is more vulnerable to a North Korean missile than Washington, D.C. — at
least for now. But it is impossible not to be struck by these facts: No nation with a nuclear weapon has ever been
invaded by another nation. The number of deaths in battle worldwide has declined 95 percent in the 70 years since
the invention and spread of nuclear weapons; The number of Indian and Pakistani civilian and security forces’ deaths
in two disputed territories declined 90 percent after Pakistan’s first nuclear weapons test in 1998. In 1981, the late
political scientist Kenneth Waltz published an essay titled, “The Spread of Nuclear Weapons: More May Be Better.” In it
he argued that nuclear weapons are revolutionary in allowing weaker nations to protect themselves from more
powerful ones. International relations is “a realm of anarchy as opposed to hierarchy… of self-help… you’re on your
own,” Waltz explained. How do nuclear weapons work? Not “through the ability to defend but through the ability to
punish...The message of a deterrent strategy is this,” explained Waltz. “‘Although we are defenceless, if you attack we
will punish you to an extent that more than cancels your gains.’” Does anybody believe France should give up its nuclear
weapons? Certainly not the French. After President Barack Obama in 2009 called for eliminating nuclear weapons, not a
single other nuclear nation endorsed the idea. All of this raises the question: if nuclear weapons protect weak nations
from foreign invasion, why shouldn’t North Korea and Iran get them? Why Nuclear Weapons Make Us Peaceful On
January 29, 2002, President George W. Bush denounced Iraq, Iran, and North Korea as an “axis of evil.” North Korea was
“arming with missiles,” he said. Iran “aggressively pursues these weapons” and the “Iraqi regime has plotted to
develop...nuclear weapons for over a decade.” One year later, the U.S. invaded and occupied Iraq. The ensuing conflict
resulted in the deaths of over 450,000 people — about four times as many as were killed at Hiroshima — and a five-fold
increase in terrorist killings in the Middle East and Africa. It all came at a cost of $2.4 trillion dollars. Now, 16 years later,
U.S. officials insist that North Korea and Iran need not fear a U.S. invasion. But why would any nation — particularly
North Korea and Iran — believe them? Not only did the U.S. overthrow Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein after he gave up his
nuclear weapons program, it also helped overthrow Libyan President Muammar Gaddafi in 2011 after he too had given
up the pursuit of a nuclear weapon. North Korean President Kim Jong-un may, quite understandably, see his own life at
stake: Hussein was hanged and Gaddafi was tortured and killed. Both hawks and doves say North Korea and Iran must
not be allowed to have a weapon because both regimes are brutal, but nuclear weapons make nations more peaceful
over time. There were three full-scale wars before India and Pakistan acquired the bomb and only far more limited
conflicts since. And China became dramatically less bellicose after acquiring the bomb.
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1AR Answers to 1NC Taiwan Crisis #1 – Appeasement – Containment Turn

Extend our 2AC Cordesman 2018 evidence - it
says______________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

It is better than their evidence because__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Attempts to contain China cause strategic miscalculation and cause Chinese invasion by 2020.
Yuwen 2018
[Deng Yuwen, 1-3-2018, "Is China planning to take Taiwan by force in 2020?," South China Morning Post,
https://www.scmp.com/comment/insight-opinion/article/2126541/china-planning-take-taiwan-force-2020 MYY]
Next, Trump’s national security strategy not only labels China and Russia as America’s “strategic rivals”, it also pledges
to maintain strong ties with Taiwan. This will quicken Beijing’s plans to take back Taiwan by force. In reality, China and
the US are, of course, strategic rivals. But by stating it in its security strategy, the US indicates a shift in its long-term
policy on China, letting it be known that it would seek to contain China rather than work with it. This would lead
Beijing to conclude that it should resolve the Taiwan problem sooner rather than later. Is the PLA ready for such a
battle? In a recent interview, China analyst Ian Easton said he believed the Chinese military would not be ready for an
attack in 2020 because of the slow pace of military reform. However, many Chinese analysts would not agree with that
view. At the 19th party congress last October, Xi pledged a major upgrade in mechanisation and the communications
systems in the armed forces by 2020, which would greatly enhance the country’s strategic capabilities. By 2035, he said,
China would have completely modernised its defence forces; by the middle of the century, it would become a worldclass military force. The military has come a long way since reforms were launched four years ago. And fighting a war
would be the best way to gauge its improvements. In today’s China, more and more people are advocating the use of
force to unify Taiwan with the mainland. A series of military drills focused on Taiwan in recent days has also raised
speculation that the mainland is preparing itself for a military invasion. It is likely that such “encirclement patrols” might
become routine. All is set for Beijing to unify with Taiwan by force, except for one thing – a pretext or a reason to take
action. Emboldened by US support, the Taiwanese government that Tsai leads may well test China’s bottom line by
further cementing its ties with America, such as with the proposed exchanges between US and Taiwanese navies.
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2AC Answers to Solvency – “Trade War Now”
They say there’s a trade war now, but…
Extend our 1AC Glaser 2011 evidence. Ending arms sales to Taiwan solves the entire China
relationship and is the one thing they care about most because
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

1. Taiwan is a key interest of China’s.
Xinhua 2019
[Xinhua, 3-29-2019, "Taiwan issue brooks no foreign interference: defense ministry,"
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2019-03/29/c_137931505.htm MYY]
The Taiwan issue is China's internal affairs that concerns China's core interest and Chinese people's national feelings
and brooks no foreign interference, a spokesperson of Ministry of National Defense said here Thursday. The
spokesperson, Wu Qian, said at a press conference that China "resolutely opposes" the United States' recent moves on
the Taiwan issue concerning arms sales to and military relations with the island. "The one-China principle is the
commonly accepted norms of international relations and also the political foundation for China-U.S. relations," Wu said.
Any word or act violating the one-China principle will shake the foundation of China-U.S. relations, is against the
fundamental interests of both countries and "extremely dangerous," he said.

2. Status quo promises worse relations specifically because of arms sales. Plan solves.
Vivian 2019
[Ketian Vivian 4/8/2019, "China Is Pushing Back Against Taiwan For These Three Reasons," Washington Post,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/04/08/china-is-pushing-back-against-taiwan-thesereasons/?utm_term=.8708f83a5f2b MYY]
In March, the United States agreed to sell F-16V fighter jets to Taiwan — the fourth-generation model. The last U.S.
sale of F-16s to Taiwan took place in September 1992.
Beijing considers selling weapons platforms such as jet fighters and submarines to Taiwan an implicit red line. In the
past, China used coercion to deter countries from selling these weapons platforms to Taiwan. This suggests that last
week’s PLAAF incident is intended to send a deterrent signal about fighter sales to both Taiwan and the United States.
The Chinese Foreign Ministry and Ministry of Defense lodged protests against the United States regarding the sale,
reiterating that China will “take all necessary measures” to resolutely defend its sovereignty. The Trump
administration decided on April 5 to put on hold the F-16V deal until the United States strikes a trade deal with China,
suggesting that China may have used the bilateral trade talks as a bargaining chip.
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2AC - Answers to Relations Frontline #1: Can’t Solve Warming
Even while Trump is president, there are other opportunities for cooperation with China on Climate
Change.
Bapna 2018
[Manish Bapna, executive vice president &amp; managing director, World Resources Institute, 2-7-2018, "Still
opportunities for China-US climate cooperation," China Daily,
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/a/201802/07/WS5a7a34f7a3106e7dcc13b29d.html MYY]
Since Trump took office a year ago, the US Environmental Protection Agency has proposed repealing the Clean Power
Plan－former president Barack Obama's landmark initiative to reduce emissions in the power sector－and is exploring
options to replace it with a weaker policy. President Trump has consistently prioritized fossil fuels, including expanding
the area of coastal waters available for oil drilling and opening more public lands for oil, gas and coal extraction. The
controversial Keystone XL and Dakota Access pipelines were recently approved to bring oil sands from Canada to US
refineries and markets. The Trump administration also launched a review of US auto efficiency standards, with, again, a
likely push to weaken them. Many of these actions will be subject to lengthy legal challenges, and some may ultimately
be reversed, but the administration's direction is clear. In June 2017, President Trump announced that he intends to
withdraw the US from the Paris climate agreement. This decision leaves the US administration as an outlier, and it fails
to appreciate one of the great diplomatic achievements in recent times－ although what is less well-understood is that
the US cannot technically leave the Agreement until after the next US presidential election, in November 2020. Despite
President Trump's announcement, US states, cities and businesses are forging ahead, many of them with an even
stronger sense of conviction. Even after he announced he would withdraw the United States from the Paris agreement
more than 2,500 governors, mayors and CEOs pledged to stick with the goals of the Paris Agreement. World Resources
Institute contributed to a report for America's Pledge, which was presented at the international climate talks in Bonn,
Germany last November. Our analysis found that the states, cities and businesses committed to the Paris climate goals
represent more than half of the US economy and population. If this coalition were its own country, its economy would
be the third-largest in the world. Many compelling examples of US subnational action exist. New Jersey and Virginia
just announced they would rejoin a group of states that have a cap-and-trade system, called the Regional Greenhouse
Gas Initiative (RGGI). Governor Jerry Brown of California recently committed to deploy at least 5 million zero-emission
vehicles by 2030. The governor of Washington is expected to advance a carbon tax in the state. The city of Pittsburgh
has targets to reduce its transportation emissions by 50 percent and switch to all-renewable electricity sources for
municipal operations by 2030. Nearly 350 multinational companies, including brands like General Mills, Pfizer and
Walmart, have adopted science-based targets to reduce emissions in line with the goal of keeping global warming under
2 degrees Celsius. Such subnational moves can drive down US emissions, but clearly more efforts, including by the US
federal government, will be needed in the years ahead. The surge in subnational actions creates several opportunities
for cooperation between the US and China on climate and clean energy. For example, US states can continue some of
the ongoing initiatives with China's national government, such as the joint Clean Energy Research Centers. China's
launch of its national emissions trading system can also open up more dialogue with US states that have carbon trading
systems, such as California and the states in the RGGI network. Finally, Chinese provinces and US states, as well as cities
in both countries, can cooperate on low-carbon development. Exchanges of lessons, business investment and even
people between both countries at the subnational level can be mutually enriching.
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2AC – Answers to HARMS – Relations #2 “No Warming Solvency – China”
China is the global leader on meeting climate targets.
Ye 2018 [Qi Ye, Director, The Climate Policy Initiative, 9-12-2018, "China’s peaking emissions and the future of global
climate policy," Brookings, https://www.brookings.edu/blog/planetpolicy/2018/09/12/chinas-peaking-emissions-andthe-future-of-global-climate-policy MYY]
Encouragingly, China’s energy and environmental policies have already delivered many results. For instance, coal
consumption has been capped to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions and to control air pollution. In tandem with
slower but higher quality economic growth and an accelerated transition to clean energy, these policies led to a peak in
coal consumption in 2013, at least seven years earlier than expected. Meanwhile, the energy intensity of the economy
has decreased by more than 45 percent since 2005, meeting China’s Copenhagen target three years earlier than
promised. China is also on track to meet its target for increasing the non-fossil fuel share of primary energy
consumption. The credibility of the targets China continues to set is supported not only by this track record, but largely
guaranteed by the system of policy implementation. When policy targets are set as “restrictive” by the central
government, they are taken as binding at all levels of local governments and are consequently implemented by
relevant administrative units and enterprises. Studies modeling China’s energy-related carbon emissions have tended to
estimate the year of peak emissions as falling between 2020 and 2030. In a new Brookings paper co-authored with
Nicholas Stern, Jiankun He, Jiaqi Lu, David King, Tianle Liu, and Tong Wu—”China’s Peaking Emissions and the Future of
Global Climate Policy“—we develop a new approach based on credible national policy targets for assessing the peaking
time and pace of reduction of China’s carbon emissions. Our results show that China’s emissions entered a decade-long
plateau in 2014, with minor fluctuations for the coming years, and could eventually enter a phase of steady decline as
early as 2025. In other words, and in line with its track record of achievement in climate policy, China’s emissions are
likely to have already effectively peaked. Within the decade-long plateau, occasional fluctuations can be expected
without undermining the essential conclusion about the long-term emissions trajectory. The plateau itself may be more
meaningful than any specific year of peak. Economic deceleration and slower growth in power demand are the most
important drivers of these encouraging trends. The economic “new normal”—in which the government has focused on
the quality of economic structure instead of the simple quantity of economic output—together with a structural shift to
sectors with lower energy intensity enables faster substitution of coal-fired power generation by non-carbon energy.
Behind these changes is a major shift in the national development policy. China’s modernization target, advanced from
2050 to 2035, calls for fundamental improvements in environmental quality, necessitating an energy revolution to slow
down the growth of energy consumption and to phase out fossil fuel use. The domestic policies seem to be working in
synergy with the global climate targets. These developments in China have critical policy implications for the rest of
the world. China’s economic slowdown and restructuring are important factors, but the real game changers are the
evolving energy technologies, markets, and consumer behaviors that break the inertia of the present energy structure,
making deep decarbonization possible. Our findings confirm the conclusion of the U.N. Environment Programme Gap
analysis that China is on track to not only deliver, but to exceed its NDC. Considering the fact that some of the major
developed economies may be falling behind in meeting their NDC pledges, China has become the clear leader in
delivering on the Paris Agreement. That China, still an emerging economy with per-capita income significantly lower
than the long-affluent Western economies, is undertaking and delivering on such ambitious climate goals demonstrates
that development and environment do not form a zero-sum equation. Cutting carbon emissions and other forms of
environmental impact need not trade off with social well-being and prosperity—increasingly, they are both compatible
and necessary. The progress and prospects of China’s climate change mitigation could serve not only as a credible
example to other developing countries struggling to balance the economy and the environment, but also to affluent
countries that are wavering in their commitment to one of the most pressing challenges facing the world today.
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1AR – Answers to: Relations Frontline #1 – No Solvency

1. Extend our 2AC Bapna 2018 evidence - it says________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
It’s better than their evidence because__________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
2 China-US cooperation is still possible through green tech companies, but tensions derail
technology adoption and investment.
Pike 2018
[Lili Pike, 12-13-2018, "Competition fears threaten Chinese investment in US clean tech," No Publication,
https://www.chinadialogue.net/article/show/single/en/10972-Competition-fears-threaten-Chinese-investment-in-USclean-tech MYY]
Chinese investment in the US has fallen dramatically since 2017, but not in clean tech. However, the sector is not
immune to geopolitical tensions. The new US law will target foreign investment in “critical technologies”, a category
that spans 27 industries, including some related to clean energy such as battery manufacturing. Research from the
Rhodium Group found that almost 40% of China’s US investments last year could be subject to review depending on
how the rules are applied. Meanwhile in China, the trade war has spurred rising nationalism in the technology sector.
President Xi has called for “self-reliance”, echoing the country’s goal to build its own advanced technologies, as
articulated in the Made in China 2025 plan. Clean technologies, including power technologies and new energy vehicles,
feature in this strategy. Chinese investment in US clean tech companies Chinese investment in US companies often
explicitly includes plans to scale technologies in China. Over 50 China-affiliated incubators and business centres have
sprung up in Silicon Valley to facilitate this flow. “We are building the door or bridge to the Chinese market,” Wei Luo,
chief operating officer at ZGC Capital Corporation, which runs the ZGC Innovation Centre – a group with ties to the
Beijing government – told Reuters. Some US companies said they were unaware that their Chinese investors had ties to
the government. This has stirred fears given the government’s stated agenda of building expertise in key technologies.
Fair play? Past concerns about competitiveness in the clean technology sector have led governments to act, in some
cases slowing the adoption of clean energy technologies. Following China’s global rise in clean tech manufacturing,
countries have frequently barred cheap Chinese solar imports. Even before Trump, the European Union levied tariffs on
Chinese solar panels after a similar decision from the Obama administration in 2012. The Trump administration followed
suit in January, imposing a tariff on solar panel imports that has caused US renewable energy companies to cancel or
freeze over USD$2.5 billion (17 billion yuan) in projects. India enacted a similar policy this summer. The governments
contended that China had unfairly subsidised solar panel production making it impossible for other markets to compete.
However, the Brookings Institution argues such policies, at least in the US, will cause greater economic losses than gains.
Intellectual property infringement has also been a longstanding concern. In a survey of California clean tech companies
conducted by the state, some reported hesitation about entering the Chinese market due to fears that their intellectual
property would be stolen, according to special adviser Fan Dai. Julien Mialaret, operating partner for investment firm
Idinvest, has helped companies enter the Chinese market. He says these risks are more relevant for some sectors than
others. For instance, bringing a clean tech data analytics company to China had proved challenging. “We have to have
the data centres in China, and we have to have the algorithms run in China, and that’s a risk right now that we are not
willing to take.” The future of clean tech collaboration When Boston Power decided to take investment from China in
2011, the chairman of Golden Sand River said, “Boston Power is still a US company, it’s just becoming a global company
now, taking advantage of a market opportunity and government support in China. When the US is ready to expand its
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electric vehicle market, we’ll be here.” However, last year Boston Power – once considered one of Massachusetts’s
leading clean tech businesses – announced it was downsizing its Boston team. Instead of adopting a cold war mentality
and blocking Chinese investment altogether, Julien Mialaret said that the US could develop policies like those in China
and California to give US clean tech companies incentives to flourish. Research from the Brookings Institution shows that
China now spends three times more on energy research and development than the US. As the US closes its borders,
China-US clean tech cooperation and the new partnership fund may be at odds with the protectionist era. If the new
US investment rules make it prohibitively difficult to access the Californian market, the fund may have to invest in other
countries rather than the US. “If we do not have collaboration between China and the US, everyone is going to lose
out,” warned Mialaret.

3 We win the Harms debate because__________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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1AR Answers to Relations Frontline #2 – “No Warming Solvency – China”
1. Extend our 2AC Ye 2018 evidence - it says________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
It’s better than their evidence because____________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
2. China can implement top down policies to address warming.
Eschner 2019
[Kat Eschner, 4-3-2019, "Pretty Soon We'Ll Have To Stop Blaming China For Global Carbon Emissions," Popular Science,
https://www.popsci.com/china-us-climate-greenhouse-emissions/ MYY]
As for China, "the idea they're not doing anything is not true," says Monier. China is actually well-positioned to work on
this issue because citizens care deeply about a closely related issue: air pollution. A widely cited 2015 report included
the estimate that air pollution is a major factor in 1.6 million deaths in China each year. Air-pollution related smog
causes or worsens respiratory conditions, blocks out the sun, and spreads soot and dust everywhere. "There's a lot of
policies that can address both," says Mornier. Then there’s the fact that China still has much lower emissions per
person than the United States. Looking at that measurement—as well as China’s current stage of economic
development, in terms of GDP per person—the country is actually punching above its weight on emissions reduction,
says Diffenbaugh. The biggest issue China faces to hit its Paris targets is compliance with legislation already put in place
by the Chinese government, says Fang Zhang, a Tufts University doctoral candidate in law and diplomacy who works on
climate finance and technology in the United States and China. Zhang recently authored a paper published in Nature
Communications that forecasted China as well on track to meet its Paris commitments, largely because of its
pollution-reduction initiatives. Because of these initiatives, China has things like a national carbon pricing strategy and
both national and city-level laws to shift energy production away from things like coal. These should enable the country
to meet commitments to peak its carbon emissions in or before 2030, and to shift its energy use to at least 20-percent
non-fossil fuels. But it’s not a sure thing. The big issue that China faces, Zhang says, is ensuring compliance with those
policies from the power system managers and other officials charged with carrying them out. Still, China does have the
pieces in place, and the initiatives have already started to produce strong results for air pollution. Some of those, like
replacing coal with lower-emissions natural gas in the highly polluted Beijing region, have a positive effect in terms of
emissions reduction, Zhang says. “Compared to China, I think the United States needs to make a strong political
commitment at the federal level,” Zhang says. Not having those political commitments “creates a lot of uncertainty both
domestically and internationally,” she says. Powered by the need to address air pollution, China is “essentially moving
forward faster than anyone else,” Barrington-Leigh says. With that comes green energy innovation, something that
House subcomittee members on both sides of the aisle said should be a priority for the United States. In China, that
innovation, and air pollution reduction, are being driven by the totalitarian government, which has control over many
of the energy enterprises.
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3. It’s try or die to solve warming – the next 12 years are key
Melton 2019
[Bruce Melton, professional engineer, environmental researcher, filmmaker, author and CEO of the Climate Change Now
Initiative in Austin, Texas, 5-24-2019, "New Report Warns Planet May Be Warming Twice as Fast as Expected," Truthout,
https://truthout.org/articles/we-may-have-much-less-than-12-years-to-reverse-climate-change/ MYY]
New earthshaking science will be coming out in the 2021 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report that
could nearly double future warming predictions. We have a window into this new science now, and if we thought the
spate of apocalyptic climate reports last year was bad, our near-term future will create a plausible scenario that is far
worse than the worst-case scenario we have come to fear. If we don’t get our collective climate acts together
immediately, what will our future look like when warming is near double the astonishing impacts we have already
been told to expect? How are we going to stop this future calamity? Doubt, delay and inaction continue.
Unprecedented firestorms, floods, droughts and hurricanes strengthen nonlinearly because of small amounts of
additional warming. Abrupt Earth system collapses are completing their initiations and becoming unrecoverable.
Most concerning is something brand new — something climate science has been puzzling over for 30 years. Most of us
have heard that we have 12 years to fix climate change. This 12-year time frame is what we have left to get our
greenhouse gas emissions budget under control, and to meet a target of returning to and staying at 1.5 degrees Celsius
(1.5°C) of warming. It requires we follow a path of emissions reductions where we reduce carbon dioxide (CO2) levels
about 45 percent below 2010 levels by 2030. The rest of the emissions reduction path varies a bit depending on how
much CO2 we actively remove from the atmosphere, and includes zero CO2 emissions by 2050. So based on this
pathway, we have delayed so long that we have only 12 years to succeed or fail. Failure is poorly defined, but a recent
article in The Guardian does a pretty good job of describing failure as “render[ing] the planet unrecognizable from
anything humans have ever experienced.”

4 We win the Harms debate because__________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Taiwan 2AC/1AR Answers to Off Case
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2AC Frontline: Answers to Elections Disadvantage
1. NON-UNIQUE: Trump will win now - Even if Trump’s approval ratings are low, their consistency
shows the strength of his base.
Vittert & Lind 2019
[Liberty Vittert, Professor of the Practice of Data Science, Washington University in St Louis, & Brendan Lind, JD/MBA
Candidate, Harvard Business School, 6-12-2019, "Despite Unpopularity, Trump Can Win 2020. Here's How.," National
Interest, https://nationalinterest.org/blog/buzz/despite-unpopularity-trump-can-win-2020-heres-how-62177 MYY]
As with any statistical analysis, the trends are more important than the raw numbers. The 2016 election was historically
unprecedented in terms of favorability of the candidates, as is the political polarization of the U.S. Look at the spread
We think that pollsters, and the general public, shouldn’t compare Trump’s approval ratings to past presidents. What
can be compared? The difference of highs and lows. According to historical Gallup polls, Trump’s spread – the
difference between the highest recorded and lowest recorded approval rating poll – has never been more than 13%.
Not a single president since this type of robust polling began, back to Franklin D. Roosevelt, has ever shown this level
of consistency in approval ratings. In fact, the next-smallest spreadwas 27%, for John F. Kennedy. Trump’s approval
ratings show that he has the strongest base in historical times. 2020 by the numbers There are still nine months to go
until the first ballots will be cast in the race to the White House for 2020, and the Democratic nominee’s identity will
most likely not be known for almost a year. Still, Trump’s chances of reelection are being discussed daily. Trump’s
approval ratings are unlikely to go over 50%, given his lackluster starting point. So what does he actually need to win? A
simple statistical model applied to recorded approval ratings shows Trump has been garnering higher and higher
approval ratings since taking office. Put simply, his base is staying strong and even growing. This is in direct contrast to
all presidents except Bill Clinton. Past incumbent presidents followed the rule that 49% approval and above means
winning reelection, and anything below meant no second term. But Trump did not start at, nor will most likely ever
reach, that level of approval. Americans may again see something that, statistically speaking, has never been seen
before. Approval ratings have high correlations with predicting the next president, but with Trump, the numbers are
outside any historical trends. The most unpopular winner ever may very likely win again.
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2. No internal link - Democrats will lose the Senate. That means their agenda is a nonstarter.
Golshan & Nielsen 2019
[Tara Golshan and Ella Nilsen, 6-5-2019, "Democrats’ extremely uphill battle to retake the Senate majority in 2020,
explained," Vox, https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/6/5/18306339/senate-democrats-2020-election-map
MYY]
The No. 1 item on the agenda for Democrats in 2020 is defeating Donald Trump. But the Democratic agenda hinges on
retaking the Senate. And that could be an uphill battle. Senate Republicans hold a three-seat majority and will have to
defend 22 seats in 2020. Democrats, meanwhile, are up in just 12 states. But the map still doesn’t look good for them.
“What makes this map very deceiving was in 2018, Democrats had to defend five seats in states Trump won by 19
points or more,” said Jennifer Duffy, a Senate expert at the nonpartisan Cook Political Report. “In this case, there’s no
Republican sitting in a state that Clinton won by more than 5.” Just three Republican seats seem truly competitive, as
far as the Cook Political Report is concerned: Colorado, Arizona, and Maine. The rest is a sea of red, including the seat
Democrats have to defend in ultraconservative Alabama. Compounding Democrats’ problems is a group of high-profile
potential Senate candidates opting to run for president or just sit the whole thing out. Herein lies the central
contradiction in 2020 politics: Democrats are telling voters the election — up and down the ballot — is of grave
consequence. But undermining that push is the tacit belief that the Senate, and the party’s power in it, is a shadow of
what it once was. “If people thought it mattered that Democrats controlled the Senate, then they would run to be a
Democrat in the Senate,” said James Wallner, a political scientist with the conservative think tank R Street. That said,
even if Democrats manage to retake the White House, a Senate majority stands between them and the ability to
pursue any real legislative agenda and, crucially, the ability to confirm nominees to the Supreme Court and other
important positions. Without the Senate, Democrats’ ideas will remain pipe dreams.
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1AR – Extensions to 2AC #1 – Non-unique

1. Extend our 2AC Vittert & Lind 2019 evidence - it says _____________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Our Vittert & Lind 2019 evidence is better than their evidence because
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
2. Trump wins in 2020 because of incumbent advantage and strong economy.
Buncombe 2018 [Andrew Buncombe, 2-27-2018, “Donald Trump has confirmed he's running for re-election in 2020
and this is why he'll probably win; While his opponents may loathe to admit it, Trump still has a lot going for him”
Independent, Lexis-Nexis, MYY]
Yet while his opponents may loathe to admit it, Trump has a lot going for him - as evidenced by the odds of two-to-one
listed by oddschecker.com, which aggregates various betting shops odds. (The closest rivals are Elizabeth Warren,
Kamala Harris and Bernie Sanders at 11 to one.) Firstly, Trump is the incumbent, and incumbent presidents usually win
when they run for re-election. Individuals such as George HW Bush, who lost to Bill Clinton in 1992 after reneging on a
promise not to increase taxes, are the exception to the rule. The office brings huge advantage in terms of media
coverage, name recognition and the ability to raise money. The second thing Trump has in his favour is that, to the
people who voted for him and gave him that stunning win, think of him as nothing less than a hero. A poll taken on the
anniversary of his election found that 82 per cent of those who supported him would do so again. But it is not just
among his hardcore supporters that Trump has sold support. Following a first term in which Trump rowed back on
regulations Barack Obama had introduced at the Environmental Protection Agency, cracked down on immigration,
enacted a version of his travel ban, got Neil Gorsuch confirmed on the Supreme Court and, crucially, oversaw a tax
reform package the Republicans had not seen for 30 years, Trump can present himself to the GOP as a man who has
delivered on his promises. In a recent article headlined "Republicans Are Coming Home To Trump", the polling and
politics website FiveThirtyEight reported that a Gallup poll put Trump's approval rating among self-identified
Republicans at 86 per cent. "It was the third straight week that his rating was above 85 per cent - an improvement
compared with 2017," it said. For all the major issues facing the US - climate change, inequality, racial tension, gender
struggles and Trump's puerile and bullying use of social media - when it comes to voting, for most Americans no issue is
more important than that of their wallets. If people feel the economy is doing well, that their job is safe, that they
have a little more money left over at the end of the month, then they typically tend to vote not to change that. Right
now, unemployment stands at 4.1 per cent, a 10-year low. While much of the credit for that belongs to Barack Obama,
Trump has already seized it as his victory. Wages in the United States increased 4.4 per cent in November of 2017 over
the same month in the previous year, and they seem set to continue - a figure that could equal anything during Obama's
term. The other, crucial thing the President has in his favour is that for all of the anti-Trump sentiment that exists in the
country, the Democrats do not look battle-ready. A series of special elections have revealed that the party has not
agreed to a solid or substantial platform other than opposing Trump. As many party figures have said, they need to
offer voters a genuine alternative message, especially on economics. Indeed, often it seems the party is still having the
same fight over which it split in 2016, as it sought to decide whether to opt for the cautious incrementalism represented
by Hillary Clinton or the more radical change proposed by Sanders. And while there are a lot of very good, quality
candidates within the party, the fact that the generation of yesteryear - 68-year-old Warren, Sanders, 76, and 75-yearold Joe Biden - are topping the polls offers little hope to those looking for new ideas. Nothing underscored the party's
haplessness more than the recent suggestion that Oprah Winfrey may do battle against Trump.

3 We win the disadvantage debate because__________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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1AR – Extensions to 2AC #2 – No internal link

1. Extend our 2AC Golshan & Nielsen 2019 evidence - it says
_____________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Our Golshan & Nielsen 2019 evidence is better than their evidence because
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
2. They say that Democrats can put us back in Paris climate accord, but Paris fails to avert
catastrophic warming.
Samans 2017
[Richard Samans, 1-6-2017, "The Paris Accord Won't Stop Global Warming on Its Own," Foreign Policy,
https://foreignpolicy.com/2018/09/26/the-paris-accord-wont-stop-global-warming-on-its-own/ MYY]
The 2015 United Nations Paris climate agreement was an important political accomplishment, but confronting climate
change will ultimately require an economic breakthrough. The Paris agreement established a consensus goal for
humanity: a maximum temperature increase of 2 degrees Celsius over the level prevailing before the dawn of the
Industrial Revolution in the mid-1700s. It also created a universally acceptable political framework in which states make
nonbinding, nationally determined contributions toward this goal, subject to periodic peer review and voluntary
adjustment. As important as this diplomatic achievement was, it represents only half the job that the international
community must perform. To stabilize the planet’s warming by midcentury at levels our children and grandchildren
will find manageable, the world needs a new economic framework to accelerate the propagation of low-carbon energy
innovations that entrepreneurs are increasingly bringing to market on competitive terms. Even with the national
commitments registered under the Paris agreement, the world remains on course for a catastrophic 3 degree
temperature rise rather than the 2 degree goal set in Paris.

3 We win the disadvantage debate because_________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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2AC Frontline: Answers to Alliances Disadvantage

1. No link - Ending arms sales doesn’t trigger abandonment fears for Japan.
Glaser 2015
[Charles L. Glaser, Professor of Political Science and International Affairs and Director of the Institute for Security and
Conflict Studies at the Elliott School of International Affairs at George Washington University, Fellow in the Kissinger
Institute at the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, former Emmett Dedmon Professor of Public Policy
and Acting Dean at the Harris School of Public Policy at the University of Chicago, former Strategic Analyst for the Joint
Staff in the Pentagon, holds a Ph.D. and a Master’s in Public Policy from the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard
University, 2015 (“A U.S.-China Grand Bargain? The Hard Choice between Military Competition and Accommodation,”
International Security, Volume 39, Number 4, Spring, Available Online to Subscribing Institutions via MIT Press Journals)]
Although a decision by the United States to end its commitment to Taiwan would certainly send political shock waves
across the region, these concerns are overstated. There are similarities between the U.S. commitments to Taiwan and
Japan, but also clear differences. U.S. security interests in Japan are much greater; as a result, the alliance involves
much stronger political commitments and the deep integration of U.S. and Japanese military capabilities. In addition,
the United States has a clear rationale for ending its commitment to Taiwan that does not apply to Japan: the U.S.
commitment to Taiwan strains the U.S.-China relationship and increases the probability of war in ways that the U.S.
commitment to Japan does not. Japan should appreciate these differences and therefore recognize that the ending of
the U.S. commitment to Taiwan would not indicate a coming diminution of the U.S. commitment to Japan. U.S.
leaders could work to make sure that their Japanese counterparts fully appreciate these differences.
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2. No impact – Japan won’t pursue nuclear weapons. Past predictions have been wrong.
Dutta 2018 [Anushree Dutta, Research Associate at the Centre for Air Power Studies (CAPS) in New Delhi, June 22, 2018, "Japan's Non-Nuclear Identity: Future
Prospects," Globe Post, https://theglobepost.com/2018/06/22/japan-nuclear-weapons-future/ MYY]

Japan has maintained a non-nuclear identity for decades, preferring to rely on the U.S. extended deterrence and global
disarmament diplomacy. Japan has been actively committed to the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons Treaty and
the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty. The country joined the International Atomic Energy Agency in 1957. Since
1994, Tokyo has been regularly introducing United Nations resolutions for the elimination of nuclear weapons. The
continual series of events related to North Korea’s nuclear growth and the Northeast Asia security threat leaves us with
the question of how much longer we can expect this non-nuclear policy pattern of Japan to continue. Japan adopted a
non-nuclear policy after the end of World War II. It includes not possessing, not developing, and not introducing nuclear
weapons into the country. In the mid-1960s, after the development of nuclear weapons by China, Prime Minister Eisaku
Sato officially announced that Japan would rely on the U.S. nuclear deterrence for its security. He added that Japan, with
its three non-nuclear principles, needs the U.S. umbrella for its survival and thus, announced the “four nuclear policies”
of the country. These policies did not impose any legal limits on the Japanese government but were widely supported
by the Japanese people. Japan’s explicit dependence on the U.S. nuclear protection has enabled the country to maintain
a “pacifistic” security strategy, showing a lack of concern about the possibility of a nuclear attack by any other country.
Even after the late 1970s, when the Soviet threat intensified once again, Japan did not bother to make any fundamental
changes in its non-nuclear doctrine. Threats of North Korea and China With the relative decline of U.S. dominance in
Asia, especially in the context of a belligerent North Korea and the rise of China, one can argue that Japan, under the
U.S. umbrella, will not turn to the nuclear option. A number of Japanese defense analysts noted that a very strong
conventional defense capability could take the place of the nuclear power. Others mentioned that since the
development of a second-strike capability would take years, a nuclear force is less attractive, especially considering how
vulnerable the small island country is to any nuclear attack. Thus, the Japanese response to theoretical U.S.
disengagement would not necessarily be a nuclear one. However, the potential for a nuclear Japan is a question to
ponder. Continuous North Korean nuclear tests could strain Japan’s patience, but it is unlikely that they would provoke a
nuclear response. A nuclear attack by North Korea (which seems unlikely) would probably traumatize the nation enough
to shock the public into accepting the Japanese nuclear deterrent. Indeed, such an event could reframe the way the
Japanese think about nuclear weapons. Instead of being a victim of nuclear weapons, Tokyo could be seen as a victim
due to its lack of a nuclear deterrent. Nevertheless, a North Korean nuclear attack would not guarantee a Japanese
nuclear response. It would, however, make it highly likely. One may need a crystal ball to answer the question about
Japan’s future decision on the nuclear option in the next decades. But examining the factors, one can see that is unlikely
that Tokyo will be pushing towards going nuclear. There were precedents in the past when the world discussed the
possibility of Japan taking up the nuclear option. One such instance was after the Cold War. Some scholars predicted
that Japan would become a power independent from the U.S. It could allegedly happen after Tokyo would have acquired
nuclear weapons due to the changing security environment in the region. Despite these predictions and Japan’s
increasing perception of China and North Korea as threats, Tokyo still maintained its non-nuclear policy. One of the
major factors that determine Japan’s stance toward the nuclear capability is the domestic one. The horrific attacks on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki made the Japanese public believe that nuclear weapons are “absolute evil.” There will be
times when regional security demands will challenge Japan’s commitment to nuclear disarmament as part of the global
agenda. However, in a situation when Japan has to manage regional threats or face uncertainty due to reducing U.S.
nuclear protection, the Japanese government would prefer to hold its non-nuclear identity for years to come and work
towards non-proliferation and disarmament. Lastly, it is highly unlikely that Japan will easily let go of its traditional
nuclear position which enables co-existence of Japan’s non-nuclear identity and U.S. credible deterrence umbrella. The
growing threat from North Korea and China is unlikely to prompt Japan to rethink the strategic value of the nuclear
power. In fact, Japan would attempt to resolve any nuclear threat by redirecting international pressure and dialogue
away from military escalations.
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1AR EXTENSIONS TO #1 – No Link

1. Extend our 2AC Glaser 2015 evidence - it says _____________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Our Glaser 2015 evidence is better than their evidence because
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
2. No link – Japan wants to avoid US intervention in Taiwan.
Hughes 2015 [C. Hughes, 2015 “Japan’s Foreign and Security Policy Under the ‘Abe Doctrine’: New Dynamism or New Dead End?” Springer, p.
65-66. Google Books MYY]

The 1997 revision process had been notable for expanding the scope of the US-Iapan cooperation from concentration
under the 1976 formulation on contingencies for the defence of Japan itself to regional contingencies and Iapanese rear
area logistical (kÃ©hÃ© shien) support for the US. The revision thus produced, after extensive National Diet scrutiny,
the Situations in Areas Surrounding Japan Security Law of 1999. At the same time, though, the 1997 revision and
accompanying legislative process were notable for Japan's continued efforts to hedge over the extent of its contribution
to the US in regional contingencies. In terms of the geographical range of the Defence Guidelines, the LDP-New Komeito
coalition in this period of relatively stable Sino-]apanese ties was nervous of explicitly identifying Taiwan as Within the
scope of the revised guidelines to avoid provoking a Chinese counter-reaction and the over-encouraging of US
determination to intervene in a Taiwan Straits crisis. The Japanese government thus tried to distance itself from
earlier government interpellations of the scope of the US-Japan security treaty as covering the 'Far East' that had been
defined as not necessarily a clearly designated geographical region but broadly encompassing the areas north of The
Philippines and surrounding Japan (Nihon no shaken) and the areas under the control of South Korea and Taiwan.'
Instead, the Japanese government fostered a new form of strategic ambiguity, arguing that the Defence Guidelines
were now 'situational' rather than strictly 'geographical' in scope, and so avoiding Japan becoming tied into any specific
contingency and antagonising China, but nevertheless still leaving open the option to support the US if deemed in
Japan's security interest. Moreover, the Japanese government sought to hedge further its commitments to the US
under the revised Defence Guidelines by making clear that though their scope was not fixed geographically it was
focused on the East Asian region. Hence, Prime Minister Obuchi Keizo in the House of Councillors deliberations on the
Situations in Areas Surrounding Japan Security Law on 28 April 1999 stated that whilst the definition of Japan's periphery
could not be strictly geographically defined it did have limits which meant that the Middle East and Indian Ocean were
not envisaged to be within the scope of the legislation}.In addition to the geographical restrictions on bilateral
cooperation around Japan's immediate periphery, the Japanese government imposed functional restrictions on the
support that could be provided to the US in regional contingencies. The coalition was mindful of the constitutional
interpretations that constrained Japan from providing logistical support to the US that could be deemed as ittaika, or
integral to the use of force. The Situations in Areas Surrounding Japan Security Law was thus designed to limit Japan to
providing purely logistical support and for the JSDF to undertake such operations within 'non-combat zones'. The SCC
revealed its key objectives for revision in October 2013, indi- cating the necessity to update bilateral alliance
cooperation to respond to armed attacks, counter-terrorism, counter-piracy, peacekeeping and humanitarian disaster
relief. The SCC overall stressed upgraded bilateral defence efforts in ISR, BMD, joint use of facilities, information
security, joint training and exercises, logistics support, international humanitar- ian assistance and disaster relief and
cyber-security.4 The SCC then released its Interim Report on the revision of the Defence Guidelines on 8 October 2014.
This revealed the full extent of the Abe administration's intent to integrate Iapan's national security policy with the USS
'rebal- ance' to the Asia-Pacific and its broader global military strategy.

3 We win the disadvantage debate because_____________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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1AR EXTENSIONS TO # 2 – No Internal Link

1. Extend our 2AC Dutta 2018 evidence - it says _____________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Our Dutta 2018 evidence is better than their evidence because
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
2. Japan won’t get nukes – the public and government oppose nuclear weapons.
Mochizuki 2017
[Mike Mochizuki, holds the Japan-U.S. Relations Chair in Memory of Gaston Sigur at the Elliott School of International
Affairs at George Washington University, 11-6-2017, "Three Reasons Why Japan Will Likely Continue To Reject Nuclear
Weapons," Washington Post, https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2017/11/06/japan-is-likely-toretain-its-non-nuclear-principles-heres-why/?utm_term=.35c961870106 MYY]
Although Japan has long had the technical ability to develop nuclear weapons — its “nuclear hedge” — it has
refrained from doing so. Japan instead remains firmly committed to its 1967 Three Non-Nuclear Principles of not
developing, not possessing and not introducing nuclear weapons. This is not the first time that Japan has reexamined
those principles. Similar debates transpired after China’s hydrogen bomb test in 1967, the Soviet Union’s deployment
of medium-range nuclear missiles in Siberia during the 1980s and North Korea’s first nuclear test in 2006. Is this time
different? Reacting to North Korea’s threatening behavior, former Japanese defense minister Shigeru Ishiba stated in
September that Japan should at least debate the decision not to permit the introduction of nuclear weapons on
Japanese territory. Ishiba implied that Tokyo should consider asking Washington to deploy tactical nuclear weapons in
Japan. This latest debate is likely to end in the same way as previous debates, however. Japan will continue to adhere
to its Three Non-Nuclear Principles and forswear nuclear weapons. Here are three reasons for that: 1) Staying nonnuclear is part of Japan’s national identity The Three Non-Nuclear Principles are a clear part of Japan’s national
identity, not simply a policy preference. Repeated polls indicate overwhelming popular support for the three principles
in Japan. A 2014 Asahi newspaper poll revealed that support for the principles had risen to 82 percent, compared with
78 percent in a 1988 poll. Despite growing concerns about North Korea’s nuclear program and China’s military power
during this period, Japanese support for remaining non-nuclear actually increased. Even after the provocative North
Korean missile launches over Japan in August and September, a Fuji News Network poll showed that nearly 80 percent
of the Japanese population remained opposed to Japan becoming a nuclear weapons state. And nearly 69 percent
opposed having the United States bring nuclear weapons into Japan. The legacy of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki atomic
bombings leave many Japanese convinced that their country has a moral responsibility to promote global nuclear
disarmament — as well as to forgo nuclear weapons of its own. The 2011 Fukushima nuclear plant disaster has
reinforced this view. In fact, increasing numbers of Japanese believe that the U.S. “nuclear umbrella” is unnecessary
for Japanese security. A June 2010 NHK survey revealed that 20.8 percent felt that U.S. nuclear deterrence is necessary
for Japan’s security in both the present and future, while 34.8 percent believed it unnecessary. The June 2015 NHK poll
showed that only 10.3 percent thought the U.S. nuclear umbrella is necessary for both the present and the future —
48.9 percent responded that it is unnecessary now and later.

3 We win the disadvantage debate because_________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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2AC Taiwan Answers to Topicality-Substantial

1. We meet – plan stops at least $8 billion in foreign military sales.
A. US Foreign Military Sales totaled $55.6 billion in Fiscal Year 2018.
Mehta 2018
[Aaron Mehta, 10-9-2018, "America sold $55.6 billion in weapons abroad in FY18 — a 33 percent jump," Defense News,
https://www.defensenews.com/digital-show-dailies/ausa/2018/10/09/america-sold-556-billion-in-weapons-abroad-infy18/ MUU]
The U.S. inked $55.6 billion in foreign military sales during fiscal year 2018, easily smashing past the previous year’s
total — and the Pentagon’s point man for security cooperation expects more in the future.

B. State Department has proposed $8 billion in Foreign Military Sales to Taiwan. Plan stops
those that means we reduce sales by 14%.
Defense Security Cooperation Agency 2019
[Defense Security Cooperation Agency, 8-20-2019, "Taipei Economic and Cultural Representative Office in the United
States (TECRO) – F-16C/D Block 70 Aircraft and Related Equipment and Support," https://www.dsca.mil/major-armssales/taipei-economic-and-cultural-representative-office-united-states-tecro-f-16cd-block MYY]
The State Department has made a determination approving a possible Foreign Military Sale to TECRO for the 66 F16C/D Block 70 aircraft and related equipment and support for an estimated cost of $8 billion. The Defense Security
Cooperation Agency delivered the required certification notifying Congress of this possible sale today.

2. Counter interpretation: The affirmative must defend reducing arms sales by a considerable
amount.
"Substantial" means of real worth or considerable value --- this is the USUAL and CUSTOMARY
meaning of the term
Words and Phrases 2002 (Volume 40A, p. 458)
The word “substantial” within Civil Rights Act providing that a place is a public accommodation if a “substantial” portion of
food which is served has moved in commerce must be construed in light of its usual and customary meaning, that is, something of
real worth and importance; of considerable value; valuable, something worthwhile as distinguished from something without value or merely nominal
D.S.C. 1966.
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3. Counter-Standards
A. Education – our interpretation allows debates on affirmatives about Saudi Arabia,
Mexico, Ukraine, Taiwan, Japan, and other countries at the forefront of debates about US
arms sales.

4 Their Standards are bad
A. They say their interpretation is key to limits but it over limits. Arms sales to Taiwan are one
of the most important issues in arms sales because of their substantial importance to China.
This is critical to learning about US foreign policy in East Asia.
B. They say their interpretation is good for ground. Their interpretation eliminates all country
specific affirmatives – those are key to links for the alliance DA, the containment DA, and
other arguments about international relations.
C. Topicality is not a voter – default to reasonability. Competing interpretations causes a race to
the bottom and crowds out substance.
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2AC Frontline: Answers to Consult NATO Counterplan

1. No SOLVENCY: NATO says no - Germany and France are drawing closer to Taiwan now and don’t
want abandonment.
Politico 2019
[Politico, 6-6-2019, "Germany may join US in challenging China with warship in Taiwan Strait," South China Morning
Post, https://www.scmp.com/news/china/article/3013294/germany-may-join-us-opposing-china-taiwan-strait-breakingdecades MYY]
Germany is considering a break from decades of military non-confrontation. High ranking officials are contemplating
sending a warship through the Taiwan Strait – joining the United States and France in challenging Beijing’s claims to
what the West regards as an international waterway. If Chancellor Angela Merkel’s government actually goes ahead, it
will be a remarkable revision of its we-keep-out-of-conflict reflexes. Germany will be openly backing its allies in a
strategy certain to be found provocative by the country’s enforcers of non-combatant passivity.

2. NATO Bad turn - NATO does not deter Russia and instead antagonizes it, creating a massive risk
of conflict.
Merry 2019
[Robert W. Merry, longtime Washington journalist and publishing executive, is the author most recently
of&nbsp;President McKinley: Architect of the American Century, 1-18-2019, "NATO is a Danger, Not a Guarantor of
Peace," American Conservative, https://www.theamericanconservative.com/articles/nato-is-a-danger-not-a-guarantorof-peace/ MYY]
But it was also a time to contemplate the precise nature of the change that had washed over the world and to ponder
what that might mean for old institutions—including NATO, a defensive military alliance created to deter aggression
from a menacing enemy to the east. Here’s where Western thinking went awry. Rather than accepting as a great benefit
the favorable developments enhancing Western security—the Soviet military retreat, the territorial reversal, the Soviet
demise—the West turned NATO into a territorial aggressor of its own, absorbing nations that had been part of the
Soviet sphere of control and pushing right up to the Russian border. Now Leningrad (renamed St. Petersburg after the
obliteration of the menace of Soviet communism) resides within a hundred miles of NATO military forces, while Moscow
is merely 200 miles from Western troops. Since the end of the Cold War, NATO has absorbed 13 nations, some on the
Russian border, others bordering lands that had been part of Russia’s sphere of interest for centuries. This constitutes
a policy of encirclement, which no nation can accept without protest or pushback. And if NATO were to absorb those
lands of traditional Russian influence—particularly Ukraine and Georgia—that would constitute a major threat to
Russian security, as Russian President Vladimir Putin has sought to emphasize to Western leaders for years. So, no,
NATO has not deterred Russian aggression for 70 years. It did so for 40 and has maintained a destabilizing posture
toward Russia ever since. The problem here is the West’s inability to perceive how changed geopolitical circumstances
might require a changed geopolitical strategy. The encirclement strategy has had plenty of critics—George Kennan
before he died; academics John Mearsheimer, Stephen Walt, and Robert David English; former diplomat Jack Matlock;
the editors of The Nation. But their voices have tended to get drowned out by the nostrum diplomacy and the nostrum
journalism that supports it at every turn. You can’t drown out Donald Trump because he’s president of the United
States. And so he has to be traduced, ridiculed, dismissed, and marginalized. That’s what the Times story, by Julian
Barnes and Helene Cooper, sought to do. Consider the lead, designed to emphasize just how outlandish Trump’s
musings are before the reader even has a chance to absorb what he may have been thinking: “There are few things that
President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia desires more than the weakening of NATO, the military alliance among the United
States, Europe and Canada that has deterred Soviet and Russian aggression for 70 years.” Translation: “Take that, Mr.
President! You’re an idiot.” [Merry continues on next page…]
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[…continued from previous page – Merry evidence]

Henry Kissinger had something interesting to say about Trump in a recent interview with the Financial Times. “I think
Trump may be one of those figures in history,” said the former secretary of state, “who appears from time to time to
mark the end of an era and to force it to give up its old pretenses.” One Western pretense about Russia, so ardently
enforced by the likes of Julian Barnes and Helene Cooper (who, it may be safe to say, know less about world affairs and
their history than Henry Kissinger), is that nothing really changed with the Soviet collapse and NATO had to turn
aggressive in order to keep that menacing nation in its place. Trump clearly doesn’t buy that pretense. He said during
the campaign that NATO was obsolete. Then he backtracked, saying he only wanted other NATO members to pay their
fair share of the cost of deterrence. He even confessed, after Hillary Clinton identified NATO as “the strongest military
alliance in the history of the world,” that he only said NATO was obsolete because he didn’t know much about it. But he
was learning—enough, it appears, to support as president Montenegro’s entry into NATO in 2017. Is Montenegro, with
5,332 square miles and some 620,000 citizens, really a crucial element in Europe’s desperate project to protect itself
against Putin’s Russia? We all know that Trump is a crude figure—not just in his disgusting discourse but in his fumbling
efforts to execute political decisions. As a politician, he often seems like a doctor attempting to perform open-heart
surgery while wearing mittens. His idle musings about leaving NATO are a case in point—an example of a politician who
lacks the skill and finesse to nudge the country in necessary new directions. But Kissinger has a point about the man.
America and the world have changed, while the old ways of thinking have not kept pace. The pretenses of the old have
blinded the status quo defenders into thinking nothing has changed. Trump, almost alone among contemporary
American politicians, is asking questions to which the world needs new answers. NATO, in its current configuration and
outlook, is a danger to peace, not a guarantor of it.

3. Permutation: do both – consultation with NATO is just an addition to the plan. Thus, the
counterplan doesn’t compete.
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1AR – EXTENSIONS TO 2AC Frontline #1 – Say No
1. Extend our 2AC Politico 2019 evidence - it says
____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Our Politico 2019 evidence is better than their evidence because ________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. NATO says no - it’s worried about China military expansion.
Drillsma 2019
[Ryan Drillsma, Taiwan News, Staff Writer, 4-1-2019, "NATO warns world about China’s naval ex...," Taiwan News,
https://www.taiwannews.com.tw/en/news/3670623 MYY]
NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg has raised concerns over Chinese naval expansion. Stoltenberg recently gave
an interview with German news magazine, Der Spiegel. He stated international allies should be wary of China’s
continued military upgrading, according to the Liberty Times. Aside from the U.S., no country has a higher military
budget than China, said Stoltenberg. The country harbors new guided missiles and other weapon technology
unrestricted by the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty, he said, which it is deploying worldwide. When
asked about the impact of China’s rise, Stoltenberg said the issue lies with Chinese naval drills in the Baltic and
Mediterranean seas, which have brought its military closer to NATO member countries. Joint exercises with the
Russian Navy in 2017 and 2018 have been of particular concern to the outside world, he said.

3. NATO says no – US allies are committed to freedom of navigation.
Ali & Stewart 2019
[Idrees Ali, Phil Stewart, 4-25-2019, "Exclusive: In rare move, French warship passes through Taiwan Strait," Reuters,
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-taiwan-france-warship-china-exclusive/exclusive-in-rare-move-french-warshippasses-through-taiwan-strait-idUSKCN1S10Q7 MYY]
A French warship passed through the strategic Taiwan Strait this month, U.S. officials told Reuters, a rare voyage by a
vessel of a European country that is likely to be welcomed by Washington but increase tension with Beijing. The
passage, which was confirmed by China, is a sign that U.S. allies are increasingly asserting freedom of navigation in
international waterways near China. It could open the door for other allies, such as Japan and Australia, to consider
similar operations. The French operation comes amid increasing tensions between the United States and China.
Taiwan is one of a growing number of flashpoints in the U.S.-China relationship, which also include a trade war, U.S.
sanctions and China’s increasingly muscular military posture in the South China Sea, where the United States also
conducts freedom of navigation patrols.

4. If we win that NATO says no, you vote aff and the case outweighs the net benefit
because____________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
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1AR – EXTENSIONS TO Permutation - do both
1. They say the plan and counterplan are mutually exclusive – they aren’t because the
counterplan just involves additional parties in the plan. This means that it’s just an addition
to the plan and is not competitive.
2. They say it competes on certainty – this is unfair. There’s an infinite number of ways for the
negative to make the plan less certain – for example, the neg could read the “flip a coin”
counter plan. This is a bad model for debate.
3 We win the counterplan debate because __________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Plan
Plan: The United States federal government should institute an
embargo on arms sales to Saudi Arabia.
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Contention 1 - Harms: Yemen Crisis
Saudia Arabia’s war in Yemen creates an ongoing humanitarian crisis. There are preventable deaths
happening constantly.
CNN 2018
[Daniel Nikbakht and Sheena Mckenzie, Cnn, 4-3-2018, "Yemen war is world's worst humanitarian crisis, UN says," CNN,
https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/03/middleeast/yemen-worlds-worst-humanitarian-crisis-un-intl/index.html MYY]
The war in Yemen is now the world's worst humanitarian crisis, with more than 22 million people -- three-quarters of
the population -- in desperate need of aid and protection, United Nations Secretary General Antonio Guterres said. As
the conflict enters its fourth year, millions are without access to clean drinking water and the country is at high risk of
a cholera epidemic, Guterre said at a donor conference in Geneva on Tuesday. He said over 8 million people in the
country "did not know where they will obtain their next meal," and that "every ten minutes, a child under five dies of
preventable causes." With many struggling to support their families, child marriage rates have also risen. "Nearly twothirds of girls are married before the age of 18, and many before they are 15," said Guterres. More than half of the
required funds needed for the UN's humanitarian response plan -- $2.96 billion -- have not been met, Guterres told the
conference. However he added that Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates have already provided $930 million for
the UN's plan, and had pledged to secure an additional $500 million for the region. Since March 2015, neighboring Saudi
Arabia has been leading a coalition of Gulf states against Houthi rebels in Northern Yemen, after the rebels drove out
the US-backed and pro-Saudi government. Often called the "forgotten war" amid Western media focus on Syria,
Yemen's situation is now catastrophic, with "nearly half of all children aged between six months and 5 years old
chronically malnourished," according to Guterres.
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US arms sales uniquely enable Saudi Arabia’s ongoing genocide in Yemen.
Bachman 2018
[Jeff Bachman, Professorial Lecturer in Human Rights; Director, Ethics, Peace, and Human Rights MA Program, American
University School of International Service, 11-26-2018, "US complicity in the Saudi-led genocide in Yemen spans Obama,
Trump administrations," Conversation, https://theconversation.com/us-complicity-in-the-saudi-led-genocide-in-yemenspans-obama-trump-administrations-106896 MYY]
A Saudi-led coalition of states has been aggressively bombing Yemen and imposing an air and naval blockade of its
ports for more than three years, leading UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres to describe Yemen as “the world’s
worst humanitarian crisis.” Guterres put the crisis in stark perspective, emphasizing the near complete lack of security
for the Yemeni people. More than 22 million people out of a total population of 28 million are in need of
humanitarian aid and protection. Eighteen million people lack reliable access to food; 8.4 million people “do not know
how they will obtain their next meal.” As a scholar of genocide and human rights, I believe the destruction brought
about by these attacks combined with the blockade amounts to genocide. Based on my research, to be published in an
upcoming issue of Third World Quarterly, I believe the coalition would not be capable of committing this crime without
the material and logistical support of both the Obama and Trump administrations. A ‘storm’ recast as ‘hope’ Yemen
has been gripped by a civil war since 2015, pitting the Shia Houthi movement – which has fought for centuries for
control of parts of Yemen – against a government backed by Sunni Saudi Arabia. Because of these religious differences,
it would be easy to recast what is largely a political conflict in Yemen as a sectarian one. That characterization fits Saudi
and U.S. assertions that the Houthis are controlled by Shiite Iran, a claim that has not gone uncontested. Both the Saudis
and the U.S. are hostile to Iran, so U.S. support of Saudia Arabia in Yemen represents what U.S. administrations have
said are strategic interests in the region. Besides Saudi Arabia, the coalition attacking Yemen includes the United Arab
Emirates, Egypt, Morocco, Jordan, Sudan, Kuwait and Bahrain. Qatar was part of the coalition but is no longer. During
the first three years of “Operation Decisive Storm,” later renamed “Operation Renewal of Hope,” 16,749 coalition air
attacks in Yemen were documented by the Yemen Data Project (YDP), which describes itself as an “independent data
collection project aimed at collecting and disseminating data on the conduct of the war in Yemen.” Based on the
information available to it using open sources, YDP reports that two-thirds of the coalition’s bombing attacks have
been against non-military and unknown targets. The coalition isn’t accidentally attacking civilians and civilian
infrastructure – it’s doing it deliberately. That’s evident from the kind – and volume – of civilian targets documented.
They include places that are generally protected against attack even under the lax rules of international humanitarian
law: Residential areas, vehicles, marketplaces and mosques as well as boats, social gatherings and camps for
internally displaced persons. Because of the role it plays in movement of people, food and medicine, Yemen’s
transportation infrastructure is especially important. Airports, ports, bridges and roads have all been repeatedly
attacked. Yemen’s economic infrastructure – farms, private businesses and factories, oil and gas facilities, water and
electricity lines and food storage – have also been hit. And the coalition has targeted and destroyed schools and
medical facilities, too. Finally, Yemen’s cultural heritage has been attacked. In all, at least 78 cultural sites have been
damaged or destroyed, including archaeological sites, museums, mosques, churches and tombs, as well as numerous
other monuments and residences that have great historical and cultural significance. How to make a crisis The attacks
aren’t the only way the coalition is creating a massive humanitarian crisis. The air and naval blockade, in effect since
March 2015, “is essentially using the threat of starvation as a bargaining tool and an instrument of war,” according to
the UN panel of experts on Yemen. The blockade stops and inspects vessels seeking entry to Yemen’s ports. That allows
the coalition to regulate and restrict Yemenis’ access to food, fuel, medical supplies and humanitarian aid.In his
analysis of the blockade’s legality, Dutch military scholar Martin Fink writes that the blockade means “massive time
delays and uncertainty on what products would be allowed to enter.” Despite UN efforts to alleviate some of the worst
delays, imports are often held up for a long time. In some cases, food that makes it through the blockade has already
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(Bachman evidence continues no text removed)
spoiled, if entry is not denied altogether. In some ways, the humanitarian crisis in Yemen is unprecedented and can be
tied directly to the conflict. As the World Bank notes, “Yemen’s very difficult economic challenges before the current
conflict cannot be compared to the intensely critical situation the country is facing today.” Similarly, Tufts University
scholar Alex de Waal describes Yemen as “the greatest famine atrocity of our lifetimes.” It was caused, writes de Waal,
by the coalition “deliberately destroying the country’s food-producing infrastructure.” The failing security for the people
of Yemen has been compounded by a failing health system. The World Health Organization reported in September 2017
that only 45 percent of health facilities in Yemen were functional. As Secretary-General Guterres put it, “Treatable
illnesses become a death sentence when local health services are suspended and it is impossible to travel outside the
country.”
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Only ending arms sales can bring an end to hostilities.
Washington Post 2018
[Washington Post, 11-12-2018, "To Rescue Yemen, The U.S. Must End All Military Support Of The Saudi Coalition,"
Washington Post, https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/global-opinions/to-rescue-yemen-the-us-must-end-allmilitary-support-of-the-saudi-coalition/2018/11/12/aca29358-e6ad-11e8-b8dc66cca409c180_story.html?utm_term=.70f9374b48fd MYY]
TWO WEEKS ago, the Trump administration took a first step toward reining in the reckless Saudi regime under Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman, calling for a cease-fire in the war Saudi Arabia has been waging in Yemen — a military
failure that has created the world’s worst humanitarian crisis. The Saudi response: a new offensive with its allies
against the port of Hodeida, through which flows 70 percent of the food and medicine for Yemen’s 28 million people
— half of whom are on the brink of starvation. An attack on the city was suspended earlier this year under pressure
from the United States and the United Nations. Now Saudi planes are again bombing, probably using U.S.-supplied
munitions; according to Amnesty International, there were explosions Sunday close to Hodeida’s most important
hospital. On Friday, the Pentagon took another step, ending refueling operations for Saudi planes fighting in Yemen. But
that also did not stop the offensive. The BBC said street fighting was reported to be continuing Monday. Mohammed bin
Salman launched the Yemen intervention in 2015, not long after he took over the Saudi defense ministry. It was
supposed to lead to a quick rout of Houthi rebels who had driven Yemen’s government out of the capital, Sanaa. Instead
it has become a quagmire in which more than 16,000 civilians have been killed or injured, mostly in Saudi airstrikes that
have hit schools, mosques, markets, weddings, funerals and, in August, a bus full of children. Unchastened by that
record, the crown prince has since pursued a series of further misadventures, culminating with the murder of journalist
Jamal Khashoggi on Oct. 2. Mohammed bin Salman’s apologists whisper that he has been chastened by the backlash
against the Khashoggi murder; that his wings have been clipped; that his militant advisers have been replaced by older
and wiser heads. If so, there is no evidence of it in Yemen. On the contrary, the Riyadh regime is all but spitting in the
face of one of its last defenders — the Trump administration, which has been trying to protect the crown prince. On
Sunday, Secretary of State Mike Pompeo called Mohammed bin Salman and “reiterated the United States’ calls for a
cessation of hostilities,” according to the State Department. But at the same time, Mr. Pompeo continues to pretend
that Mohammed bin Salman can “hold all of those involved in the [Khashoggi] killing” responsible — even though the
crown prince himself is a prime suspect. The United States is rightly supporting a U.N. effort to launch peace
negotiations on Yemen by the end of the year. But it has become clear that the only way to force a cease-fire and
rescue the millions facing famine and cholera is to end all military support for both Saudi forces and those of its United
Arab Emirates allies. There should be no more sales or deliveries of munitions and spare parts; all U.S. intelligence and
technical support should be frozen. If the Trump administration will not get tough on the crown prince, on whom it has
unwisely pinned much of its Middle East strategy, Congress should act in its place.
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Contention 2 - Harms: Reform

Ending arms sales pressures Saudi Arabia to improve human rights
Caverly 2018
[Jonathan D. Caverley, an expert in the global arms trade and American military aid, 10-12-2018, "Want To Punish Saudi
Arabia? Cut Off Its Weapons Supply," New York Times, https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/12/opinion/saudi-arabiaarms-sales.html MYY]
More than a week after Jamal Khashoggi, a Saudi Arabian journalist, commentator and intellectual disappeared inside
the Saudi consulate in Istanbul, the United States is starting to realize it may be time to hold the government in Riyadh
accountable for its reckless behavior and its violations of human rights. On Oct. 10, Bob Corker and Bob Menendez, the
top Republican and Democrat in the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, triggered the Global Magnitsky Act, a
bipartisan bill to punish human rights violators, to force the Trump administration to investigate and consider sanctions
against Saudi Arabia. The crisis over Mr. Khashoggi’s disappearance piles on to growing — if belated — concern over
Saudi Arabia’s disastrous war in Yemen, which has produced little geopolitical gain and much human suffering. If
American officials really want to encourage a change in Saudi policy, they should begin by looking at Saudi Arabia’s
largest imports from the United States: weaponry. Cutting off the flow of American arms to Saudi Arabia would be an
effective way to put pressure on Riyadh with little cost to the American economy or national security.
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Increasing pressure now is key to end the guardianship system.
Alkhudary & Anderson 2019
[Taif Alkhudary Is A Legal Officer At Mena Rights Group., & Catherine Anderson is a Media Officer at MENA Rights Group., 3-14-2019,
"It's high time to hold Saudi Arabia to account on women's rights," Al Jazeera, https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/hightime-hold-saudi-arabia-account-women-rights-190314092049635.html MYY]

Today, Saudi Arabia once again committed to abolishing the male guardianship system. In a statement before the United
Nations Human Rights Council (HRC) in Geneva, the Saudi authorities responded to the recommendations made as part of its
Universal Periodic Review (UPR) in November 2018. Among the recommendations accepted by the state were those of 18
countries calling for the abolition of the male guardianship system. This marked the second time in six years that Saudi
Arabia has made such a pledge before the HRC. What is needed now is increased international pressure to ensure that
these are not just hollow words. Under the male guardianship system, women are legal minors and need the permission of
a male relative in order to travel, obtain passports, get married, work, and study abroad, among other restrictions. The
system was thrown into the spotlight recently when teenager Rahaf Mohammed fled the country due to alleged abuse from
her family. In Saudi Arabia, many women and girls remain trapped in abusive environments, unable to seek protection
without the consent of a male relative. Trial of women's rights activists Loujain al-Hathloul was in the process of setting up a
domestic abuse shelter at the time of her arrest by the Saudi authorities in May 2018. A passionate defender of women’s
rights, Loujain also campaigned for the lifting of the ban on women driving. When this ban was lifted in June 2018, many
commentators across the globe hailed the move as a momentous step forward for gender equality in Saudi Arabia. However,
the majority of the activists who campaigned tirelessly on this issue are now in prison, simply because they called for more
substantive reforms, including an end to the male guardianship system. Loujain is one of eleven women's rights activists,
including Aziza al-Yousef and Eman al-Nafjan, whose trials began yesterday. While the female human rights defenders were
initially told they would be tried before Saudi Arabia’s "terrorism court", in what was perhaps a response to international
pressure, on the evening of March 12, their families were informed that their cases would be moved to the Criminal Court in
Riyadh. During the hearing on Wednesday, the defendants were denied access to lawyers, and independent monitors were
barred from the courtroom. They were charged with "crimes" that fall directly under their right to freedom of expression,
including contacting "enemy groups"- in reference to their cooperation with the UN human rights mechanisms. According to
article six of the Cybercrime Law - which has been used to prosecute the activists and has received wide criticism for its use to
silence peaceful dissent - they could face up to five years in prison. Repeated Saudi commitments The prosecution of
women’s rights activists and severe lack of gender equality persists despite commitments made during Saudi Arabia’s 2013
UPR to "dismantle the system of male guardianship", as well as increased international pressure in the aftermath of the
extrajudicial killing of Jamal Khashoggi. The particularly strong set of recommendations made to Saudi Arabia during its 2018
UPR have been followed by a resolution by the European Parliament and an historic statement led by Iceland and supported
by 35 other HRC member states, calling on Saudi Arabia to release arbitrarily detained women's rights activists. It is within
this context of mounting international pressure that today, Saudi Arabia accepted a recommendation made by Spain to
"abolish male guardianship over women", words echoed by Iceland, Sweden, Slovenia, Switzerland, and New Zealand,
among others. However, as is typical of Saudi Arabia’s selective approach to its international human rights obligations, it also
rejected a recommendation from Germany to "[i]immediately release all human rights defenders, in particular women", as
well as a recommendation from Iceland to "[i]mmediately end the ban and criminalization of protests and unconditionally
release anyone imprisoned solely for exercising their rights to freedom of association and peaceful assembly, including
women human rights defenders." While the international community is finally beginning to wake up to the dire human rights
situation in Saudi Arabia - which will hopefully lead to more states putting human rights before trade deals - it must be made
clear that the inconsistencies in the state’s approach to its rights obligations will no longer be tolerated. It is only through fully
implementing the UPR recommendations to which the state committed today that Loujain, Eman, Aziza, and other women’s
rights activists will be freed and their vision of equal rights for all in Saudi Arabia will be achieved. For as Loujain’s brother
Walid wrote on International Women’s Day, "standing with Loujain means getting one step closer to gender equality." The
imperative is now on the international community to ensure that Saudi Arabia’s actions speak louder than its words.
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The guardianship system denies women basic women and perpetuates gendered violence.
Hanley 2018
[Dr. Paul Hanley, a human rights attorney and advocate. He teaches International Law at Keimyung University. 6-242018, "Equality Reserved: Saudi Arabia and the Convention to End All Discrimination against Women," International
Policy Digest, https://intpolicydigest.org/2019/01/07/equality-reserved-saudi-arabia-and-the-convention-to-end-alldiscrimination-against-women/ MYY]
According to Human Rights Watch, the gravest threat to the freedom of Saudi women is its guardianship system, which
places women under the control of a male relative for their entire lives. The system mandates that all women in the
Kingdom must have a male “wali” (official guardian), who is usually their father, brother, uncle or husband.
Although guardianship is not actually codified Saudi law, it is an essential part of Saudi custom and tradition with
government officials, courts, businesses and individual Saudis acting in accordance with it, thus giving men near
absolute control over the public and private lives of Saudi women. For example, authorization from a male guardian is
necessary in order for women to travel internationally, access health care services, choose residency, marry, file
complaints in the justice system and to access state-run shelters for abused women. It is, therefore, virtually
impossible for victims of domestic violence or sexual abuse to obtain legal redress because filing a complaint with the
police is subject to the approval of her guardian, who may actually be the perpetrator of the violence.
Some modifications were made to the guardianship system in 2017 when King Salman issued an order specifying that
women did not need permission from their male guardian for some activities, including entering a university, taking a
job or undergoing surgery. The reality, however, for most Saudi women is that they remain firmly under the control of a
male relative with respect to the most basic rights enshrined under international law, such as the Universal Declaration
on Human Rights which Saudi Arabia is bound to follow as a member of the United Nations.
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2AC – Answer to Yemen Crisis Frontline #1 - Fill in
They say “China will fill in,” but China can’t fill in US weapons sales.
Zheng 2018
[Sarah Zheng, 10-17-2018, "Trump fears China could replace US in arms sales to Saudi. He shouldn’t," South China
Morning Post, https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/2168849/china-may-seek-boost-ties-saudi-arabiait-cant-fill-us-arms MYY]
Simone van Nieuwenhuizen, an Australia-based researcher of China-Middle East relations at the University of
Technology Sydney, said China would be “extremely unlikely” to follow US sanctions if they were levelled against
Saudi Arabia, but may not necessarily increase trade with the country either. “I think China is likely to keep a low
profile on this issue and see how it plays out before directly addressing it,” she said. “While its technology is
developing, China still lags behind the US in the sophistication and capability of its military equipment. It simply can’t
fill the gap.” Robert Mason, director of the Middle East Studies Centre at the American University in Cairo, said China
would not want to get involved at this stage to avoid further tensions with the Trump administration.
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2AC – Answers to Yemen Crisis Frontline #2 – Support Good

Ending arms sales is key to deescalate the conflict – Saudi Arabia can’t act without US arms.
Hartung 2018
[William Hartung, director of the Arms and Security Project at the Center for International Policy, November 2018, “U.S.
MILITARY SUPPORT FOR SAUDI ARABIA AND THE WAR IN YEMEN” Center for International Policy,
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/3ba8a1_5e9019d625e84087af647e6cb91ea3e2.pdf MYY]
• The Saudi military is heavily dependent on U.S. weapons and support, and could not operate effectively without
them. Two-thirds of the 365 combat capable aircraft in the Saudi arsenal are of U.S.-origin, including 171 F-15 combat
aircraft, a mainstay of the Saudi air war in Yemen. The Saudi land forces and national guard possess over 3,000 U.S.supplied armored vehicles, and the Saudis have tens of thousands of U.S.-supplied bombs and missiles. • The Trump
administration has not concluded a “$110 billion arms deal” with Saudi Arabia. President Trump’s much touted megadeal with Saudi Arabia is a mixture of orders approved during the Obama administration, a few new offers, and tens of
billions in speculative deals. Actual deals implemented since President Trump took office total just $14.5 billion. • Saudi
arms sales support at most tens of thousands of jobs in the United States, not hundreds of thousands or “a million,” as
President Trump has claimed. Actual, paid-for deliveries of U.S.-produced arms for Saudi Arabia have averaged about
$2.5 billion per year over the past decade, enough to support at most 20,000 to 40,000 jobs, some of which are located
overseas (see below). In addition, a significant number of the jobs sustained or created by Saudi arms deals would not
be at risk if specific deals were cancelled. Many of the workers now involved in producing arms for Saudi Arabia would
be shifted to other projects by firms that have record backlogs for existing contracts with the Pentagon. And an analysis
by Reuters has revealed that most U.S. defense contractors expect “relatively minor additions to their U.S. workforce
and [a] more significant buildup in Saudi Arabia” as a result of arms deals now in the works.12 • Many of the jobs
created by U.S. arms sales to Saudi Arabia will be located in Saudi Arabia. The jobs impact of Saudi arms sales in the
United States will be further reduced by the fact that the new Saudi economic plan aims to have 50% of the value of that
nation’s arms sales produced in the kingdom itself. U.S. firms like Raytheon, Lockheed Martin, and Boeing have pledged
allegiance to this goal. Raytheon CEO Thomas Kennedy summed up this approach: “By working together, we can help
build world-class defense and cyber capabilities in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.” • The U.S.-Saudi arms trade has a
marginal impact on the U.S. economy. Even the high-end estimate of 40,000 U.S. jobs related to Saudi arms deals
represents less than three one-hundredths of one percent of the U.S. labor force of over 160 million people. • Boeing,
Raytheon, Lockheed Martin and General Dynamics are by far the biggest beneficiaries of the U.S.-Saudi arms trade:
From combat aircraft and attack helicopters (Boeing), to precision-guided bombs (Raytheon and Lockheed Martin), to
missile defense systems (Raytheon and Lockheed Martin), to combat ships (Lockheed Martin) to tanks (General
Dynamics), to transport planes and helicopters (Lockheed Martin), the largest U.S. defense contractors are the biggest
customers and most important suppliers of the Saudi military. • Cutting off U.S. arms and support is the best way to
press for an end to the Yemen war. A bipartisan set of members of Congress from both houses are pressing for an end
to arms sales and military support for the Saudi/UAE intervention in Yemen, and the time is ripe to move forward on
these efforts, even as the administration has pledged to seek a ceasefire there and to end U.S. refueling of Saudi aircraft.
• The sections that follow provide the key details necessary to understand the scale and nature of the U.S. military
relationship with Saudi Arabia, from the arms and weapons systems involved to the use of such equipment in the Saudiled war in Yemen. It also examines the question of who benefits most from this relationship, and concludes with a
section on the growing Congressional opposition to the status quo.
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That solves bombings and blockades – that’s the major cause of mass suffering.
Byman 2018
[Daniel L. Byman, Senior Fellow - Foreign Policy, Center for Middle East Policy, 12-5-2018, "Yemen after a Saudi
withdrawal: How much would change?," Brookings, https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-fromchaos/2018/12/05/yemen-after-a-saudi-withdrawal-how-much-would-change/ MYY]
By itself, an end to the Saudi bombing campaign and blockade would be a milestone. The air strikes have killed
thousands of Yemenis, including many children. The bombing also destroyed much of Yemen’s already-tottering
infrastructure, making medical care and food distribution even more difficult. Less visibly, but more deadly, the Saudi
blockade of many of Yemen’s ports and airport—done in the name of stopping Iranian arms from entering Yemen—has
prevented food and humanitarian aid from entering the country as well. This has contributed to the massive famine.
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1AR – Answers to Yemen Crisis Frontline #1 -Fill in
1. Extend our 2AC Zheng 2018 evidence - it
says________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
It’s better than their evidence because__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. There’s no fill in specifically in the case of Saudi Arabia – it is extremely dependent on US
weapons
Guyer 2019
[Jonathan Guyer, managing editor of the American Prospect 3-18-2019, "Needed: A U.S. Policy on Saudi Arabia,"
American Prospect, https://prospect.org/article/needed-us-policy-on-saudi-arabia MYY]
Over the past decade, these types of deals—huge orders for weapons that were rarely used, certainly not on the
battlefield—were a boon to American defense contractors. Congress enthusiastically supported them. But as images of
the grievous attacks and humanitarian crisis in Yemen reach American televisions, this is starting to change. The Saudis,
however, are dependent on expensive U.S. weapons platforms, and it will be difficult for them to begin buying
weapons from Russia or China. Their weapons systems and aircraft squadrons are all American, and require almost
constant American repairs. As a hardball tactic, Congress could try to pass laws that would effectively ground the Saudi
air force. And the next administration could condition close military systems collaboration on Saudi behavior.
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1AR – Answers to Yemen Crisis Frontline #2 – Support Good

Ending US support is good – it causes Saudi withdrawal.
Harb 2019
[Ali Harb, writer based in DC who focuses on Foreign Policy, 3-1-2019, "Saudi Arabia would end Yemen war without US
support, experts say," Middle East Eye, https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/saudi-arabia-would-end-yemen-warwithout-us-support-experts-say MYY]
Ending American assistance to the Saudi-led coalition fighting in Yemen would curtail Riyadh's war efforts and hasten
the end of what the United Nations describes as the world's worst humanitarian crisis, experts say. A push by US
lawmakers to end support for the war once appeared largely symbolic, with only a few Democrats in the Republicancontrolled Congress putting forward a proposal, but now legislators may be set to pass a measure that would halt US
assistance to Saudi-led forces in Yemen. That would have a critical impact, said Robert Jordan, former US ambassador to
Saudi Arabia in the early 2000s, who described US support as crucial to Riyadh's military capabilities. "If we suspend
providing spare parts for their F-15s, their air force would be grounded in two weeks," Jordan told Middle East Eye last
week. "So I think there is every prospect that, if that occurs, they will find it more appealing to go to the peace table
and negotiate than they currently do." The proposed US legislation cleared the House of Representatives last month,
and the Senate, which approved a similar motion late last year, is expected to vote on it again in the near future. The bill
invokes the War Powers Resolution of 1973, which prohibits the involvement in a foreign conflict without congressional
authorisation. President Donald Trump has vowed to veto the legislation, which would require a two-thirds majority in
the Senate to override. 'Extremely important' Khalil Jahshan, executive director of the Arab Center Washington DC, said
both Washington and Riyadh would like to downplay the impact of American involvement in Yemen, but the US role in
the war remains "extremely important" logistically and politically. Beyond helping with military assistance,
Washington provides "psychological and strategic cover" to Saudi war efforts, he said. "If it weren't for American
support, if that were to be withdrawn in the future ... I think Saudi Arabia would feel compelled to end that war faster
than they would like," Jahshan said. While Trump is often criticised for his cozy relationship with Saudi Arabia's rulers,
the conflict in Yemen started under his predecessor, Barack Obama. Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates started a
massive bombing campaign in Yemen in 2015 to restore the government of President Abd Rabbuh Mansour Hadi after
Houthi rebels captured the capital, Sanaa. If the US turns off the tap to the Saudis and Emirates ... the pressure to end
the war would be very hard to resist -Nabeel Khoury, former US diplomat While the congressional bill does not prohibit
military sales, US lawmakers are poised to scrutinise future Saudi purchases of US weapons, fuelled by anger following
the assassination last October of Washington Post columnist Jamal Khashoggi by a Saudi hit-squad. US help to the Saudiled coalition in Yemen has included mid-air refuelling of fighter jets, aid with a naval blockade and help coordinating
military operations, among other things. Nabeel Khoury, a former US diplomat who served in Yemen from 2004 to 2007,
said that assistance has been vital to Saudi Arabia's military plans. "That these two regimes depend heavily on US
support is undeniable," Khoury said of Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates. "Definitely at the beginning, they
could not have started this war without US and UK support." However, over the course of the war, Riyadh and Abu
Dhabi have developed their own military capabilities and hired private experts and mercenaries to help them, he said.
Indeed, when Washington halted mid-air refuelling last year, the Saudis acquired the capacity to do it on their own.
Khoury, now a non-resident senior fellow at the Atlantic Council, said ending Washington's assistance, including arms
sales, would force Saudi Arabia to end the conflict. He cited Trump's comments from last year, when the president said
Saudi Arabia "might not be there for two weeks" without US support. "It is in the Saudis' ability to stop the war if
they genuinely wanted to," Khoury told MEE.
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Even if civil war continues, its preferable to the ongoing blockade.
Al-Ademi & Jackson 2018
[Shireen Al-Adeimi, Assistant Professor Of Education At Michigan State University, Janine Jackson is FAIR’s program
director and and producer/host of FAIR’s syndicated radio show “CounterSpin.”, 9-19-2018, "Violence in Yemen Won't
End if the US Continues to Support Saudi Arabia," Truthout, https://truthout.org/audio/nothing-will-end-if-the-uscontinues-to-support-saudi-arabia/]
It’s the complete opposite. It’s that we’ve only gotten to this point because of foreign intervention. This was a civil war
back in 2015; it would have started as a civil war, ended as a civil war. Yemen has seen many civil wars, and we’ve gone
through it, and we’ve continued to rebuild after that, and it’s never gotten to these levels of humanitarian crises. We’re
talking about the world’s worst humanitarian crisis. If it remained in Yemen as a civil war, the ports wouldn’t have been
blockaded. People wouldn’t be starving. Every ten minutes, a child die sin Yemen from starvation and disease. And so
we’ve only gotten to this point because of foreign intervention. So I believe, and many Yemenis who are still fighting and
resisting and waiting for all of this to be over in Yemen believe that, let Yemenis solve their own problems, and we’re not
asking for any saviors. We’re asking for people to stop intervening in Yemen.
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2AC/1AR Answers to Harms - Reform
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2AC – Answer to Harms - Reform Frontline #1 – Reform Fails
Only US pressure can create reforms because of prince Mohammed Bin Salman’s consolidation of
power.
Al-Rasheed 2018
[Madawi Al-Rasheed Is A Visiting Professor At The Middle East Centre Of The London School Of Economics., 11-5-2018,
"Why the U.S. Can’t Control MBS," Foreign Affairs, https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/saudi-arabia/2018-1105/why-us-cant-control-mbs MYY]
MbS has blocked the few channels by which the Saudi public and royal family were once able to influence policy. The
Allegiance Commission dissolved after several of its members were detained in the so-called anticorruption crackdown
in 2017. MbS has disbanded the royal assembly, marginalized the religious establishment, and detained critics as well
as financial elites. The crown prince has imposed policies from the top down, without giving the Saudi people the
opportunity to debate, let alone criticize, them: for example, lifting the ban on women driving and promoting pop
culture and entertainment. These are cosmetic reforms masquerading as substantive ones, and they are meant to be a
popular alternative to political reform. They are also designed to distract Saudis from worsening repression, particularly
the suppression of critical voices and the silencing of debate in the public sphere. Even the other members of the royal
family are disenfranchised. The new Saudi totalitarianism, which requires complete subservience and loyalty to the
crown prince, has culminated in the scandal of Khashoggi’s murder. KINGS AND PRESIDENTS With no one able to
restrain MbS from the inside, he must be restrained from the outside. The United States is the only power capable of
exerting the necessary pressure. The United States is the main guarantor of the security of the Saudi regime. It sells
more arms to Saudi Arabia than any other Western country. In Washington, Saudi Arabia is still considered a strategic
partner (albeit an embarrassing one, from the perspective of the American public and media). The United States treats
the kingdom as an important ally in the fight against terrorism, a player in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, and a check on
Iran’s rising influence in the Middle East. Unfortunately, the United States’ relationship with Saudi Arabia is based
entirely on personal relationships between leaders rather than diplomatic norms. These relationships are getting in the
way of effective U.S. policy toward the crown prince.
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2AC – Answer to Harms - Reform Frontline #2 – ending arms sales fails

1. Extend our 1AC Caverly 2018 evidence – ending arms sales pressures Saudi Arabia. This creates
change because our 1AC Alkhudary & Anderson 2019 evidence says that right now there is a
window to push women’s rights reform in Saudi Arabia but we have to increase pressure. The plan
does that.
2. Arms sales are uniquely key to pressure Saudi Arabia.
Spindel 2019
[Jennifer Spindel, an assistant professor of international security at the University of Oklahoma, and the Associate
Director of the Cyber Governance and Policy Center, 5-14-2019, "The Case for Suspending American Arms Sales to Saudi
Arabia," War on the Rocks, https://warontherocks.com/2019/05/the-case-for-suspending-american-arms-sales-to-saudiarabia/ MYY]
By continuing to provide weapons, President Donald Trump tacitly endorses Saudi policies. This signal is strengthened
by Trump’s recent veto of the resolution that called for an end to U.S. support for the war in Yemen. While Trump
justified the veto by saying that the resolution was a “dangerous attempt to weaken my constitutional authorities,”
statements from Congressional representatives show they are aware of the powerful signals sent by arms sales. Sen. Tim
Kaine said that the veto “shows the world [Trump] is determined to keep aiding a Saudi-backed war that has killed
thousands of civilians and pushed millions more to the brink of starvation.” An arms embargo against Saudi Arabia
would be a signal both to leaders of that country, and other states, that the United States does not endorse Saudi
actions. Those arguing against a ban are correct on one point: Embargos as blunt force instruments of coercion are
rarely effective. But arms embargos are effective as signals of political dissatisfaction, and serve an important
communication role in international politics. Arms Embargos Are Signals and Can Build Coalitions Policymakers and
scholars agree that arms embargoes are not effective “sticks” in international politics. Rarely do states cave when faced
with punishment in the form of an embargo. But even if an arms embargo isn’t a direct tool of coercion, an embargo
would be an important political signal. There are at least two reasons for the United States to seriously consider an arms
embargo against Saudi Arabia. First, arms sales are signals that cut through the noise of the international system.
Cutting off arms transfers is a common way that states express their dissatisfaction with others and try to influence
behavior. As Lawrence Freedman observed in 1978, “refusing to sell arms is a major political act. It appears as a
calculated insult, reflecting on the stability, trust, and credit-worthiness, or technical competence of the would-be
recipient.” Yet this crucial point seems to have been lost in the current policy debate about whether or not the United
States should continue selling arms to Saudi Arabia. My research shows that stopping arms transfers or denying
requests is an effective way to signal dissatisfaction and causes the would-be recipient to re-think their behavior.
Take, for example, the U.S. relationship with Israel in the 1960s. The United States sold Israel Hawk surface-to-surface
missiles in 1962, M-48 Patton tanks in 1964 and 1965, and A-4E Skyhawk bombers in 1966. Israeli leaders understood
that these transfers signaled a close U.S.-Israeli relationship. As diplomat Abba Eban wrote, the arms transfers were “a
development of tremendous political value.” Even against this backdrop of close ties and significant arms sales, Israeli
leaders were extremely sensitive to arms transfer denials. In April and May 1967, the United States denied Israeli
requests for armored personnel carriers and fighter jets. Approving the transfers would have signaled support, and likely
emboldened Israel, as tensions were growing in the region. Israeli leaders believed these transfer denials overruled prior
signals and demonstrated that the United States was not willing to be a close political ally for Israel. Eban described
Israel as “isolated,” and the head of Israel’s intelligence service said that the arms transfer denials made it clear that “in
Israel, there existed certain misperceptions [about the United States].” If arms transfer denials could have such a
significant effect on Israeli thinking — keeping in mind that there was a close and significant political relationship
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between the US and Israel — imagine what a transfer denial would mean for U.S.-Saudi relations. Like Israel, Saudi
Arabia would have to re-think its impression that it has political support and approval from the United States. We can,
and should, ask whether or not withdrawal of U.S. support would affect Saudi behavior, but it’s important that this
question not get overlooked in the current debate. Because arms transfers (and denials) are powerful signals, they can
have an effect even before a transfer is actually completed. This suggests that even the announcement of an embargo
against Saudi Arabia could have an effect. Take, for example, Taiwan’s recent request for a fleet of new fighter jets. As
reports mounted that Trump had given “tacit approval” to a deal for F-16 jets, China’s protests increased. The United
States has not sold advanced fighter jets to Taiwan since 1992, partially out of fear of angering China, which views
Taiwan as a renegade province. Even if the deal for F-16s is formally approved, Taiwan is unlikely to see the jets until at
least 2021, and the balance of power between China and Taiwan would not change. As one researcher observed, the
sale would be a “huge shock” for Beijing, “But it would be more of a political shock than a military shock. It would be,
‘Oh, the U.S. doesn’t care how we feel.’ It would be more of a symbolic or emotional issue.” Yet China’s immediate,
negative reaction to even the announcement of a potential deal shows how powerful arms transfer signals can be. If this
same logic is applied to an arms embargo against Saudi Arabia, an arms embargo would signal that Saudi Arabia does
not have the support of the United States. This signal would be an important first step in changing Saudi behavior
because it would override other statements and actions the United States has sent that indicate support. And Trump
has given Saudi Arabia a number of positive signals: He called Saudi Arabia a “great ally” and dismissed reports that
that the Saudi government was involved in the murder of journalist Jamal Khashoggi. He has expressed interested in
selling nuclear power plants and technology to Saudi Arabia. And he has repeatedly claimed that he has made a $110
billion arms deal with Saudi Arabia (he hasn’t). With these clear signals of support, why should Saudi Arabia alter its
behavior based on resolutions that come out of the House or Senate, which are likely to be vetoed by Trump, anyway?
An arms embargo would be a clear and unambiguous signal that the United States disproves of Saudi actions in
Yemen.

3. Status quo foreign policy greenlights human rights abuses – plan reverses that.
Al-Sharif 2019
[Manal Al-Sharif, co-founded the Women2Drive movement in Saudi Arabia in 2011, campaigning for the right of women
to drive in the kingdom., 4-10-2019, "After Lifting the Driving Ban, Saudi Arabia's War on Women Is Only Getting
Worse," Time, http://time.com/5567330/saudi-arabia-women-rights-drive/ MYY]
I was so hopeful with the lifting of the ban. It was a huge step for us because we’ve been fighting this fight for so long.
It’s part of something bigger in the guardianship system, where only a woman’s male relatives can make important life
decisions for her. It acknowledges that women are independent adults, who do not rely on the permission of men.
Despite my plans to return when the ban was lifted in June 2018, I couldn’t after 11 other activists were arrested.
When the women were sent to jail in May 2018, it was a very clear sign from the government that these were not real
reforms. Put simply: it’s a war on women. The only charges the women in jail today are facing are contacting foreign
organizations. Those foreign organizations are human rights organizations. The way they have been tortured, put in
solitary confinement and have been subject to a smear campaign and character assassination by the pro-government
media shows how scared the authorities are of these women, and how powerful and effective they are. These women
were hunted down and taken from their homes. Women living abroad were flown back to Saudi Arabia and literally
kidnapped — women like Loujain al-Hathloul, a vocal advocate for women’s rights who was abducted while driving in
the United Arab Emirates in March 2018. She was brought back to Saudi Arabia on a private jet, where she is still in jail.
The activists were put in a secret prison, where they were tortured and sexually assaulted. This information has even
been confirmed by their families. Although in late March, some of the activists were temporarily released, the brutal
way these women were treated shows that this government is not supportive of women’s rights or reforms. The
government doesn’t understand that they need us. Activists are the most patriotic people, because they are fighting for
a better country; they are not traitors. What happened the last two years is a huge crackdown on activists, especially
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peaceful activists who used social media. Social media was the place where where we could talk, where we could discuss
— it was our virtual parliament. As a citizen of Saudi Arabia, you live in one of the richest countries in the world, but you
don’t own your own life, you don’t own your own decisions. There were a lot of red flags on the outside, like with the
war in Yemen and the brutal Qatar embargo, but then the war moved inside Saudi Arabia. It started as a war against
people who joined terrorist groups, but it has now morphed into a war targeting activists and the social media
influencers — many of whom are in jail today. There have been huge efforts from the government to propagate its
agenda on social media and to influence the discourse in an unprecedented way. The Saudi regime now has a kind of
power over their citizens in a way that they didn’t even dream of ten years ago. It is really painful for us to see. The same
tools we use to push for social change are being used to undermine us and put our lives in danger. The second part of
the story is the reaction of democracies around the world to the assassination of Jamal Khashoggi, which is an assault
on freedom of expression, and the indifference of the world to the imprisonment and the torture of these women.
Countries can talk about all the values of democracy, but these values should not just be for one set of citizens. If these
countries become allied with dictatorships that violate the same values that those democracies call for, this is hypocrisy.
This is a double standard. The assassination of Khashoggi, which took place in Turkey just over six months ago now,
cannot be dismissed as an internal issue for Saudi Arabia. You cannot say that when you buy our oil, when you send your
companies to develop huge projects and when you accept investments from Saudi money. This is why we have to
question the influence of Saudi money on think tanks and policy makers in the U.S. Instead of driving in Saudi Arabia, I
moved the drive campaign to the U.S., because Washington and Riyadh are close allies. Ever since President Donald
Trump came to the White House, it’s been a green light for the Saudis to get away with human rights violations. We
won’t be anonymous or silent anymore. We will keep speaking up in the face of tyranny and injustice. Those regimes
should be the ones who are afraid, not us. I call for a Global Magnitsky Act targeting regimes like Saudi Arabia, legislation
that will sanction individuals who commit human rights abuses. It’s time democracies put the values they believe into
action.
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1AR – Answers to: Harms - Reform Frontline #1 – Reform Fails

1. Extend our 2AC Al-Rasheed 2018 evidence - it
says____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

It’s better than their evidence because_____________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

2 Their evidence ignores how status quo US foreign policy shields Saudi royal family from
criticism. US pressure is key to effective reform.
Tharoor 2019
[Ishaan Tharoor, writes about foreign affairs for The Washington Post, 3-8-2019, "The West’S Rebuke Of Saudi Arabia
Won’T Change Its Course," Washington Post, https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2019/03/08/wests-rebuke-saudiarabia-wont-change-its-course/?utm_term=.8360a68fb889 MYY
Both the Trump administration and Saudi officials have sought to shield Mohammed from scrutiny, but that hasn’t
dimmed the outrage of a host of Western governments and lawmakers. In Washington, Congress is still battling the
White House over the latter’s flouting of a legal requirement to report to the Senate on the crown prince’s role in
Khashoggi’s death. Though U.S. politicians remain bitterly divided on most issues, they have found an unusual consensus
in their antipathy toward Riyadh. On top of what happened to Khashoggi, there’s growing concern over the status of
Walid Fitaihi, a Harvard-trained physician and a dual U.S.-Saudi national who has been detained by the Saudis since
November 2017 and allegedly beaten and tortured on repeated occasions. According to the New York Times, friends
close to Fitaihi believe his detention has to do with the palace intrigues surrounding the crown prince’s ruthless
consolidation of power. And they have expressed their disquiet with President Trump’s silence over his incarceration.
“He’s gone full gangster,” said Sen. Marco Rubio (R-Fla.) at a hearing on Wednesday in reference to Mohammed, “and
it’s difficult to work with a guy like that.” Sen. Jeanne Shaheen (D-N.H.) added that the Saudis’ “list of human rights
violations is so long, it’s hard to comprehend what’s going on there.” Several pieces of legislation are pending in the
Senate and House, including a bill calling for the end of U.S. support of the Saudi-led war in Yemen and a bipartisansponsored measure that would effectively mandate sanctions on the crown prince. “Now the question is whether the
Senate will act to uphold its authority under the law and prevent the Saudi ruler from escaping accountability for the
gruesome murder and dismemberment of a journalist who was a Virginia resident and a contributor to The Post,” noted
an editorial in The Post. “Not only the question of justice for Khashoggi is at issue: The crime is part of a pattern of
reckless and destructive behavior by Mohammed bin Salman that ranges from the bombing of civilians in Yemen to the
imprisonment and torture of a number of Saudi female activists, as well as a U.S. citizen.” But the Saudis’ response has
so far been categorical and unrepentant. “Interference in domestic affairs under the guise of defending human rights is
in fact an attack on our sovereignty,” said Abdul Aziz Alwasil, the kingdom’s permanent representative in Geneva, in
reaction to the European Union’s statement. Similar bullish statements came from the Saudi Foreign Ministry this year
as members of Congress weighed the passage of a punitive bill. That Riyadh has endured only the slightest course
corrections amid months of controversy speaks, firstly, to the durability of the monarchy’s economic ties with a host
of major powers. International political and business elites have shown themselves all too willing to overlook a regime’s
record when it suits their interests. But it also speaks to the fact that despite their concerns over Khashoggi’s death,
insiders in Washington cheer the Saudi push toward a more “normal” and secular modernity encouraged by
Mohammed’s ambitious economic and social reform agenda. Movie theaters have sprung up, and women can now learn
to drive — no matter that key female activists who clamored for these rights are still in prison.
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1AR – Answers to Harms - Reform Frontline #2 – No Pressure

Arms embargoes do effectively create changes in state policy empirically proven.
Miller & Binder 2019
[Andrew Miller Is The Deputy Director For Policy At The Project On Middle East Democracy and Served As The Director
For&nbsp;Egypt And Israel Military Issues At The U.S. National Security Council From 2014 To 2017, Seth Binder is the
advocacy officer at the Project on Middle East Democracy. Previously he served as the program manager and research
associate at the Center for International Policy’s Security Assistance Monitor program, where he focused on U.S. security
assistance and arms sales policy., 5-10-2019, "The Case for Arms Embargoes Against Uncooperative Partners," War on
the Rocks, https://warontherocks.com/2019/05/the-case-for-arms-embargoes-against-uncooperative-partners/ MYY]
First, the empirical record does not support Rounds’ contention that arms embargoes do not deliver. While these
suspensions are not a silver bullet, there is ample evidence to demonstrate that they can be effective in changing the
policy of a target country. For example, in 2005, the United States successfully used the suspension of a joint weapons
project to persuade Israel to cancel a proposed sale of drone equipment to China. In another example, then-Secretary
of State Rex Tillerson secured commitments from Egypt to resolve a longstanding criminal case against 41 foreign NGO
workers, including Americans and Europeans, and to suspend military cooperation with North Korea in exchange for
releasing $195 million in suspended military aid. More recently, the legislative hold Sen. Robert Menendez placed on an
arms sale to Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates, when combined with threatened legislation to impose further
restrictions on transfers to Saudi Arabia, helped pressure the Saudi-led coalition in Yemen to re-engage in negotiations
with the Houthis, resulting in an imperfect but still important deal on the port of Hodeidah. The author’s argument that
arms embargoes do not work cites the 2013 suspension of U.S. military aid to Egypt following that country’s military
coup. This policy clearly failed to reverse the military coup led by current President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, but there are
good reasons to question the validity of the example. Proponents of the suspension argue with good reason that it was
not given a fair chance to work. Shortly after the decision was announced, senior U.S. officials told the Egyptians the aid
would soon be restored, undercutting the coercive value of the suspension. From the perspective of the Egyptian
government, it would have been irrational to make serious concessions in response to what they believed was an idle
threat. Just as important, due to a plethora of exceptions and carve-outs, some U.S. military assistance to Egypt
continued throughout the suspension period, including maintenance and sustainment, sparing the Egyptian military
from the full force of the hold. Despite undercutting its own suspension, the hold still produced some good. U.S.
diplomats were able to leverage the policy to deter the Egyptian government from enforcing an arbitrary September
2014 deadline for NGOs to register under Egypt’s draconian 2002 NGO law. And, although Egypt released U.S. citizen
Mohamed Soltan from prison two months after aid was resumed, Cairo was partly motivated by the concern that the
Obama administration could reverse its decision to resume arms shipments. To be sure, these accomplishments were
relatively limited, and we should be careful not to overestimate the efficacy of arms holds. A foreign government is
unlikely to fundamentally change its position on what it views as an existential issue. But prior suspensions have yielded
tangible gains, and they should remain part of the U.S. foreign policy toolkit.
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2AC – Front Line: Answers to Elections Disadvantage
1. No link uniqueness and no link – Trump is already winning on foreign policy.
Ward 2019
[Alex Ward, 4-1-2019, "Trump’s foreign policy narrative could help him win in 2020," Vox,
https://www.vox.com/world/2019/4/1/18285395/trump-2020-foreign-policy-democrats MYY]
President Donald Trump’s 2020 reelection campaign will surely be helped by the foreign policy story he can sell to
voters. Foreign policy isn’t something Americans usually care about at the ballot box — they mostly have domestic
concerns — although a major foreign policy blunder could weigh down a candidacy. But it helps that Trump’s
Democratic opponents aren’t particularly strong on foreign policy — in fact, only two have seriously put forward their
ideas so far. And more importantly, Trump actually has a pretty good story to tell. Consider what he could conceivably
say: He defeated ISIS. Nuclear and missile testing by North Korea has stopped, and negotiations to end its nuclear
program are underway. He’s made Israel really happy. He’s pushing back on regimes in Iran, Venezuela, and Russia.
He’s fixing long-standing trade problems with Mexico and Canada as well as China. Military spending is on the rise.
Europeans are finally allocating more money for defense. His administration has gotten further than his predecessors in
the Afghanistan peace process. When asked to describe his foreign policy, Trump campaign national press secretary
Kayleigh McEnany told me “President Trump’s foreign policy accomplishments are vast” and that he “has undeniably
put America First and exhibited strength on the world stage.” Of course, all of these boasts would require caveats — a
lot of caveats. But there’s some truth to them, too. For example, the US-North Korea standoff is certainly at its lowest
tension point in years, ISIS did lose its territorial “caliphate,” and the as-yet-unapproved trade deal with Mexico and
Canada is better for workers. That’s not to say Trump is bulletproof on foreign policy: He’s also cozied up to several
dictators, ignored major threats like climate change, supported the Saudi-led war on Yemen, backed Riyadh after its de
facto leader orchestrated the murder on US resident and dissident journalist Jamal Khashoggi, slashed refugee levels,
and global attitudes toward America worsened during his presidency. And Democrats will surely try to make the case
that Trump’s foreign policy isn’t as good as he’ll say it is. “He’s going to run on a series of claims about his foreign policy
‘achievements,’” a top Democratic presidential campaign staffer who was not authorized to speak to press told me.
“Anyone who follows this stuff knows they’re not true, but maybe not if you’re watching Fox News. It’s like foreign
policy gaslighting.” Overall, though, Trump can still boast that his “America First” approach on the surface looks pretty
good — and it could help him win again.

2. No link - Voters don’t care about foreign policy.
Emerson Polling 2019
[6-4-2019 , "North Carolina 2020: Biden With Early Lead On Trump And Democratic Primary Field," Emerson Polling,
https://emersonpolling.reportablenews.com/pr/north-carolina-2020-biden-with-early-lead-on-trump-and-democraticprimary-field]
A plurality of voters, 32%, identify the economy as the single most important issue in deciding for whom they will
vote for President. The economy is followed by healthcare at 18%, social issues at 14%, and immigration at 13%.
Impeachment is the most important issue for only 4% of voters. Among Democratic primary voters, healthcare (27%)
and social issues (23%) are most important followed by the economy (16%) and the environment (14%). For Republican
Primary voters, 46% said the economy, followed by immigration (24%) which was the only other issue in double digits.
Among just general election voters economy (36%), healthcare (20%), immigration (10%) and the environment (8%)
round out the top 4 issues.
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3. No Internal link - If Democrats don’t win the Senate, then they can’t solve warming.
Hunt 2019
[Albert Hunt,, former executive editor of Bloomberg News. He previously served as reporter, bureau chief and
Washington editor for the Wall Street Journal, 6-16-2019, "Democrats' 2020 Achilles's heel: The Senate," TheHill,
https://thehill.com/opinion/campaign/448753-democrats-2020-achilles-heel-the-senate MYY]
The stakes are huge. Amid all the political chatter about the presidential contest and whether the Democrats can keep
the House, there's a sobering reminder: If they win the presidency and the House but Republican Mitch McConnell is
still the senate majority leader, they can forget about any new agenda. The Kentucky Republican has shown he will
bend or change any rules or procedures to thwart the opposition. Senate control likely will be less of an issue if Donald
Trump wins reelection. It's hard to see how Republicans lose their current 53-to-47 advantage while retaining the White
House. This cycle, almost two-thirds, or 22, of the Senate seats up for election are Republican-held. Still, for Democrats
to capture control, they must win in a handful of red states Trump carried last time. In talking to party strategists in
Washington and battleground states — mainly Democrats — there are two critical variables. One is the top of the ticket,
or can the party's nominee run better than Hillary Clinton did in states such as North Carolina, Iowa, Arizona and
Georgia? The other is will strong senate candidates, with sufficient money resources, emerge in several states? Six
months ago, the party anticipated top-tier challengers such as Montana's Steve Bullock and Colorado's John
Hickenlooper or others who ran dazzling races last year, almost pulling off big upsets, such as Beto O'Rourke in Texas or
Stacey Abrams in Georgia. Instead, those people are running for president or have specifically ruled out a Senate race. In
several of these contests, Democrats say they have solid backups. In Colorado — which is one of the top two Senate
targets, along with Arizona — a dozen candidates already are running against incumbent Sen. Cory Gardner, a respected
lawmaker who’s facing a tough slog in a blue state where Trump is unpopular. Democrats believe they have a good
chance to win if they nominate someone such as Mike Johnston, a former state senator and Obama education adviser —
less so if a left-winger wins the primary. In Arizona, Mark Kelly, an astronaut and the spouse of Gabby Giffords, a former
congresswoman and a gun violence victim, is given at least an even chance against Republican Sen. Martha McSally, who
lost a senate race last year and then was appointed to another seat. Democrats, as of today, feel reasonably confident
about their 12 incumbent seats, except for Trump-loving Alabama, where Sen. Doug Jones defeated a rabid right-winger
in a 2017 special election. Democrats then must win all, or most of, four seats — three in states Trump carried —
North Carolina, Iowa and Georgia — and in closely contested Maine. Two of these incumbents, Susan Collins of Maine
and Joni Ernst of Iowa, are pretty popular. Democrats believe they have female candidates in both states who will be
competitive if the top of the ticket runs well. Likewise, the party sees improving prospects in a couple of southern states
— Georgia and especially North Carolina, where they now hold the governorship. In Georgia the incumbent, David
Perdue, is a knee-jerk Trumpite who won last time in a banner Republican year. North Carolina's Thom Tillis, a
conservative, might be softened up for the general election by irrational attacks from right-wingers. In both states, a
viable challenger has yet to emerge, however. If there is a long shot, look to Kentucky. It should be impossible to defeat
McConnell, a six-term senator who is unsurpassed in doing what it takes to win. Trump carried the state by 30 points.
The likely Democratic candidate, Amy McGrath, lost a congressional contest last November. Yet McConnell, nine months
older than Joe Biden, for all his clout in Congress, isn't well-liked in his home state, where even some conservatives see
him as a greedy Washington insider. McGrath, a former Marine combat pilot, could be the ideal McConnell antidote. It'll
be very uphill. If Democrats don't pick up four or five of these seats, even if they win the White House, forget about
expanding health care, bold action on climate change and immigration, or much higher taxes on the rich.
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1AR – EXTENSIONS TO 2AC #1 – No link uniqueness and no link

1. Extend our 2AC Ward 2019 evidence - it says ____________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Our Ward 2019 evidence is better than their evidence because
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________
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2. Trump has numerous foreign policy wins – at best the links to the plan are a drop in the bucket.
Thiessen 2018
[Marc A. Thiessen, Columnist focusing on foreign and domestic policy, 9-18-2018, "Chaos Or Not, Trump Is Racking Up A
Record Of Foreign Policy Success," Washington Post, https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/chaos-or-not-trumpis-racking-up-a-record-of-foreign-policy-success/2018/09/18/97cf611a-bb59-11e8-bdc090f81cc58c5d_story.html?utm_term=.fb7a82d9849f MYY]
When Trump was elected in 2016, many worried that he would usher in a new age of American isolationism and
withdrawal. That hasn’t happened. Trump has pursued a foreign policy that is not only not isolationist but also a
significant improvement over his predecessor’s. In Syria, while Trump did not eliminate Assad, he did enforce President
Barack Obama’s red line against the use of chemical weapons, punishing violations not once but twice — and
restoring America’s credibility on the world stage. Last week, Trump launched the U.S.-led coalition’s assault on the
Islamic State’s last stronghold on the Syrian-Iraqi border, which will eliminate its physical caliphate. And unlike Obama,
Trump is not taking America’s boot off the terrorists’ necks. The Post reports that the president has approved a new
strategy that “indefinitely extends the military effort” in Syria until a government acceptable to all Syrians is established
and all Iranian military and proxy forces are driven out. Conservative columnist Patrick Buchanan, a die-hard isolationist,
recently asked: “Is Trump Going Neocon in Syria?” In Israel, Trump moved the U.S. Embassy to Jerusalem, which he
recognized as the country’s capital — something three of his predecessors promised, but failed, to do. He also withdrew
from the Iran nuclear deal and refocused U.S. efforts in the Middle East on shoring up relations with allies such as
Israel and Saudi Arabia instead of courting Iran. In Afghanistan, after a careful deliberative process in which Trump
(correctly) pressed his generals for answers to tough questions, the president reversed his campaign position favoring a
troop pullout and sent additional forces, with no timetable for withdrawal. In Turkey, Trump is taking a hard line with
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s regime, imposing tariffs as the Turkish lira has gone into free fall. Trump’s move was
intended to punish Erdogan for his continued detention of an American pastor, Andrew Brunson, and followed his
threats against U.S. forces in Syria and his plans to buy an S-400 advanced air-defense system from Moscow. Trump has
also taken a surprisingly tough line with Russia. He approved a massive arms and aid package for Ukraine, expelled 60
Russian diplomats and authorized new sanctions against Moscow at least four times for: (1) interfering in U.S. elections,
(2) violating the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty, (3) launching a chemical-weapon attack against a Russian
national in Britain and (4) violating North Korea sanctions. And the Trump administration recently warned Russia that it
would face “total economic isolation” if Moscow backed the Assad regime’s assault in Idlib. Trump’s policies more than
make up for his disastrous Helsinki news conference with Russian President Vladi-mir Putin in July. On North Korea,
Trump issued credible threats of military action, which brought Kim Jong Un to the negotiating table. The chances of
successful denuclearization are slim, but every other approach by Trump’s predecessors has failed. And there is reason
for hope that Trump will not sign a bad deal, because he set a very high bar for a good deal when he withdrew from
Obama’s nuclear agreement with Iran. The list of good foreign-policy moves goes on. Trump has taken a strong stand
against the narco-dictatorship in Venezuela, and his administration even considered supporting coup plotters seeking to
remove the Maduro regime. He strengthened NATO by getting allies to kick in billions more toward the alliance’s
collective security. He declared war on the International Criminal Court, which purports to have jurisdiction over U.S.
soldiers and citizens even though America is not a signatory to the treaty creating the ICC.
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1AR – EXTENSIONS TO 2AC #3 – No Internal Link

1. Extend our 2AC Hunt 2019 evidence - it says ____________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Our Hunt 2019 evidence is better than their evidence because
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________
2 No impact to rejoining Paris agreement - it fails to avert catastrophic warming.
Samans 2017
[Richard Samans, 1-6-2017, "The Paris Accord Won't Stop Global Warming on Its Own," Foreign Policy,
https://foreignpolicy.com/2018/09/26/the-paris-accord-wont-stop-global-warming-on-its-own/ MYY]
The 2015 United Nations Paris climate agreement was an important political accomplishment, but confronting climate
change will ultimately require an economic breakthrough. The Paris agreement established a consensus goal for
humanity: a maximum temperature increase of 2 degrees Celsius over the level prevailing before the dawn of the
Industrial Revolution in the mid-1700s. It also created a universally acceptable political framework in which states make
nonbinding, nationally determined contributions toward this goal, subject to periodic peer review and voluntary
adjustment. As important as this diplomatic achievement was, it represents only half the job that the international
community must perform. To stabilize the planet’s warming by midcentury at levels our children and grandchildren
will find manageable, the world needs a new economic framework to accelerate the propagation of low-carbon energy
innovations that entrepreneurs are increasingly bringing to market on competitive terms. Even with the national
commitments registered under the Paris agreement, the world remains on course for a catastrophic 3 degree
temperature rise rather than the 2 degree goal set in Paris.
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2AC – Frontline: Answers to Alliances Disadvantage

1. No link - Credibility theory is false. All it does is lock in diplomatic rigidity.
Walt 2012
[Stephen M. Walt, the Robert and Renée Belfer professor of international relations at Harvard University., 9-11-2012,
"Why are U.S. leaders so obsessed with credibility?," Foreign Policy, https://foreignpolicy.com/2012/09/11/why-are-u-sleaders-so-obsessed-with-credibility/ MYY]
I call this error the "credibility fetish." U.S. leaders have continued to believe that our security depends on convincing both
allies and adversaries that we are steadfast, loyal, reliable, etc., and that our security guarantees are iron-clad. It is a
formula that reinforces diplomatic rigidity, because it requires us to keep doing things to keep allies happy and issuing
threats (or in some cases, taking actions) to convince foes that we are serious. And while it might have made some degree of
sense during the Cold War, it is increasingly counterproductive today. One could argue that credibility did matter during the
Cold War. The United States did face a serious peer competitor in those days, and the Soviet Union did have impressive
military capabilities. Although a direct Soviet attack on vital U.S. interests was always unlikely, one could at least imagine
certain events that might have shifted the global balance of power dramatically. For example, had the Soviet Union been able
to conquer Western Europe or the Persian Gulf and incorporate these assets into its larger empire, it would have had serious
consequences for the United States. Accordingly, U.S. leaders worked hard to make sure that the U.S. commitment to NATO
was credible, and we did similar things to bolster U.S. credibility in Asia and the Gulf. Of course, we probably overstated the
importance of "credibility" even then. Sloppy analogies like the infamous "domino theory" helped convince Americans that
we had to fight in places that didn’t matter (e.g., Vietnam) in order to convince everyone that we’d also be willing to fight
in places that did. We also managed to convince ourselves that credible nuclear deterrence depended on having a mythical
ability to "prevail" in an all-out nuclear exchange, even though winning would have had little meaning once a few dozen
missiles had been fired. Nonetheless, in the rigid, bipolar context of the Cold War, it made sense for the United States to pay
some attention to its credibility as an alliance leader and security provider. But today, the United States faces no peer
competitor, and it is hard to think of any single event that would provoke a rapid and decisive shift in the global balance of
power. Instead of a clear geopolitical rival, we face a group of medium powers: some of them friendly (Germany, the UK,
Japan, etc.) and some of them partly antagonistic (Russia, China). Yet Russia is economically linked to our NATO allies, and
China is a major U.S. trading partner and has been a major financier of U.S. debt. This not your parents’ Cold War. There are
also influential regional powers such as Turkey, India, or Brazil, with whom the U.S. relationship is mixed: We agree on some
issues and are at odds on others. And then there are clients who depend on U.S. protection (Israel, Saudi Arabia, Afghanistan,
Taiwan, etc.) but whose behavior often creates serious headaches for whoever is in the White House. As distinguished
diplomat Chas Freeman recently commented, "the complexity and dynamism of the new order place a premium on
diplomatic agility. Stolid constancy and loyalty to pre-existing alliance relationship are not the self-evident virtues they
once were. We should not be surprised that erstwhile allies put their own interest ahead of ours and act accordingly. Where it
is to our long-term advantage, we should do the same." What might this mean in practice? As I’ve noted repeatedly, it means
beginning by recognizing that the United States is both very powerful and very secure, and that there’s hardly anything that
could happen in the international system that would alter the global balance of power overnight. The balance is shifting, to
be sure, but these adjustments will take place over the course of decades. Weaker states who would like U.S. protection
need it a lot more than we need them, which means our "credibility" is more their problem than ours. Which in turn means
that if other states want our help, they should be willing to do a lot to convince us to provide it. Instead of obsessing about
our own "credibility," in short, and bending over backwards to convince the Japanese, South Koreans, Singaporeans,
Afghans, Israelis, Saudis, and others that we will do whatever it takes to protect them, we ought to be asking them what
they are going to do for themselves, and also for us. And instead of spending all our time trying to scare the bejeezus out of
countries like Iran (which merely reinforces their interest in getting some sort of deterrent), we ought to be reminding them
over and over that we have a lot to offer and are open to better relations, even if the clerical regime remains in power and
maybe even if — horrors! — it retains possession of the full nuclear fuel cycle (under IAEA safeguards). If nothing else,
adopting a less confrontational posture is bound to complicate their own calculations.
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2. No impact – Japan won’t pursue nuclear weapons. Past predictions have been wrong.
Dutta 2018 [Anushree Dutta, Research Associate at the Centre for Air Power Studies (CAPS) in New Delhi, June 22, 2018, "Japan's Non-Nuclear Identity: Future
Prospects," Globe Post, https://theglobepost.com/2018/06/22/japan-nuclear-weapons-future/ MYY]

Japan has maintained a non-nuclear identity for decades, preferring to rely on the U.S. extended deterrence and global
disarmament diplomacy. Japan has been actively committed to the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons Treaty and
the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty. The country joined the International Atomic Energy Agency in 1957. Since
1994, Tokyo has been regularly introducing United Nations resolutions for the elimination of nuclear weapons. The
continual series of events related to North Korea’s nuclear growth and the Northeast Asia security threat leaves us with
the question of how much longer we can expect this non-nuclear policy pattern of Japan to continue. Japan adopted a
non-nuclear policy after the end of World War II. It includes not possessing, not developing, and not introducing nuclear
weapons into the country. In the mid-1960s, after the development of nuclear weapons by China, Prime Minister Eisaku
Sato officially announced that Japan would rely on the U.S. nuclear deterrence for its security. He added that Japan, with
its three non-nuclear principles, needs the U.S. umbrella for its survival and thus, announced the “four nuclear policies”
of the country. These policies did not impose any legal limits on the Japanese government but were widely supported
by the Japanese people. Japan’s explicit dependence on the U.S. nuclear protection has enabled the country to maintain
a “pacifistic” security strategy, showing a lack of concern about the possibility of a nuclear attack by any other country.
Even after the late 1970s, when the Soviet threat intensified once again, Japan did not bother to make any fundamental
changes in its non-nuclear doctrine. Threats of North Korea and China With the relative decline of U.S. dominance in
Asia, especially in the context of a belligerent North Korea and the rise of China, one can argue that Japan, under the
U.S. umbrella, will not turn to the nuclear option. A number of Japanese defense analysts noted that a very strong
conventional defense capability could take the place of the nuclear power. Others mentioned that since the
development of a second-strike capability would take years, a nuclear force is less attractive, especially considering how
vulnerable the small island country is to any nuclear attack. Thus, the Japanese response to theoretical U.S.
disengagement would not necessarily be a nuclear one. However, the potential for a nuclear Japan is a question to
ponder. Continuous North Korean nuclear tests could strain Japan’s patience, but it is unlikely that they would provoke a
nuclear response. A nuclear attack by North Korea (which seems unlikely) would probably traumatize the nation enough
to shock the public into accepting the Japanese nuclear deterrent. Indeed, such an event could reframe the way the
Japanese think about nuclear weapons. Instead of being a victim of nuclear weapons, Tokyo could be seen as a victim
due to its lack of a nuclear deterrent. Nevertheless, a North Korean nuclear attack would not guarantee a Japanese
nuclear response. It would, however, make it highly likely. One may need a crystal ball to answer the question about
Japan’s future decision on the nuclear option in the next decades. But examining the factors, one can see that is unlikely
that Tokyo will be pushing towards going nuclear. There were precedents in the past when the world discussed the
possibility of Japan taking up the nuclear option. One such instance was after the Cold War. Some scholars predicted
that Japan would become a power independent from the U.S. It could allegedly happen after Tokyo would have acquired
nuclear weapons due to the changing security environment in the region. Despite these predictions and Japan’s
increasing perception of China and North Korea as threats, Tokyo still maintained its non-nuclear policy. One of the
major factors that determine Japan’s stance toward the nuclear capability is the domestic one. The horrific attacks on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki made the Japanese public believe that nuclear weapons are “absolute evil.” There will be
times when regional security demands will challenge Japan’s commitment to nuclear disarmament as part of the global
agenda. However, in a situation when Japan has to manage regional threats or face uncertainty due to reducing U.S.
nuclear protection, the Japanese government would prefer to hold its non-nuclear identity for years to come and work
towards non-proliferation and disarmament. Lastly, it is highly unlikely that Japan will easily let go of its traditional
nuclear position which enables co-existence of Japan’s non-nuclear identity and U.S. credible deterrence umbrella. The
growing threat from North Korea and China is unlikely to prompt Japan to rethink the strategic value of the nuclear
power. In fact, Japan would attempt to resolve any nuclear threat by redirecting international pressure and dialogue
away from military escalations.
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1AR EXTENSIONS TO #1 – Credibility Theory Wrong

1. Extend our 2AC Walt 2012 evidence - it says ____________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Our Walt 2012 evidence is better than their evidence because
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________
2. We should question theories about credibility since it’s difficult to define.
Daddis 2019
[Gregory A. Daddis, associate professor of history and director of the MA Program in War and Society Studies at
Chapman University, 1-13-2019, "American Credibility in the Age of Trump," National Interest, <
https://nationalinterest.org/feature/american-credibility-age-trump-41282 MYY]
Moreover, Americans, regardless of political party, should candidly question when a president’s individual prestige
becomes so overtly intertwined with that of the nation. Far too often that happened during the war in Vietnam. It is
hubris to fight wars or dismantle alliances simply to indulge a president’s personal whims. But so, too, is it misguided to
sacrifice blood and treasure for the sole reason of an undefined sense of national credibility. Decisions on American
grand strategy need to be more than just about the nation’s prestige. We might ask, then, who most defines our
nation’s credibility? Is it a mercurial president who reflexively lashes out at those he perceives have slighted him? Is it a
Secretary of Defense who traveled extensively to shore up nervous allies in the wake of the president’s latest tweet
tirades? And what role do we as American citizens play? Our nation’s credibility should include a common sense of
our basic values, a commitment to ideals that elevate rather than degrade the nation in the eyes of the world. It
involves trust that is earned. It should be about being seen as dependable by our friends and predictably stalwart by our
enemies. And alone, it should never serve as the president’s primary call for using military force simply for the goal of
maintaining a vague sense of national honor or prestige. If we, America’s citizens, are worried about the nation’s
credibility abroad in these turbulent times, then we need to be more precise in how, collectively, we want define this
term. And, just as importantly, we should more forcefully ask our policymakers to better articulate how our
“credibility” is linked to our national-security interests.
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2AC Saudi Arabia Answers to T-Substantial

1. We meet – We reduce sales by more than 2%.
The plan reduces sales by at least $35 billion - that’s way more than 2%.
Mehta 2017
[Aaron Mehta, 8-8-2017, "Revealed: Trump's $110 billion weapons list for the Saudis," Defense News,
https://www.defensenews.com/breaking-news/2017/06/08/revealed-trump-s-110-billion-weapons-list-for-the-saudis/
MYY]
President Donald Trump's visit to Saudi Arabia on May 20 drew headlines for what was billed as a $110 billion arms
agreement. However, experts quickly pointed out that much of the deal was speculative, as any arms sale has to go
through the process of being cleared by the State Department, then Congress, before going through an often lengthy
negotiating period with industry. The document does, however, reveal the different buckets that make up the $110
billion figure, including "LOAs to be offered at visit," or letters of agreement that the Kingdom has already requested and
the Trump administration supports, totaling $12.5 billion as well as the ten-year sustainment estimates on those
programs, totaling $1.18 billion. Of course, these totals are best-guess estimations and likely represent the ceiling for
what could be spent. The figures may well come down, and the timeframes listed may well change, based on final
negotiations around the equipment. The largest pot of money involves the "MOIs to be offered at visit" section, totaling
$84.8 billion. That section represents potential sales, or memos of intent, that the Trump team offered to the Saudis
while in Riyadh. Among those listed as potential sales are: $13.5 billion for seven THAAD batteries, with an estimated
delivery time of 2023-2026. $4.46 billion for 104,000 air-to-ground munitions, divided amongst five types (GBU 31v3,
GBU-10, GBU-12, GBU-31v1, GBU-38). $6.65 billion for enhancements to Saudis’ Patriot anti-missile system, with a
scope of work from 2018-2027. $2 billion for "light close air support" aircraft, with the aircraft and delivery date still
unknown. It is possible that the winner of this contract could be related to the U.S. Air Force’s OA-X close-air support
study. $2 billion for four new aircraft, of a to-be-determined variety, for "TASS & Strategic ISC." TASS stands for "tactical
airborne surveillance system," similar in concept to the U.S. Air Force JSTARS system. It's possible the replacement could
be the same as the JSTARS replacement currently being considered by the Pentagon. Those would be delivered in 2024.
$5.8 billion for three KC-130J and 20 C-130J new aircraft, along with sustainment through 2026. Those planes would
start delivery in 2022. $6.25 billion for an eight-year sustainment deal for Saudi Arabia's fleet of F-15 fighters, with
another $20 million for an F-15 C/D recapitalization program study. $2 billion for an unknown number of MK-VI Patrol
Boats, with an unknown delivery date. $6 billion for four Lockheed Martin-built frigates, based on the company’s
littoral combat ship design. That order falls under the Saudi Naval Expansion Program II (SNEP II) heading, with planned
delivery in the 2025-2028 timeframe. $2.35 billion to modify 400 existing Bradley fighting vehicles, along with another
$1.35 billion for 213 new vehicles. $1.5 billion for 180 Howitzers, with an estimated delivery time of 2019-2022. $18
billion for C4I System and integration, with no further details given on what that means, nor with a delivery date offered.

2. Counter interpretation: The affirmative must defend reducing arms sales by a considerable
amount.
"Substantial" means of real worth or considerable value --- this is the USUAL and CUSTOMARY
meaning of the term
Words and Phrases 2002 (Volume 40A, p. 458)
D.S.C. 1966. The word “substantial” within Civil Rights Act providing that a place is a public accommodation if a
“substantial” portion of food which is served has moved in commerce must be construed in light of its usual and
customary meaning, that is, something of real worth and importance; of considerable value; valuable, something
worthwhile as distinguished from something without value or merely nominal
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3. Counter-Standards
A. Limits – the negative has a variety of counterplans that allow them to steal the aff such as
the conditions CP or Consult CP. These provide a functional limit on the topic.
B) Education – our interpretation allows debates on aff’s about Saudi Arabia, Mexico, Ukraine,
Taiwan, Japan, and other countries at the forefront of debates about US arms sales.
4. Their Standards are bad –
A. They say their interpretation is key to limits but it over limits. Saudi Arabia is America’s
number 1 customer for arms sales, under their interpretation ending all arms sales to
Saudi Arabia is not topical. This means that every country isn’t topical. They say they set
an objective limit but it’s arbitrary.
B. They say their interpretation is good for ground. Their interpretation eliminates all
country specific affs – those are key to links for the alliance DA, the containment DA, and
other arguments about international relations.

C. Topicality is not a voter – default to reasonability. Competing interpretations causes a race
to the bottom and crowds out substance.
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2AC Frontline: Answers to Consult NATO Counterplan
1. No SOLVENCY - NATO says no – European allies opposed Germany’s ban on sales to Saudi Arabia.
Economist 2019
[Economist, 3-2-2019, "Germany’s moral qualms about arms sales infuriate its allies," Economist,
https://www.economist.com/europe/2019/03/02/germanys-moral-qualms-about-arms-sales-infuriate-its-allies MYY]
The proximate cause for the row is Germany’s decision last November to suspend all weapons exports to Saudi Arabia,
following the murder and dismemberment of Jamal Khashoggi, a Saudi journalist, by state goons. Because German
components are often indispensable for weapons or arms systems made elsewhere, that policy threatened other
countries’ export arrangements with the Saudis. Emmanuel Macron called it “pure demagoguery”. The British are also
furious, for the decision undermines a potential £10bn ($13.3bn) deal to sell the Saudis 48 Eurofighter Typhoon jets,
which need German parts. Jeremy Hunt, Britain’s foreign secretary, has privately accused Germany of undermining
nato and reducing European leverage on Saudi Arabia. Some French-made helicopters in Saudi Arabia are grounded for
want of spare parts. France and Britain view arms sales as a tool of foreign policy, and governments often back their
firms’ export efforts. Germany gives priority to human rights. Under rules dating from 2000, German arms exports are
supposed to be limited largely to eu and nato members and their allies. In practice regulators have often adopted a
more relaxed attitude; big customers over the past decade have included Algeria, Qatar and Egypt as well as the Saudis.
Between 2012 and 2016 Germany was the world’s fifth-largest weapons exporter, and not without controversy: its tanks
and small arms have turned up in the killing fields of Libya, Syria and Yemen. Yet since 2013, says François Heisbourg, a
Paris-based defence analyst, “chaos has replaced order” in German decision-making. That upsets domestic
manufacturers, who have been tempted to establish subsidiaries overseas. And it infuriates allies who demand
predictability. French concerns centre on proposed joint projects like the Future Combat Air System (a plan that
includes fighter jets, satellites, drones and missiles, to which the Spanish have signed up) and a next-generation tank.
Bruno Le Maire, France’s finance minister, fears Germany’s export rules could render such plans “useless”. The pair are
now negotiating what would amount to an updated version of a 1972 agreement on arms exports that aimed to ensure
neither could veto the other’s decisions. But the details are still sketchy.

2. NATO is Bad- NATO justifies imperialistic wars
Flowers & Zeese 2019
[Margaret Flowers and Kevin Zeese, co-direct Popular Resistance, 4-8-2019, "No to NATO: Time to End Aggressive
Militarism," Global Research, https://www.globalresearch.ca/no-nato-end-aggressive-militarism/5673893 MYY]
The mythical NATO is an organization that keeps the peace in the world, but, in reality, it has always been an aggressive
military force to protect western capitalism and provide cover for illegal interventions. When the US is unable to get
the United Nations Security Council to approve military action, NATO provides a multi-national approach to wars as
occurred in Serbia and Afghanistan among others. When Congress will not grant authority for US military action, as in
Syria, NATO participation becomes the legal cover for massive military attacks by the United States. While NATO
provides a veneer of legality, in reality, it does not have any international legal authority to go to war any more than the
United States has. Even NATO military attacks require either (1) UN authorization through the Security Council, or (2) a
direct military attack and a self-defense response. The NATO wars are illegal under international law, just as unilateral
wars by the United States are illegal. Yves Engler writes that NATO was created not to stem Soviet aggression, which
was the public justification, but to prevent the growing political left from succeeding in taking power after World War II.
It was also an alliance to maintain unity among the historic colonial powers in the midst of former colonies gaining their
independence from western domination. At the time NATO was founded in 1949, there was little possibility of
aggression by the Soviet Union after a war that killed 25 million Soviets. The Soviet Union and Russia were never a threat
to the United States as historian Peter Kuznick explains. We discussed the history of NATO and its current role in global
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militarism with Engler on our podcast, Clearing the FOG, which airs on April 8, 2019. This dynamic continues today. Since
the fall of the Soviet Union and the end of the Warsaw Pact, NATO has become “imperialism’s global strike force,”
according to Danny Haiphong. Any country that dares to assert its sovereignty and use its resources to meet its people’s
needs becomes a NATO target. Yet, there are liberal politicians who continue to fall for the lies about NATO. Earlier this
year, the House of Representatives passed the NATO Support Act. All 208 Democrats who voted (26 didn’t), voted for it,
including many progressives such as Pramila Jayapal, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Rashida Tlaib, and Ilhan Omar. NATO In
Washington, DC NATO foreign ministers came to Washington, DC this week for a series of events culminating with a
meeting in commemoration of its 70th-anniversary on April 4, which was also the anniversary of the assassination of Dr.
Martin Luther King in 1968 and the anniversary of his “Beyond Vietnam” speech in 1967 where he connected the triple
evils of racism, militarism and the extreme consumerism of capitalism. The primary focus of the week was how NATO
can combat Russia. The protests began on March 30 when hundreds of people met across from the White House to call
for an end to NATO as well as opposition to the economic war and threats of military attack against Venezuela. People
described the vicious NATO attack on Yugoslavia that included an aerial bombardment from March 24 to June 10, 1999,
involving 1,000 aircraft flying 38,000 combat missions, despite the UN Security Council voting against the attack as did
the US House of Representatives. The bombing included attacks on civilian infrastructure as well as military targets,
destroyed the country, killed thousands and created a mass exodus of 850,000 refugees. Protesters also described the
expansion of NATO from 12 to 29 countries with a particular focus on nations bordering Russia. This occurred despite US
promises to the Soviet Union that NATO would not seek to expand after they disintegrated. The collapse of the Warsaw
Pact in 1989–1991 removed the de facto main adversary of NATO, which should have led to its dissolution but instead
has led to its reorganization and expansion. Now, NATO seeks to expand to Georgia, Macedonia and Ukraine as well as
spreading into Latin America with Colombia joining as a partner and Brazil considering participation (not
coincidentally, these two nations border Venezuela).

3. Permutation: do both – consultation with NATO is just an addition to the plan. Thus, it doesn’t
compete.
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1AR EXTENSIONS TO 2AC ANSWERS TO #1– Say no
1. Extend our 2AC Economist 2019 evidence - it says ____________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Our Economist 2019 evidence is better than their evidence because
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________
2. Disagreement over Saudi arms sales mean that the CP causes disagreement and infighting in
NATO – there is no consensus for the plan.
Der Spiegel 2019 [Der Spiegel, 3-6-2019, "Morals vs. Pragmatism: German Ban on Arms Exports to
Saudis&nbsp;Spurs Pushback," SPIEGEL ONLINE, https://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/germany-s-ban-onarms-exports-to-saudi-arabia-spurs-pushback-a-1255764.html MYY]
Another realpolitik consideration is the fact that other European countries have embarked on collaborative arms
projects with Germany as a partner. Now, the products of those collaborations, which were to be exported to Saudi
Arabia, are on hold. Germany, which is fond of seeing itself as the motor of the European Union, is sticking to its ban,
and in doing so, is showing little regard for its European partners. Division Within the Government Germany's coalition
government, comprised of the center-right Christian Democratic Union (CDU), its Bavarian sister party, the Christian
Social Union (CSU), and the center-left Social Democratic Party (SPD), is stuck in a catch-22 between morality and
realpolitik, and there doesn't appear to be an easy way out. In response, Chancellor Angela Merkel of the CDU and ViceChancellor Olaf Scholz of the SPD agreed to extend the arms moratorium against Saudi Arabia for at least two weeks -an extension spurred by perplexity. The continued stalling underscores how difficult it has become for the two partners
in the governing coalition to compromise on fundamental issues. Usually, they don't even try anymore. When it comes
to issues like the basic pension, which would raise the amount paid by the social security system to those who receive
the smallest retirements, climate protection laws and the maximum tax rate, the approach is always the same: The SPD
formulates a clear, but radical plan, and the CDU angrily rejects it. When it comes to the arms exports, it is the Social
Democrats who categorically invoke morals, at least outwardly. They know how popular their position is. Who, after all,
wants to oppose calls for a cessation of the use of German weapons in wars? "Our principles are the consequence of
German history and our convictions that support a pro-peace policy," says Rolf Mützenich, the deputy head of the SPD
parliamentary group in the Bundestag, Germany's federal parliament. Mützenich is considered a moderate when it
comes to foreign policy, and the only issue on which he is unwavering is the arms-export ban. He says he would prefer to
completely ban the export of weapons into war zones. After Merkel's first attempt at assembling a coalition government
failed in the autumn of 2017, Mützenich succeeded in pushing through an arms embargo against countries involved in
the war in Yemen in preliminary talks to form a government between the CDU and the SPD. The country has become the
site of one of the biggest humanitarian disasters of our time. Saudi Arabia is leading a military alliance against the Houthi
rebels in Yemen, and countless civilians have been killed in Saudi air raids. Riyadh's intervention has also led to famine in
the country. In the final coalition negotiations that followed, more pragmatic members of the SPD managed to soften
the provision a bit. Some, including Manuela Schwesig, the governor of the state of Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania,
would have preferred to have striken the formulation entirely. The Lürssen shipyard group is manufacturing patrol boats
for the Saudis in her state, and the embargo has put hundreds of jobs at risk. At the end of the coalition negotiations,
the decision was made to "no longer approve any export sales to countries as long as they are directly involved in the
war in Yemen." Nevertheless, some exports continued to get approved until this autumn. It was only after Khashoggi's
murder that a total embargo got imposed. A Popular Ban On Wednesday evening, Sigmar Gabriel sat on a podium in a
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ballroom at the Bavarian Academy of Sciences in Munich and explained the new state of the world to a crowd of several
hundred people. That evening, the former head of the SPD, ex-vice-chancellor and foreign minister played the elder
statesman. But he also showed that he has retained his instinct for channeling the mood. He received the most
enthusiastic response when he began speaking about the dispute over the export ban. "If a blank check has to be signed
for export opportunities all over the world, then there will be no joint arms production with France," Gabriel said to the
audience's applause. He accused the conservative Christian Democrats of defending the interests of the German defense
industry under the smokescreen of German-French collaboration. "My suspicion is that people want to seize the
moment here to push through their own economic interests," he said. He claimed not to understand why people, when
asked what holds Europe together, bring up the military, and why they say things like, "Europe will fail if we as Germans
are not willing to export weapons as the French want us to." Many within the SPD agree with Gabriel. They also know
that most Germans share this view. Two-thirds of Germans reject arms exports as a matter of principle, and about 80
percent are opposed to arms exports to crisis regions. For the Social Democrats, the issue has arrived at a welcome time,
since the party is still trying to redefine itself on various levels, while at the same time sharpening its appeal to the left.
The party is keen to revive its old legacy of pro-peace policies to help mobilize voters in the run-up to the European and
state elections. "Saudi Arabia doesn't need any German weapons," argues Martin Schulz, who ran against Merkel as the
SPD's chancellor candidate in 2017. "So long as the country tramples human rights and wages war in Yemen, there is no
reason to reconsider the export ban." Schulz believes it is "nonsense" that Germany needs to loosen its rules for the
sake of European cooperation. Instead, he says, Berlin should be seeking to convince partner countries to abide by the
same hard rules: "No weapons to countries where there is a civil war and none to dictators." The Social Democrats are
also pointing to a common position on military exports agreed to by EU member states in 2008. In it, EU member states
agreed to take the human rights situation and security in the region into consideration before exporting military
technology and equipment. Several lawmakers in the European Parliament are asking for this agreement to be made
legally binding. Their hope is that this would make weapons deliveries to Saudi Arabia a moot point. Other European
countries are nonetheless continuing to deliver arms to Saudi Arabia, for both economic and political reasons. They
don't want ties to the Saudi regime to be completely severed, and they view arms exports as a way of exerting foreignpolicy influence. That helps to explain why officials in Britain and France are becoming increasingly baffled by
Germany's tough stance. When Angela Merkel was recently in Egypt for a summit between the EU and the Arab League
and met British Prime Minister Theresa May for breakfast, they didn't just talk about Brexit. Members of the delegation
reported that May also spoke about the blockade of arms exports. When Merkel visited French President Emmanuel
Macron on Wednesday, the extension of the arms embargo was also raised. At the moment, about 50 contracts by
French companies cannot be fulfilled because of the unfulfilled deliveries by German companies. 'Common Culture of
Arms Exports' At issue are components for military equipment manufactured in Germany and delivered to Britain or
France, where they are incorporated into final products destined for Saudi Arabia. There's a lot of money at stake.
Components like the electrical switches Würth is meant to supply to France for installation in ambulances. The deal,
which has been suspended by Germany's Federal Office for Economics Affairs and Export Control, is worth only 900,000
euros. The Baden-Württemberg-based screw manufacturer has nonetheless appealed the agency's decision. At issue is
also radio equipment supplied by Rohde & Schwarz in Munich that is to be installed in Eurofighter jets in Britain before
shipment to Saudi Arabia. That deal is worth 23 million euros. There's also a border-security system Airbus, the
aerospace and defense corporation, produces for the Saudis in a deal worth 950 million euros. Hensoldt Holding GmbH
is also a partner in the deal, supplying the radar systems. It also contributes components for the Cobra weapon location
radar, which is already packaged and waiting in the port for shipment. DER SPIEGEL Müller, the Hensoldt CEO, says
people are now using the term "German-free" to advertise their products at defense trade shows. He's afraid his
company may soon lose Airbus as a customer. "I couldn't even be upset with the Airbus people about it," he says. At
meetings in France, he says he encounters frank incomprehension. People talk to him about how the German
government is constantly emphasizing the importance of European industrial and defense policy. "And then you get
on such a high moral horse and deny your partners in the EU support in supplying defense armaments components."
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1AR EXTENSIONS TO 2AC ANSWERS TO #2 – NATO Bad

1. Extend the NATO Bad turn – Our 2AC Flowers & Zeese 2019 evidence says
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Prefer our evidence to their evidence because ______________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. They say that declining commitment causes miscalculation, but the risk of conflict and
miscalculation is worse in the status quo because__________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. NATO does not deter Russia and instead antagonizes it creating a massive risk of conflict.
Merry 2019
[Robert W. Merry, longtime Washington journalist and publishing executive, is the author most recently
of&nbsp;President McKinley: Architect of the American Century, 1-18-2019, "NATO is a Danger, Not a Guarantor of
Peace," American Conservative, https://www.theamericanconservative.com/articles/nato-is-a-danger-not-a-guarantorof-peace/ MYY]
But it was also a time to contemplate the precise nature of the change that had washed over the world and to ponder
what that might mean for old institutions—including NATO, a defensive military alliance created to deter aggression
from a menacing enemy to the east. Here’s where Western thinking went awry. Rather than accepting as a great benefit
the favorable developments enhancing Western security—the Soviet military retreat, the territorial reversal, the Soviet
demise—the West turned NATO into a territorial aggressor of its own, absorbing nations that had been part of the
Soviet sphere of control and pushing right up to the Russian border. Now Leningrad (renamed St. Petersburg after the
obliteration of the menace of Soviet communism) resides within a hundred miles of NATO military forces, while Moscow
is merely 200 miles from Western troops. Since the end of the Cold War, NATO has absorbed 13 nations, some on the
Russian border, others bordering lands that had been part of Russia’s sphere of interest for centuries. This constitutes
a policy of encirclement, which no nation can accept without protest or pushback. And if NATO were to absorb those
lands of traditional Russian influence—particularly Ukraine and Georgia—that would constitute a major threat to
Russian security, as Russian President Vladimir Putin has sought to emphasize to Western leaders for years. So, no,
NATO has not deterred Russian aggression for 70 years. It did so for 40 and has maintained a destabilizing posture
toward Russia ever since. The problem here is the West’s inability to perceive how changed geopolitical circumstances
might require a changed geopolitical strategy. The encirclement strategy has had plenty of critics—George Kennan
before he died; academics John Mearsheimer, Stephen Walt, and Robert David English; former diplomat Jack Matlock;
the editors of The Nation. But their voices have tended to get drowned out by the nostrum diplomacy and the nostrum
journalism that supports it at every turn. You can’t drown out Donald Trump because he’s president of the United
States. And so he has to be traduced, ridiculed, dismissed, and marginalized. That’s what the Times story, by Julian
Barnes and Helene Cooper, sought to do. Consider the lead, designed to emphasize just how outlandish Trump’s
musings are before the reader even has a chance to absorb what he may have been thinking: “There are few things that
President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia desires more than the weakening of NATO, the military alliance among the United
States, Europe and Canada that has deterred Soviet and Russian aggression for 70 years.” Translation: “Take that, Mr.
President! You’re an idiot.” Henry Kissinger had something interesting to say about Trump in a recent interview with the
Financial Times. “I think Trump may be one of those figures in history,” said the former secretary of state, “who appears
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from time to time to mark the end of an era and to force it to give up its old pretenses.” One Western pretense about
Russia, so ardently enforced by the likes of Julian Barnes and Helene Cooper (who, it may be safe to say, know less about
world affairs and their history than Henry Kissinger), is that nothing really changed with the Soviet collapse and NATO
had to turn aggressive in order to keep that menacing nation in its place. Trump clearly doesn’t buy that pretense. He
said during the campaign that NATO was obsolete. Then he backtracked, saying he only wanted other NATO members to
pay their fair share of the cost of deterrence. He even confessed, after Hillary Clinton identified NATO as “the strongest
military alliance in the history of the world,” that he only said NATO was obsolete because he didn’t know much about it.
But he was learning—enough, it appears, to support as president Montenegro’s entry into NATO in 2017. Is
Montenegro, with 5,332 square miles and some 620,000 citizens, really a crucial element in Europe’s desperate project
to protect itself against Putin’s Russia? We all know that Trump is a crude figure—not just in his disgusting discourse but
in his fumbling efforts to execute political decisions. As a politician, he often seems like a doctor attempting to perform
open-heart surgery while wearing mittens. His idle musings about leaving NATO are a case in point—an example of a
politician who lacks the skill and finesse to nudge the country in necessary new directions. But Kissinger has a point
about the man. America and the world have changed, while the old ways of thinking have not kept pace. The pretenses
of the old have blinded the status quo defenders into thinking nothing has changed. Trump, almost alone among
contemporary American politicians, is asking questions to which the world needs new answers. NATO, in its current
configuration and outlook, is a danger to peace, not a guarantor of it.
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1AR EXTENSIONS TO 2AC ANSWERS TO #3 Permutation: do both

1. They say the plan and counterplan are mutually exclusive – they aren’t because the counterplan
just involves additional parties in the plan. This means that it’s just an addition to the plan and is
not competitive.
2. They say it competes on certainty – this is unfair there’s an infinite number of ways for the
negative to make the plan less certain – for example the neg could read the flip a coin counter plan.
This is a bad model for debate.
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1NC Answers to Harms #1 - Ukraine Crisis Adv.
1. TURN: Arms sales are good – Their evidence says the US is going to expand arms sales to
Ukraine. We need to continue selling arms because Russia’s President Putin will invade other
countries and go to war – Ukraine arms sales are key to stop him.
Bloomberg 2018
[Editorial Board, 11-28-2018, "Russia’s Latest Aggression Demands a Response," Bloomberg,
https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2018-11-28/russia-s-latest-aggression-against-ukraine-demands-aresponse MYY]
The latest crisis involving Russian aggression - the seizure of three Ukrainian naval ships and 24 sailors in the Sea of
Azov - is classic Vladimir Putin. With his popularity at home collapsing almost as quickly as the price of the oil that
keeps Russia's economy afloat, an international incident that the Russian propaganda machine can blame on the
enemy is just what he needed. One question now is whether he will take this further, using more hybrid warfare to
destabilize Ukraine, ramp up his proxy war in the nation's east, or try another land grab, as he did in Crimea four years
ago. Another question is what, if anything, the West will do to dissuade him. So far, Europe and the U.S. seem inclined to
do little. An emergency meeting of the United Nations Security Council went nowhere. The European Union is
preoccupied with Brexit and other internal matters. The U.S. condemned Russia's actions, but without much conviction.
The naval incident was predictable. Despite a 2003 bilateral agreement to share the Sea of Azov (to the northeast of the
Black Sea), Russia claims much of it as territorial waters. By taking Crimea, it was able to build a bridge across the strait
separating that peninsula from the Russian mainland. This lets it harass ships and block the Ukrainian ports that export
agricultural goods and metal ores, without which Kiev's economy would crumble. Europe and the U.S. should insist that
the Ukrainian ships and sailors be turned over immediately, and that Russia give up its illegal maritime claims. The
message can be driven home in person at the G-20 meeting in Argentina this weekend. If Moscow refuses, there are
options. The U.S. and Europe could step up sanctions on Russian individuals and companies. (This is no pointless gesture:
Sanctions to date have been far more biting than most people realize.) Germany could help by canceling the planned
Nord Stream 2 gas pipeline from Russia - something it should have done already. The U.S. approved shipping
sophisticated "lethal defensive" armaments such as antitank weapons to Ukraine a year ago, but could put a new
emphasis on arming and training the nation's small navy, which lost its headquarters in Crimea in the Russian invasion.
And NATO, which wisely included Ukraine in a large military exercise in September, needs to bolster its presence across
the entire Black Sea to counter Russia's huge naval buildup. The U.S. Congress, which strongly supports Ukraine, should
ensure that Trump doesn't let it become a bargaining chip in negotiations with Putin over unrelated issues such as the
Syrian war or nuclear nonproliferation agreements. To encourage this support, Ukraine needs to act as well. Barring an
actual Russian invasion, its parliament should lift the martial-law powers given to President Petro Poroshenko on
Tuesday. Otherwise, the country's unpopular leader may could conceivably act to postpone next year's national election.
The government also needs to grapple more effectively with endemic corruption. A well-governed Ukraine can ask more
of its reluctant allies. Regardless, the West should respond. If it chooses to let this go, Putin will be emboldened to
push his aggressions not just in Ukraine but along his entire European border and beyond.
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2. TURN: US support for Ukraine through arms sales demonstrates support for democracy.
Green 2018
[Lloyd Green, an attorney in New York, was staff secretary to George H.W. Bush’s 1988 campaign’s Middle East Policy
Group and served in the Department of Justice from 1990 to 1992, 7-12-2018, "Mr. President, Don't Abandon Ukraine,"
Real Clear Politics,
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/articles/2018/07/12/mr_president_dont_abandon_ukraine_137493.html MYY]
Yet Russia persists in its efforts to destabilize Ukraine. Russia’s illegal 2014 annexation of Crimea was not an isolated
event. Despite a formal ceasefire, Russian-backed separatists are engaged in military conflict to deliver eastern Ukraine
into Moscow’s hands. Fortunately, the Trump administration has provided weapons, training and encouragement to
Kiev, and Congress has imposed heightened sanctions against Russia. Reversing Obama administration policy, the
Trump administration approved sales to Ukraine of defensive weapons such as Javelin missile systems and anti-sniper
systems last December and again in March. Anti-tank missiles and rifles won’t halt a Russian invasion, but they will
make the Kremlin and its friends think twice about the costs of another land grab. As Secretary of Defense James
Mattis put it: “What we want is the same thing the United States has stood for, for a long time in our history. That is an
independent, sovereign Ukraine.” Striking a similar chord, the State Department earlier this year commemorated
Ukraine’s February 2014 “Revolution of Dignity.” Back then, Ukrainians converged on Maidan Nezalezhnosti, Kiev’s
central square, demanding that their government “recognize the choice” of the citizens of Ukraine and “join Europe.”
They also forced their Russophile prime minister out of office. And yes things have improved. In 2014, Freedom House
noted a marked deterioration of freedom in a Russian-dominated Ukraine. Now, Freedom House reports that Ukraine
has “made progress in crafting and implementing a number of reforms.” Still, Russia’s conduct remains defiant. Last
week, a story emerged of a British couple apparently poisoned by the same Russian nerve agent that months ago sent
former Russian spy Sergei Skripal and his daughter Yulia to an English hospital. One of the recent victims died on Sunday.
And in case anyone forgot, in July 2014 Russian missiles were used to shoot down a Malaysian Airlines flight over
Ukrainian airspace, killing all 298 passengers. A report issued in May 2018 by the Austrian and Dutch governments
placed the blame on a Russian anti-aircraft rocket brigade that fired from Russian soil. Against this backdrop, U.S.
diplomatic and military assistance to Ukraine should be continued because it sends a clear reminder that America
supports democracy at home and abroad. To be sure, Ukraine has not looked for a free lunch. In addition to suffering
10,000 deaths and the displacement of 1.6 million people, Ukraine has put its money where its mouth is. Over the past
few years, Ukraine’s defense spending has moved upward, from 3.2 percent of GDP to more than 6 percent. In 2018,
Ukraine has increased defense spending by more than a quarter. In comparison, the U.S. expends 4.5 percent of GDP on
defense, while Russia and Israel each spend more than 5 percent on their respective militaries. Indeed, outside of the
U.S., Greece, Britain and Estonia are the only NATO members that meet the alliance’s 2 percent guideline on defense
outlays. By every metric, Ukraine is more than pulling its weight. In addition, Ukraine recently adopted its national
security law, which sets out Ukraine’s national interests and strives for integration with the West. Among other things,
the law provides for civilian control over the military, mandates that a minimum of 5 percent of GDP be directed toward
defense annually, and gives the government greater control over military exports. Last year, the Trump administration
tamped down on U.S. travel and business with Cuba. Yet there are those in Congress who would incomprehensibly
loosen up on Russia, despite its repeated failure to respect its neighbor’s territorial integrity. Indeed, Treasury Secretary
Steven Mnuchin announced new U.S. sanctions against Russia just four months ago. How these contradictory impulses
can be squared is difficult to understand. Fortunately, on Friday the State Department reiterated its commitment to
Ukraine, saying that the U.S. “stands ready to continue supporting Ukraine’s defense and security sector reforms to
bolster Ukraine’s ability to defend its territorial integrity.” Clearly, this is no time for America to go wobbly.
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1NC Answers to Solvency

No solvency – US sanctions on Russia make any improvement in relations impossible
Meredith & Turak 2019
[Sam Meredith, journalist, Natasha Turak, journalist, 3-17-2019, ”‘It is impossible’ for US-Russia relations to improve
while sanctions are in place, Deripaska says,” CNBC, https://www.cnbc.com/2019/03/18/deripaska-us-russia-tiescannot-improve-amid-economic-sanctions.html MYY] Russian tycoon Oleg Deripaska, a close confidant of Russian
President Vladimir Putin, said on Sunday that Moscow and Washington are more interested in “muscle flexing” than
improving their relationship. Asked whether he has hopes of thawing tensions between Russia and the West while
economic sanctions are in place, Deripaska replied: “The way I see it, from the U.S. side, it is impossible.” “If you look at
the reality, Russian people (and) American people, they don’t hate each other,” he told CNBC’s Geoff Cutmore during an
exclusive interview in Moscow. “In the heart of the Russian people, I think there is room to go and start a new page but
the problem is all of this muscle flexing from both sides.”
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1NC Answers to (Optional Varsity/JV) Harms - Relations

1. Alliance won’t happen in the arctic – China and Russia have major disagreements.
Freedberg 2018
[Sydney J. Freedberg Jr., 7-6-2018, "China &amp; Russia In The Arctic: Axis Of Ambivalence," Breaking Defense,
https://breakingdefense.com/2018/07/china-russia-in-the-arctic-axis-of-ambivalence/ MYY]
“This is…the best time for Sino-Russian relations for a very long time,” Sun Yen said. But it’s “alignment rather than
alliance,” she said, with many points of difference as well as agreement, on the Arctic as on other areas. For instance,
Beijing is quietly unhappy with the Kremlin’s invasion of Ukraine, which it fears sets precedent for ethnically motivated
interventions elsewhere, she said. Nor has China supported Russia’s extensive claims to circumpolar waters. Indeed,
the two nations diverge on the fundamental question of who makes international law in the Arctic. For a long time,
admittedly, China wasn’t interested: Way back in 1925, the Nationalist government signed the critical Spitsbergen Treaty
granting non-Arctic nations rights in the northern seas, Sun said, but his Communist successors didn’t actually realize
they’d inherited those rights until 1991, “a pleasant surprise.” In the ’90s, however, the eight Arctic Council nations —
the US, Canada, Iceland, Finland, Russia, Sweden, Norway, and Denmark, which owns Greenland — set up a system of
governance that largely sidelined other states. 13 countries do rate observer status on the Council, including China as
of 2013 (even stranger bedfellows include Italy, India, and Singapore). But the eight voting members are generally not
keen on diluting their control. China, by contrast, sees itself as a rising global superpower with commensurate influence
everywhere on earth. It declared itself a near-Arctic state in January — a term actually coined by Great Britain but not
widely recognized. China wants non-Arctic nations, especially “near-Arctic” ones, to have greater influence and more
rights in the Arctic, with binding international law based on the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) rather
than the current patchwork of mostly voluntary regional arrangements. Indeed, said Sun, “what they would like to argue
is the format and the content of the Arctic governance system currently is not effective.” Naturally the Russians, US,
Canada, and Nordics disagree. “The Arctic states would argue there is very little governance gap,” said Norway-based
expert Elana Wilson Rowe, as they did in 2008 when they rejected an Antarctica-style treaty regime. Though the key
agreements up north are admittedly non-binding, she said, the Arctic has become “a fairly heavily governed landscape.”
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2. No arctic war – countries have set up peaceful methods of dispute resolution.
Borgerson 2013
[Scott Borgerson Is Managing Director Of Cargometrics and Co-Founder Of The Nonprofit Organization Arctic Circle.,
July/August 2013, "The Coming Arctic Boom," Foreign Affairs, https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/globalcommons/2013-06-11/coming-arctic-boom?page=show]
Just a half decade ago, the scramble for the Arctic looked as if it would play out quite differently. In 2007, Russia
planted its flag on the North Pole’s sea floor, and in the years that followed, other states also jockeyed for position,
ramping up their naval patrols and staking out ambitious sovereignty claims. Many observers -- including me -- predicted
that without some sort of comprehensive set of regulations, the race for resources would inevitably end in conflict.
“The Arctic powers are fast approaching diplomatic gridlock,” I wrote in these pages in 2008, “and that could eventually
lead to . . . armed brinkmanship.” But a funny thing happened on the way to Arctic anarchy. Rather than harden
positions, the possibility of increased tensions has spurred the countries concerned to work out their differences
peacefully. A shared interest in profit has trumped the instinct to compete over territory. Proving the pessimists
wrong, the Arctic countries have given up on saber rattling and engaged in various impressive feats of cooperation.
States have used the 1982 UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) -- even though the United States never
ratified it -- as a legal basis for settling maritime boundary disputes and enacting safety standards for commercial
shipping. And in 2008, the five states with Arctic coasts -- Canada, Denmark, Norway, Russia, and the United States -issued the Ilulissat Declaration, in which they promised to settle their overlapping claims in an orderly manner and
expressed their support for UNCLOS and the Arctic Council, the two international institutions most relevant to the
region. The Arctic powers have kept that promise. In 2010, Russia and Norway settled their long-running maritime
boundary disagreement near the Svalbard Islands, and Canada and Denmark are now exploring a proposal to split Hans
Island, an uninhabited rock they disputed for decades. In 2011, the Arctic countries signed a search-and-rescue
agreement brokered under the auspices of the Arctic Council; this past April, they began working on an agreement to
regulate commercial fishing; and this summer, they are finalizing plans for jointly responding to oil spills. Some Arctic
countries are even sharing one another’s icebreakers to map the seabed as part of a process, established under UNCLOS,
to demarcate their extended continental shelves. Although some sticking points remain -- Ottawa and Washington, for
instance, have yet to agree on whether the Northwest Passage constitutes a series of international straits or Canadian
internal waters and where exactly their maritime boundary in the Beaufort Sea lies -- the thorniest differences have
been settled, and most that remain involve areas far offshore and concern the least economically relevant parts of the
Arctic. None of this cooperation required a single new overarching legal framework. Instead, states have created a
patchwork of bilateral and multilateral agreements, emanating from the Arctic Council and anchored firmly in
UNCLOS. By reaching an enduring modus vivendi, the Arctic powers have set the stage for a long-lasting regional
boom.
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2NC/1NR – EXT – Harms #1 (Ukraine Crisis) Frontline #1- Arms Sales Good Turn

1. Extend our arms sales good turn – extend our 1NC Bloomberg 2018 evidence - it says that
right now Putin becoming more aggressive because
________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
This turns the case because____________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
2. They say that arms sales provoke Russia, but our Bloomberg 2018 evidence says_____________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
3 Russia is testing the US in Ukraine. A weak response now greenlights aggression.
Chalfant 2018
[Morgan Chalfant, 11-29-2018, "Trump confronts new Russia test with Ukraine crisis," TheHill,
https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/418982-trump-confronts-new-russia-test-with-ukraine-crisis MYY]
Russia’s seizure of three Ukrainian ships has served up a new test for President Trump. The issue is looming over the
Group of 20 (G-20) summit this weekend in Buenos Aires, Argentina, where Trump will be under pressure to deliver a
firm response to Moscow. Trump on Thursday canceled a one-on-one meeting with Russian President Vladimir Putin
because “ships and sailors have not been returned to Ukraine from Russia.” The incident off the coast of Ukraine’s
Crimean Peninsula further complicates Trump’s effort to repair relations with Moscow at a time of near peak tensions,
following Russia’s effort to meddle in the 2016 presidential election. Ukraine accused Russia on Sunday of ramming one
of its boats and opening fire on and capturing three vessels and 24 crewmembers off the coast of Crimea, which Russia
annexed in 2014 to international condemnation. Russia’s federal security service, the FSB, said the boats were operating
unlawfully in its territorial waters and Moscow has since jailed the sailors. Ukraine has also accused Moscow of a de
facto blockade on two of its major ports in the Azov Sea. U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations Nikki Haley and
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo both decried Russia’s actions as a violation of international law. Trump himself has
remained relatively quiet on the issue, telling The Washington Post in an interview Tuesday that he didn’t like “that
aggression” and suggesting he could cancel the Putin meeting before pivoting to a discussion about insufficient spending
by NATO partners. Trump’s decision to cancel the meeting is welcome news to those who argued it would send the
wrong message given Moscow’s latest behavior. Still, some are demanding that Trump take further steps. Sen. Bob
Menendez (D-N.J.) has called on the administration to boost security aid to Ukraine, including by sending lethal maritime
equipment to Kiev. Some have also suggested the U.S. and other European partners increase their naval presence in the
Black Sea to conduct patrols or routine training exercises. Others have suggested additional sanctions could be leveled
to further squeeze Moscow. “It’s really important that the United States takes a firm stance,” said Evelyn Farkas, who
served as deputy assistant secretary of defense for Russia, Ukraine and Eurasia during the Obama administration.
“These types of strong men, they only stop when they are forced to, when the international community says this is
unacceptable and you have to stop and make the price they have to pay too high,” said Farkas, now a senior fellow at
the German Marshall Fund. Trump will have a platform at the G-20 to call Russia out for its behavior. “We want the
administration, our allies to really press Russia on this. This is completely unacceptable and should be condemned,” Sen.
Ron Johnson (R-Wis.) said. “We need to really react to this with strength and resolve or Putin will keep pushing.” The
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Ukraine issue is one that also plagued the Obama administration, which was first to grapple with Russia’s annexation of
Crimea. Some criticized former President Obama for being reluctant to send lethal defensive aid to Ukraine, which
Trump has done. “The big challenge is to send a clear signal to the Russian federation that this kind of aggression has a
red line. This is not something that the previous administration, the Obama administration, did effectively,” said Alina
Polyakova, a foreign policy expert at the Brookings Institution. “This is an opportunity for this administration to send a
clear message by taking specific actions, whether it be more broad, painful economic sanctions, where it be sending
U.S. vessels into the Black Sea.” Tensions have simmered in the region for four years, but the encounter at sea
represents an escalation that experts say could worsen if left unchecked by the U.S. and other western powers.

4 Arms sales are key to deter the aggression of Russia.
Wright 2015
[Thomas Wright, fellow and director of the Project on International Order and Strategy at the Brookings Institution, 427-2015, "China and Russia vs. America: Great-Power Revisionism Is Back," National Interest,
https://nationalinterest.org/feature/china-russia-vs-america-great-power-revisionism-back-12733?page=0%2C1 MYY]
If accommodation remains undesirable, how should the United States and its allies deter modern revisionism? As long
as revisionist states carefully choose their targets and means, there is no easy answer to the problem we face. It is
simply not realistic to threaten war over each and every revisionist act for the aforementioned reasons. However, there
are steps the United States can take. The first is to describe revisionist acts for what they are. We should not downplay
or seek to move on from territorial aggression. We must explain why it is an egregious violation of the international
order, even where “nonvital” interests are concerned. The second is to strengthen deterrence by denial. The United
States should build defense capacity in vulnerable states and limit the offensive capabilities of revisionists, including
training and equipping other countries to deal with unconventional warfare. The third is to strengthen the regional and
global order by making opposition to territorial expansion a cornerstone of U.S. foreign policy and by developing legal
and diplomatic paths to counter it. In a practical sense, this means pressuring European nations to back the Philippines
right to take a case against China over the South China Sea dispute and pressuring the BRICS to condemn Russia’s
annexation of Crimea.
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2NC/1NR – EXT – Harms (Ukraine Crisis) Frontline #2- Democracy Turn

1. Extend our Democracy turn – extend our 1NC Green 2018 evidence - it says that
_________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________
This turns the case because____________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
2. They say Trump ruins democracy, but commitment to Ukraine shows support for democracy.
Inhofe 2019
[Sen. Jim Inhofe, 4-4-2019, "U.S. Has Done Much to Help Ukraine, But It Can Do More," POLITICO Magazine,
https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2019/04/04/us-russia-navy-ukraine-putin-226538 MYY]
Most of all, the United States should develop a long-term plan for security assistance to Ukraine — a plan that truly
reflects the stakes of this conflict not just for Ukraine, but for the United States. Last year, Ukraine received its first
lethal aid from the United States thanks to the Trump administration’s approval of a sale of Javelin anti-tank missiles
— a critical step the Obama administration refused to take despite bipartisan support in Congress. The Trump
administration also notified Congress in February that, for the first time since its creation in 2015, funds for the
Department of Defense’s Ukraine Security Assistance Initiative will be used to provide lethal aid, including sniper rifles
and shoulder-fired grenade launchers. I commend the administration for these two “firsts.” Now it’s time to increase
funding for the Ukraine Security Assistance Initiative, as well as the State Department’s security assistance programs.
And a larger share of this funding should go to support defensive lethal aid that will make Ukraine a more difficult target
for Putin’s aggression. After Putin’s Black Sea attack, Ukraine’s maritime capabilities must be enhanced by
accelerating acquisition of coastal defense radars, patrol boats, coastal defense and anti-ship missiles and other
systems. On the ground, Ukraine needs more Javelins, other anti-tank weapons, electronic warfare systems and
advanced counterartillery radars. And in the air, we should examine how to assist Ukraine in improving its air defenses.
Of course, the response of the free world to Putin’s aggression is not the responsibility of the United States alone.
Canada, Lithuania, Poland and the United Kingdom have been providing security resources to Ukraine. We need more
allies and partners to step up with action rather than talk. Our European allies and partners should ban all Russian Navy
vessels from their ports. Many of these ships home-port in illegally annexed Ukrainian territory. These ships fire missiles
into Syria to keep the murderer Bashar Assad in power. Putin’s warships do not belong in the ports of the free world.
And until Ukraine’s sailors and ships are returned, our European allies should extend that ban to Russian commercial
ships originating from the Black Sea. Perhaps the most powerful step our European partners could take would be to
cancel the Nord Stream 2 pipeline, which will strengthen Russia’s grip on the European energy market and place
Ukraine’s economic and physical security at greater risk. I hope this project will be stopped, but in the meantime, I urge
European leaders to strictly apply European energy law to the pipeline, insist on greater transparency and demand the
operation of the pipeline be truly independent of Gazprom, Putin’s corrupt gas syndicate. The Ukrainian people further
turned their backs to Russia in their elections this past weekend, resoundingly rejecting the only candidate supporting
a closer relationship with Putin. But the country can also do more to strengthen its own defense against Russian
aggression and malign influence by staying on the path of reform and cleaning up corruption. Nothing, however, can
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diminish the sacrifices made by the people of Ukraine, nor the extraordinary courage and resolve they have shown
through five difficult years of war. Ukrainians are fighting, as the beloved Ukrainian poet Taras Shevchenko once put it,
to join “the family of the free.” In this fight, Ukraine needs and deserves our help.

3. They say democracy promotion fails, but US leadership on democracy is key.
Schoen 2019
[Douglas E. Schoen, served as a pollster for President Clinton. A longtime political consultant, he is a Fox News
contributor, 3-17-2019, "As global order collapses, American leadership is critical," TheHill,
https://thehill.com/opinion/international/434411-as-global-order-collapses-american-leadership-is-critical MYY]
Indeed, the United States should embrace an approach of “assertive democratic idealism,” by which I mean that the
U.S. can and should look out for its own interests while continuing to serve as the world’s standard-bearer of
democracy. I believe that any hopes for a more stable international climate can only come to fruition if the U.S.
pursues such a strategy — not the isolationism that President Trump champions, nor the uncritical internationalism that
was, in different ways, the downfall of both President George W. Bush’s and President Barack Obama’s foreign policy.
Rather, I see the U.S. as making necessary adjustments as needed to protect its national interests but also not
abandoning the global leadership role that only we can play, including standing up for our allies and championing
human rights and democracy around the world. In our volatile modern world, the only true prospect for stabilizing the
global climate will come from a renewed commitment to leadership from the United States that is informed by an
idealistic, moral, yet practical outlook toward the rest of the world.
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2NC/1NR – EXT – Answer to Harms – Relations #1: “No Alliances”

1. Extend our 1NC Freedberg 2018 evidence - it
says____________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Our Freedberg 2018 evidence is better than their evidence because___________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
2. Relations won’t get closer – there’s tons of barriers.
Aron 2019
[Leon Aron Is The Director Of Russian Studies At The American Enterprise Institute., 4-4-2019, "Are Russia and China
Really Forming an Alliance?," Foreign Affairs, https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/china/2019-04-04/are-russia-andchina-really-forming-alliance MYY]
Russia and China are hardly any closer in foreign policy than they are in trade. To be sure, the two countries stand
together in their declared opposition to U.S. primacy in world affairs. Both advocate a multipolar world and swear to
resist the perceived threat of U.S. intrusion into their spheres of influence. Beijing and Moscow also see eye to eye
with respect to the threat posed to their regimes by what they see as U.S.-inspired, if not U.S.-engineered, prodemocracy “color revolutions.” They vote almost in unison at the United Nations. Yet away from the global limelight
and closer to their shared Eurasian home, the two countries are hardly aligned. They poach in each other’s spheres of
influence, contest each other’s clients, and reach for each other’s economic and geopolitical assets. China has failed to
support Russia in matters of great geopolitical importance to Moscow. Beijing refused to recognize the independence
of Abkhazia and South Ossetia after the Russian-Georgian war in 2008. It abstained from, instead of voting against,
the UN resolution condemning Russia’s 2014 seizure of Crimea. In another symbolic display that could not have pleased
Moscow, President Xi Jinping chose to inaugurate the 2013 Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) in Astana, the capital of
Kazakhstan. By choosing to flex Chinese power in the largest of the former Soviet Central Asian republics—the one that
shares the world’s second-longest border with Russia, at 4,250 miles, and is home to the greatest proportion of ethnic
Russians in Central Asia—Xi flagrantly intruded on Russia’s sphere of influence. (A year later, Putin mused about the
fragility of Kazakhstan’s statehood during a question and answer session at Russia’s National Youth Forum.) Xi and Putin
later agreed to “coordinat[e] cooperation” between the Russia-led Eurasian Economic Union and Belt and Road. But
although some of the subsequent Chinese- and Kazakh-led infrastructure projects have been completed, many Russianled projects have stalled due to financing and negotiation problems. For its part, Russia periodically flirts with China’s
foe, Japan, by dangling the return of the four Kuril Islands, which the Soviet Union seized from Japan at the end of World
War II and which remain the main obstacle to a peace treaty between Moscow and Tokyo. In the latest round of that
game, during Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s visit this past January to Moscow, Putin, yet again, held out the possibility of
normalizing relations by giving Japan back at least two of the islands, a gesture that Beijing likely resented, even
though it did not lead to a breakthrough. Russia also exposed tensions with China within the Shanghai Cooperation
Organization—an international body founded by Moscow and Beijing to promote economic and security cooperation
among its members—when it invited another Chinese rival, India, to join the group. China tied the score by inviting
India’s archrival (and the largest customer for Chinese weapons), Pakistan, to join.
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2NC/1NR – EXT -Harms #2 (Relations) #2 – No Arctic War

1. Extend our 1NC Borgerson 2013 evidence - it
says_____________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Our Borgerson 2013 evidence is better than their evidence because____________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
2. Arctic institutions are resilient – they are designed in a way that ensures support even in crisis.
Byers 2017
[Michael Byers, Department Of Political Science, University Of British Columbia, 10-26-2017, "Crises and international
cooperation: an Arctic case study," International Relations,
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0047117817735680#_i37 MYY]
Two further aspects of the Arctic Council’s design have made it easier for the Arctic states to distance that institution
from the Ukraine crisis and any changes in the general power relationships between Russia and Western states. First,
there is the exclusion of matters of military security. Second, there is the requirement of consensus, which protects
each Arctic Council state from having decisions imposed upon it by the others. The consensus requirement is
effectively a veto, and serves the same function as the vetoes held by the permanent members of the UN Security
Council: protecting both the state using the veto and the institution itself, by acting as a safety valve that suspends
decision-making in circumstances where the institution might otherwise implode from the pressure of irreconcilable
interests.149 Like the Security Council, the design of the Arctic Council also preserves the influence of members whose
power has declined since its inception. For example, while Russia has seen its power decrease vis-a-vis the United States
and some non-Arctic countries currently showing interest in the region, it retains the equivalent of a veto over Arctic
Council decision-making and thus a determining influence over an important sphere of international relations in the
region. The carefully negotiated design of the Arctic Council – a step in the development of complex interdependence in
the post-Cold War Arctic – created a political process that today offers Russia the possibility of quietly blocking
outcomes to which it is opposed. It thus keeps Russia supportive of the Council even during a crisis, since an Arctic
without the Council would offer Russia less control. Russia and the other Arctic Ocean coastal states derive similar
benefits from UNCLOS, which excludes non-Arctic states from the continental shelf resources of the Arctic Ocean by
assigning all of the continental shelf to one or another of the coastal states. Non-Arctic states are not in a position to
contest these rules, as many benefit from the same provisions off their own coastlines. Moreover, all parties to UNCLOS
have accepted its rules as a ‘package deal’ and rely on other parts of the Convention. China, for instance, was the first
country to make use of an UNCLOS mechanism to receive a permit for the deep-sea mining of sulphides, and is therefore
unlikely to undermine the Convention in the Arctic. Again, UNCLOS, with its privileging of coastal states, provides all
five Arctic Ocean states with an incentive to insulate the Convention from the crisis in Ukraine.
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2NC/1NR – Ext Solvency - #1 – No Solvency

1. Extend our 1NC Meredith & Turak 2019
evidence___________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Our evidence is better than their evidence because_________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
2. No solvency - Sanctions lock in the decline of US-Russia relations.
Ashford 2017
[Emma Ashford, a research fellow at the Cato Institute, 11-22-2017, "Why New Russia Sanctions Won't Change
Moscow's Behavior," Cato Institute, https://www.cato.org/publications/commentary/why-new-russia-sanctions-wontchange-moscows-behavior MYY]
It was only in 2014, after Russia invaded Crimea and Ukrainian separatists downed Malaysia Airlines Flight 17 using
Russian antiaircraft weapons, that sanctions became the defining feature of the U.S.-Russian relationship. Over a
period of six months, as the conflict in Ukraine deepened, the Obama administration put in place a wide-ranging and
ambitious set of sanctions that penalized energy companies, arms manufacturers, and banks, with the ultimate aim of
undermining the Russian state’s revenue stream and ending its aggressive behavior. Unfortunately, the episode has
been an object lesson in the limitations of sanctionsas a policy tool. As academic research has long shown, sanctions are
often ineffective, particularly those focused on national security issues. Exceptions, such as the Iranian sanctions
preceding the negotiation of the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), are typically multinational, economically
effectual, and explicit in stating the criteria and circumstances under which policy change would yield sanctions removal.
That U.S. and European sanctions on Russia have been far less successful should not come as a surprise. To be sure, they
have caused some economic pain: the International Monetary Fund (IMF) assessed in 2015 that sanctions would likely
be responsible for about a 1.5 percent loss per year in Russia’s GDP. Nonetheless, low oil prices, not sanctions, explain
the majority of Russia’s economic decline in recent years. Recent oil price increases have allowed the Russian economy
to return to modest, if anemic, growth in 2017. Meanwhile, the sanctions have produced no concrete policy gains. The
Kremlin retains its foothold in Crimea, and the war in eastern Ukraine grinds on. It’s possible that sanctions encouraged
Russia not to seek further territorial gains in Ukraine, but the counterfactual nature of this claim is impossible to assess.
At the same time, Russia has engaged in several substantial and aggressive ventures since 2014, from its bloody
intervention in the Syrian civil war in 2015 to its meddling in the U.S. election in 2016. It’s hard not to conclude that U.S.
sanctions have done little to improve Russian behavior in the three years they’ve been in place. A MUDDLED STRATEGY
The October 31 announcement is the culmination of a process that began last December. As evidence of Russian
meddling in the electoral process began to emerge, the Obama administration sanctioned individuals, companies, and
Russia’s two intelligence agencies, the Main Intelligence Directorate (GRU) and the Federal Security Service (FSB), for
their involvement in “malicious cyber-enabled activities.” The administration also expelled a number of Russian
diplomats and seized two diplomatic compounds suspected of use in Russian intelligence gathering. Since coming into
office, the Trump administration has taken alternately conventional and controversial approaches to these sanctions. In
June, the Treasury Department quietly added a number of Russians to existing sanctions lists. Yet the president has also
argued against further restrictions, and repeatedly suggested that he might consider returning, in December, the
compounds that he had previously confiscated. In response, Congress passed a new sanctions bill in July that effectively
nullifies the president’s power on sanctions policy, traditionally an area of executive discretion. In addition to new
mandatory sanctions, Congress also codified the existing sanctions put in place by the Obama administration and added
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requirements preventing the president from lifting them without congressional review. Again, a comparison to Iran is
instructive here. To comply with the JCPOA, Obama issued an executive order waiving the sanctions, allowing the
nuclear deal to enter into force without explicit congressional action to lift them. With the Russia sanctions bill, Congress
has removed this loophole, implicitly acknowledging that it simply doesn’t trust Trump’s judgment on this issue. The bill
also adds a number of new, draconian restrictions, such as sanctions against foreign firms engaged in joint ventures with
Russian energy companies on the development of shale or other unconventional oil and gas projects, and against
companies and countries that purchase Russian arms. These provisions have raised serious concerns among U.S. allies
such as Turkey and Saudi Arabia, as they buy Russian armaments. The new sanctions’ energy restrictions were watered
down after European countrieslobbied against them, fearing that the limitations would impact pipeline projects that
involve cooperating with Russian firms. Companies could avoid penalties by keeping the Russian stake in any given
project under one-third or quibbling about the definition of shale production. The guidance finally released by the State
Department on October 31 also suggests that the Trump administration will take a fairly loose interpretation of these
requirements, given his recent statement that “any implementation of Section 232 sanctions would seek to avoid
harming the energy security of our partners or endangering public health and safety.” Nonetheless, the restrictions are
concerning, as they have the potential to alienate U.S. allies in Europe. The Nord Stream II pipeline between Russia and
Germany, in particular, could face serious barriers to obtaining future funding under the new sanctions. Senior German
politicians such as Foreign Ministry Spokesman Martin Schaefer have even questioned whether the congressional
sanctions are in fact a tool of “U.S. industrial policy,” aiming to increase U.S. energy exports to Europe by limiting
Russian supplies. The new sanctions are also no more likely to produce policy change than their predecessors. In fact,
they may be less likely to do so if only because they have no clear goals. The Obama administration’s Crimea- and
Ukraine-related sanctions were at least nominally focused on ending Russian aggression in Ukraine, but the new
sanctions are far less specific and more open-ended. Congress seems more focused on punishing Russia for its actions in
the 2016 elections, and perhaps in weakening the country over the long-term, than on any concrete policy goals. As a
result, it’s hard to see when and how the United States will end these sanctions, leaving little incentive for the Kremlin
to change its behavior. The sanctions may even be beneficial for Russian President Vladimir Putin, allowing him to
portray his country’s economic problems as Western-imposed rather than the result of his own poor mismanagement.
Putin is facing a presidential election in March, and although no one expects that it will be free or fair, sanctions may
boost his popularity and reduce the perception that the election is rigged. WILL POLICY PARALYSIS CONTINUE? The
sanctions are also emblematic of a larger problem in U.S.-Russian relations. Everyone acknowledges that the
relationship is at its worst point since the Cold War, but few have any idea of how to improve it. A series of poor
decisions over the last 20 years by policymakers on both sides—particularly Russian aggression in its near abroad and
growing domestic repression, but also Western expansion of NATO—have undermined the potential for anything like a
working partnership. With the world’s largest arsenal of nuclear weapons, Russia remains the only country capable of
utterly destroying the United States, but is a vital interlocutor on issues such as nonproliferation and the global arms
trade. Russian interference in the 2016 election, whatever its true impact, only adds to this policy paralysis. By tying
Trump’s hands on sanctions, Congress has made clear that it does not trust this president to manage the United States’
ties with Russia. It will not be possible for the administration to advance a new approach to Russia while hamstrung by
allegations of collusion. In this politically charged environment, new sanctions—and confrontation more generally—
have become the path of least resistance in the U.S.-Russia relationship. Yet in limiting the president’s ability to repeal
the sanctions, Congress has also tied the hands of future administrations, and set the United States up for
disagreements with its European allies in the long term. Just as the Jackson-Vanik amendment poisoned U.S.-Russian
relations long after the Cold War ended, this sanctions bill reduces future flexibility in negotiations with Russia and
inhibits the ability to cooperate in key areas, whether on arms control or conflicts in Syria, Ukraine, and elsewhere.
Congress’ decision to punish Russia for its actions—and to constrain Trump’s abilities to reverse that punishment—is
understandable, but it locks U.S.-Russian relations into a path of confrontation and offers no off-ramp from rising
tensions. As a result, things may get worse before they get better.
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1NC Elections Disadvantage Shell (against Ukraine Aff)
A. UNIQUENESS: Democrats are on track to win in 2020, but it’s not a guarantee.
Yglesias 2019
[ Matthew Yglesias, 6-12-2019, "Trump’s big problem is that he’s unpopular," Vox, https://www.vox.com/policy-andpolitics/2019/6/12/18662196/trump-popularity-poll-democrats-2020 MYY]
If you look at Donald Trump’s polling lately, it sure looks like he’s in trouble for reelection. A June 11 Quinnipiac poll
showed Trump losing 40-53 to Joe Biden. He’s also down 51-42 to Bernie Sanders, 41-49 to Kamala Harris, 42-49 to
Elizabeth Warren, 42-47 to Pete Buttigieg, and 42-47 to Cory Booker. All plausible contenders at this moment can take
heart in the fact that just 40 to 42 percent of the population feels like voting for Trump’s reelection. The public is
mostly saying they want to vote for any Democrat, and the strongest pattern so far indicates better-known Democrats
do better than the more obscure ones. None of this means that Trump is a sure bet to lose the election in 2020 —
public opinion can change fast and there’s nothing particularly predictive about polling this far out — but it’s a pretty
clear snapshot of public opinion right now. Trump, for now, is unpopular. FiveThirtyEight’s’s polling average shows
Trump currently has a 42 percent approval rating. He’s unpopular and losing despite the huge field arrayed against him;
he’s unpopular and losing despite Democrats’ confused message on impeachment; and he’s unpopular and losing
despite some very real continued ability to successfully manipulate the media.

B. LINK: Plan makes Democrats look weak on Russia.
Carden 2019
[James Carden, a contributing writer at The Nation and the executive editor for the&nbsp;American Committee for EastWest Accord., 4-11-2019, "How ‘Russiagate’ Has Reshaped American and Russian Public Opinion," Nation,
https://www.thenation.com/article/russiagate-bilateral-tensions-opinion-poll/ MYY]
“The current period of tensions,” says the joint report, “is arguably the longest on record since the end of the Cold War.”
Large majorities of Russians (85 percent) and Americans (78 percent) say the United States and Russia are “more rivals
than partners.” In Russia, fully 78 percent of those polled believe their country’s foreign policy is the reason behind the
decline in relations with the United States. The number of Americans who see Russia as the country’s greatest foreign
threat has risen over 20 percentage points from just two years ago. To put that in perspective, in 2017, a plurality of
Americans (59 percent) saw North Korea as the greatest foreign threat, as against those (18 percent) who feared Russia.
Today, perhaps thanks to the opening of a dialogue between President Trump and North Korea’s Kim Jong-un, 39
percent of Americans view Russia as the biggest threat. The number who view North Korea as the country’s number-one
threat has dropped dramatically to 21 percent. There is a strong partisan element in these findings. According to the
report, “Russian interference in the 2016 election has clearly impacted how Democrats view the US relationship with
Russia.” While “two-thirds of Americans now believe that the Russian government tried to influence the 2016
presidential election,” the numbers split along party lines: 90 percent of Democrats and only 35 percent of Republicans
believe there was Russian interference in the election. Large majorities of Democrats (83 percent) and Republicans (73
percent) view Russia as a rival.
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C. IMPACT - Re-electing Trump causes extinction because of warming.
Starr 2019
[Paul Starr, professor of sociology and public affairs at Princeton and a winner of the Pulitzer Prize for General
Nonfiction, May 2019, "Trump’s Second Term," Atlantic,
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2019/05/trump-2020-second-term/585994/ MYY]
In short, the biggest difference between electing Trump in 2016 and re-electing Trump in 2020 would be
irreversibility. Climate policy is now the most obvious example. For a long time, even many of the people who
acknowledged the reality of climate change thought of it as a slow process that did not demand immediate action. But
today, amid extreme weather events and worsening scientific forecasts, the costs of our delay are clearly mounting,
as are the associated dangers. To have a chance at keeping global warming below 1.5 degrees Celsius—the objective
of the Paris climate agreement—the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change says that by 2030, CO2 emissions
must drop some 45 percent from 2010 levels. Instead of declining, however, they are rising. In his first term, Trump
has announced plans to cancel existing climate reforms, such as higher fuel-efficiency standards and limits on emissions
from new coal-fired power plants, and he has pledged to pull the United States out of the Paris Agreement. His
reelection would put off a national commitment to decarbonization until at least the second half of the 2020s, while
encouraging other countries to do nothing as well. And change that is delayed becomes more economically and
politically difficult. According to the Global Carbon Project, if decarbonization had begun globally in 2000, an emissions
reduction of about 2 percent a year would have been sufficient to stay below 2 degrees Celsius of warming. Now it will
need to be approximately 5 percent a year. If we wait another decade, it will be about 9 percent. In the United States,
the economic disruption and popular resistance sure to arise from such an abrupt transition may be more than our
political system can bear. No one knows, moreover, when the world might hit irreversible tipping points such as the
collapse of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet, which would likely doom us to a catastrophic sea-level rise.
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2NC or 1NR Answers to Non-unique

Even if Trump is gaining popularity, he still loses to the democrats.
Cummings 2019
[William Cummings, reporter, 7/8/2019 “Trump approval rating hits high.” USA Today, Westlaw, 2019 WLNR 20832603
MYY]
President Donald Trump's job approval rating reached its highest level since he took office in polling conducted by The
Washington Post and ABC News, according to a survey released Sunday. Forty-four percent of Americans say they
approve of the job Trump is doing as president in The Washington Post/ABC News poll, which was conducted from June
28 to July 1 and has a margin of error of plus or minus 3.5 percentage points. That was 5 points higher than his approval
in a poll from April, and it surpassed his previous high of 42% in April 2017. Fifty-one percent of Americans say he is
doing a good job on the economy, which is ranked as a highly important issue for 82% of adults heading into the 2020
election. The president has consistently taken credit for positive economic data and said he would do even better in the
polls were it not for what he considers unfair news coverage and the investigation into Russia's interference in the 2016
election. Forty-seven percent of Americans say Trump deserves most of the credit for the economy, 27%say he should
get "only some" credit, 20% say he deserves "hardly any" and 4% say he deserves none. The poll numbers highlight
many of the challenges facing the president as he ramps up his reelection campaign. Fifty-three percent of Americans
disapprove of the job Trump is doing, and his high of 44% is lower than the average approval rating for every other
president going back to Harry Truman. Before Trump – whose average since taking office is 39% – the record lowestaverage job approval in Washington Post/ABC News and Gallup polls was held by President Gerald Ford at 47%. Most
people surveyed do not approve of how Trump has handled major issues other than the economy. Forty percent of
Americans like how Trump handles immigration, 38% approve of the job he's done on health care, 32% approve of his
handling of the abortion issue and 29% say he is doing a good job of addressing climate change. Sixty-five percent say
Trump has not acted in a way that's "fitting and proper for a president," though that number was down from January
2018 when 70% found him unpresidential. In hypothetical matchups against leading Democratic presidential hopefuls,
the poll found Trump either trailing or tied among registered voters. Former Vice President Joe Biden leads Trump 53%
to 43%, Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders leads 49%-48% and California Sen. Kamala Harris leads 48%-46%. Massachusetts
Sen. Elizabeth Warren and South Bend, Indiana, Mayor Pete Buttigieg are tied with the president. Democrats hold an
enthusiasm edge in the poll: 73% of Democratic supporters say it is "extremely important" that Trump loses his
reelection bid, compared with 52% of Republican voters who say it is "extremely important" that he wins.
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The most accurate models predict Trump will lose now.
Rodrigo 2019
[Chris Mills Rodrigo, 7-1-2019, "Trump predicted to lose reelection in model that forecasted Democratic takeover of
House," TheHill, https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/451218-trump-predicted-to-lose-reelection-in-model-thatforecast-dem-takeover-of MYY]
The prediction model that accurately predicted Democratic gains in the House four months before the 2018 midterm
elections says President Trump will lose his reelection bid. The latest "Negative Partisanship" model by Rachel
Bitecofer, the assistant director of the Wason Center for Public Policy at Christopher Newport University, released
Monday, predicts Trump will lose the Electoral College with the Democratic candidate earning 278 votes. The model
predicts Trump will earn 197 electoral votes. That leaves 63 votes a toss-up – still not enough to overcome the
Democrat's lead. Bitecofer highlighted Michigan, Wisconsin and Pennsylvania as states the incumbent will have difficulty
winning this time around. "The complacent electorate of 2016, who were convinced Trump would never be president,
has been replaced with the terrified electorate of 2020, who are convinced he’s the Terminator and can’t be stopped,"
she said. "Under my model, that distinction is not only important, it is everything." She also pointed to his low approval
rating among independents as an impediment to a second term. Bitecofer's model predicted a 42 seat House
Democratic pickup in 2018, and the Democrats won 40. Many other models did not predict such a large victory. She
acknowledged the Democratic candidate has not been chosen yet, but argued it is not incredibly important who the
nominee is.
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2NC or 1NR Link Extension

Americans dislike Russia due to Ukraine – the plan is unpopular.
Poushter 2018
[Jacob Poushter, 10-4-2018, "6 charts on how Russians, Americans see each other," Pew Research Center,
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2018/10/04/6-charts-on-how-russians-and-americans-see-each-other/ MYY]
2 In the U.S., the partisan gap in views toward Russia has narrowed since 2017Democratic and Republican views of
Russia followed similar trajectories – until Trump’s election. For many years, Democrats and Democratic-leaning
independents had slightly more favorable views of Russia than Republicans and GOP leaners, and opinions in both
groups moved downward in tandem. After Russia annexed Crimea in 2014, for example, opinions dropped
substantially among members of both parties. Following Trump’s election in 2016, however, favorable opinions of
Russia more than doubled among Republicans, while Democrats’ views were mostly unchanged. In the Center’s latest
survey, the share of Republicans with a positive view of Russia fell to 27%, but it was still above the share of
Democrats with a favorable view (16%). 3Among both Americans and Russians, there is little confidence in the ability of
the other nation’s president to do the right thing regarding world affairs. Only 21% of Americans have confidence in
Russian President Vladimir Putin to do the right thing – similar to the share who had confidence in him over much of
the past decade.
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2NC or 1NR: We’re past the tipping point

It’s try or die to solve warming.
Melton 2019
[Bruce Melton, professional engineer, environmental researcher, filmmaker, author and CEO of the Climate Change Now
Initiative in Austin, Texas, 5-24-2019, "New Report Warns Planet May Be Warming Twice as Fast as Expected," Truthout,
https://truthout.org/articles/we-may-have-much-less-than-12-years-to-reverse-climate-change/ MYY]
New earthshaking science will be coming out in the 2021 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report that
could nearly double future warming predictions. We have a window into this new science now, and if we thought the
spate of apocalyptic climate reports last year was bad, our near-term future will create a plausible scenario that is far
worse than the worst-case scenario we have come to fear. If we don’t get our collective climate acts together
immediately, what will our future look like when warming is near double the astonishing impacts we have already
been told to expect? How are we going to stop this future calamity? Doubt, delay and inaction continue.
Unprecedented firestorms, floods, droughts and hurricanes strengthen nonlinearly because of small amounts of
additional warming. Abrupt Earth system collapses are completing their initiations and becoming unrecoverable.
Most concerning is something brand new — something climate science has been puzzling over for 30 years. Most of us
have heard that we have 12 years to fix climate change. This 12-year time frame is what we have left to get our
greenhouse gas emissions budget under control, and to meet a target of returning to and staying at 1.5 degrees Celsius
(1.5°C) of warming. It requires we follow a path of emissions reductions where we reduce carbon dioxide (CO2) levels
about 45 percent below 2010 levels by 2030. The rest of the emissions reduction path varies a bit depending on how
much CO2 we actively remove from the atmosphere, and includes zero CO2 emissions by 2050. So based on this
pathway, we have delayed so long that we have only 12 years to succeed or fail. Failure is poorly defined, but a recent
article in The Guardian does a pretty good job of describing failure as “render[ing] the planet unrecognizable from
anything humans have ever experienced.”
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Alliances Disadvantage vs. Ukraine
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1NC Alliances DA Shell (against Ukraine Aff)
A. Uniqueness - US-Japan alliance is stronger than ever, but it can be disrupted.
Manning, Matake & Przystup 2018
[Robert Manning, Kamiya Matake, and James J. Przystup, 4-16-2018, "Stronger than Ever but More Challenged than
Ever: The US-Japan Alliance in the Trump-Abe Era," Atlantic Council,
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/publications/reports/stronger-than-ever-but-more-challenged-than-ever-the-us-japanalliance-in-the-trump-abe-era MYY]
In the current uncertain and challenging international political environment, the US-Japan alliance has never been
stronger or more important than it is now; yet it has never faced as many challenges and hurdles than it does today.
Under President Donald Trump and Prime Minister Shinzo Abe, the alliance is steadfast and unwavering. But global
instability, renewed geopolitical competition, flashpoints like the Korean Peninsula, and China’s growing strategic
footprint and uncertain role in the global order threaten the stability of the Asia-Pacific – and with it—the US-Japan
alliance. This new US-Japan Joint Policy Report 2018, released in conjunction with the Japan Forum on International
Relations (JFIR) and the National Defense University, explores the dynamic relationship between Washington, DC and
Tokyo and the future of the US-Japan alliance. Stronger than Ever but More Challenged than Ever: The US-Japan Alliance
in the Trump-Abe Era examines the relationship over seven chapters focused on: The Alliance Today; The Evolving
International Order; The International Order in the Asia-Pacific Region; Japan, the Alliance, and the Regional Order;
Trump and the Alliance; Abe and the Alliance; and Making the Alliance Work. It offers concrete analysis and outlines
policy recommendations for decision makers in the United States and Japan as both countries work to uphold the
international order, ensure stability in the Asia-Pacific, and reaffirm their commitment to the alliance.

B. LINK: Breaking with Ukraine assurances undermines US credibility.
Pifer 2018
[Steven Pifer, Nonresident Senior Fellow - Foreign Policy, Center for 21st Century Security and Intelligence, Center on
the United States and Europe, Arms Control and Non-Proliferation Initiative, 7-9-2018, "Trump, Putin, and Crimea,"
Brookings, https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2018/07/09/trump-putin-and-crimea/ MYY]
Third, recognition would break with a long-standing U.S. policy of supporting Ukraine’s territorial integrity as well as
violate commitments Washington made in the Budapest Memorandum, promises that were key to persuading Kyiv to
get rid of 1,900 strategic nuclear weapons designed and built to strike the United States. It would deal a sharp blow to
the credibility of U.S. commitments. Of particular relevance now, Trump has talked about a U.S. security guarantee as
part of a deal on North Korean denuclearization. It appears that North Korea may not be that interested in giving up its
nuclear weapons, but how much faith could Kim Jong-un have in a U.S. security guarantee or assurance if Trump blithely
walks away from an assurance made to Ukraine less than 25 years ago?
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C. IMPACT: Japan will pursue nuclear weapons if it doubts the alliance.
Halperin 2000
[Morton H. Halperin, 12-21-2000, "The Nuclear Dimension of the U.S.-Japan Alliance," Nautilus Institute for Security and
Sustainability, https://nautilus.org/napsnet/napsnet-special-reports/the-nuclear-dimension-of-the-u-s-japan-alliance/
MYY]
There is no guarantee that Japan would not pursue a nuclear option under the right circumstances, especially if the US
either moves closer to China or withdraws from Asia altogether. Historically, the debate in Japan over whether to
develop nuclear weapons has not centered around the credibility of the US nuclear deterrent, but rather around the
belief that possession of a nuclear weapons arsenal would allow Japan to pursue an independent role in world affairs.
Thus US policy toward its alliance with Japan will be a major determining factor in Japan’s nuclear future, along with
such considerations as the possible development of a Korean nuclear capability or an expansion of Chinese nuclear
capability.
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2NC or 1NR Answers to 2AC Frontline #1 – No link

Japan looks at other alliances to check US commitment.
Kaplan 2019
[Robert D. Kaplan, managing director for global macro at Eurasia Group, 2-28-2019, "Japan Grows Nervous About The
U.S.," WSJ, https://www.wsj.com/articles/japan-grows-nervous-about-the-u-s-11551397985 MYY]
Nobody has made the Japanese more nervous than Mr. Trump. He has spoken cavalierly about Japan needing to
defend itself, while setting in motion a sometimes chaotic process of negotiation with North Korea that has brought the
two Koreas closer together. The U.S. decision in October to cancel military exercises with South Korea has to make the
Japanese doubly worried, even though Japan has its own disputes with South Korea over the sovereignty of the
Liancourt Rocks islets and “comfort women” abused during World War II. If the U.S. weakens its military ties with one
ally, Japan recognizes, it may do so with another. And since Mr. Trump abruptly abandoned the Trans-Pacific
Partnership, Japan has been within its rights to question the future of American leadership.

Unilateral reversal of Ukraine policy demoralizes allies.
Turak 2018
[Natasha Turak, 7-15-2018, “How the Trump-Putin meeting could turn the tables on Ukraine — and US credibility,”
CNBC, https://www.cnbc.com/2018/07/13/how-the-trump-putin-meeting-could-turn-the-tables-on-ukraine--and-us.html MYY]
An about-face on Ukraine’s Crimean peninsula — which was annexed after a 2014 Russian invasion and led to heavy
U.S. and European sanctions on Moscow — would completely upend U.S. foreign policy and its stated commitment to
ally Ukraine, as well as its historic opposition to Russian territorial expansion. Trump shocked officials at the Group of
Seven (G-7) meeting in June when he argued that the annexed Crimean peninsula should belong to Russia, because
“people there speak Russian.” The assertion sharply contradicted longstanding U.S. and transatlantic policy of not
recognizing the seizure of sovereign territory by force. Since 2014, Washington has held sanctions on Russia for its
invasion and ongoing war in Ukraine’s east, which has killed well over 10,000 people. The U.S. also provides lethal and
non-lethal aid to the Ukrainian military fighting Russian-backed separatists and conducts joint military exercises with
the Ukrainians. White House national security advisor John Bolton failed to quell concerns over the president’s stance,
saying in an interview with CBS earlier this month, “The president makes the policy. I don’t make the policy. ” Worries in
Kiev “Kiev’s main concern is that President Trump will unilaterally recognize Russia’s annexation of Crimea” —
effectively selling it out to the Kremlin, said Daragh McDowell, senior Russia analyst at Verisk Maplecroft. The legality of
such a move and whether it would mean a formal recognition of Russian sovereignty over the peninsula is unclear,
McDowell said. “However, in practical terms it would further demoralize U.S. allies.”
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2NC/1NR Answers to 2AC #2 – No impact

Japan’s Prime Minister wants nuclear weapons
Adelstein 2018
[Jake Adelstein, 2-15-2018, "Is Japan About to Hit Its Nuclear Tipping Point?," Daily Beast,
https://www.thedailybeast.com/is-japan-about-to-hit-its-nuclear-tipping-point MYY]
The official went on: “The Japanese military has always had civilians in control after the end of the war to prevent
another de facto coup by the military commanders, but Prime Minister Abe has tried to dismantle that system. The
former head of our air force has made waves by openly saying Japan should have had nuclear weapons [in World War
II] and should have used them on the Allied Forces during the war, if they had possessed them. Our current government
leaders believe that, even if they don’t say it explicitly. Once Japan is a nuclear power, it won’t need to kowtow to the
United States. We hear rumors that because Trump is saying Japan should have nuclear weapons, Abe is showing
gratitude by buying U.S. weapons by the billions. Everybody gets what they want. The seeds are in place.”

Japan nuclearization escalates to all out war.
Beauchamp 2016
[Zack Beauchamp, 3-31-2016, "Trump’s comments on Japanese nukes are worrisome — even by Trump standards," Vox,
https://www.vox.com/2016/3/31/11339040/trump-nukes-japan-south-korea MYY]
For example, if either country does decide to build nuclear weapons, it will take that country some time to develop its
program, and to build enough of an arsenal to serve as a reliable deterrent. During this time, adversaries such as
China or even North Korea would have an incentive to try to disrupt that development to maintain their nuclear
superiority. "You have a Trump presidency ... and he decides to pull out troops from Japan and South Korea, you have
Japan and South Korea potentially racing to develop nuclear weapons without the benefit of US troops being there,"
Miller says. "That provides a lot of incentive for countries in the region like China or North Korea to try to stop that
process." As Bell puts it, ominously, "We're talking about the remote possibility of an actual nuclear war between
Japan and China." That possibility, it is worth stressing, is indeed extremely remote. The risk is not that, for example,
China would simply launch a nuclear war against Japan, which would be far too dangerous and costly to be worth it.
Rather, the risk is that, for example, China might try to bully or threaten Japan out of developing nuclear weapons,
and that in a period of tension, this bullying could potentially spiral out of control into a full-blown conflict neither
side actually wanted. And there are other risks. According to scholars, successful nuclear deterrence results in
something called the stability/instability paradox: The fact that major wars are unlikely makes countries feel safer in
engaging in small provocations against one another, knowing that nuclear deterrents make those small provocations
unlikely to escalate to full-blown war. Consider, for instance, the South and East China Seas — areas where Japan,
South Korea, and China have territorial disputes. If the former two powers are nuclear-armed, and unrestrained by
the United States, the chances of low-level conflict could go up. "Certainly, we would be worried about these sort of
lower-level, stability-instability paradox type things," Bell says. That's not an exhaustive list of things that could happen if
Trump were elected and followed through on these policies. Since no one can really know what will happen, there's no
sense in listing every single hypothetical possibility. These examples, rather, illustrate just how serious the ideas we're
discussing are. It is very easy to detach ourselves from the potential consequences of a Trump presidency: to see his
candidacy as clownish, and simply assume that his outlandish policy ideas would never be implemented. But Trump is
the leading Republican candidate; it is time to take his ideas seriously. And nothing is more serious than nuclear
weapons.
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1NC Topicality Shell vs. Ukraine
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1NC Topicality (vs. Ukraine Affirmative)
A. Interpretation: The US must reduce arms sales by at least $3.846 billion.
1. “Substantial” must be at least 2%
Words & Phrases 1960
'Substantial" means "of real worth and importance; of considerable value; valuable." Bequest to charitable institution,
making 1/48 of expenditures in state, held exempt from taxation; such expenditures constituting "substantial" part of its
activities. Tax Commission of Ohio v. American Humane Education Soc., 181 N.E. 557, 42 Ohio App. 4.

2. Foreign military sales and direct commercial sales totaled $192.3 billion.
Macdonald 2018
[Andrew Macdonald, London, 11-9-2018, "Total US defence exports up 13% in 2018," Janes 360,
https://www.janes.com/article/84492/total-us-defence-exports-up-13-in-2018 MYY]
The US State Department released new figures detailing the country’s defence exports made under privately contracted
Direct Commercial Sales (DCS) on 8 November, revealing a 6.6% increase year on year. Total DSC transfers in 2018 were
USD136.6 billion, up from USD128.1 billion in 2017. Combined with US government-to-government Foreign Military
Sales (FMS), details of which were published on 9 October, the DCS deliveries take total US defence exports in 2018 to
USD192.3 billion, a 13% rise compared with 2017.

B. Violation: Ukraine sales totaled 47 million in 2018.
Carpenter 2018
[Ted Galen Carpenter, 9-10-2018, "Washington Quietly Increases Lethal Weapons to Ukraine," Cato Institute,
https://www.cato.org/publications/commentary/washington-quietly-increases-lethal-weapons-ukraine MYY]
Secretary of Defense James Mattis acknowledges that U.S. instructors are training Ukrainian military units at a base in
western Ukraine. Washington also has approved two important arms sales to Kiev’s ground forces in just the past nine
months. The first transaction in December 2017 was limited to small arms that at least could be portrayed as purely
defensive weapons. That agreement included the export of Model M107A1 Sniper Systems, ammunition, and associated
parts and accessories, a sale valued at $41.5 million.
A transaction in April 2018 was more serious. Not only was it larger ($47 million), it included far more lethal weaponry,
particularly 210 Javelin anti-tank missiles—the kind of weapons that Barack Obama’s administration had declined to give
Kiev. Needless to say, the Kremlin was not pleased about either sale. Moreover, Congress soon passed legislation in May
that authorized $250 million in military assistance, including lethal weaponry, to Ukraine in 2019. Congress had twice
voted for military support on a similar scale during the last years of Obama’s administration, but the White House
blocked implementation. The Trump administration cleared that obstacle out of the way in December 2017 at the same
time that it approved the initial small-weapons sale. The passage of the May 2018 legislation means that the path is now
open for a dramatic escalation of U.S. military backing for Kiev.
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C. Standards
1. Limits – a quantitative standard for substantial is an objective bright line. This is key
because the US supplies arms to over 98 countries. Without an objective limit the negative
cannot properly prepare for all the country specific affirmatives.
2. Ground – a percentage reduction is key to ensure that the negative can link core topic
generic arguments like the Alliances DA and the elections DA. If the reduction is too small,
then the negative loses out on disadvantages.
D. Topicality is a voter for fairness and education.
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2NC/1NR Block for Topicality vs. Ukraine
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2NC/1NR Block for Topicality-Substantial (against Ukraine Aff.)
A. Extend our interpretation – The US must reduce arm sales by $3.846 billion.
B. Extend our definition. Substantial is 2%, that’s according to Words and Phrases 1960. You should
prefer our evidence to their Words and phrases 2002 evidence because
_____________________________________________________
Extend our Macdonald 2018 evidence - it says that the US foreign military sales and direct
commercial sales of arms totaled $192.3 billion.
C. Extend our violation – the plan does not reduce arms sales by at least $3.846 billion because US
arms sales to Ukraine were on $47 million in 2018. That’s way less than $3.846 billion.
On to the standards –
1. Extend our limits argument – only a numerical limit such as our interpretation can set an
objective standard to determine which affirmatives are topical. They say that we over limit –
even if we over limit, over limiting is better than under limiting because it’s fairer to the
negative. The affirmative gets to choose the specific topic of discussion and a more limited
topic protects neg preparation.
2. Extend our ground argument – a sizable percentage reduction is key to neg links to core topic
generic arguments such as the alliance DA or the Elections DA. That’s key to competitive
equity. They say that our interpretation eliminates all country specific affs – even if that’s
true for smaller countries, the aff can defend reducing significant arms sales to Saudi Arabia,
which would be Topical and educational to debate
3. Topicality is a voter for fairness and education. You should default to competing interpretations:
a. it’s the best way to prevent judges from intervening based on their own opinion of what should
be debated.
b. There’s no clear standard for what is reasonably topical.
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On to their side of the flow –
1. Their interpretation provides no limit on the topic – they offer no way to determine what
counts as having real worth or considerable value.
2. They say their interpretation is better for ground – country specific affirmatives are
impossible for the neg to engage specifically. We sell arms to 97 countries. This means that we
need to prepare 97 case negs under their topic. That’s impossible.
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1NC Consult NATO vs. Ukraine

COUNTERPLAN TEXT: The United States federal government
should enter into a prior binding consultation with the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) about whether it should
end its arms sales to Ukraine and abide by NATO’s decision.
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A. Trump does not consult NATO about foreign policy decisions and takes unilateral action.
Goldman 2019
[David I. Goldman, a retired U.S. federal historian who spent much of his career at the U.S. Department of State’s Office
of the Historian, and Army ‘s Center of Military History., 3-18-2019, "The Transatlantic Tussle — A Historical Case Study
on How to Handle NATO," War on the Rocks, https://warontherocks.com/2019/03/the-transatlantic-tussle-a-historicalcase-study-on-how-to-handle-nato/ MYY]
Trump has been particularly outspoken about his distaste for multilateral institutions, and his preference for unilateral
and bilateral arrangements. On NATO, he has threatened to withdraw the United States from the alliance altogether or
markedly reduce U.S. defense expenditures in Europe, and he has also raised the prospect of substituting bilateral trade
and defense treaties with the United Kingdom and France. These pronouncements have been heavily laced with
falsehoods (such as Trump’s claim that the United States pays most of NATO’s budget) and invectives about the allies. To
date, he has refrained from acting on these threats but has taken some significant unilateral measures that have
indirectly affected the NATO allies. These have included announcing troop withdrawals from Syria and Afghanistan,
where NATO nations have been actively involved in coalitions with the United States, and withdrawing from two key
international accords — the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, under which Iran pledged not to develop nuclear
weapons in exchange for relief from Western sanctions, and the Paris Agreement on climate change. He has taken these
actions on his own, eschewing any consultation with America’s partners.

B. Consultation through NATO is key to developing a common strategic purpose.
King 2015
[Major Israel D King, Judge Advocate, United States Air Force. Presently assigned as Instructor, Operations and
International Law, The Judge Advocate General's School, U.S. Air Force, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama, 2015,
ARTICLE: PRESERVING THE ALLIANCE: THE NEED FOR A NEW COMMITMENT TO COMMON FUNDING IN NATO
FINANCING, 74 A.F. L. Rev. 113, Lexis-Nexis, MYY]
Even if Europe does respond by boosting its defense capabilities, it would still be anathema to our own national security
interests to withdraw from NATO. 128Link to the text of the note Participating in NATO affords the United States "a
continuing front-line role in [*131] shaping and influencing the collective defense posture of the alliance." 129Link to
the text of the note Given the threats to United States national security that remain present in the Middle East, Africa,
and Asia, it is important for the United States to have a seat at the table in Europe in order to ensure that we are able
to leverage regional resources to help us protect our interests. 130Link to the text of the note As NATO is "the only
forum enabling the U.S. and its European Allies to consult and develop common views and solutions" to security
threats in the Old World, the truth is that the United States needs NATO, perhaps just as much as NATO needs the
United States. 131Link to the text of the note
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C. IMPACT: A common NATO strategy is key to deter terrorism.
Cordesman 2018
[Anthony H. Cordesman, Arleigh A. Burke Chair in Strategy, 6-27-2018, "The U.S., NATO, and the Defense of Europe:
Underlying Trends," CSIS, https://www.csis.org/analysis/us-nato-and-defense-europe-underlying-trends MYY]
If the United States, Canada, and Europe are to work together effectively to build an effective deterrent and defense
capability to deal with Russia, terrorism, and other potential threats, they need to focus on building effective military
and internal security forces that serve a clearly defined common strategic purpose. The current focus on burden sharing
percentage terms has not only led President Trump to focus on the wrong priorities, but the entire NATO alliance – and
this is the fault of NATO's past and not President Trump. The days of relying on peace dividends and meaningless goals
for levels of spending are over. There is a real Russian threat, as well as a real threat of violent extremism. NATO needs
to return to the kind of serious force planning and focus on military strategy that shaped the NATO force planning
exercise in the 1960s, the deployment of the GLCM and Pershing II, and the planning for MBFR and the CFE Treaty. It
needs to set real military requirements and really meet them.
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D. SOLVENCY: NATO says yes to the plan – it wants to avoid Ukraine escalation.
Kay 2015
[Sean Kay Is Robson Professor Of Politics and Government At Ohio Wesleyan University Where He Is Director Of The
Arneson Institute For Practical Politics And Heads The International Studies Program, 2-3-2015, "The Escalation
Advocates are Wrong on Ukraine," War on the Rocks, https://warontherocks.com/2015/02/the-escalation-advocatesare-wrong-on-ukraine/ MYY]
These tactical responses to Putin’s reckless behavior are well-intended, but risk producing dangerous outcomes for the
United States while doing little to change the situation in Ukraine. It would take time to adequately equip and train
Ukrainian armed forces in an impactful way – even with relatively modest items like counter-battery radars and antitank missiles. Advancing weapons into Ukraine is precisely the kind of evidence that Putin wrongly says justifies his
illegal actions. There is every reason to believe that Russia would respond not with negotiation, but perhaps with more,
and even deadlier, war. NATO allies in Europe will also consider how Russia might react and will likely not be as bullish
as escalation advocates hope. Indeed, already on Monday, German Chancellor Angela Merkel signaled her opposition to
this approach saying: “Germany will not support Ukraine with weapons. I am convinced this conflict cannot be solved
by military means.” If anything, American delivery of military equipment to Ukraine could actually serve to take
European allies off the hook for playing their role in further isolating Russia, opting to let the United States pay the
price and take the risks. Consequently, the United States risks undermining existing consensus in NATO and the
European Union by putting military aid to Ukraine on the agenda. Already there are frays over who contributes and
pays for the new NATO reinforcement spearhead force announced this last September. Holding NATO and EU consensus
steady while collating power advantages with patience is perhaps the most significant strategic need at this time.
Fundamentally, none of these proposals for military escalation address what Ukraine truly needs – tens of billions of
dollars of guaranteed loans to cushion destabilizing but necessary economic reforms. No one, it seems, is lining up to
write that check.
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2NC/1NR Answers to 2AC Frontline #1 – NATO says no

NATO says yes – its members oppose weapons sales.
Marcus 2018
[Jonathan Marcus, Diplomatic correspondent, 12-4-2018, "Nato's dilemma in the Black Sea," BBC News,
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-46425777 MYY]
On the one hand, its member governments' rhetoric calls for stability and de-escalation while they take steps - such as
military exercises and economic sanctions - that the Russians are bound to see as provocative. Judging the balance
between deterrence and provocation is not easy, especially when pressure alone is often unlikely to change Russia's
behaviour. Take the Ukraine crisis for example. Sanctions show no sign of changing President Putin's mind, nor are they
likely to secure the return of Crimea any time soon. Russia appears willing to accept the pain of sanctions because its
interests in the "near-abroad" matter more. This calculus makes Nato's response to the latest crisis between Russia and
Ukraine more difficult. Analysts have called for a variety of measures, from the deployment of Nato vessels in the Sea of
Azov - which would probably be illegal since it is an inland sea not an international waterway, and impractical because
Russia could easily seal the Kerch Strait; to stepped-up economic sanctions; or even efforts to compensate Ukraine for
the economic losses it is suffering from what is effectively a semi-blockade of its ports. There will be those in Ukraine
and among its more strident supporters in the US who see this as adding to the case for stepping up arms supplies to
Kiev. While Nato countries do lots of training for the Ukrainian military, they have largely baulked at providing lethal
weaponry. The Trump administration has supplied a limited number of Javelin anti-tank weapons to redress a significant
defensive shortcoming in Ukraine's ground forces. But some experts have suggested, for example, that Kiev should be
given shore-based anti-shipping missiles to help even up the naval balance in these enclosed waters.

Even if they win that Ukraine says no, weigh the counterplan against the plan. Our net benefit of
NATO cohesion outweighs their case because ____________________________________________
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2NC/1NR Answers to 2AC Frontline #2 – Consultation Doesn’t Solve
1. Extend our 1NC King 2015 evidence. Consultation is key to NATO cohesion. It’s better than
their evidence because
_____________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
2. Consultation solves cohesion.
Townsend 2017
[MAJOR MICHAEL TOWNSEND JR., Judge Advocate, United States Army. Presently assigned as Brigade Judge Advocate,
3d Armored Brigade Combat Team, 1st Armored Division, Fort Bliss, Texas , 2017, “ARTICLE: WILL THE REAL
MULTINATIONAL ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM PLEASE STAND UP? THE NEED FOR NATO ASSISTANCE IN EUROPE'S MIGRANT
CRISIS,” 225 Mil. L. Rev. 216, Lexis-Nexis, MYY]
By 1956, with increasing anxiety over how smaller NATO members like Belgium or Luxembourg could cooperate with
larger ones like the United States in international events, the need for greater collaborative efforts developed. 35Link
to the text of the note Then U.S. Secretary of State, John Foster Dulles, [*223] paved the way for a NATO committee of
three representatives to look at areas beyond the scope of military operations ripe for NATO involvement that could
strengthen the treaty alliance. 36Link to the text of the note The committee consisted of three distinguished persons
37Link to the text of the note from NATO member states, tasked to draft a [*224] report officially titled the Report of
the Committee on Non-Military Cooperation in NATO, informally known as the "Report of the Three Wise Men." 38Link
to the text of the note The report recommended "[m]ore robust consultation and scientific cooperation within the
Alliance, and the report's conclusions led, inter alia, to the establishment of the NATO Science Programme." 39Link to
the text of the note More importantly, the report emphasized "the right and duty of member governments and of the
Secretary General to bring to its attention matters which in their opinion may threaten the solidarity or effectiveness
of the Alliance." 40Link to the text of the note The Report of the Three Wise Men was groundbreaking for NATO, in that
it formalized the idea that NATO members should always seek to consult with each other over important non-military
matters. 41Link to the text of the note To be sure, the report did not have any immediate impact on NATO policy and
procedures in 1956. 42Link to the text of the note However, the seeds for NATO non-military support roles were
planted. As the Cold War progressed, and relations with Soviet Russia thawed, NATO's involvement in non-military
activity would grow. 43Link to the text of the note Another major area of both non-military and military support
important for NATO in succeeding years was its development of civil [*225] support capabilities and emergency
responses. 44Link to the text of the note Analyzing the development of these initiatives reveals a history of NATO
operational precedent that bolsters the need for NATO assistance in Europe's current migration crisis.

3. Extend our 1NC Cordesman 2018 evidence. NATO is key to deter terrorism. It’s better than
their evidence because ________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
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4. Terrorism will go nuclear – it can happen.
Beckman 2017
[Milo Beckman, 5-15-2017, "We’re Edging Closer To Nuclear War," FiveThirtyEight,
https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/were-edging-closer-to-nuclear-war/ MYY]
Nuclear terrorism is plausible, but difficult to pull off Similarly, just because there’s never been a nuclear terrorist
attack doesn’t mean that it will never happen. In theory, if a non-state actor got ahold of enough fissile material —
the active ingredient in nuclear weapons — it would be relatively easy for them to assemble and detonate a bomb,
according to Robert Rosner, former chief scientist and laboratory director at Argonne National Laboratory. “You’d need
some physicists who know what they’re doing,” Rosner said. “But based on what’s available in the public literature, you
could go ahead and make a uranium bomb.”1 Detection and prevention at this point would be very difficult, Rosner
says — a weapon could be assembled in a garage and smuggled in a standard box truck. Fortunately, fissile material is
hard to come by. The processes used by states to develop fissile material — a diffusion plant or farm of specialized
centrifuges for enriched uranium, a specialized reactor for plutonium-239 — would be prohibitively expensive for a nonstate actor. Plus, due to their size (dozens of acres), these facilities are highly conspicuous and would likely be identified
and destroyed before a terrorist cell could refine enough material to pose a threat. A terrorist with nuclear ambitions,
then, would have to acquire existing fissile material from one of the nine nuclear states, which could happen in one of
two ways. First, there’s open theft, either of fissile material or of a fully assembled weapon. This would likely require a
firefight, according to Rosner — nuclear facilities have armed guards2 — which would alert authorities to the presence
of a threat. Second, which is the likelier possibility according to several of the experts I talked to, is through the
assistance of an insider: A double agent with terrorist sympathies could infiltrate a state’s nuclear apparatus and simply
deliver a weapon to a non-state actor. On both counts, Pakistan again emerged as the consensus pick for the No. 1 cause
for concern, largely due to its instability. “If the Pakistani state does collapse, it probably wouldn’t collapse in one big
bang, but slowly become more and more dysfunctional,” said Ramamurti Rajaraman, professor emeritus of physics at
Jawaharlal Nehru University. “If the dysfunctionality also happens in the nuclear weapons security apparatus of Pakistan
… that I see as the biggest danger.” Finally, an act of nuclear terrorism would require the existence of a non-state actor
that had both the organizational sophistication and the military ambition to entertain the prospect of nuclear
violence. “I would say at the moment Al Qaeda and its various branches and ISIS are the main terrorist groups where
… it’s at least within the realm of the plausible that they’d be able to do this,” said Bunn. “Compared to 2015, I’m at
least modestly less worried about the Islamic State, in that they seem to have turned to very unsophisticated attacks …
and are under huge pressure militarily.”

5. Nuclear terrorism sparks retaliatory escalation that results in nuclear war.
Ayson 2010
[Robert Ayson, Professor of Strategic Studies and Director of the Centre for Strategic Studies: New Zealand at the
Victoria University of Wellington, 2010 “After a Terrorist Nuclear Attack: Envisaging Catalytic Effects,” Studies in Conflict
& Terrorism, Volume 33, Issue 7, July, Available Online to Subscribing Institutions via InformaWorld].
But these two nuclear worlds—a non-state actor nuclear attack and a catastrophic interstate nuclear exchange—are
not necessarily separable. It is just possible that some sort of terrorist attack, and especially an act of nuclear terrorism,
could precipitate a chain of events leading to a massive exchange of nuclear weapons between two or more of the
states that possess them. In this context, today’s and tomorrow’s terrorist groups might assume the place allotted
during the early Cold War years to new state possessors of small nuclear arsenals who were seen as raising the risks of a
catalytic nuclear war between the superpowers started by third parties. These risks were considered in the late 1950s
and early 1960s as concerns grew about nuclear proliferation, the so-called n+1 problem. It may require a considerable
amount of imagination to depict an especially plausible situation where an act of nuclear terrorism could lead to such a
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massive inter-state nuclear war. For example, in the event of a terrorist nuclear attack on the United States, it might
well be wondered just how Russia and/or China could plausibly be brought into the picture, not least because they
seem unlikely to be fingered as the most obvious state sponsors or encouragers of terrorist groups. They would seem
far too responsible to be involved in supporting that sort of terrorist behavior that could just as easily threaten them
as well. Some possibilities, however remote, do suggest themselves. For example, how might the United States react if
it was thought or discovered that the fissile material used in the act of nuclear terrorism had come from Russian
stocks,40 and if for some reason Moscow denied any responsibility for nuclear laxity? The correct attribution of that
nuclear material to a particular country might not be a case of science fiction given the observation by Michael May et
al. that while the debris resulting from a nuclear explosion would be “spread over a wide area in tiny fragments, its
radioactivity makes it detectable, identifiable and collectable, and a wealth of information can be obtained from its
analysis: the efficiency of the explosion, the materials used and, most important … some indication of where the
nuclear material came from.”41 Alternatively, if the act of nuclear terrorism came as a complete surprise, and
American officials refused to believe that a terrorist group was fully responsible (or responsible at all) suspicion would
shift immediately to state possessors. Ruling out Western ally countries like the United Kingdom and France, and
probably Israel and India as well, authorities in Washington would be left with a very short list consisting of North
Korea, perhaps Iran if its program continues, and possibly Pakistan. But at what stage would Russia and China be
definitely ruled out in this high stakes game of nuclear Cluedo? In particular, if the act of nuclear terrorism occurred
against a backdrop of existing tension in Washington’s relations with Russia and/or China, and at a time when threats
had already been traded between these major powers, would officials and political leaders not be tempted to assume
the worst? Of course, the chances of this occurring would only seem to increase if the United States was already
involved in some sort of limited armed conflict with Russia and/or China, or if they were confronting each other from a
distance in a proxy war, as unlikely as these developments may seem at the present time. The reverse might well apply
too: should a nuclear terrorist attack occur in Russia or China during a period of heightened tension or even limited
conflict with the United States, could Moscow and Beijing resist the pressures that might rise domestically to consider
the United States as a possible perpetrator or encourager of the attack? Washington’s early response to a terrorist
nuclear attack on its own soil might also raise the possibility of an unwanted (and nuclear aided) confrontation with
Russia and/or China. For example, in the noise and confusion during the immediate aftermath of the terrorist nuclear
attack, the U.S. president might be expected to place the country’s armed forces, including its nuclear arsenal, on a
higher stage of alert. In such a tense environment, when careful planning runs up against the friction of reality, it is just
possible that Moscow and/or China might mistakenly read this as a sign of U.S. intentions to use force (and possibly
nuclear force) against them. In that situation, the temptations to preempt such actions might grow, although it must
be admitted that any preemption would probably still meet with a devastating response. As part of its initial response
to the act of nuclear terrorism (as discussed earlier) Washington might decide to order a significant conventional (or
nuclear) retaliatory or disarming attack against the leadership of the terrorist group and/or states seen to support
that group. Depending on the identity and especially the location of these targets, Russia and/or China might interpret
such action as being far too close for their comfort, and potentially as an infringement on their spheres of influence
and even on their sovereignty. One far-fetched but perhaps not impossible scenario might stem from a judgment in
Washington that some of the main aiders and abetters of the terrorist action resided somewhere such as Chechnya,
perhaps in connection with what Allison claims is the “Chechen insurgents’ … long-standing interest in all things
nuclear.”42 American pressure on that part of the world would almost certainly raise alarms in Moscow that might
require a degree of advanced consultation from Washington that the latter found itself unable or unwilling to provide.
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6. Trump’s lack of faith in NATO is its biggest problem. It won’t change in the status quo absent
the counterplan.
Pazzanese 2019
[Christina Pazzanese, 2-14-2019, "A Spirited Defense of NATO as Bulwark," Belfer Center for Science and International
Affairs, https://www.belfercenter.org/publication/spirited-defense-nato-bulwark MYY]
In preparing the report, Lute and Burns spoke with dozens of senior American and European officials, including former
U.S. Secretaries of State Madeleine Albright and Colin Powell. Though they didn’t agree on the specific issues NATO
needs to address, Burns said there is universal consensus that President Trump is “NATO’s leading problem.” “NATO
has had the benefit of always having its leader believe in NATO. Every American president of both parties since [Harry]
Truman” has supported and believed in the vital mission of NATO, said Burns, “until President Trump.” “This is the
most successful alliance the United States has ever had in our history,” he said. “[Trump is] forsaking our most
important alliance.” Burns, a longtime diplomat stationed in Europe, became the U.S. ambassador to NATO just 12 days
before the 9/11 attacks. That event triggered NATO’s first-ever invocation of the Article 5 joint defense agreement and
prompted its ongoing involvement in the Afghanistan and Iraq wars. Lute, a retired U.S. Army lieutenant general, held
senior national security roles in both the George W. Bush and Barack Obama administrations before his stint as NATO
ambassador from 2013 to 2017. The two men will present the 55-page report on Friday in Germany at the Munich
Security Conference, a high-wattage global gathering that discusses international security issues. The pair will discuss
the report with NATO officials and reporters and meet with members of Congress attending the conference. Since his
2016 presidential campaign began, Trump has criticized NATO. He has declined to reaffirm U.S. commitment to Article 5,
something that deeply concerns the report’s authors. “Article 5 is the central glue that binds” NATO, said Burns. “This is
the first American president to say ‘I’m not sure I believe in this.’ That’s an existential threat.” A U.S. pullout from NATO
would be “an historic win” for Putin, but “I don’t think we’ll get there,” said Lute, a senior fellow in the Future of
Diplomacy Project at HKS. “I don’t actually fear Russian tanks rolling into a NATO ally. What I fear is Putin feeling that he
has an open door for political subversion, election interference, energy intimidation, [and] disinformation campaigns
inside our NATO democracies, which can erode NATO from within.” Since he thinks Trump is unlikely to change his
views on NATO, Lute said that other influential players, including Congress, need to take practical steps to “buffer the
alliance from President’s Trump’s worst ambitions,” such as pulling out of the alliance or cutting off funds.
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2NC/1NR Answers to 2AC Frontline #3 – Permutation: Do Both

1. Mutual exclusivity – the Plan is a unilateral action, while the counterplan is multilateral. You
can’t do both at the same time.
2. Certainty – the Plan is certain, while the counter plan is uncertain—reducing arms sales only
happens if NATO says yes. This means that you can’t do both because going ahead with the plan
no matter what defeats the purpose of consultation.
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1NC HARMS – Taiwan Crisis Frontline
1. Appeasement turn - The plan is accommodation that emboldens Chinese aggression.
Brands & Cooper, February 2019
[Hal Brands Is The Henry A. Kissinger Distinguished Professor Of Global Affairs At The Johns Hopkins School Of Advanced
International Studies, A Senior Fellow At The Center For Strategic and Budgetary Assessments, And A Bloomberg Opinion
Columnist, Zack Cooper is a research fellow at the American Enterprise Institute, an associate at Armitage International,
and an adjunct assistant professor at Georgetown University., 2-2-2019, "After the Responsible Stakeholder, What?
Debating America’s China Strategy," Texas National Security Review, https://tnsr.org/2019/02/after-the-responsiblestakeholder-what-debating-americas-china-strategy-2/ MYY]
The attraction of accommodation is obvious. If successful, it would avoid the costs associated with prolonged political,
economic, military, technological, and ideological competition, and it would facilitate compromise on issues such as
climate change, where joint U.S.-Chinese action is sorely needed. The logic of this approach is equally straightforward: If
the United States has failed to shape Chinese behavior through a combination of engagement and hedging, then it
should seek to defuse the emerging confrontation before the balance of power becomes even less favorable.
Unfortunately, accommodation is a bad bet for several reasons. First, the United States cannot simply “make a deal” on
many core issues since those issues have to do with the territory and interests of U.S. allies and partners. Washington
does not itself claim the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands, Scarborough Shoal, or Taiwan, so it cannot relinquish those claims.
Entering negotiations with Beijing over the heads of leaders in Tokyo, Manila, and Taipei would undermine the U.S.
network of alliances and partnerships. U.S. leaders would thus find it difficult to strike a grand bargain unless they are
also willing to entertain withdrawing from the Indo-Pacific. Second, neither U.S. nor Chinese leaders can have much
confidence that a bargain struck now would hold in the future. At times of flux in the international hierarchy,
established powers often hesitate to conclude grand bargains because they fear that the rising power might simply seek
to renegotiate the deal later, when the balance has shifted further in its favor. So even if the United States cut a deal
that satisfied China in the short term, there is little guarantee that Beijing would remain satisfied if its influence
continued to grow. In fact, accommodation could incentivize greater Chinese revisionism by signaling declining U.S.
willingness to defend its interests or by giving Beijing control of valuable territory — such as Taiwan — that could
serve as a springboard to future aggression.10 Chinese leaders are also likely to be skeptical of a grand bargain given
that the United States has walked away from major agreements signed in recent years — most notably the Iran nuclear
deal and the Paris climate accord.

2. Taiwan proliferation turn –
A) Reduction in commitment to Taiwan causes it to pursue nuclear weapons. Specifically, US
support gives us leverage that back stops proliferation.
Weber 2016
[Mike Weber (Masters of Public Affairs from Princeton University. He previously spent four years in the U.S. State
Department’s Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor) “Taiwan’s Nuclear History: Lessons for Today?” Thinking
Taiwan (19 April 2016) http://thinking-taiwan.com/taiwan-nuclear-weber/ MYY]
What implications might this history have for policymakers today? Although Taiwan is believed to have the capacity to
develop nuclear weapons in a relatively short period of time if it chose to do so, it is very unlikely to contemplate such
a move in the current context. As before, doing so would obviously jeopardize continued U.S. support. Moreover,
Taiwan today is markedly different from what it was in the 1970s and 1980s. The level of transparency and independent
media brought about by its democratization would make the secret pursuit of a nuclear program challenging even if the
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leadership were interested in going down that road. [40] Such secrecy would be crucial given that the PRC has been
explicit in its opposition to the development of nuclear weapons in Taiwan. As Derek Mitchell has written, by returning
to nuclear weapons development, Taiwan would run the risk of provoking the very attack it seeks to deter.[41] That
said, the underlying security challenge that provoked the nuclear weapons program remains, and by some measures
is becoming more intense. The balance of conventional military power has been continually shifting in China’s favor
since that time, while PRC resolve for unification is as strong as ever. In 2005, the PRC enshrined in its domestic law its
willingness to resolve the “Taiwan issue” by force if peaceful means have been exhausted.[42] More recently, public
statements by President Xi Jinping (習近平) indicate a strong desire to at least make progress on resolving the issue to
China’s satisfaction sooner rather than later, perhaps as part of his broader political legacy.[43] But to Beijing’s
frustration, China’s strategy of economic and then political integration with Taiwan appears to be at a dead end. The
Taiwanese public has rejected the cross-strait trade policies of the Ma Ying-jeou (馬英九) administration. Central
government interference in Hong Kong makes it look less attractive as a potential model for Taiwan by the day. And, as
has been thoroughly documented, people in Taiwan increasingly conceive of their identity as separate and distinct from
China. These trends must have the leadership in Beijing contemplating a long-term change in strategy, a fact that is not
lost on their counterparts in Taipei, though they can at least take comfort in the fact that at this point Beijing remains
thoroughly preoccupied with domestic challenges. U.S. policy, as before, remains the crucial factor in this equation in
constraining not just Beijing’s actions but Taiwan’s as well. Signs of weakened U.S. resolve to defend Taiwan would
not only change the risk calculus for Beijing, but they could also trigger the kind of insecurity on the part of Taiwan’s
leadership that led to the island-nation’s pursuit of nuclear weapons in prior decades. This is particularly true if the
U.S. were to pursue a wholesale abandonment strategy as some have advocated. In such a case, Taipei may still
conclude that the risks of pursuing nuclear weapons are too high. However, given how dangerous such a course would
be for the prospects of continued peace, any U.S. action that brings forth the level of insecurity that led Taiwan down
the nuclear path in prior decades is worthy of concern. The broader point that policymakers in the U.S. must be
cognizant of is that the U.S. security posture remains essential in shaping Taiwan’s decisions today, just as it did then.

B) Taiwan pursuit of nuclear weapons causes Chinese first strikes.
Mearsheimer 2014
[John J. Mearsheimer (). “Say Goodbye to Taiwan.” National Interest (March-April 2014)
http://nationalinterest.org/print/article/say-goodbye-taiwan-9931 MYY]
China will adamantly oppose Taiwan obtaining a nuclear deterrent, in large part because Beijing surely understands
that it would make it difficult—maybe even impossible—to conquer Taiwan. What’s more, China will recognize that
Taiwanese nuclear weapons would facilitate nuclear proliferation in East Asia, which would not only limit China’s
ability to throw its weight around in that region, but also would increase the likelihood that any conventional war
that breaks out would escalate to the nuclear level. For these reasons, China is likely to make it manifestly clear that if
Taiwan decides to pursue nuclear weapons, it will strike its nuclear facilities, and maybe even launch a war to conquer
the island. In short, it appears that it is too late for Taiwan to pursue the nuclear option.
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2NC/ 1NR HARMS – #1 Appeasement

Appeasement results in Chinese invasion of Taiwan. Pressure on Xi from his own party means that
perception of US weakness causes Chinese invasion of Taiwan.
Chase, February 2019
[Michael S. Chase, Senior Political Scientist, RAND Corporation, 2-26-2019, "Averting a Cross-Strait Crisis," Council on
Foreign Relations, https://www.cfr.org/report/averting-cross-strait-crisis MYY]
Three broad developments are increasing the risk of a cross-strait crisis in the coming months. The first relates to the
important role domestic politics play in China and the potential calculations of the leadership. During a January 2019
speech marking the fortieth anniversary of the mainland’s 1979 “Message to Compatriots in Taiwan,” President Xi
Jinping stated that unification with Taiwan is “a must for the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation in the new era.”
President Xi has staked his political fortunes and personal legacy on realizing the “Chinese dream” of “national
rejuvenation,” especially in the context of the approaching centenaries of the Chinese Communist Party in 2021 and of
the People’s Republic in 2049. Xi has not set a deadline for China’s unification with Taiwan, but it is an important part of
this policy agenda and it is clearly linked to the realization of these broader strategic goals. This approach could result in
a China that is more assertive and willing to tolerate more risks in cross-strait relations. A slowing economy might also
tempt Xi to try to resolve the Taiwan question to bolster his legitimacy at home. Additionally, changing perceptions
within China of the regional military dynamics and growing confidence in the capabilities of the People’s Liberation Army
(PLA), or doubts about U.S. willingness and ability to intervene on behalf of Taiwan, could embolden China to exercise
its leverage over Taiwan more aggressively, potentially leading to the most serious crisis in the cross-strait relationship
in more than two decades.
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2nc/1nr HARMS – # 2 – Taiwan prolif

Nuclear proliferation in Asia risks nuclear war
Cimbala 2013
(Stephen J. Cimbala, "Arms for Uncertainty: Nuclear Weapons in US and Russian Security Policy", Ch. 4, Ashgate
Publishing, Ebrary, Accessed 6/26/16, JL @ RKS)
Although the projection of past events into future scenarios is always perilous, something like the July 1914 crisis in
Europe could erupt in Asia once nuclear weapons have been distributed among eight Asian and/or Middle Eastern
states and in numbers sufficient to tempt crisis-bound leaders. National, religious or other cultural hatreds could be
combined with the memory of past wrongs and the fear of preemptive attack. This could occur not only between
dyads of states but between alliances, as it did on the eve of World War I. Coalitions might form among a nucleararmed China, Pakistan, North Korea and Iran—lined up against Russia, Japan, South Korea and India. This would be an
alignment of market democracies of various stripes against dictatorships or authoritarian regimes of sorts. Another
possibility would be conflicts between dyads within, or across, democratic and dictatorial coalitions: for example,
rivalry between Japan and China, between the two Koreas, or between India and Pakistan. Russia might find itself in
bilateral competition or conflict with China or with Japan. Iran might use its nuclear capability for coercion against US.
allies, such as Saudi Arabia or Israel, drawing American political commitments and military power directly into a regional
crisis. How could one estimate the delicacy or sensitivity of states’ nuclear forces to the risk of a mistaken preemption or
other hasty decision for nuclear war? As in the case of the constrained proliferation model, we can also interrogate this
second case to measure the degrees of generation stability and prompt launch stability under the following exigent
conditions: generation stability, under conditions of prompt or delayed launch; and prompt launch stability, under
conditions of generated compared to day-to-day alert. Tables 6.7 and 6.8 summarize the results of these road tests for
the components of crisis stability. Although the data summarized in Tables 6.7 and 6.8 are based on notional forces only,
they offer important insights into the kinds of systems that states might deploy and their consequences. In order to
make these insights clearer, we have deliberately set up an artificial situation in which total force sizes are more or less
similar (except for Russia) across states. In the “real world” of Asian nuclear arms races, one danger is that richer states,
like wealthier American baseball teams, will outspend their rivals into nuclear bankruptcy and deploy forces intimidating
by sheer size. Regardless of force size, force characteristics and operational assumptions make a considerable
difference for crisis and arms race stability. Most states in Asia will depend on land-based missiles and/or bomberdelivered weapons as the bulwark of their deterrents. Few if any will be capable of operating fleets of ballistic missile
submarines as does the United States. Thus ICBM- or IRBM/ MRBM-dependent countries in Asia will rely on alerted
forces and prompt launch to guarantee survivability. Hair triggers may be more the rule than the exception. In
addition, many of the land-based missiles available to Asian powers for use as “strategic” launchers will be of medium
or intermediate range: theater, as opposed to intercontinental, missiles. These theater-range missiles will have shorter
flight times than true ICBMs, allowing less time for the defender’s launch detection, decision making and response.
Errors in launch detection, in the estimation of enemy intentions and in choice of response, are more likely with
shorter-, compared to longer-, range missiles. The high dependency of Asian forces on land-based missiles will be
compounded by command-and-control systems that may be accident prone or politically ambiguous. In democratic
states, political control over the military is guaranteed by checks and balances and by constitutional fiat. In authoritarian
polities, the military may operate as a political tool of the ruling clique or it may be an autonomous political force,
subject to intrigue and coup plotting. The possibility of political overthrow or military usurpation during a nuclear crisis
would not be ruled out in systems lacking constitutional or other political safeguards. The danger is not only that of
Bonapartism on the part of disgruntled officers. It is also that of panic in the face of nuclear threats and an institutional
military bias for getting in the first blow, in order to maximize the possibility of military victory and avoid defeat.
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1NC SOLVENCY Answers
1. The ongoing trade war with China wrecks relations – plan can’t solve.
Lee, June 2019
[Don Lee, 6/1/19, “For the U.S. and China, it’s not a trade war anymore — it’s something worse.” LaTimes
https://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-us-china-trade-stalemate-20190531-story.html MYY]
What started out two years ago as an effort by President Trump to wring better terms from China on the nuts and
bolts of foreign trade now threatens to become a far wider and more ominous confrontation.
The conflict continues to be framed as a “trade war” between the world’s two biggest economies — as Washington and
Beijing pursue an escalating series of tariff hikes and other retaliatory measures.
Even as Trump moved Thursday to open a new, potentially damaging trade war with Mexico, however, the conflict with
China has widened beyond the original trade-based issues.
Beneath the surface, a new tone has begun to emerge since trade talks broke down in early May and Trump ratcheted
up tariffs on imported goods from China, an action met with retaliatory duties from Beijing. Officials on both sides of
the Pacific have begun to portray the U.S.-China relationship in nationalistic and emotion-charged terms that suggest
a much deeper conflict.
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2NC/1NR ext – HARMS - Solvency Frontline #1 – Trade War Now
1. Extend our 1NC Lee 2019 evidence – it
says____________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
2. It’s better than their evidence because________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
3. Continued escalation of trade war means plan can’t solve.
Da Costa, May 2019
[Ana Nicolaci Da Costa, Business reporter, 5-30-2019, "How damaging is the Huawei row for the US and China?," BBC
News, https://www.bbc.com/news/business-48361473 MYY]
It has moved to restrict Huawei's ability to trade with US firms, shortly after reigniting the trade war with tariff hikes.
The latest blows to the Chinese telecoms giant mark a grave escalation in the US-China power struggle. As the trade
war broadens into a "technology cold war", the prospect of a deal looks increasingly distant. "The US action against
Huawei is a watershed moment and a very significant escalation of tensions," says Michael Hirson, Asia director at the
Eurasia Group. "A trade deal is not doomed but looks very unlikely, especially in the near term." The crackdown on
Huawei has become a central part of relations between Washington and Beijing, which has primarily played out as a
trade war over the past year.
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1NC HARMS – Relations Frontline
1. We can’t solve warming because Trump is president.
Davenport & Landler, May 2019
[Coral Davenport and Mark Landler, 5-27-2019, "Trump Administration Hardens Its Attack on Climate Science," NYT,
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/27/us/politics/trump-climate-science.html MYY]
President Trump has rolled back environmental regulations, pulled the United States out of the Paris climate accord,
brushed aside dire predictions about the effects of climate change, and turned the term “global warming” into a punch
line rather than a prognosis. Now, after two years spent unraveling the policies of his predecessors, Mr. Trump and his
political appointees are launching a new assault. In the next few months, the White House will complete the rollback
of the most significant federal effort to curb greenhouse-gas emissions, initiated during the Obama administration. It
will expand its efforts to impose Mr. Trump’s hard-line views on other nations, building on his retreat from the Paris
accord and his recent refusal to sign a communiqué to protect the rapidly melting Arctic region unless it was stripped of
any references to climate change. And, in what could be Mr. Trump’s most consequential action yet, his administration
will seek to undermine the very science on which climate change policy rests.

2. China is all talk when it comes to climate change - China’s emissions are increasing.
Westcott, January 2019
[Ben Westcott, reporter, 1-30-2019, "China's greenhouse gas emissions rising, undermining Xi's climate push," CNN,
https://edition.cnn.com/2019/01/30/asia/china-coal-emissions-climate-change-intl/index.html MYY]
A study released in the journal Nature on Tuesday shows a steady growth in China's methane emissions, primarily
from the country's massive coal mining sector, undermining Beijing's claims to be leading the world on climate change
action. "Methane emissions in China appear to be increasing, business as usual. We were unable to detect any impact of
regulations on the country's methane emissions," the report's lead researcher Scot M. Miller told CNN. China is among
the world's largest emitters of methane. While methane is less prevalent in the earth's atmosphere than carbon
dioxide, it traps "28 times more heat" according to the Global Carbon Project. In 2010 the Chinese government enacted
a series of new polices requiring methane from coal mining to be captured, or to be converted into carbon dioxide. But
scientists found that the policies had failed to curb overall emissions.
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2NC/1NR – Extension – HARMS - Relations Frontline #1: No Solvency - Warming

1. Extend our Davenport & Landler 2019 evidence - it says_____________
It’s better than their evidence because_______
2. Trump makes climate change worse.
Ross, January 2019
[Jamie Ross, 1-16-2019, "Trump’s Climate Plan Is Worse Than Doing Nothing, Says Study," Daily Beast,
https://www.thedailybeast.com/trumps-climate-plan-is-worse-than-doing-nothing-says-study MYY]
Donald Trump’s climate-change plan will make matters worse than if he did nothing at all, according to new Harvard
research. Greenhouse-gas emissions will “rebound” under the Trump policy, researchers say, because the plan
postpones the retirement of coal-fired power plants. Carbon-dioxide emissions will be 8.7 percent higher in some
states by 2030 when compared to having no policy at all. The Harvard study comes ahead of a congressional hearing
Wednesday to confirm Andrew Wheeler, a former coal lobbyist, as the administrator of the Environmental Protection
Agency. “This new plan essentially gives out a free pass for carbon pollution,” said Kathleen Lambert, who coauthored
the research. “It’s a recipe for increased carbon emissions. It will make it even harder for the U.S. to meet its emissions
targets under the Paris accord and sets us in exactly the opposite direction we need to go in.” The Obama
administration’s clean-power plan set limits on pollution and helped phase out the use of coal, but Trump wants to
replace it with a weaker alternative called the Affordable Clean Energy Rule.
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2NC/1NR – Extension – HARMS - Relations Frontline #2: No Solvency - China
1. Extend our Wescott 2019 evidence - it says_____________
It’s better than their evidence because_______
2 No impact – we’re past the tipping point and global warming is locked in.
Walker 2016
[Peter Walker quoting Dr. Thomas Crowthers, who headed up the study at Yale Climate & Energy Institute, but is now a
Marie Curie fellow at the Netherlands Institute of Ecology. “Climate change escalating so fast it is 'beyond point of no
return'” The Independent (1 December 2016) http://www.independent.co.uk/news/science/donald-trump-climatechange-policy-global-warming-expert-thomas-crowther-a7450236.html MYY]
Global warming is beyond the “point of no return”, according to the lead scientist behind a ground-breaking climate
change study. The full impact of climate change has been underestimated because scientists haven't taken into
account a major source of carbon in the environment. Dr Thomas Crowther’s report has concluded that carbon
emitted from soil was speeding up global warming. The findings, which say temperatures will increase by 1C by 2050,
are already being adopted by the United Nations. Dr Crowther, speaking to The Independent, branded Donald Trump’s
sceptical stance on climate change as “catastrophic for humanity”. “It’s fair to say we have passed the point of no
return on global warming and we can’t reverse the effects, but certainly we can dampen them,” said the biodiversity
expert. “Climate change may be considerably more rapid than we thought it was.” The report, by an exhaustive list of
researchers and published in the Nature journal, assembled data from 49 field experiments over the last 20 years in
North America, Europe and Asia. It found that the majority of the Earth’s terrestrial store of carbon was in soil, and
that as the atmosphere warms up, increasing amounts are emitted in what is a vicious cycle of “positive feedbacks”.
The study found that 55bn tonnes in carbon, not previously accounted for by scientists, will be emitted into the
atmosphere by 2050. “As the climate warms, those organisms become more active and the more active they become,
the more the soil respires – exactly the same as human beings," said Dr Crowther, who headed up the study at Yale
Climate & Energy Institute, but is now a Marie Curie fellow at the Netherlands Institute of Ecology. “Our study shows
that this major feedback has already certainly started, and it will have a significant impact on the climate in the
coming decades. This information will be critical as we strive to understand how the climate is going to change in the
future. And it will also be critical if we are to generate meaningful strategies to fight against it.”
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1NC Elections Disadvantage Shell vs. Taiwan
A. UNIQUENESS: Democrats are on track to win in 2020, but it’s not a guarantee.
Yglesias, June 2019
[ Matthew Yglesias, 6-12-2019, "Trump’s big problem is that he’s unpopular," Vox, https://www.vox.com/policy-andpolitics/2019/6/12/18662196/trump-popularity-poll-democrats-2020 MYY]
If you look at Donald Trump’s polling lately, it sure looks like he’s in trouble for reelection. A June 11 Quinnipiac poll
showed Trump losing 40-53 to Joe Biden. He’s also down 51-42 to Bernie Sanders, 41-49 to Kamala Harris, 42-49 to
Elizabeth Warren, 42-47 to Pete Buttigieg, and 42-47 to Cory Booker. All plausible contenders at this moment can take
heart in the fact that just 40 to 42 percent of the population feels like voting for Trump’s reelection. The public is
mostly saying they want to vote for any Democrat, and the strongest pattern so far indicates better-known Democrats
do better than the more obscure ones. None of this means that Trump is a sure bet to lose the election in 2020 —
public opinion can change fast and there’s nothing particularly predictive about polling this far out — but it’s a pretty
clear snapshot of public opinion right now. Trump, for now, is unpopular. FiveThirtyEight’s’s polling average shows
Trump currently has a 42 percent approval rating. He’s unpopular and losing despite the huge field arrayed against him;
he’s unpopular and losing despite Democrats’ confused message on impeachment; and he’s unpopular and losing
despite some very real continued ability to successfully manipulate the media.

B. LINK: Plan makes Democrats look weak on China. That’s a losing strategy for 2020.
Wright, May 2019
[Thomas Wright, 5-14-2019, “Democrats Need to Place China at the Center of Their Foreign Policy” Atlantic Online,
Lexis-Nexis, MYY]
The challenge for the Democratic candidates is to connect all the issues, domestic and foreign, into a larger narrative
that relates to Americans' daily lives, illuminates the future, and offers a path forward. The most likely way to do this is
to say that the United States is losing a vitally important competition with China because the president is obsessed
with the past and ignorant about the future. China is the one thing that connects all other things. It directly affects the
economy, the financial system, technological innovation, values, and national security. As the Center for American
Progress study showed, it is the only foreign-policy issue, other than terrorism, that voters really care about-not
because they seek conflict, but because they worry about falling behind. The United States is in a multifaceted
competition with China. This is unlikely to involve military conflict, although there is a military dimension to it. The
competition is technological, economic, political, diplomatic, and ideological. It is particularly complicated by the fact
that the United States and China are interdependent and need to cooperate with each other even as they compete. The
president styles himself as tough on China, but as Ely Ratner, director of studies at the Center for a New American
Security, put it, Trump is "confrontational but not competitive." Many of his actions are counterproductive and
irresponsible. And in some areas of the competition, such as the clash between the free world and autocracy, Trump is
on the wrong side. Putting competition with China at the center of their foreign policy would allow Democrats to
make the case for modernization and investment in crucial sectors, most notably in technology, which is becoming the
competition's center of gravity. The conventional wisdom is that the United States is destined to out-innovate China,
because open systems beat closed systems. But what was true in the past with nuclear power, the microchip, and the
internet may not apply to artificial intelligence, where access to data could give authoritarians an edge. On 5G, the next
generation of wireless-networking technology, China has shown itself to be particularly adept, successfully leveraging
Huawei's position to remove competitors from the field through subsidies and to undercut them on price. Unlike John F.
Kennedy's missile gap, the technology gap is real in key sectors. Presidents Obama and Trump were slow to recognize
the problem. And now, the Trump administration is proposing to slash the budget for the very programs and agencies
that make America competitive, such as the National Science Foundation and the Department of Education. Technology
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is not just an industrial question. It also affects values. The way that China and other authoritarian governments are
using facial recognition, surveillance, and social-credit scores to consolidate their control, and social media and artificial
intelligence to interfere in democracies, raises profound questions for Americans. Voters don't necessarily want to
promote democracy, but they do want to defend it. Trump likes to complain that America's allies take advantage of the
United States, yet he has repeatedly rejected the European Union's offer to work together to make China play fair in the
global economy, dismissing the EU as worse than China. He has demonized Germany and its chancellor, Angela Merkel.
Relations with the United Kingdom are at their lowest point since the Suez crisis of 1956. Meanwhile, Trump cozies up to
truly problematic allies, such as Viktor OrbÃ¡n, Hungary's wannabe strongman who champions "illiberal democracy" and
flirts openly with the China option as well as with Russia. Trump hosted OrbÃ¡n on Monday. The minimalist playbook,
which the Democratic field has so far followed, is to ignore that visit or to tweet disapproval. A bolder approach would
have been to flip the script on Trump by pointing out that OrbÃ¡n is taking advantage of his alliance with America, and to
question whether Hungary can remain a U.S. ally if its troublesome trajectory continues unabated. The Trump campaign
believes that China can be a winning issue in the 2020 campaign. It is already leaping on Joe Biden's off-the-cuff
remark that China "isn't in competition with us." But a few months ago, at the Munich Security Conference, Biden also
said that China "seeks to establish itself as a hegemon and a global power player" and that the United States finds itself
in "an ideological struggle ... a competition of systems [and] a competition of values" with Beijing and other
authoritarian powers. Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth Warren have both highlighted the risk posed by kleptocratic and
autocratic regimes in their foreign-policy speeches, with Warren singling out China in particular.

C. IMPACT: Re-electing Trump causes extinction because of warming.
Starr , May 2019
[Paul Starr, professor of sociology and public affairs at Princeton and a winner of the Pulitzer Prize for General
Nonfiction, May 2019, "Trump’s Second Term," Atlantic,
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2019/05/trump-2020-second-term/585994/ MYY]
In short, the biggest difference between electing Trump in 2016 and re-electing Trump in 2020 would be
irreversibility. Climate policy is now the most obvious example. For a long time, even many of the people who
acknowledged the reality of climate change thought of it as a slow process that did not demand immediate action. But
today, amid extreme weather events and worsening scientific forecasts, the costs of our delay are clearly mounting,
as are the associated dangers. To have a chance at keeping global warming below 1.5 degrees Celsius—the objective
of the Paris climate agreement—the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change says that by 2030, CO2 emissions
must drop some 45 percent from 2010 levels. Instead of declining, however, they are rising. In his first term, Trump
has announced plans to cancel existing climate reforms, such as higher fuel-efficiency standards and limits on emissions
from new coal-fired power plants, and he has pledged to pull the United States out of the Paris Agreement. His
reelection would put off a national commitment to decarbonization until at least the second half of the 2020s, while
encouraging other countries to do nothing as well. And change that is delayed becomes more economically and
politically difficult. According to the Global Carbon Project, if decarbonization had begun globally in 2000, an emissions
reduction of about 2 percent a year would have been sufficient to stay below 2 degrees Celsius of warming. Now it will
need to be approximately 5 percent a year. If we wait another decade, it will be about 9 percent. In the United States,
the economic disruption and popular resistance sure to arise from such an abrupt transition may be more than our
political system can bear. No one knows, moreover, when the world might hit irreversible tipping points such as the
collapse of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet, which would likely doom us to a catastrophic sea-level rise.
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2NC/1NR Answers to 2AC #1 – Non-unique: “Trump will win”

Trump is likely to lose tons of voters.
MNA, June 2019
[MNA, 6-16-2019, “probability of Trump's defeat in upcoming presidential election” Mehr News Agency, Lexis-Nexis,
MYY]
Recent polls in the United States show that Donald Trump's defeat in presidential elections next year is likely. These
polls are published while Trump in the field of foreign policy is extremely confused and incapacitated. He has
practically lost the game against Iran, China, and Venezuela. Looking at the results of recent polls and analyzing Western
media from the latest Trump status, it can help us understand the current political situation in the United States:
Trump's big problem is that he's unpopular Matthew Yglesias wrote in Vox that If you look at Donald Trump's polling
lately, it sure looks like he's in trouble for reelection. A June 11 Quinnipiac poll showed Trump losing 40-53 to Joe
Biden. He's also down 51-42 to Bernie Sanders, 41-49 to Kamala Harris, 42-49 to Elizabeth Warren, 42-47 to Pete
Buttigieg, and 42-47 to Cory Booker. All plausible contenders at this moment can take heart in the fact that just 40 to
42 percent of the population feels like voting for Trump's reelection. The public is mostly saying they want to vote for
any Democrat, and the strongest pattern so far indicates better-known Democrats do better than the more obscure
ones. None of this means that Trump is a sure bet to lose the election in 2020 — public opinion can change fast and
there's nothing particularly predictive about polling this far out — but it's a pretty clear snapshot of public opinion right
now. Trump, for now, is unpopular. FiveThirtyEight's's polling average shows Trump currently has a 42 percent approval
rating. He's unpopular and losing despite the huge field arrayed against him; he's unpopular and losing despite
Democrats' confused message on impeachment, and he's unpopular and losing despite some very real continued ability
to successfully manipulate the media. The head-to-head polling doesn't really tell us much about events 18 months in
the future, but it does tell us there's no counterintuitive process whereby Trump secures the votes of tons of people
who say he's doing a bad job as president. He is getting the votes of basically the exact same share of the population as
thinks he's doing a good job. And as of now, that doesn't look like it's nearly enough people to win. Democrats are very
anti-complacency after being taken by surprise in 2016. Ben LaBolt, a former Barack Obama spokesperson who now
works at a communications consulting firm, set a lot of heads on fire over the weekend with an Atlantic article charging
that Democrats were blowing 2020 already. Trump is spending a ton of money on reelection ads, LaBolt argued, and
Democrats aren't running their anti-Trump ads yet. Obviously, consultants would love it if rich Democrats would turn
their anti-Trump fervor into early ad spending, but whatever Trump is doing right now clearly isn't working. Saving
resources for the future when he may hit upon something that does work and needs to be countered seems perfectly
sensible.
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Trump would lose if the election was held today.
Enten, June 2019
[Harry Enten, 6-8-2019, "Trump would likely lose an election held today," CNN,
https://www.cnn.com/2019/06/08/politics/trump-2020-reelection-against-joe-biden-analysis/index.html MYY]
But Trump likely needs something to change if he wants to win reelection. Biden, currently the Democratic frontrunner,
has a clear lead over Trump in the state that had the closest margin in the 2016 presidential election. And this Michigan
poll was not the only survey out this week that indicates Trump's reelection bid is currently in trouble. A Quinnipiac
University poll from Texas showed Biden ahead of Trump by 48% to 44%. This is a state that hasn't voted Democratic
in a presidential election since 1976. And while the Texas US Senate race was close in 2018, not one reputable
presidential election poll at any point in any election cycle has even shown a Democratic presidential candidate ahead
since 1992. These polls come on top of previous data indicating how much trouble Trump would be in if the election
were held today. He trailed Biden by 11 points in a May Quinnipiac poll from Pennsylvania. This was a state that Trump
won by a little less than a point after it had voted for the Democratic presidential nominee in every election from 1992
to 2012. Nationally, we see the same thing. Biden has led Trump by 8 points in an average of polls taken since the
beginning of the year. It shouldn't be surprising that, ahead of next year's primary contests, Biden has a clear lead over
Trump. It mostly lines up with what Trump's approval rating suggests should be the case. Take a look at Trump's net
approval (approval minus disapproval) ratings in last year's exit polls: Michigan: net approval rating of -12 points.
Pennsylvania: net approval rating of -10 points. Texas: net approval rating of 0 points. Nationally: net approval rating of
-9 points. With the exception of the Texas poll, Biden's margin is within a point in each respective jurisdiction of Trump's
net approval rating in the exit polls last year. And even in Texas, Trump's net approval in the exit poll looks a lot like the
net approval rating Quinnipiac recorded recently of -1 point. Perhaps most importantly, Trump's deficit in each place is
far greater than it was heading into the 2016 presidential election. As you may recall, Trump outperformed the final
polls in 2016. Biden's currently doing at least 8 points better in Michigan, Pennsylvania and Texas than Clinton was in the
final polls in 2016. Nationwide, Biden's doing about 5 points better against Trump than Clinton was heading into the
2016 election. The bottom line is this: Trump's clearly in the hole right now against Biden. He's in a worse position than
he was before the election in 2016. It's very unlikely that a polling error can explain away the deficit Trump faces right
now versus his most likely opponent.
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2NC/1NR Answers to 2AC #2 – no internal link

Even if Democrats don’t win the Senate, a new Democrat President can put us back in Paris climate
accord.
Mooney 2018
[Chris Mooney, covers climate change, energy, and the environment. He has reported from the 2015 Paris climate
negotiations, the Northwest Passage, and the Greenland ice sheet, among other locations, and has written four books
about science, politics and climate change, 12-12-2018, "Trump can’t actually exit the Paris deal until the day after the
2020 election. That’s a big deal.," Washington Post, https://www.washingtonpost.com/energyenvironment/2018/12/12/heres-what-election-means-us-withdrawal-paris-climate-deal/?utm_term=.4375b1bba3fd
MYY]
This is where things get very interesting. If we assume that Trump will be the Republican nominee again, and that any
Democrat running against him would want to rejoin the Paris agreement, then the election could potentially put the
United States right back in again if the Democrat wins. Granted, on this timeline, the United States would at least
briefly leave the agreement even in the event of a Democratic victory. That’s because the new president is not
inaugurated until January 2021. But after that, reversal could be swift, at least under the Obama administration’s
interpretation that the agreement is not one that needs to be submitted to the Senate for ratification. It would then
take 30 days after submission of notice for the United States to rejoin the agreement formally, Biniaz explained. This,
again, is based on the text of the Paris climate agreement. Of course, if Trump wins, and has withdrawn from the
agreement formally, then his victory could be expected to cement the U.S. withdrawal.
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Withdrawal from Paris climate accord wrecks global efforts to address climate change.
Yong et al 2017
[Yong-Xiangzhang, Qing-Chenchao, qiu-Hongzheng, leihuanga, Researchers at the National Climate Center, China
Meteorological Administration, &China Meteorological Administration, 8-1-2017, "The withdrawal of the U.S. from the
Paris Agreement and its impact on global climate change governance," Advances In Climate Change Research,
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1674927817300849 MYY]
The U.S. is the second-highest amount of GHG emitter. U.S. climate policy heavily influences global climate governance.
There is a view (Kemp, 2017) that the withdrawal of the U.S. from the Paris Agreement will trigger new global leadership
and will remove obstacles set by the U.S. to the implementation of Paris Agreement. However, in reality, U.S.
withdrawal will impact the flourishing international climate regime as never before. First, the withdrawal of the U.S.
from the Paris Agreement indicates that the U.S. is becoming a consumer rather than a support supplier of responses
to global climate change governance. The transition of the U.S. from consumer to supplier will greatly weaken the
supply of global public goods and affect the willingness of other suppliers (Bloomberg, 2016), thus negatively affecting
the efficacy of the implementation Paris Agreement. In the global context, the withdrawal of the U.S. from the Paris
Agreement is not merely a climate issue but an issue linked with geological political relationships among main
economies. Therefore, it has crucial implications in international political economics and will greatly influence the
environmental political balance between China and the U.S., the U.S. and the EU, and China and the EU. Second, the
large sum cut from the financial support to the Multiple Environmental Fund will curb the progress in meeting the
targets of the Paris Agreement. According to the Financial Budget of the U.S. in its 2018 Fiscal Year, the budgets for
international climate activities by the Department of State and USAID have been cut by US$ 10.9 billion or by 28.7%
together. The financial support to Global Climate Change Initiatives has been canceled. The Global Climate Change
Initiatives support all climate-related bilateral actions that track and reduce emissions and enhance the capacity of
developing countries to develop renewable energy, as well as provide financial support to the UNFCCC and IPCC. In
addition, the contribution of the U.S. to the Green Climate Fund has been canceled. The Obama administration
previously committed US$ 3 billion to help developing countries mitigate climate impacts. The Obama administration
has paid US$ 1 billion. The remaining funds have been canceled. Third, although the withdrawal of the U.S. from the
Paris Agreement impacts the extensiveness and effectiveness of global climate governance, it is not enough to change
the global emission structure. However, if the U.S. refuses to fulfill the commitments in its NDC, it will be a bad example
for other countries. Other countries might reverse their positions in international climate change or take no actions,
thus harming the cooperation established among countries and shocking the global cooperation mechanism. Analysis
has shown that India and China have provided great contributions to reduce GHG emissions in light of their active
mitigation policies. In 2030, global carbon emissions will be reduced by 2–3 billion tCO2. This figure is considerably
higher than the 400 million tCO2 claimed by Trump (Höhne et al., 2017). If Trump's climate policy is fully implemented,
U.S. emissions will remain constant instead of decreasing.
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1NC Alliances Disadvantage Shell vs. Taiwan
A. Uniqueness - US-Japan alliance is stronger than ever, but it can be disrupted.
Manning, Matake & Przystup 2018
[Robert Manning, Kamiya Matake, and James J. Przystup, 4-16-2018, "Stronger than Ever but More Challenged than
Ever: The US-Japan Alliance in the Trump-Abe Era," Atlantic Council,
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/publications/reports/stronger-than-ever-but-more-challenged-than-ever-the-us-japanalliance-in-the-trump-abe-era MYY]
In the current uncertain and challenging international political environment, the US-Japan alliance has never been
stronger or more important than it is now; yet it has never faced as many challenges and hurdles than it does today.
Under President Donald Trump and Prime Minister Shinzo Abe, the alliance is steadfast and unwavering. But global
instability, renewed geopolitical competition, flashpoints like the Korean Peninsula, and China’s growing strategic
footprint and uncertain role in the global order threaten the stability of the Asia-Pacific – and with it—the US-Japan
alliance. This new US-Japan Joint Policy Report 2018, released in conjunction with the Japan Forum on International
Relations (JFIR) and the National Defense University, explores the dynamic relationship between Washington, DC and
Tokyo and the future of the US-Japan alliance. Stronger than Ever but More Challenged than Ever: The US-Japan Alliance
in the Trump-Abe Era examines the relationship over seven chapters focused on: The Alliance Today; The Evolving
International Order; The International Order in the Asia-Pacific Region; Japan, the Alliance, and the Regional Order;
Trump and the Alliance; Abe and the Alliance; and Making the Alliance Work. It offers concrete analysis and outlines
policy recommendations for decision makers in the United States and Japan as both countries work to uphold the
international order, ensure stability in the Asia-Pacific, and reaffirm their commitment to the alliance.

B. LINK - Abandoning Taiwan sends a signal to Japan that it can’t depend on America.
Mearsheimer 2014
[John J. Mearsheimer, 2-25-2014, "Say Goodbye to Taiwan," National Interest, https://nationalinterest.org/article/saygoodbye-taiwan-9931?page=0%2C2 MYY]
Regardless, the United States will have powerful incentives to make Taiwan an important player in its anti-China
balancing coalition. First, as noted, Taiwan has significant economic and military resources and it is effectively a giant
aircraft carrier that can be used to help control the waters close to China’s all-important eastern coast. The United
States will surely want Taiwan’s assets on its side of the strategic balance, not on China’s side. Second, America’s
commitment to Taiwan is inextricably bound up with U.S. credibility in the region, which matters greatly to policy
makers in Washington. Because the United States is located roughly six thousand miles from East Asia, it has to work
hard to convince its Asian allies—especially Japan and South Korea—that it will back them up in the event they are
threatened by China or North Korea. Importantly, it has to convince Seoul and Tokyo that they can rely on the
American nuclear umbrella to protect them. This is the thorny problem of extended deterrence, which the United
States and its allies wrestled with throughout the Cold War. If the United States were to sever its military ties with
Taiwan or fail to defend it in a crisis with China, that would surely send a strong signal to America’s other allies in the
region that they cannot rely on the United States for protection. Policy makers in Washington will go to great lengths
to avoid that outcome and instead maintain America’s reputation as a reliable partner. This means they will be inclined
to back Taiwan no matter wha
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C. IMPACT - Japan will pursue nuclear weapons if it doubts the alliance.
Halperin 2000
[Morton H. Halperin, 12-21-2000, "The Nuclear Dimension of the U.S.-Japan Alliance," Nautilus Institute for Security and
Sustainability, https://nautilus.org/napsnet/napsnet-special-reports/the-nuclear-dimension-of-the-u-s-japan-alliance/
MYY]
There is no guarantee that Japan would not pursue a nuclear option under the right circumstances, especially if the US
either moves closer to China or withdraws from Asia altogether. Historically, the debate in Japan over whether to
develop nuclear weapons has not centered around the credibility of the US nuclear deterrent, but rather around the
belief that possession of a nuclear weapons arsenal would allow Japan to pursue an independent role in world affairs.
Thus US policy toward its alliance with Japan will be a major determining factor in Japan’s nuclear future, along with
such considerations as the possible development of a Korean nuclear capability or an expansion of Chinese nuclear
capability.
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2NC/1NR Answers to 2AC #1 – No Link

Abandoning Taiwan through the plan hurts Japanese security – that wrecks the alliance.
Twining 2013
[Daniel Twining, senior fellow for Asia at the German Marshall Fund of the United States, where he leads a fifteenmember team working on the rise of Asia and its implications for the West., 2-1-2013, "The Taiwan Linchpin," Hoover
Institution, https://www.hoover.org/research/taiwan-linchpin MYY]
Proponents of “letting Taiwan go” seem to assume that everything else would remain unchanged in U.S. Asia strategy.
America’s alliance system would remain robust, its military would continue to expand its access to regional ports and
basing facilities, and non-Chinese Asia would continue to underwrite American leadership. In fact, abandoning Taiwan
— say, by ending military sales (it is the top recipient of American arms worldwide) — would create a cascade of
strategic consequences that would upend the U.S.-led regional order. The first thing to erode would be the U.S.-Japan
alliance, without which American leadership in East Asia in its present form would be impossible. Japan, Washington’s
most important ally in Asia, may have few viable strategic options to maintain an independent foreign policy without a
free Taiwan. As China’s military power casts a growing shadow over its neighbors, Japan’s capacity to retain strategic
choice may hinge on Taiwan’s ability to maintain autonomy from the mainland — in ways that preclude a hostile
China from projecting military power from Taiwan into the sea lanes that are the Japanese economy’s lifeline.

Japan is uniquely concerned about Taiwan now.
Kaplan 2019 [Robert D. Kaplan, managing director for global macro at Eurasia Group., Feb. 28, 2019, "Japan Grows
Nervous About The U.S.," WSJ, https://www.wsj.com/articles/japan-grows-nervous-about-the-u-s-11551397985 MYY]
China increasingly looms as an existential danger to Japan, threatening to dominate the island nation’s nearby seas
and trade routes. The Korean Peninsula worries Japan, too. Japan would be dramatically weakened by the collapse of
North Korea, Korean reunification or both. The 35-year Japanese rule over the peninsula (1910-45) is remembered
mainly for its extreme harshness. Koreans, North and South, are united in their distrust of the Japanese; a reunified
Korea would inevitably be anti-Japanese to a significant extent. Japan knows the 28,000 U.S. troops stationed in South
Korea cannot stay forever. Along with the threat from China, fear of major political change on the Korean Peninsula is
the key factor fueling Japanese remilitarization. In a contest between China and Japan for influence in any future Greater
Korea, China would have the edge. It shares a contiguous land border with the North and is already the South’s biggest
trading partner. Japanese strategists have no choice but to consider a future in which China dominates the peninsula.
Nobody has made the Japanese more nervous than Mr. Trump. He has spoken cavalierly about Japan needing to
defend itself, while setting in motion a sometimes chaotic process of negotiation with North Korea that has brought the
two Koreas closer together. The U.S. decision in October to cancel military exercises with South Korea has to make the
Japanese doubly worried, even though Japan has its own disputes with South Korea over the sovereignty of the
Liancourt Rocks islets and “comfort women” abused during World War II. If the U.S. weakens its military ties with one
ally, Japan recognizes, it may do so with another. And since Mr. Trump abruptly abandoned the Trans-Pacific
Partnership, Japan has been within its rights to question the future of American leadership. Then there’s Taiwan.
Because the nearby island was under Japanese occupation for 50 years (1895-1945), and was its first overseas colony,
Tokyo has always taken a keen interest in the fate of Taipei. If the day comes—and Japan fears it’s approaching—
when the U.S. can no longer credibly defend Taiwan against a Chinese attack, Japan will only feel more besieged and
insecure.
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2NC/1NR Answers to 2AC #2 – No impact

Japan’s Prime Minister wants nuclear weapons
Adelstein 2018
[Jake Adelstein, 2-15-2018, "Is Japan About to Hit Its Nuclear Tipping Point?," Daily Beast,
https://www.thedailybeast.com/is-japan-about-to-hit-its-nuclear-tipping-point MYY]
The official went on: “The Japanese military has always had civilians in control after the end of the war to prevent
another de facto coup by the military commanders, but Prime Minister Abe has tried to dismantle that system. The
former head of our air force has made waves by openly saying Japan should have had nuclear weapons [in World War
II] and should have used them on the Allied Forces during the war, if they had possessed them. Our current government
leaders believe that, even if they don’t say it explicitly. Once Japan is a nuclear power, it won’t need to kowtow to the
United States. We hear rumors that because Trump is saying Japan should have nuclear weapons, Abe is showing
gratitude by buying U.S. weapons by the billions. Everybody gets what they want. The seeds are in place.”

Japan nuclearization escalates to all out war.
Beauchamp 2016
[Zack Beauchamp, 3-31-2016, "Trump’s comments on Japanese nukes are worrisome — even by Trump standards," Vox,
https://www.vox.com/2016/3/31/11339040/trump-nukes-japan-south-korea MYY]
For example, if either country does decide to build nuclear weapons, it will take that country some time to develop its
program, and to build enough of an arsenal to serve as a reliable deterrent. During this time, adversaries such as
China or even North Korea would have an incentive to try to disrupt that development to maintain their nuclear
superiority. "You have a Trump presidency ... and he decides to pull out troops from Japan and South Korea, you have
Japan and South Korea potentially racing to develop nuclear weapons without the benefit of US troops being there,"
Miller says. "That provides a lot of incentive for countries in the region like China or North Korea to try to stop that
process." As Bell puts it, ominously, "We're talking about the remote possibility of an actual nuclear war between
Japan and China." That possibility, it is worth stressing, is indeed extremely remote. The risk is not that, for example,
China would simply launch a nuclear war against Japan, which would be far too dangerous and costly to be worth it.
Rather, the risk is that, for example, China might try to bully or threaten Japan out of developing nuclear weapons,
and that in a period of tension, this bullying could potentially spiral out of control into a full-blown conflict neither
side actually wanted. And there are other risks. According to scholars, successful nuclear deterrence results in
something called the stability/instability paradox: The fact that major wars are unlikely makes countries feel safer in
engaging in small provocations against one another, knowing that nuclear deterrents make those small provocations
unlikely to escalate to full-blown war. Consider, for instance, the South and East China Seas — areas where Japan,
South Korea, and China have territorial disputes. If the former two powers are nuclear-armed, and unrestrained by
the United States, the chances of low-level conflict could go up. "Certainly, we would be worried about these sort of
lower-level, stability-instability paradox type things," Bell says. That's not an exhaustive list of things that could happen if
Trump were elected and followed through on these policies. Since no one can really know what will happen, there's no
sense in listing every single hypothetical possibility. These examples, rather, illustrate just how serious the ideas we're
discussing are. It is very easy to detach ourselves from the potential consequences of a Trump presidency: to see his
candidacy as clownish, and simply assume that his outlandish policy ideas would never be implemented. But Trump is
the leading Republican candidate; it is time to take his ideas seriously. And nothing is more serious than nuclear
weapons.
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1NC Topicality vs. Taiwan
A. Interpretation: The US must reduce arms sales by at least $3.846 billion.
1. “Substantial” must be at least 2%
Words & Phrases 1960
'Substantial" means "of real worth and importance; of considerable value; valuable." Bequest to charitable institution,
making 1/48 of expenditures in state, held exempt from taxation; such expenditures constituting "substantial" part of its
activities. Tax Commission of Ohio v. American Humane Education Soc., 181 N.E. 557, 42 Ohio App. 4.

2. Foreign military sales and direct commercial sales totaled $192.3 billion.
Macdonald 2018
[Andrew Macdonald, London, 11-9-2018, "Total US defence exports up 13% in 2018," Janes 360,
https://www.janes.com/article/84492/total-us-defence-exports-up-13-in-2018 MYY]
The US State Department released new figures detailing the country’s defence exports made under privately contracted
Direct Commercial Sales (DCS) on 8 November, revealing a 6.6% increase year on year. Total DSC transfers in 2018 were
USD136.6 billion, up from USD128.1 billion in 2017. Combined with US government-to-government Foreign Military
Sales (FMS), details of which were published on 9 October, the DCS deliveries take total US defence exports in 2018 to
USD192.3 billion, a 13% rise compared with 2017.

B. Violation: Taiwan arms sales only amount to $129 million
Frolich, March 2019
[Thomas C. Frohlich, 3-26-2019, "Saudi Arabia buys the most weapons from the US government. See what other
countries top list.," USA TODAY, https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2019/03/26/us-arms-sales-these-countriesbuy-most-weapons-government/39208809/ MYY]
10. Taiwan • Arms imports from US, 2008-2018: $3.58 billion, 95.1 percent of arms imports • Arms imports from US,
2018: $129 million, 100 percent of arms imports • 1st, 2nd, and 3rd largest suppliers (2014-2018): USA, Germany, Italy •
GDP per capita: $00

C. Standards:
1. Limits – a quantitative standard for substantial is an objective bright line. This is key
because the US supplies arms to over 98 countries. Without an objective limit the
negative cannot properly prepare for all the country specific affirmatives.
2. Ground – a percentage reduction is key to ensure that the negative can link core topic
generic arguments like the Alliances DA and the elections DA. If the reduction is too small,
then the negative loses out on disadvantages.

D. Topicality is a voter for fairness and education.
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2NC/1NR Block for Topicality-Substantial vs. Taiwan
A. Extend our interpretation – The US must reduce arm sales by $3.846 billion.
B. Extend our definition - Substantial is 2%, according to Words and Phrases 1960. You
should prefer our evidence to their Words and Phrases 2002 evidence because
_____________________________________________________
Extend our Macdonald 2018 evidence - it says that the US foreign military sales and direct
commercial sales of arms totaled $192.3 billion.
C. Extend our violation – the plan does not reduce arms sales by at least $3.846 billion because
US arms sales to Ukraine were on $47 million in 2018. That’s way less than $3.846 billion.
On to the standards –
1. Extend our limits argument – only a numerical limit such as our interpretation can set an
objective standard to determine which affirmatives are topical. They say that we over limit –
even if we over limit, over limiting is better than under limiting because it’s fairer to the
negative. The affirmative gets to choose the specific topic of discussion and a more limited
topic protects neg preparation.
2. Extend our ground argument – a sizable percentage reduction is key to neg links to core topic
generic arguments such as the alliance DA or the Elections DA. That’s key to competitive
equity. They say that our interpretation eliminates all country specific affs – even if that’s
true for smaller countries, the aff can defend reducing significant arms sales to Saudi Arabia,
which would be Topical and educational to debate
3. Topicality is a voter for fairness and education. You should default to competing interpretations:
a. it’s the best way to prevent judges from intervening based on their own opinion of what should
be debated.
b. There’s no clear standard for what is reasonably topical.
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On to their side of the flow –
1. Their interpretation provides no limit on the topic – they offer no way to determine what
counts as having real worth or considerable value.
2. They say their interpretation is better for ground – country specific affirmatives are
impossible for the neg to engage specifically. We sell arms to 97 countries. This means that we
need to prepare 97 case negs under their topic. That’s impossible.
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1NC Consult NATO CP vs. Taiwan
COUNTERPLAN TEXT: The United States federal government
should enter into a prior binding consultation with the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) about whether it should
end its arms sales to Taiwan and abide by NATO’s decision.
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A. Trump does not consult NATO about foreign policy decisions and takes unilateral action.
Goldman, March 2019
[David I. Goldman, a retired U.S. federal historian who spent much of his career at the U.S. Department of State’s Office
of the Historian, and Army ‘s Center of Military History., 3-18-2019, "The Transatlantic Tussle — A Historical Case Study
on How to Handle NATO," War on the Rocks, https://warontherocks.com/2019/03/the-transatlantic-tussle-a-historicalcase-study-on-how-to-handle-nato/ MYY]
Trump has been particularly outspoken about his distaste for multilateral institutions, and his preference for unilateral
and bilateral arrangements. On NATO, he has threatened to withdraw the United States from the alliance altogether or
markedly reduce U.S. defense expenditures in Europe, and he has also raised the prospect of substituting bilateral trade
and defense treaties with the United Kingdom and France. These pronouncements have been heavily laced with
falsehoods (such as Trump’s claim that the United States pays most of NATO’s budget) and invectives about the allies. To
date, he has refrained from acting on these threats but has taken some significant unilateral measures that have
indirectly affected the NATO allies. These have included announcing troop withdrawals from Syria and Afghanistan,
where NATO nations have been actively involved in coalitions with the United States, and withdrawing from two key
international accords — the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, under which Iran pledged not to develop nuclear
weapons in exchange for relief from Western sanctions, and the Paris Agreement on climate change. He has taken these
actions on his own, eschewing any consultation with America’s partners.

B. Consultation through NATO is key to developing a common strategic purpose.
King 2015
[Major Israel D King, Judge Advocate, United States Air Force. Presently assigned as Instructor, Operations and
International Law, The Judge Advocate General's School, U.S. Air Force, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama, 2015,
ARTICLE: PRESERVING THE ALLIANCE: THE NEED FOR A NEW COMMITMENT TO COMMON FUNDING IN NATO
FINANCING, 74 A.F. L. Rev. 113, Lexis-Nexis, MYY]
Even if Europe does respond by boosting its defense capabilities, it would still be anathema to our own national security
interests to withdraw from NATO. 128Link to the text of the note Participating in NATO affords the United States "a
continuing front-line role in [*131] shaping and influencing the collective defense posture of the alliance." 129Link to
the text of the note Given the threats to United States national security that remain present in the Middle East, Africa,
and Asia, it is important for the United States to have a seat at the table in Europe in order to ensure that we are able
to leverage regional resources to help us protect our interests. 130Link to the text of the note As NATO is "the only
forum enabling the U.S. and its European Allies to consult and develop common views and solutions" to security
threats in the Old World, the truth is that the United States needs NATO, perhaps just as much as NATO needs the
United States. 131Link to the text of the note
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C. IMPACT: Common NATO strategy is key to deter terrorism.
Cordesman 2018
[Anthony H. Cordesman, Arleigh A. Burke Chair in Strategy, 6-27-2018, "The U.S., NATO, and the Defense of Europe:
Underlying Trends," CSIS, https://www.csis.org/analysis/us-nato-and-defense-europe-underlying-trends MYY]
If the United States, Canada, and Europe are to work together effectively to build an effective deterrent and defense
capability to deal with Russia, terrorism, and other potential threats, they need to focus on building effective military
and internal security forces that serve a clearly defined common strategic purpose. The current focus on burden sharing
percentage terms has not only led President Trump to focus on the wrong priorities, but the entire NATO alliance – and
this is the fault of NATO's past and not President Trump. The days of relying on peace dividends and meaningless goals
for levels of spending are over. There is a real Russian threat, as well as a real threat of violent extremism. NATO needs
to return to the kind of serious force planning and focus on military strategy that shaped the NATO force planning
exercise in the 1960s, the deployment of the GLCM and Pershing II, and the planning for MBFR and the CFE Treaty. It
needs to set real military requirements and really meet them.
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E. SOLVENCY - NATO says yes – its biggest concern is a crisis in Asia that draws the US away from
Europe.
Kanitschnig, April 2019
[Matthew Karnitschnig, 4-4-2019, "For NATO, China is the new Russia," POLITICO, https://www.politico.eu/article/fornato-china-is-the-new-russia/ MYY]
Europe’s biggest worry is that in a world of great power competition between the U.S. and China, it will be left by the
wayside. The recent decision by President Donald Trump to withdraw from the the Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces
(INF) Treaty, a Cold War-era agreement designed to keep mid-range nuclear weapons out of Europe, stoked those fears.
The Trump administration took the decision without engaging Washington’s European allies, even though Europe
would be most exposed to the Russian nukes. U.S. officials say the decision was driven both by years of evidence that
Russia had stopped complying with the treaty and concerns that China, which is not party to the INF and has deployed
similar nuclear weapons in Asia, was gaining a strategic advantage. What frustrated the Europeans was that they had
virtually no voice on an issue of existential importance to them. “A strategic question of the highest order for
Europeans was decided for reasons that lie outside of Europe, but have massive implications,” said Jan Techau, director
of the Europe program at the German Marshall Fund of the U.S., a think tank. “You can see that we’re given secondary
consideration at best.” Despite such frustrations, there’s a consensus among senior European defense officials that
notwithstanding recent rhetoric about a “European army,” NATO remains absolutely essential for the region’s security.
The question is how Europe can convince Washington it’s worth the trouble. One way for Europe to show its value
would be to start pulling more of its own weight in NATO, analysts say. The U.S. accounts for more than two-thirds of
NATO defense spending, a source of deep aggravation for Trump. While a number of countries have made progress in
fulfilling NATO’s spending target of 2 percent of GDP, others, notably Germany, remain far off. A big risk for Europe
would be a crisis in Asia that diverted U.S. resources away from NATO. Such a shift could come suddenly, as happened
in the wake of the September 11, 2001 terror attacks, when the U.S. redirected its focus almost overnight to the Middle
East. That’s why some European military strategists believe the region’s NATO members should prepare to take the lead
in confronting Russia. A number of European countries, including the U.K. and Germany, already play a central role in
NATO’s Enhanced Forward Presence operation in the Baltics and Poland, which is aimed at discouraging Russia from
encroaching into the region. For all the talk about Moscow’s meddling in elections and incursions into its neighbors’
territory, there’s a growing consensus in the alliance that despite its considerable nuclear arsenal, Russia can be
managed. Europe’s NATO members dwarf Russia in terms of military spending and economic might. Russia’s energydependent economy is stagnating and is smaller than Canada’s, for example. If Europe were to focus on Russia, it would
free the U.S. to concentrate more on Asia (where European NATO allies have virtually no presence), a division of labor
that would likely make NATO an easier sell in Washington in the long run. Trump’s bluster and aggressive tweets have
distracted from the fact that he’s not the only one in Washington who would like to see NATO allies shoulder more of
the burden in Europe. "The U.S. is very, very concerned about what’s happening in the Pacific,” Barry Posen, a
professor of political science at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and a prominent NATO critic, told a forum of
Western defense officials in Washington on Wednesday. “It defies the imagination that the U.S. still has to provide such
a tremendous weight of resources needed to secure [Europe].”
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2NC/1NR Answers to 2AC Frontline #1 – “NATO Says NO”

NATO opposes actions that increase tensions in the South China Seas – it says yes to the plan.
Gershaneck & Fanell, April 2019
[Kerry K. Gershaneck, Professor Kerry K. Gershaneck is a Visiting Scholar at the Graduate Institute of East Asian Studies,
National Chengchi University, Taipei, Taiwan, James E. Fanell, Captain James E. Fanell, U.S. Navy (Ret.) is currently a
Government Fellow at the Geneva Centre for Security Policy, Switzerland. 4-30-2019, "Just How Bad a South China Sea
War Could Get," National Interest, https://nationalinterest.org/blog/buzz/just-how-bad-south-china-sea-war-could-get54992 MYY]
NATO Secretary General H.E. Mr. Jens Stoltenberg often stated NATO’s “concern about the situation in the East and
South China Seas” and reaffirmed NATO’s “opposition to unilateral coercive actions that could alter the status quo
and increase tensions.” This political resolve was reflected in renewed commitment of NATO to increase defense
spending and modernize capabilities.

Even if NATO says no, you should weigh the impact of the Consult Counterplan vs the impact of the
case. Our net benefit of NATO cohesion outweighs their case because ________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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2NC/1NR Answers to 2AC Frontline #2 – NATO Bad Turn

1. Extend our 1NC Cordesman 2018 evidence. NATO is key to deter terrorism. It’s better than
their evidence because ________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Terrorism will go nuclear – it can happen.
Beckman 2017
[Milo Beckman, 5-15-2017, "We’re Edging Closer To Nuclear War," FiveThirtyEight,
https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/were-edging-closer-to-nuclear-war/ MYY]
Nuclear terrorism is plausible, but difficult to pull off Similarly, just because there’s never been a nuclear terrorist
attack doesn’t mean that it will never happen. In theory, if a non-state actor got ahold of enough fissile material —
the active ingredient in nuclear weapons — it would be relatively easy for them to assemble and detonate a bomb,
according to Robert Rosner, former chief scientist and laboratory director at Argonne National Laboratory. “You’d need
some physicists who know what they’re doing,” Rosner said. “But based on what’s available in the public literature, you
could go ahead and make a uranium bomb.”1 Detection and prevention at this point would be very difficult, Rosner
says — a weapon could be assembled in a garage and smuggled in a standard box truck. Fortunately, fissile material is
hard to come by. The processes used by states to develop fissile material — a diffusion plant or farm of specialized
centrifuges for enriched uranium, a specialized reactor for plutonium-239 — would be prohibitively expensive for a nonstate actor. Plus, due to their size (dozens of acres), these facilities are highly conspicuous and would likely be identified
and destroyed before a terrorist cell could refine enough material to pose a threat. A terrorist with nuclear ambitions,
then, would have to acquire existing fissile material from one of the nine nuclear states, which could happen in one of
two ways. First, there’s open theft, either of fissile material or of a fully assembled weapon. This would likely require a
firefight, according to Rosner — nuclear facilities have armed guards2 — which would alert authorities to the presence
of a threat. Second, which is the likelier possibility according to several of the experts I talked to, is through the
assistance of an insider: A double agent with terrorist sympathies could infiltrate a state’s nuclear apparatus and simply
deliver a weapon to a non-state actor. On both counts, Pakistan again emerged as the consensus pick for the No. 1 cause
for concern, largely due to its instability. “If the Pakistani state does collapse, it probably wouldn’t collapse in one big
bang, but slowly become more and more dysfunctional,” said Ramamurti Rajaraman, professor emeritus of physics at
Jawaharlal Nehru University. “If the dysfunctionality also happens in the nuclear weapons security apparatus of Pakistan
… that I see as the biggest danger.” Finally, an act of nuclear terrorism would require the existence of a non-state actor
that had both the organizational sophistication and the military ambition to entertain the prospect of nuclear
violence. “I would say at the moment Al Qaeda and its various branches and ISIS are the main terrorist groups where
… it’s at least within the realm of the plausible that they’d be able to do this,” said Bunn. “Compared to 2015, I’m at
least modestly less worried about the Islamic State, in that they seem to have turned to very unsophisticated attacks …
and are under huge pressure militarily.”

3. Nuclear terrorism sparks retaliatory escalation that results in nuclear war.
Ayson 2010
[Robert Ayson, Professor of Strategic Studies and Director of the Centre for Strategic Studies: New Zealand at the
Victoria University of Wellington, 2010 “After a Terrorist Nuclear Attack: Envisaging Catalytic Effects,” Studies in Conflict
& Terrorism, Volume 33, Issue 7, July, Available Online to Subscribing Institutions via InformaWorld].
But these two nuclear worlds—a non-state actor nuclear attack and a catastrophic interstate nuclear exchange—are
not necessarily separable. It is just possible that some sort of terrorist attack, and especially an act of nuclear terrorism,
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could precipitate a chain of events leading to a massive exchange of nuclear weapons between two or more of the
states that possess them. In this context, today’s and tomorrow’s terrorist groups might assume the place allotted
during the early Cold War years to new state possessors of small nuclear arsenals who were seen as raising the risks of a
catalytic nuclear war between the superpowers started by third parties. These risks were considered in the late 1950s
and early 1960s as concerns grew about nuclear proliferation, the so-called n+1 problem. It may require a considerable
amount of imagination to depict an especially plausible situation where an act of nuclear terrorism could lead to such a
massive inter-state nuclear war. For example, in the event of a terrorist nuclear attack on the United States, it might
well be wondered just how Russia and/or China could plausibly be brought into the picture, not least because they
seem unlikely to be fingered as the most obvious state sponsors or encouragers of terrorist groups. They would seem
far too responsible to be involved in supporting that sort of terrorist behavior that could just as easily threaten them
as well. Some possibilities, however remote, do suggest themselves. For example, how might the United States react if
it was thought or discovered that the fissile material used in the act of nuclear terrorism had come from Russian
stocks,40 and if for some reason Moscow denied any responsibility for nuclear laxity? The correct attribution of that
nuclear material to a particular country might not be a case of science fiction given the observation by Michael May et
al. that while the debris resulting from a nuclear explosion would be “spread over a wide area in tiny fragments, its
radioactivity makes it detectable, identifiable and collectable, and a wealth of information can be obtained from its
analysis: the efficiency of the explosion, the materials used and, most important … some indication of where the
nuclear material came from.”41 Alternatively, if the act of nuclear terrorism came as a complete surprise, and
American officials refused to believe that a terrorist group was fully responsible (or responsible at all) suspicion would
shift immediately to state possessors. Ruling out Western ally countries like the United Kingdom and France, and
probably Israel and India as well, authorities in Washington would be left with a very short list consisting of North
Korea, perhaps Iran if its program continues, and possibly Pakistan. But at what stage would Russia and China be
definitely ruled out in this high stakes game of nuclear Cluedo? In particular, if the act of nuclear terrorism occurred
against a backdrop of existing tension in Washington’s relations with Russia and/or China, and at a time when threats
had already been traded between these major powers, would officials and political leaders not be tempted to assume
the worst? Of course, the chances of this occurring would only seem to increase if the United States was already
involved in some sort of limited armed conflict with Russia and/or China, or if they were confronting each other from a
distance in a proxy war, as unlikely as these developments may seem at the present time. The reverse might well apply
too: should a nuclear terrorist attack occur in Russia or China during a period of heightened tension or even limited
conflict with the United States, could Moscow and Beijing resist the pressures that might rise domestically to consider
the United States as a possible perpetrator or encourager of the attack? Washington’s early response to a terrorist
nuclear attack on its own soil might also raise the possibility of an unwanted (and nuclear aided) confrontation with
Russia and/or China. For example, in the noise and confusion during the immediate aftermath of the terrorist nuclear
attack, the U.S. president might be expected to place the country’s armed forces, including its nuclear arsenal, on a
higher stage of alert. In such a tense environment, when careful planning runs up against the friction of reality, it is just
possible that Moscow and/or China might mistakenly read this as a sign of U.S. intentions to use force (and possibly
nuclear force) against them. In that situation, the temptations to preempt such actions might grow, although it must
be admitted that any preemption would probably still meet with a devastating response. As part of its initial response
to the act of nuclear terrorism (as discussed earlier) Washington might decide to order a significant conventional (or
nuclear) retaliatory or disarming attack against the leadership of the terrorist group and/or states seen to support
that group. Depending on the identity and especially the location of these targets, Russia and/or China might interpret
such action as being far too close for their comfort, and potentially as an infringement on their spheres of influence
and even on their sovereignty. One far-fetched but perhaps not impossible scenario might stem from a judgment in
Washington that some of the main aiders and abetters of the terrorist action resided somewhere such as Chechnya,
perhaps in connection with what Allison claims is the “Chechen insurgents’ … long-standing interest in all things
nuclear.”42 American pressure on that part of the world would almost certainly raise alarms in Moscow that might
require a degree of advanced consultation from Washington that the latter found itself unable or unwilling to provide.
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4. A strong NATO is a force multiplier that stops Russian aggression, strengthens the economy,
and is key to tackle multiple threats like terrorism.
Burns 2018
[Nicholas Burns, a former under secretary of state and ambassador to NATO, teaches diplomacy and international
relations at Harvard, 7-11-2018, "What America Gets Out Of Nato," New York Times,
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/11/opinion/what-america-gets-out-of-nato.html MYY]
None of this, of course, is likely to disturb Mr. Trump, who remains steadfast in his belief that whatever benefits the
United States gained from the trans-Atlantic alliance in the past, the country no longer profits. But he’s wrong — there
are compelling reasons that NATO in particular will be a distinct advantage for America’s security far into the future.
First, NATO’s formidable conventional and nuclear forces are the most effective way to protect North America and
Europe — the heart of the democratic world — from attack. Threats to our collective security have not vanished in the
21st century. Mr. Putin remains a determined adversary preying on Eastern Europe and American elections. NATO is a
force multiplier: The United States has allies who will stand by us, while Russia has none. And while it’s true that most
of America’s NATO allies need to increase their defense spending under the treaty, they’re not freeloaders: The United
States has relied on NATO allies to strike back against Al Qaeda in Afghanistan and the Islamic State in the Middle
East. European troops have replaced American soldiers in peacekeeping missions in Bosnia and contribute the large
majority in Kosovo. Our NATO allies are also getting better about contributing their fair share. They have increased their
defense spending by a total of more than $87 billion since Mr. Putin annexed Crimea in 2014. Fourteen more allies will
reach NATO’s military spending target — 2 percent of gross domestic product — by 2024. Mr. Trump would be smart to
claim credit for this at this week’s summit. A second reason for maintaining the trans-Atlantic alliance is America’s
economic future. The European Union is our country’s largest trade partner, and its largest investor. The United States
and the European Union are the world’s two largest economies, and can steer global trade to their advantage if they
stick together. More than four million Americans work for European companies in the United States. Forty-five of the 50
states export more to Europe than to China. Mr. Trump is right that the two sides are also economic competitors, and
trade disputes are inevitable. His predecessors kept this tension in balance lest there be damaging consequences for
American businesses, workers and farmers — a good reminder for Mr. Trump, whose ill-conceived trade war with
Canada and Europe risks harming the American economy. Third, future American leaders will find Europe is our most
capable and willing partner in tackling the biggest threats to global security: climate change; drugand cybercrime
cartels; terrorism; pandemics and mass migration from Africa and the Middle East. And America’s NATO allies will
continue to be indispensable in safeguarding democracy and freedom, under assault by Russia and China. Mr. Trump’s
campaign to undermine the European Union and diminish America’s leadership in NATO serves none of these interests.
He seems driven by resentment about European trade surpluses and low defense budgets, issues that blind him to all
the other benefits Americans derive from our alliance with Europe and Canada. Mr. Trump may believe his blistering
attacks on Europe’s trade policies and defense budgets are a good negotiating tactic before the summit. But in fact they
have already done enormous damage. While he cannot outright kill NATO — the American public and Congress support
it too strongly — he has eroded significant levels of trust and good will. As it became clear during my recent visits across
Europe, a dangerous breach has opened in the trans-Atlantic alliance — by far the worst in seven decades. Mr. Trump
wants Americans to believe that their allies are simply taking advantage of them. On Sept. 11, 2001, I witnessed a far
different reality as American ambassador to NATO. Canada and the European allies volunteered within hours of the
attacks to invoke Article 5 of the NATO treaty, which compels all members to respond to an attack on any single
member, for the first time in history. They came to our defense when we most needed them. They sent troops to fight
with us in Afghanistan. They are still there with us 17 years later. Are we now going to throw off that mutual
protection, and go it alone in a dangerous 21st-century world? That would be a historic mistake. But that is where we
may find ourselves if Mr. Trump’s anti-Europe vendetta continues.
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2NC/1NR Answers to 2AC – Permutation: Do Both

1. Mutual exclusivity – the Plan is a unilateral action, while the counterplan is multilateral. You
can’t do both at the same time.
2. Certainty – the Plan is certain, while the counter plan is uncertain—reducing arms sales only
happens if NATO says yes. This means that you can’t do both because going ahead with the plan no
matter what defeats the purpose of consultation.
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HARMS - Yemen Crisis Answers
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1NC – HARMS - Yemen Crisis
1. Ending arms sales doesn’t solve – Russia and China just fill in.
Turak 2018
[Natasha Turak, journalist, 10-23-2018, “Threats of US sanctions could accelerate a Saudi shift eastward&nbsp;,” CNBC,
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/10/23/threats-of-us-sanctions-could-accelerate-a-saudi-shift-eastward.html MYY]
German Chancellor Angela Merkel on Sunday announced a hold on arms sales to the kingdom for the time being, a
move lauded by many in the international community. But some now fear that severing arms sales to the Saudis will
simply push them to turn eastward. “If the U.S. and West in general move toward some meaningful sanctions of Saudi
Arabia, we would be joking to imagine that the Saudis would just sit down and accept it,” Ayham Kamel, head of
Eurasia Group’s Middle East and North Africa practice, told CNBC’s “Squawk Box Europe” Monday. “The Saudis I think
will begin to tilt — they were already doing that beforehand — they’ll be doing more business with China and Russia. I
doubt Mr. Putin would’ve given the Saudis much trouble with this crisis as Mr. Trump has.” Testing ties Khashoggi, a
columnist for the Washington Post and frequent critic of the Saudi royal family, disappeared after entering the Saudi
consulate in Istanbul on October 2. Turkish officials allege he was murdered and dismembered by a Saudi hit squad.
After initially insisting that Khashoggi left the consulate unharmed, the Saudi government last week said that he died in a
“fistfight” while in the building, but provided few details and no evidence. Multiple investigations are underway. The
scandal has prompted scores of ministers and CEOs to withdraw from a major international summit being held this week
in Riyadh, aimed at showcasing Saudi Arabia’s investment opportunities. But while U.S. Treasury Secretary Steven
Mnuchin has pulled out along with heavyweight American CEOs like Jamie Dimon and Larry Fink, the heads of Russia’s
direct investment fund (RDIF) will still be in attendance. An opportunity for Russia and China? Saudi Arabia has already
been increasing business with the Russians and the Chinese. In June, Vladimir Putin hosted Saudi Crown Prince at the
Kremlin, where the two agreed to “expand cooperation in oil and gas matters” after working together on output deals to
stabilize markets amid fluctuating global crude prices.
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2. Support Good - Ending US support for Saudi Arabia will make the conflict worse.
Knights et al, May 2019
[MICHAEL KNIGHTS is the Lafer Fellow at the Washington Institute for Near East Policy. KENNETH M. POLLACK is a
resident scholar at the American Enterprise Institute. BARBARA F. WALTER is Professor of Political Science at the
University of California–San Diego’s School of Global Policy and Strategy., 5-2-2019, "A Real Plan to End the War in
Yemen," Foreign Affairs, https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/yemen/2019-05-02/real-plan-end-war-yemen MYY]
The Saudi-led intervention may have exacerbated the situation in Yemen, but it did not start the war. Getting the
Saudis to pull out will no more end the bloodshed in Yemen than getting the United States to abstain from the civil
war in Syria halted the violence there. Nor will a Saudi withdrawal lead to a negotiated settlement. Instead, the
fighting will go on, and innocent Yemenis will continue to die until one side—most likely the Houthis—have won. True
peace in Yemen will remain elusive unless both sides accept that they have nothing to gain from more fighting. We are
not there yet. To get there will require not cutting off U.S. support for Saudi Arabia but threatening to double down on it
unless the Houthis honor their commitments to the UN and are ready to disgorge most of their initial conquests. If
Washington is serious about ending the war, it must come to terms with this uncomfortable fact. HOW IT ENDS
Historically, civil wars like Yemen’s end either when one side wins a decisive military victory or a third party
negotiates a settlement among the warring factions. In the Middle East, the former option—letting the fighting run its
course—often means accepting horrific bloodshed and ethnic cleansing. Examples abound: the leveling of Hama,
Syria’s onetime opposition stronghold, in 1982, or Saddam Hussein’s systematic mass murder of Iraqi Kurds in the late
1980s, or his violent suppression of a nationwide rebellion in 1991. Those “victories” ended the conflicts swiftly and
surely, but at the cost of tens or hundreds of thousands of lives. A negotiated settlement can end a war earlier and
thus with less bloodshed. But combatants generally don’t agree to such settlements until they have reached a military
stalemate such that all sides are convinced they cannot win a military victory. Even then, the warring parties need to
know that they can disarm without being slaughtered—a condition that can sometimes be met only with an outside
peacekeeping commitment for a decade or more. And once the parties have come to the table, any successful
negotiated settlement will have to include a power-sharing arrangement that grants all factions political power and
economic benefits roughly commensurate with their demographic weight (adjusted for military realities). In the case of
Yemen, withdrawing U.S. support—which has largely consisted of intelligence and logistical assistance—from the
Saudis will hinder the coalition’s war effort and embolden the Houthis and their Iranian supporters, making them
much less likely to accept a nationwide cease-fire and a power-sharing agreement. In fact, U.S. congressional criticism
of the Saudis has already encouraged the Houthis who, far from giving up, appear determined to fight on. Since the UN
brokered a cease-fire for the strategically important, Houthi-held port of Hodeidah in December, the Houthis have
energetically fortified their positions in the city, in direct violation of the agreement’s terms. In fact, the Houthis have
defaulted on one withdrawal deadline after another—first in early January, then in mid-February, thereby reneging on
explicit commitments to the UN.
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2NC /1NR HARMS - Yemen Crisis – Fill In

Russia and China fill in is empirically proven when the US doesn’t sell weapons.
Thomas 2017
[Clayton Thomas, analyst of middle eastern affairs, 10/11/17 “Arms Sales in the Middle East: Trends and Analytical
Perspectives for U.S. Policy.” Congressional Research Service, https://fas.org/sgp/crs/mideast/R44984.pdf MYY]
U.S. reluctance or inability to share sensitive military technology, particularly in the field of unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs, or drones), has periodically opened opportunities for other suppliers like Russia. Top military officials from the
two nations had a meeting in Moscow in April 2017 at which Saudi Arabia, according to a Russian government account,
provided a list of possible arms procurement requests.48 That was followed by a state visit by King Salman to Moscow in
October 2017, the first ever by a Saudi monarch, during which Saudi Arabia reportedly agreed to a number of arms
procurements, including S400 missile defenses.49 China has also contemplated greater arms sales to Saudi Arabia,
partly a legacy of its reported covert ballistic missile sales to Saudi Arabia in the 1980s. 50 On a state visit to Beijing in
March 2017, King Salman and President Xi Jinping signed a series of agreements worth $60 billion, including a deal to
construct a Chinese factory in the kingdom that will manufacture military UAVs for Saudi Arabia’s expanding drone
fleet.51 Canada signed a $15 billion deal for armored vehicles with Riyadh in 2014.52
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2NC /1NR HARMS - Yemen Crisis –Pressure Turn

Even if they win that ending arms sales results in Saudi Arabia ending its participation in the Yemen
conflict, that won’t solve the conflict.
Byman 2018
[Daniel L. Byman, Senior Fellow - Foreign Policy, Center for Middle East Policy, 12-5-2018, "Yemen after a Saudi
withdrawal: How much would change?," Brookings, https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-fromchaos/2018/12/05/yemen-after-a-saudi-withdrawal-how-much-would-change/ MYY]
Yet even if Saudi Arabia comes to its senses or is compelled to do so, an end to the intervention would only be the
beginning of what is needed. The United Arab Emirates (UAE) would still be militarily involved in the fighting against
the Houthis, and it is a much more active player than Saudi Arabia on the ground in Yemen. Local actors would
continue to fight: The country is highly divided, and the main factions themselves are further divided. Yemen today is a
failed state, and there is no accepted political leadership to pick up the pieces. The Houthis, Iran’s ally, would be the
strongest of the factions, and they are brutal and authoritarian as well as tied to Tehran. Terrorist groups like al-Qaida in
the Arabian Peninsula would remain active, trying to establish themselves in any areas that lack a strong rival. Perhaps
most important from Riyadh’s point of view, Tehran can claim a victory over its long-time rival. Although Houthi
reliance on Iran would decrease as well, the alliance is likely to endure, and Iran will have influence on yet another of
Saudi Arabia’s borders. Crown Prince Mohammad bin Salman, who championed the Yemen war, would be admitting his
intervention failed. To improve both the strategic and humanitarian situation, any decrease in the Saudi military
campaign must become the impetus for broader measures to end the war and decrease the suffering. Most important,
Iran and the UAE should also be pressed to end their involvement. Yemen’s fires won’t be extinguished if outsiders no
longer fuel them, but they will diminish. Hoping to seize the moment, U.N. envoy Martin Griffiths is currently trying to
arrange a ceasefire and ensure the key Yemeni port of Hodeidah is open for international aid to enter the country.
Griffiths is also fostering a broader dialogue, and key parties to the conflict are expressing a willingness to negotiate—a
willingness that might grow if Riyadh moves to end its bombing campaign and other forms of intervention.
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1NC HARMS - Reform
1. Reforms are empirically proven to fail – Saudi Arabia just cracks down in new ways.
Allam, March 2019
[Nermin Allam, assistant professor of Political Science at Rutgers University at Newark., 3-29-2019, "How Saudi Arabia
Uses Women’S Rights Reforms Against Women’S Rights And Reform," Washington Post,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/03/29/womens-rights-activists-released-bail-saudiarabia/?utm_term=.ff79a1849e5b MYY]
The simultaneous reform initiatives and detention campaigns carried out by Mohammed are intimately linked to his
model of state feminism, a feminism minus the feminists. Under this model, the crown prince offers limited
advancements in women’s rights to appeal to the Western audience and to consolidate his power amid a shifting
economic and political landscape. While some of these reforms date back to King Abdullah bin Abdul Aziz Al Saud and
are popular among young men and women in Saudi Arabia, they still do not seem to translate to greater democracy and
wider participation throughout the kingdom.
The move to offer limited advancement for women in Saudi Arabia can be traced back to Abdullah who ascended to
the throne in 2005. Under Abdullah, the agenda of women’s rights figured in the regime’s discussions and policies. It
contributed to consolidating the legitimacy of the regime through not only its bargain with the religious establishment
but also its new social and economic reform policies.
For example, until 2002, the education of women was under the control of the General Presidency for Girls’
Education, a government body overseen by conservative clerics. The Committee for the Promotion of Virtue and the
Prevention of Vice, also known as the ”religious police,” or “Mutaween,” was accused of allegedly hindering rescue
efforts of the 2002 Mecca schoolgirl fire to uphold gender segregation. Following the public outrage over the death of at
least 14 students, the-then Crown Prince Abdullah, placed girls’ education under the Ministry of Education ushering a
new turn in the agenda of women’s rights to education.
Under King Abdullah, women also held for the first-time ministerial positions, they competed in the Olympics Games
in 2012 and secured the generous King Abdullah Scholarship program allowing them to study abroad. Abdullah also
granted women the right to vote and run in municipal elections, and he appointed 30 women to the Shura council.
State feminism without feminists
Independent feminists were excluded from these political opportunities. Under King Salman, in the 2015 municipal
elections — the first elections in which women were able to participate — officials banned Loujain al-Hathloul and
Nassima al-Sada from participation. The monarchy’s relations with different women’s groups thus mediated their
access to these new openings and political opportunities.
This differential system of opening and closing figures squarely in the reform policies carried out by Mohammed. The
arrest and smear campaigns against activists who campaigned for women‘s rights to drive underscore the monarchy’s
attempt to ensure that potential challengers do not occupy new openings created by recent reform policies.
Pro-government media outlets present groups that oppose the monarchy as corrupt and portray them as a threat to
society. For instance, following the arrest of some of the feminists who had campaigned for women’s rights to drive,
several pro-government media outlets and social media groups launched a smear campaign tarnishing the activists’
reputation. They branded the activists as “traitors” and “agents of foreign embassies.”
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2. No pressure – ending arms sales is specifically ineffective when attempting to alter a state’s
domestic policy.
Rounds, April 2019
[Lt. Col. Ray Rounds, a U.S. Air Force F-15E pilot and a Ph.D. candidate at Georgetown University in International
Relations, 4-16-2019, "The Case Against Arms Embargos, Even for Saudi Arabia," War on the Rocks,
https://warontherocks.com/2019/04/the-case-against-arms-embargos-even-for-saudi-arabia/ MYY]
Arms sales are useful tools for maintaining communication, strengthening relationships, and keeping potential
adversary states at bay. Conversely, as a blunt instrument of coercion (i.e. if you do not do X, we will suspend Y), they
are likely losers. Senior U.S. government officials involved in the arms transfer process that I interviewed over the past
year during the course of my research have echoed similar sentiments. This is also borne out by previous research
providing evidence that using arms transfers as situationally coercive tools is rarely successful. Interestingly, coercion
attempts using arms transfers are least likely to be successful when used as a punishment or threat against an
autocratic regime, such as Saudi Arabia. Instead, punishments in the form of an embargo can often push a client to
diversify sourcing rather than to change behavior.
Consider Indonesia and Egypt. In 2015, Egypt agreed to purchase nearly 50 Russian MiG-29M/M2s and more than twodozen French Rafales. This represented a shocking turn of events after more than three decades of purchasing only
American-made fighter jets. It was also driven largely by the U.S. embargo put in place in 2013, after the Egyptian
army’s removal of then-President Mohamed Morsi, who had won the presidency in a 2012 election. The embargo
caused significant tension between the two states driven by “an Egyptian sense that they were at a point of mortal
peril” while the United States was moralizing about democratic reforms. Remarkably, the United States lifted the
embargo in 2015 with virtually no change in Egyptian policies, no official U.S. “democracy certification”, and Egyptian
military support for the Saudi-led war in Yemen. The U.S. arms embargo as a tool of coercive change was an abject
failure.
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2NC/1NR – EXT – 1NC HARMS - Reform Frontline #1
1. Extend our 1NC Allam 2019 evidence - it
says______________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
It’s better than their evidence because___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
2. Prince Bin Salman co-opts women’s rights reform to consolidate power and push his
totalitarian agenda without materially improving women’s status. Reform is impossible.
Al-Khamri 2018
[Hana Al-Khamri, a writer and analyst based in Sweden. She used to work as a journalist in Saudi Arabia, 11-30-2018,
"Torture, reform and women's rights in Saudi Arabia," Al Jazeera, https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/torturereform-women-rights-saudi-arabia-181129172925565.html MYY]
Under MBS' oppressive and unilateral rule, regardless of their nature and aims, all ground-up efforts to bring about
change and social reform are being swiftly stifled. In the eyes of the current leadership, every single organic, bottom-up
rights movement is a threat to the authoritarian system - a threat to the survival of the pseudo-reformist, despotic rule
of the young crown prince. The new leadership does not care whether a critic is a woman or a man, from a privileged
background or not. Whether someone is trying to improve the Saudi society within the limitations of the current system,
or calling for constitutional monarchy. MBS has a "you are either with me, or against me" mentality - no critic,
opponent or dissident gets an easy pass under his rule. This is why Saudi women's rights movements, which for the
most part demand reform within the existing political system, are facing the worst crackdown since their formation in
the early 1990s. 'Cosmetic' reforms The Amnesty report on the torture and sexual abuse of prominent female Saudi
activists, which came on the back of the controversy surrounding the brutal murder of Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi,
was another blow to the "reformist" image MBS has been working hard to maintain since taking power three and a half
years ago. The testimonies cited in the report not only demonstrated the regime's indiscriminate brutality, but also
showed the world yet again that MBS' reform efforts, especially on the women's rights front, are purely cosmetic. In
June this year, the international community welcomed and praised the Saudi leadership's decision to allow women to
drive. While many across the world saw this development as a confirmation of MBS' reformist credentials, anyone who
had been watching the kingdom closely knew immediately that this had nothing to do with giving women more rights
and autonomy and everything to do with improving the new leadership's image in the West and encouraging foreign
investment. After all, using women's issues for political leverage has long been part of the Saudi playbook. For
example, in 2001, just three months after 9/11, Saudi authorities granted women with national ID cards for the first
time in the kingdom's history, in an apparent attempt to gain some favour in the West and protect the royal family. A
decade later, in 2011, women were allowed to participate in municipal elections and two years later they were
appointed to the consultative Shura council for the first time. Both reforms were implemented not to elevate the
status of women in society, but to stop the ideas of Arab Spring from taking root in the kingdom. Today, MBS is
following in the footsteps of his predecessors by making cosmetic and inconsequential women's rights reforms for
political leverage, while forcefully silencing the cries for genuine reform. But he is also going one step further than his
ancestors and succumbing to McCarthyism in his efforts to consolidate power. He is accusing all the critics and
opponents of his leadership - regardless of social status, political inclination, gender and attitudes towards the
monarchy - of treason and he is questioning their loyalty to their country. MBS, with the help of his father King Salman,
has already assigned loyal figures to all important sovereign positions, especially in the judiciary. Since his rise to power
in 2015 and amid an escalation of politically motivated arrests in the Kingdom, hundreds of new judges and prosecutors
loyal to him have been appointed to important positions. Last year, the Presidency of State Security, a security body
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overseen by the king, was created to combine the counterterrorism and domestic intelligence services under one roof.
This presidency, which is naturally loyal to the current leadership, also has total authority over the fates of all political
prisoners. As a result of these efforts, the "reformist" crown prince has transformed Saudi Arabia into a prison. Under
his rule, hundreds of writers, human rights activists (some of them minors), academics, economists, clerics and
opponents within the royal family have been arrested simply because they dared to disagree with him. Women's rights
activists were put in jail on trumped up charges of "treason". Moreover, they were sexually assaulted and tortured
during their incarceration. All this clearly demonstrates that MBS' blueprint for "reform" excludes the reshaping and
rewriting of the social contract between the citizen and the state on democratic grounds, in a way that would ensure
active political participation, promote freedom and respect civil, political and women's rights. MBS views reform only as
a useful tool to help him gain favour with the West and consolidate more political and economic power. Therefore, it
should not surprise anyone that the reality on the ground in Saudi Arabia is nothing like the reformist dream MBS has
been trying to sell abroad. The "reformist-minded" Saudi leadership is waging a covert war against Saudi Arabia's already
suffocating civil society. Not the time to call for more 'reform' Today, every critical voice in Saudi Arabia is undoubtedly
under threat, but the Saudi women's rights activists are feeling the pressure the most. Unlike male activists in the
kingdom, they are fighting against both an authoritarian political system and a patriarchal social structure that keeps
women in political, social and legal shackles. While pretending to implement a reform agenda that aims to elevate the
status of women in Saudi Arabia, the current leadership is oppressing women further by classifying any real demand for
rights and freedoms - even when they do not threaten the political system - as an attack on national cohesion. As the
Amnesty report clearly demonstrates, every Saudi woman who wants to have a say on her place in society is now facing
the threat of not only harassment, incarceration and intimidation, but also torture and sexual abuse. For this reason,
this is not the time to speak of reform in Saudi Arabia. Instead, it is time to speak up about the crisis of legitimacy,
oppression, brutality and the shrinking civil society in the country.
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2NC /1NR EXT – 1NC HARMS - Reform Frontline #2 – No pressure

1. Extend our 1NC Rounds 2019 evidence - it
says______________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
It’s better than their evidence because___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
2. No pressure – Saudi Arabia is moving towards diversification.
Thomas 2017
[Clayton Thomas, analyst of middle eastern affairs, 10/11/17 “Arms Sales in the Middle East: Trends and Analytical
Perspectives for U.S. Policy.” Congressional Research Service, https://fas.org/sgp/crs/mideast/R44984.pdf MYY]
Saudi Arabia has tried to diversify its arms sources, including through a concerted effort in recent years to expand its
own defense industrial base. In May 2017, shortly before President Trump’s visit, Deputy Crown Prince (and now Crown
Prince) Mohammed bin Salman announced the creation of a government-owned company called Saudi Arabian
Military Industries (SAMI) to manage production of air and land systems, weapons and missiles, and defense electronics
(perhaps in imitation of the UAE’s much more established state arms conglomerate, the Emirates Defense Industries
Company or EDIC; more below). The establishment of SAMI represents a step toward the government’s goal that 50%
of Saudi military procurement spending be domestic by 2030.46 Several parts of a potentially high-value package of
arms sales announced during the President’s May visit include arrangements for the actual production of certain items
to be carried out in Saudi Arabia. For example, a $6 billion agreement between Lockheed Martin and the Saudi
Technology Development and Investment Company (known by its Arabic acronym, TAQNIA) includes plans for the
assembly of 150 Blackhawk helicopters in Saudi Arabia. 47
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1NC Elections Disadvantage Shell (vs. Saudi Arabia)
A. UNIQUENESS: Democrats are on track to win in 2020, but it’s not a guarantee.
Yglesias, June 2019
[ Matthew Yglesias, 6-12-2019, "Trump’s big problem is that he’s unpopular," Vox, https://www.vox.com/policy-andpolitics/2019/6/12/18662196/trump-popularity-poll-democrats-2020 MYY]
If you look at Donald Trump’s polling lately, it sure looks like he’s in trouble for reelection. A June 11 Quinnipiac poll
showed Trump losing 40-53 to Joe Biden. He’s also down 51-42 to Bernie Sanders, 41-49 to Kamala Harris, 42-49 to
Elizabeth Warren, 42-47 to Pete Buttigieg, and 42-47 to Cory Booker. All plausible contenders at this moment can take
heart in the fact that just 40 to 42 percent of the population feels like voting for Trump’s reelection. The public is
mostly saying they want to vote for any Democrat, and the strongest pattern so far indicates better-known Democrats
do better than the more obscure ones. None of this means that Trump is a sure bet to lose the election in 2020 —
public opinion can change fast and there’s nothing particularly predictive about polling this far out — but it’s a pretty
clear snapshot of public opinion right now. Trump, for now, is unpopular. FiveThirtyEight’s’s polling average shows
Trump currently has a 42 percent approval rating. He’s unpopular and losing despite the huge field arrayed against him;
he’s unpopular and losing despite Democrats’ confused message on impeachment; and he’s unpopular and losing
despite some very real continued ability to successfully manipulate the media.

B. LINK: Trump’s pro-Saudi approach helps Democrats win in 2020. The plan reverses his policy.
Demjiran, March 2019
[Karoun Demirjian, Congressional reporter focusing on national security, 3-23-2019, "In Saudi rebuke, Democrats see a
path to unseat Trump in 2020," Washington Post, https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/in-saudirebuke-democrats-see-a-path-to-unseat-trump-in-2020/2019/03/23/3e059dfe-4bdf-11e9-966300ac73f49662_story.html?utm_term=.7aeb7ad259af MYY]
It took a few years for these efforts to challenge U.S. activity in Yemen — a mission begun under the Obama
administration — to move from a fringe issue in Democratic politics to one that party lawmakers fully support. Most
Democrats made the shift in response to Trump’s early and unapologetic embrace of Saudi Arabia even as Yemen’s
humanitarian crisis worsened. Khashoggi’s killing last fall, and Trump’s subsequent defense of Saudi Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman despite intelligence assessments indicating he had ordered the slaying, fully solidified
Democratic opposition to the Yemen venture. The subject has been thornier for Republicans, who have condemned
Saudi leaders over Khashoggi’s killing but wavered on whether to pull support for the military campaign as the president
is expected to veto any congressional attempt to do so. Even those critical of the fight in Yemen have balked at
endorsing a war-powers resolution because there are no U.S. ground troops there backing Saudi-led efforts against the
Houthis — and because bipartisan efforts to limit arms sales to Saudi Arabia don’t have buy-in from party leaders. As
Republicans wrestle with the issue, Democrats have taken it to the campaign trail. Within days of Khashoggi’s
disappearance in Turkey last October, Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.), who wrote the Senate’s war-powers resolution, listed
Yemen — along with Afghanistan and Iraq — as the United States’ most troubling military boondoggles. In a speech at
Johns Hopkins’s School of Advanced International Studies, he declared that “Saudi Arabia is a country clearly inspired
by Trump” and that it pursued the “catastrophic” war in Yemen, along with Khashoggi’s killing and other controversial
ventures because its crown prince “feels emboldened by the Trump administration’s unquestioning support.” The next
month, Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-Mass.) delivered a foreign policy speech at American University in which she said that
Trump “refused to halt arms sales to Saudi Arabia in part because he is more interested in appeasing U.S. defense
contractors than holding the Saudis accountable.” “American security and American values should come ahead of the
profit margins of these private companies,” she continued. “Foreign policy should not be run exclusively by the
Pentagon.” Though other congressional Democrats running for president have yet to make similar speeches outlining
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their foreign policy vision, they have — in tweets and in votes — expressed exasperation with and called for reexamining
the alliance with Saudi Arabia. Experienced Democratic strategists are urging party candidates to make Trump’s
dealings with Riyadh a litmus test on the president’s character. “It puts on display what so many Americans across the
country really detest about the Trump administration: It’s rejection of American values, it’s putting the interest of an
autocratic kingdom ahead of our own,” said Ned Price, a spokesman for National Security Action, a group of former
Obama administration and Hillary Clinton campaign officials who have offered foreign policy advice to 2020 candidates.
Politically, Trump’s closeness to Saudi leaders is comparable to his praising Russian President Vladimir Putin, Price said,
in that it’s “a question of what, precisely, is the motivation of people — including the president and his son-in-law” Jared
Kushner, a senior adviser to the president, whose closeness with the Saudi crown prince has aroused suspicion among
the administration’s critics, given reports that businesses tied to Kushner and his relatives have sought investment from
Saudi Arabia and other Persian Gulf nations.
Democrats believe they can use the party’s stance on Yemen and Saudi Arabia to pitch a new foreign policy vision for the
country — one that prioritizes diplomacy and economic engagement over a heavy reliance on the military and related
industries.

C. IMPACT: Re-electing Trump causes extinction because of warming.
Starr, May 2019
[Paul Starr, professor of sociology and public affairs at Princeton and a winner of the Pulitzer Prize for General
Nonfiction, May 2019, "Trump’s Second Term," Atlantic,
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2019/05/trump-2020-second-term/585994/ MYY]
In short, the biggest difference between electing Trump in 2016 and re-electing Trump in 2020 would be
irreversibility. Climate policy is now the most obvious example. For a long time, even many of the people who
acknowledged the reality of climate change thought of it as a slow process that did not demand immediate action. But
today, amid extreme weather events and worsening scientific forecasts, the costs of our delay are clearly mounting,
as are the associated dangers. To have a chance at keeping global warming below 1.5 degrees Celsius—the objective
of the Paris climate agreement—the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change says that by 2030, CO2 emissions
must drop some 45 percent from 2010 levels. Instead of declining, however, they are rising. In his first term, Trump
has announced plans to cancel existing climate reforms, such as higher fuel-efficiency standards and limits on emissions
from new coal-fired power plants, and he has pledged to pull the United States out of the Paris Agreement. His
reelection would put off a national commitment to decarbonization until at least the second half of the 2020s, while
encouraging other countries to do nothing as well. And change that is delayed becomes more economically and
politically difficult. According to the Global Carbon Project, if decarbonization had begun globally in 2000, an emissions
reduction of about 2 percent a year would have been sufficient to stay below 2 degrees Celsius of warming. Now it will
need to be approximately 5 percent a year. If we wait another decade, it will be about 9 percent. In the United States,
the economic disruption and popular resistance sure to arise from such an abrupt transition may be more than our
political system can bear. No one knows, moreover, when the world might hit irreversible tipping points such as the
collapse of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet, which would likely doom us to a catastrophic sea-level rise.
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2NC / 1NR – Link Wall – Saudi Arabia

Plan’s a win for Trump – ending arms sales is popular.
Daragahi 2018
[Borzou Daragahi, international Correspondent for The Independent. He has been covering the Middle East, North
Africa, South Asia, and Europe since 2002, 11-26-2018, "Majority of Americans want congress to cut arms sales to Saudi
over Yemen war," Independent, https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/saudi-arabia-arms-salesembargo-us-yemen-civil-war-famine-trump-congress-a8651931.html MYY]
A majority of Americans oppose the US government’s support for the ongoing Saudi-led war in Yemen, a survey has
shown. Some 58 per cent of respondents wanted lawmakers to curtail or halt the supply of arms for a conflict
considered the world’s worst ongoing humanitarian disaster. Only 13 per cent of Americans said they want lawmakers
to maintain or increase arms sales to the US allies in the conflict – Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates.

Saudi Arabia is very unpopular.
Amos 2018
[Deborah Amos, covers the Middle East for NPR News. 3-19-2018, "Saudi Arabia: The White House Loves It. Most
Americans? Not So Much," NPR.org, https://www.npr.org/sections/parallels/2018/03/19/595018861/trump-may-lovesaudi-arabia-but-many-americans-do-not MYY]
With Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman embarking on a nearly three-week road show across the United States,
he will have one major hurdle: Americans don't like his country very much. Despite a 75-year economic and military
alliance with Saudi Arabia and regular royal visits, 55 percent of Americans have an unfavorable view of the kingdom,
according to a Gallup poll in February. Even longtime U.S. adversaries like China and Cuba have scored more favorably.

American public sentiment is against Saudi Arabia
Keating 2018
[Joshua Keating, staff writer at Slate focused on international affairs, 10-15-2018, "The Saudis May Not Have Realized
How Unpopular They Are Outside the White House," Slate Magazine, https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2018/10/thesaudis-may-not-have-realized-how-unpopular-they-are-outside-the-white-house.html MYY]
Saudi Arabia is not popular with the U.S. public, either. Only 31 percent of Americans had a favorable view of the
kingdom, just behind China and just ahead of Russia, according to a Gallup poll from last year. So members of Congress
generally feel safe expressing grave concerns about the kingdom. (Trump himself used to refer to the Saudis as “the
world’s biggest funders of terrorism” back when he was running for president.) Presidents, meanwhile, have generally
found the U.S.-Saudi partnership too valuable to cut loose, no doubt on the advice of the Pentagon.
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2NC /1NR – Answers to 2AC – Trump’s Foreign Policy Popular

Voters feel like Trump’s foreign policy is a reason to elect someone else, especially undecided and
swing voters.
Lawler, May 2019
[Dave Lawler, editor at Axios previously with the Telegraph, 5-20-2019, "Trade war and Russia top voters' concerns
about Trump's foreign policy, poll finds," Axios, https://www.axios.com/poll-trump-foreign-policy-approval-rating-20208cea6883-ce3f-477b-8006-91fb66cec8c8.html]
Voters tend to approve of many aspects of Trump’s foreign policy, such as pushing NATO countries to spend more on
defense and attempting negotiations with North Korea. However, 46% believe Trump has made America less safe,
compared to 38% who say he’s made the country safer. Meanwhile, 57% believe he has made America less respected
around the world, while 67% worry he “lacks the temperament we need in a commander in chief.” What to watch: 41%
of respondents say Trump’s foreign policy is a reason to re-elect him, 45% say it’s a reason to elect someone else, and
14% say it’s not a consideration. Given a range of foreign policy considerations and asked to select the most important,
swing voters prioritize “protecting Americans from terrorism,” “keeping America out of war” and “standing up for
American values like human rights and democracy.” Voters trust Democrats more than Republicans to keep the U.S.
out of war, work effectively with other countries and defend American values, but trust Republicans more to protect
the country from terrorism. The pollsters also tested 20 potential lines of attack against Trump and found that
undecided voters were most concerned that Trump was weakening alliances, defending dictators and waging a trade
war that will cost jobs and raise prices.
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2NC /1NR – Answers to 2AC #2 – No link – Voters don’t care

Foreign Policy is uniquely key to the 2020 election. It’s a weakness for Trump.
Smeltz, June 2019
[Dina Smeltz, Former Division Chief and Analyst At The U.S. State Department’S Office Of Opinion Research, Is A Senior
Fellow Of Public Opinion And Foreign Policy At The Chicago Council On Global Affairs., 6-26-2019, "Who Says Foreign
Policy Doesn’t Win Elections?," Foreign Affairs, https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/north-america/2019-0626/who-says-foreign-policy-doesnt-win-elections MYY]
One reason foreign policy hasn’t featured centrally in presidential politics is that voter preferences in this area have
historically been slow to change. Gallup has asked Americans about the U.S. role in solving international problems 13
times since 2001, and the number of respondents who said that the United States should play a leading or major role
hovered consistently around seven in ten. Chicago Council Surveys dating back to 1974 also show that remarkably stable
majorities support an active U.S. international role. With so much consensus about the need for active U.S. engagement
in world affairs, presidential aspirants have often struggled to distinguish themselves on foreign policy. Democratic
presidential candidate John Kerry voted for the Iraq war before he criticized Bush’s handling of it in 2004, and in 1968,
little daylight separated presidential candidates Richard Nixon and Hubert Humphrey on the Vietnam War. A majority of
Americans still support U.S. engagement and shared leadership in international affairs, as well as U.S. participation in
alliances and agreements. In fact, the U.S. electorate has grown even more committed to these principles over the last
two years, while the president has moved in the opposite direction. Reams of polling data reveal the deep
unpopularity of his overseas agenda—from Iran to climate change to trade—and fully 57 percent of respondents to the
recent Center for American Progress survey said they disapproved of his foreign policy performance. It makes sense,
then, that Democratic presidential hopefuls will exploit these vulnerabilities on the campaign trail. This time, foreign
policy might just tip the election.

Even if Foreign Policy is not the most important issue, the election will be decided by small shifts.
Rakich, March 2019
[Nathaniel Rakich, 3-12-2019, "What Early 2020 Ratings Can And Can’t Tell Us," FiveThirtyEight,
https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/what-early-2020-ratings-can-and-cant-tell-us/ MYY]
If the election is close, which party benefits from the Electoral College could be even more important than the national
popular vote — as we saw in 2016. And the Electoral College advantage tends to be determined by small shifts — a
couple of percentage points or less — at the state level. Over the last five presidential elections, 12 states have
vacillated between being redder than the national average and bluer than the national average.
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2NC /1NR – Answers to 2AC #3 – No Internal Link – GOP Senate

Even if Dems don’t win the Senate, a new Democrat President can put us back in the Paris climate
accord.
Mooney 2018
[Chris Mooney, covers climate change, energy, and the environment. He has reported from the 2015 Paris climate
negotiations, the Northwest Passage, and the Greenland ice sheet, among other locations, and has written four books
about science, politics and climate change, 12-12-2018, "Trump can’t actually exit the Paris deal until the day after the
2020 election. That’s a big deal.," Washington Post, https://www.washingtonpost.com/energyenvironment/2018/12/12/heres-what-election-means-us-withdrawal-paris-climate-deal/?utm_term=.4375b1bba3fd
MYY]
This is where things get very interesting. If we assume that Trump will be the Republican nominee again, and that any
Democrat running against him would want to rejoin the Paris agreement, then the election could potentially put the
United States right back in again if the Democrat wins. Granted, on this timeline, the United States would at least
briefly leave the agreement even in the event of a Democratic victory. That’s because the new president is not
inaugurated until January 2021. But after that, reversal could be swift, at least under the Obama administration’s
interpretation that the agreement is not one that needs to be submitted to the Senate for ratification. It would then
take 30 days after submission of notice for the United States to rejoin the agreement formally, Biniaz explained. This,
again, is based on the text of the Paris climate agreement. Of course, if Trump wins, and has withdrawn from the
agreement formally, then his victory could be expected to cement the U.S. withdrawal.
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Withdrawal from Paris climate accord wrecks global efforts to address climate change.
Yong et al 2017
[Yong-Xiangzhang, Qing-Chenchao, qiu-Hongzheng, leihuanga, Researchers at the National Climate Center, China
Meteorological Administration, &China Meteorological Administration, 8-1-2017, "The withdrawal of the U.S. from the
Paris Agreement and its impact on global climate change governance," Advances In Climate Change Research,
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1674927817300849 MYY]
The U.S. is the second-highest amount of GHG emitter. U.S. climate policy heavily influences global climate governance.
There is a view (Kemp, 2017) that the withdrawal of the U.S. from the Paris Agreement will trigger new global leadership
and will remove obstacles set by the U.S. to the implementation of Paris Agreement. However, in reality, U.S.
withdrawal will impact the flourishing international climate regime as never before. First, the withdrawal of the U.S.
from the Paris Agreement indicates that the U.S. is becoming a consumer rather than a support supplier of responses
to global climate change governance. The transition of the U.S. from consumer to supplier will greatly weaken the
supply of global public goods and affect the willingness of other suppliers (Bloomberg, 2016), thus negatively affecting
the efficacy of the implementation Paris Agreement. In the global context, the withdrawal of the U.S. from the Paris
Agreement is not merely a climate issue but an issue linked with geological political relationships among main
economies. Therefore, it has crucial implications in international political economics and will greatly influence the
environmental political balance between China and the U.S., the U.S. and the EU, and China and the EU. Second, the
large sum cut from the financial support to the Multiple Environmental Fund will curb the progress in meeting the
targets of the Paris Agreement. According to the Financial Budget of the U.S. in its 2018 Fiscal Year, the budgets for
international climate activities by the Department of State and USAID have been cut by US$ 10.9 billion or by 28.7%
together. The financial support to Global Climate Change Initiatives has been canceled. The Global Climate Change
Initiatives support all climate-related bilateral actions that track and reduce emissions and enhance the capacity of
developing countries to develop renewable energy, as well as provide financial support to the UNFCCC and IPCC. In
addition, the contribution of the U.S. to the Green Climate Fund has been canceled. The Obama administration
previously committed US$ 3 billion to help developing countries mitigate climate impacts. The Obama administration
has paid US$ 1 billion. The remaining funds have been canceled. Third, although the withdrawal of the U.S. from the
Paris Agreement impacts the extensiveness and effectiveness of global climate governance, it is not enough to change
the global emission structure. However, if the U.S. refuses to fulfill the commitments in its NDC, it will be a bad example
for other countries. Other countries might reverse their positions in international climate change or take no actions,
thus harming the cooperation established among countries and shocking the global cooperation mechanism. Analysis
has shown that India and China have provided great contributions to reduce GHG emissions in light of their active
mitigation policies. In 2030, global carbon emissions will be reduced by 2–3 billion tCO2. This figure is considerably
higher than the 400 million tCO2 claimed by Trump (Höhne et al., 2017). If Trump's climate policy is fully implemented,
U.S. emissions will remain constant instead of decreasing.
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1NC Alliances Disadvantage Shell (against Saudi Arabia)
A. Uniqueness - US-Japan alliance is stronger than ever, but it can be disrupted.
Manning, Matake & Przystup 2018
[Robert Manning, Kamiya Matake, and James J. Przystup, 4-16-2018, "Stronger than Ever but More Challenged than
Ever: The US-Japan Alliance in the Trump-Abe Era," Atlantic Council,
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/publications/reports/stronger-than-ever-but-more-challenged-than-ever-the-us-japanalliance-in-the-trump-abe-era MYY]
In the current uncertain and challenging international political environment, the US-Japan alliance has never been
stronger or more important than it is now; yet it has never faced as many challenges and hurdles than it does today.
Under President Donald Trump and Prime Minister Shinzo Abe, the alliance is steadfast and unwavering. But global
instability, renewed geopolitical competition, flashpoints like the Korean Peninsula, and China’s growing strategic
footprint and uncertain role in the global order threaten the stability of the Asia-Pacific – and with it—the US-Japan
alliance. This new US-Japan Joint Policy Report 2018, released in conjunction with the Japan Forum on International
Relations (JFIR) and the National Defense University, explores the dynamic relationship between Washington, DC and
Tokyo and the future of the US-Japan alliance. Stronger than Ever but More Challenged than Ever: The US-Japan Alliance
in the Trump-Abe Era examines the relationship over seven chapters focused on: The Alliance Today; The Evolving
International Order; The International Order in the Asia-Pacific Region; Japan, the Alliance, and the Regional Order;
Trump and the Alliance; Abe and the Alliance; and Making the Alliance Work. It offers concrete analysis and outlines
policy recommendations for decision makers in the United States and Japan as both countries work to uphold the
international order, ensure stability in the Asia-Pacific, and reaffirm their commitment to the alliance.

B. LINK: Japan views US treatment of Middle East allies as a signal of commitment. Plan sends
the wrong message.
Sachs 2016
[Natan Sachs, Director - Center for Middle East Policy Fellow - Foreign Policy, Center for Middle East Policy, 5-31-2016,
"Whose side are you on? Alliance credibility in the Middle East and Japan," Brookings,
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2016/05/31/whose-side-are-you-on-alliance-credibility-in-themiddle-east-and-japan/ MYY]
Does this worry carry overseas? Does U.S. behavior in one region affect alliances elsewhere? The conversations I had
in Japan (not a representative sample) certainly suggested so. Facing their own challenges—in a word, China—many of
our interlocutors seemed anxious about U.S. commitments in their region and referenced U.S. policy in the Middle
East to buttress their concerns. I asked several people I met in Japan what their country would want from a new U.S.
president, assuming he or she is still interested in productive U.S. engagement in the world (so, “she”). While I’m sure
many in Japan greatly appreciate the Hiroshima visit, I heard two other requests, both related to alliance credibility and
to China: The new president should make a gesture of visible, material support to Taiwan, the front-line, as they called
it, facing China; and The first presidential visit in the region can include any number of allied capitals, but it should not
include Beijing. In essence, they wanted reassurance that the United States was still committed to their side of the
regional rivalry; that the U.S. president would choose sides, and choose their side. MIDDLE EAST ALLIANCES: FLIPPING
SIDES OR SEEKING DISTANCE? “Choosing sides” lies at the heart of the Middle East alliance dilemmas as well. The most
pointed complaints you hear from U.S. allies are that the United States has failed to back them explicitly and concretely
in the region-wide conflicts sweeping the Middle East, and especially against Iran and its proxies. This is the view my
former colleague Michael Doran articulated in an influential piece last year in Mosaic. He argued that contra common
perceptions at the time, Obama had a coherent strategy in the Middle East, a point largely validated in Jeffrey
Goldberg’s “The Obama Doctrine.” Doran went further and argued that this strategy was not merely a de-emphasis of
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America’s alliances in the region but a deliberate decision to betray allies and switch sides. Echoing fears in the region,
he wrote that Obama had an “announced determination to encourage and augment Iran’s potential as a successful
regional power and as a friend and partner to the United States” (emphasis added). This latter point, I think, is an
incorrect depiction of the president’s approach. Obama was not flipping sides; he was doing something conceptually
more radical. He questioned the need to choose sides at all. The realist approach to foreign policy that Obama partially
espouses stresses policies based on direct and concrete national interest. Alliances, which call for action on behalf of
others’ interests, naturally strain this approach. In the words of then-British Foreign Secretary Viscount Palmerston in
1848: “We have no eternal allies, and we have no perpetual enemies. Our interests are eternal and perpetual, and those
interests it is our duty to follow.” The Obama administration is far from neutral in the Middle East, of course. Despite a
reduced involvement in the region, American forces are currently fighting there, and arms, aid, and diplomacy are all still
heavily deployed. Yet it’s clear that Obama wants a more distanced posture, viewing the region in terms of a balance of
power, rather than an outright victory of one side over another. This drives Middle East allies mad—the perceived
aloofness, even disdain for the quarrels of irrational local actors. “Whose side are you on?” seems to be the recurrent
theme in allies’ complaints. They have something there: Obama has sided with allies, but not as often as they’d like,
and, at times, with clear reluctance. The United States has adopted the stance of the adult in the room, above the
partisan fray. Obama doesn’t get it, in their view. He doesn’t see that there is a bloody, region-wide war raging between
(what should be, they think) clear friends and foes. In truth, neutrality has its appeal: It guards against the folly of war
and keeps one safely removed from the pernicious logic of escalation and counter-escalation. Excessive alliance
entanglement also can feed a sense that the United States is omnipotent and responsible for everything, creating moral
hazard and tying the United States into sharing too much of the burden. Even the president has now complained, to
Goldberg, of allies free-riding on U.S.-supplied international security. Neutrality in a worthy fight is no virtue, however.
The so-called “Greatest Generation” of Americans and their Soviet and British contemporaries are celebrated, and
rightly so. Their Swiss counterparts are not. And to those in the fight, the war usually seems worthy, as it does to the
parties in the Middle East. What I heard in Japan echoed the Middle Eastern sentiment, to a degree: both want the
United States to demonstrate that it knows whose side it’s on. There’s also a common contradiction between these
concerns and the reality of deep U.S. involvement in both regions. Just as the United States is heavily involved in the
Middle East, in East Asia the United States has dozens of thousands of troops stationed in allied countries; it conducts
joint exercises and naval maneuvers on a regular basis; it has explicitly extended its security guarantee to the Senkaku
islands, as they’re known in Japan; and it devotes a great deal of time and energy to East Asian affairs. SOME ANXIETY IS
NORMAL The concerns are no accident. Alliances, by their very nature, are anxiety-inducing. They are necessary, after
all, precisely when the interests of countries are not perfectly aligned (otherwise the countries would be incentivized to
act in consort anyway, and no formal alliance would be needed). Western European countries, for example, could have
suspected with good reason that the United States would not want to entangle itself, yet again, in bloody European wars
had the Soviet Union invaded. As Tom Wright wrote in the context of another presidential candidate’s misgivings on
alliances, a formal alliance, NATO, committed the United States to fight alongside its allies by stationing troops in West
Germany. The same was and is true for Japan, Taiwan, and South Korea. Alliances, in other words, are needed precisely
so as to commit the parties to act beyond their immediate interests, taking a longer view, and this commitment is
inherently open to interpretation and questioning. The question then is: Where do you draw the red line beyond which
you will truly fight? Draw it too narrowly and you will effectively lose your alliances and risk losing all they provide:
Alliances make allies feel less compelled to arm themselves and instigate regional arms races (conventional or
nuclear); adversaries, too, may see less incentive in trying to arm themselves if faced with overwhelming allied
superiority; allies may feel less inclined to react to every perceived infringement of their sovereignty or national honor,
since they would be more secure in their position; and adversaries understand in advance the limits of one’s patience
and can avoid crossing these thresholds. Properly maintained alliances, in short, provide for peace. Draw the lines of
your commitment too broadly, however, and you risk stoking conflict rather than supporting peace. The U.S.
relationship with China is of paramount importance for the next century of world affairs. If at all possible, steering it
toward peaceful, healthy competition is a vital U.S. interest. In Asia as in the Middle East, supporting U.S. allies should
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always be approached with prudence to the stakes on both ends of the spectrum. Alliance maintenance and alliance
anxiety provide no simple answers. U.S. allies’ anxiety is accentuated when they look at the state of U.S. politics.
Americans are understandably weary of their foreign commitments, and their leaders in this dysfunctional city are not
doing enough to enunciate the differences between essential U.S. involvement in the world and overreach. One
presidential contender is openly disparaging the most sensible of U.S. alliances; all three remaining candidates now
formally reject the agreed-upon version of the Trans Pacific Partnership trade agreement, a cornerstone of the U.S.
rebalance to Asia. Maintaining the dramatic gains—to the United States and to the world—of the U.S. alliance system
will therefore require an honest and responsible political conversation about these gains. It will require deliberately
sustaining alliances, without falling into a trap of treating every anxiety abroad as a sign of doom. In the Middle East,
this is complicated enough, but for once, those of us in the Middle East business can pity our Asia-hand colleagues for
their problems.

C. IMPACT: Japan will pursue nuclear weapons if it doubts the alliance.
Halperin 2000
[Morton H. Halperin, 12-21-2000, "The Nuclear Dimension of the U.S.-Japan Alliance," Nautilus Institute for Security and
Sustainability, https://nautilus.org/napsnet/napsnet-special-reports/the-nuclear-dimension-of-the-u-s-japan-alliance/
MYY]
There is no guarantee that Japan would not pursue a nuclear option under the right circumstances, especially if the US
either moves closer to China or withdraws from Asia altogether. Historically, the debate in Japan over whether to
develop nuclear weapons has not centered around the credibility of the US nuclear deterrent, but rather around the
belief that possession of a nuclear weapons arsenal would allow Japan to pursue an independent role in world affairs.
Thus US policy toward its alliance with Japan will be a major determining factor in Japan’s nuclear future, along with
such considerations as the possible development of a Korean nuclear capability or an expansion of Chinese nuclear
capability.
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2NC/1NR Answers to 2AC #1 – Credibility Theory False
1. Extend our 1NC Sachs 2016 evidence - it
says________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Prefer our evidence over their evidence because _________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
2. US credibility does matter
Weisiger & Yarhi-Milo 2016
[Alex Weisiger Is An Associate Professor Of Political Science At The University Of Pennsylvania., Professor Keren YarhiMilo is an Assistant Professor of Politics and International Affairs at Princeton University’s Politics Department and the
Woodrow Wilson School for Public and International Affairs, 10-4-2016, "What American Credibility Myth? How and
Why Reputation Matters," War on the Rocks, https://warontherocks.com/2016/10/what-american-credibility-mythhow-and-why-reputation-matters/ MYY]
The issues of credibility and reputation are among the most hard-fought in the pages of policy outlets and peerreviewed journals alike. If we believe the reputation skeptics, we are presented with a puzzle: Why do leaders care so
much about protecting a reputation that does not hold much, if any, explanatory weight? We agree with Pfundstein
Chamberlain that appeals to protecting reputation are at times rhetorical, but in cases like the American commitment to
Vietnam and the Soviet experience in Afghanistan they were clearly sincere. Without an explanation for why leaders
would be committed to protecting a non-existent reputation, an alternate possibility is that reputations really do
matter, and that the skeptics simply have not managed to locate them. Consistent with this possibility, academic
research has found evidence that reputation matters in important settings. Focusing narrowly just on the relationship
between reputation and the success of coercive threats misses other areas in which reputation plays a significant role.
For example, researchers have found that countries that uphold alliance commitments are both sought out as
partners and given better terms in alliances than countries that break their word. Similarly, governments that make
concessions to separatist rebels are more likely to face additional challenges than governments that hold firm. Others
have found evidence of reputations for honesty and violence, as well as evidence that reputation matters in sovereign
debt markets and when imposing economic sanctions. In all these cases, leaders appear to make calculations about
another government’s credibility on the basis of its past behavior, exactly as the reputation argument predicts.
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2NC/1NR Answers to 2AC #2 – No impact

Japan’s Prime Minister wants nuclear weapons
Adelstein 2018
[Jake Adelstein, 2-15-2018, "Is Japan About to Hit Its Nuclear Tipping Point?," Daily Beast,
https://www.thedailybeast.com/is-japan-about-to-hit-its-nuclear-tipping-point MYY]
The official went on: “The Japanese military has always had civilians in control after the end of the war to prevent
another de facto coup by the military commanders, but Prime Minister Abe has tried to dismantle that system. The
former head of our air force has made waves by openly saying Japan should have had nuclear weapons [in World War
II] and should have used them on the Allied Forces during the war, if they had possessed them. Our current government
leaders believe that, even if they don’t say it explicitly. Once Japan is a nuclear power, it won’t need to kowtow to the
United States. We hear rumors that because Trump is saying Japan should have nuclear weapons, Abe is showing
gratitude by buying U.S. weapons by the billions. Everybody gets what they want. The seeds are in place.”

Japan can obtain nuclear weapons in six months.
Windrem 2014
[Robert Windrem, journalist, 3-11-2014, "Japan Has Nuclear 'Bomb in the Basement,' and China Isn't Happy," NBC News,
https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/fukushima-anniversary/japan-has-nuclear-bomb-basement-china-isn-t-happyn48976 MYY]
Japan now has 9 tons of plutonium stockpiled at several locations in Japan and another 35 tons stored in France and
the U.K. The material is enough to create 5,000 nuclear bombs. The country also has 1.2 tons of enriched uranium.
Technical ability doesn’t equate to a bomb, but experts suggest getting from raw plutonium to a nuclear weapon could
take as little as six months after the political decision to go forward. A senior U.S. official familiar with Japanese nuclear
strategy said the six-month figure for a country with Japan’s advanced nuclear engineering infrastructure was not out
of the ballpark, and no expert gave an estimate of more than two years.
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Japan nuclearization escalates to all-out war.
Beauchamp 2016
[Zack Beauchamp, 3-31-2016, "Trump’s comments on Japanese nukes are worrisome — even by Trump standards," Vox,
https://www.vox.com/2016/3/31/11339040/trump-nukes-japan-south-korea MYY]
For example, if either country does decide to build nuclear weapons, it will take that country some time to develop its
program, and to build enough of an arsenal to serve as a reliable deterrent. During this time, adversaries such as
China or even North Korea would have an incentive to try to disrupt that development to maintain their nuclear
superiority. "You have a Trump presidency ... and he decides to pull out troops from Japan and South Korea, you have
Japan and South Korea potentially racing to develop nuclear weapons without the benefit of US troops being there,"
Miller says. "That provides a lot of incentive for countries in the region like China or North Korea to try to stop that
process." As Bell puts it, ominously, "We're talking about the remote possibility of an actual nuclear war between
Japan and China." That possibility, it is worth stressing, is indeed extremely remote. The risk is not that, for example,
China would simply launch a nuclear war against Japan, which would be far too dangerous and costly to be worth it.
Rather, the risk is that, for example, China might try to bully or threaten Japan out of developing nuclear weapons,
and that in a period of tension, this bullying could potentially spiral out of control into a full-blown conflict neither
side actually wanted. And there are other risks. According to scholars, successful nuclear deterrence results in
something called the stability/instability paradox: The fact that major wars are unlikely makes countries feel safer in
engaging in small provocations against one another, knowing that nuclear deterrents make those small provocations
unlikely to escalate to full-blown war. Consider, for instance, the South and East China Seas — areas where Japan,
South Korea, and China have territorial disputes. If the former two powers are nuclear-armed, and unrestrained by
the United States, the chances of low-level conflict could go up. "Certainly, we would be worried about these sort of
lower-level, stability-instability paradox type things," Bell says. That's not an exhaustive list of things that could happen if
Trump were elected and followed through on these policies. Since no one can really know what will happen, there's no
sense in listing every single hypothetical possibility. These examples, rather, illustrate just how serious the ideas we're
discussing are. It is very easy to detach ourselves from the potential consequences of a Trump presidency: to see his
candidacy as clownish, and simply assume that his outlandish policy ideas would never be implemented. But Trump is
the leading Republican candidate; it is time to take his ideas seriously. And nothing is more serious than nuclear
weapons.
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1NC Topicality Shell vs. Saudi Arabia
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1NC Topicality (vs. Saudi Arabia Affirmative)
A. Interpretation: The US must reduce arms sales by at least $3.846 billion.
1. “Substantial” must be at least 2%
Words & Phrases 1960
'Substantial" means "of real worth and importance; of considerable value; valuable." Bequest to charitable institution,
making 1/48 of expenditures in state, held exempt from taxation; such expenditures constituting "substantial" part of its
activities. Tax Commission of Ohio v. American Humane Education Soc., 181 N.E. 557, 42 Ohio App. 4.

2. Foreign military sales and direct commercial sales totaled $192.3 billion.
Macdonald 2018
[Andrew Macdonald, London, 11-9-2018, "Total US defence exports up 13% in 2018," Janes 360,
https://www.janes.com/article/84492/total-us-defence-exports-up-13-in-2018 MYY]
The US State Department released new figures detailing the country’s defence exports made under privately contracted
Direct Commercial Sales (DCS) on 8 November, revealing a 6.6% increase year on year.
Total DSC transfers in 2018 were USD136.6 billion, up from USD128.1 billion in 2017.
Combined with US government-to-government Foreign Military Sales (FMS), details of which were published on 9
October, the DCS deliveries take total US defence exports in 2018 to USD192.3 billion, a 13% rise compared with 2017.

B. Violation: US arms sales to Saudi Arabia totaled only $3.35 billion.
Frolich, March 2019
[Thomas C. Frohlich, 3-26-2019, "Saudi Arabia buys the most weapons from the US government. See what other
countries top list.," USA TODAY, https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2019/03/26/us-arms-sales-these-countriesbuy-most-weapons-government/39208809/ MYY]
1. Saudi Arabia • Arms imports from US, 2008-2018: $13.72 billion, 59.6 percent of arms imports • Arms imports from
US, 2018: $3.35 billion, 88.0 percent of arms imports • 1st, 2nd, and 3rd largest suppliers (2014-2018): USA, UK, France
• GDP per capita: $48,986

C. Standards –
1. Limits – a quantitative standard for substantial is an objective bright line. This is key
because the US supplies arms to over 98 countries. Without an objective limit the negative
cannot properly prepare for all the country specific affirmatives.
2. Ground – a percentage reduction is key to ensure that the negative can link core topic
generic arguments like the Alliances DA, Defense Industrial Base DA, and the elections DA. If
the reduction is too small, then the negative loses out on disadvantages.
D. Topicality is a voter for fairness and education.
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2NC/1NR Block for Topicality-Substantial (vs. Saudi Arabia)
A. Extend our interpretation – The US must reduce arm sales by $3.846 billion.
B. Extend our definition. Substantial is 2%, that’s according to Words and Phrases 1960. You should
prefer our evidence to their Words and phrases 2002 evidence because
_____________________________________________________
Extend our Macdonald 2018 evidence - it says that the US foreign military sales and direct
commercial sales of arms totaled $192.3 billion.
C. Extend our violation – the plan does not reduce arms sales by at least $3.846 billion because
US arms sales to Ukraine were on $47 million in 2018. That’s way less then $3.846 billion.
On to the standards –
1. Extend our limits argument – only a numerical limit such as our interpretation can set an
objective standard to determine which affirmatives are topical. They say that we over
limit – even if we over limit, over limiting is better than under limiting because it’s fairer
to the negative. The affirmative gets to choose the specific topic of discussion and a more
limited topic protects neg preparation.
2. Extend our ground argument – a sizable percentage reduction is key to neg links to core
topic generic arguments such as the alliance DA or the Elections DA. That’s key to
competitive equity. They say that our interpretation eliminates all country specific affs –
even if that’s true for smaller countries, the aff can defend reducing significant arms sales
to Taiwan, which would be Topical and educational to debate
3. Topicality is a voter for fairness and education. You should default to competing interpretations:
a. it’s the best way to prevent judges from intervening based on their own opinion of what should
be debated.
b. There’s no clear standard for what is reasonably topical.
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On to their side of the flow –
1. Their interpretation provides no limit on the topic – they offer no way to determine what
counts as having real worth or considerable value.
2. They say their interpretation is better for ground – country specific affirmatives are
impossible for the neg to engage specifically. We sell arms to 97 countries. This means that we
need to prepare 97 case negs under their topic. That’s impossible.
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1NC Consult NATO Counterplan vs. Saudi Arabia
COUNTERPLAN TEXT: The United States federal government
should enter into a prior binding consultation with the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) about whether it should
institute an embargo on arms sales to Saudi Arabia and abide by
NATO’s decision.
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A. Trump does not consult NATO about foreign policy decisions and takes unilateral action.
Goldman, March 2019
[David I. Goldman, a retired U.S. federal historian who spent much of his career at the U.S. Department of State’s Office
of the Historian, and Army ‘s Center of Military History., 3-18-2019, "The Transatlantic Tussle — A Historical Case Study
on How to Handle NATO," War on the Rocks, https://warontherocks.com/2019/03/the-transatlantic-tussle-a-historicalcase-study-on-how-to-handle-nato/ MYY]
Trump has been particularly outspoken about his distaste for multilateral institutions, and his preference for unilateral
and bilateral arrangements. On NATO, he has threatened to withdraw the United States from the alliance altogether or
markedly reduce U.S. defense expenditures in Europe, and he has also raised the prospect of substituting bilateral trade
and defense treaties with the United Kingdom and France. These pronouncements have been heavily laced with
falsehoods (such as Trump’s claim that the United States pays most of NATO’s budget) and invectives about the allies. To
date, he has refrained from acting on these threats but has taken some significant unilateral measures that have
indirectly affected the NATO allies. These have included announcing troop withdrawals from Syria and Afghanistan,
where NATO nations have been actively involved in coalitions with the United States, and withdrawing from two key
international accords — the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, under which Iran pledged not to develop nuclear
weapons in exchange for relief from Western sanctions, and the Paris Agreement on climate change. He has taken these
actions on his own, eschewing any consultation with America’s partners.

B. Consultation through NATO is key to developing a common strategic purpose.
King 2015
[Major Israel D King, Judge Advocate, United States Air Force. Presently assigned as Instructor, Operations and
International Law, The Judge Advocate General's School, U.S. Air Force, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama, 2015,
ARTICLE: PRESERVING THE ALLIANCE: THE NEED FOR A NEW COMMITMENT TO COMMON FUNDING IN NATO
FINANCING, 74 A.F. L. Rev. 113, Lexis-Nexis, MYY]
Even if Europe does respond by boosting its defense capabilities, it would still be anathema to our own national security
interests to withdraw from NATO. 128Link to the text of the note Participating in NATO affords the United States "a
continuing front-line role in [*131] shaping and influencing the collective defense posture of the alliance." 129Link to
the text of the note Given the threats to United States national security that remain present in the Middle East, Africa,
and Asia, it is important for the United States to have a seat at the table in Europe in order to ensure that we are able
to leverage regional resources to help us protect our interests. 130Link to the text of the note As NATO is "the only
forum enabling the U.S. and its European Allies to consult and develop common views and solutions" to security
threats in the Old World, the truth is that the United States needs NATO, perhaps just as much as NATO needs the
United States. 131Link to the text of the note
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C. IMPACT: Common NATO strategy is key to deter terrorism.
Cordesman 2018
[Anthony H. Cordesman, Arleigh A. Burke Chair in Strategy, 6-27-2018, "The U.S., NATO, and the Defense of Europe:
Underlying Trends," CSIS, https://www.csis.org/analysis/us-nato-and-defense-europe-underlying-trends MYY]
If the United States, Canada, and Europe are to work together effectively to build an effective deterrent and defense
capability to deal with Russia, terrorism, and other potential threats, they need to focus on building effective military
and internal security forces that serve a clearly defined common strategic purpose. The current focus on burden sharing
percentage terms has not only led President Trump to focus on the wrong priorities, but the entire NATO alliance – and
this is the fault of NATO's past and not President Trump. The days of relying on peace dividends and meaningless goals
for levels of spending are over. There is a real Russian threat, as well as a real threat of violent extremism. NATO needs
to return to the kind of serious force planning and focus on military strategy that shaped the NATO force planning
exercise in the 1960s, the deployment of the GLCM and Pershing II, and the planning for MBFR and the CFE Treaty. It
needs to set real military requirements and really meet them.
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D. SOLVENCY - NATO is looking to US for what to do on Saudi Arabia – it says yes to the
Counterplan.
Jordans & Parra 2018
[Frank Jordans and Aritz Parra, journalists, 10-24-2018, "Rising scruples in European countries over Saudi arms sales," AP
NEWS, https://apnews.com/68a744c375ba4c2e80089fa31f21135e MYY]
Calls for the deals to be suspended have often surfaced in the wake of airstrikes by the U.S.-backed, Saudi-led coalition
fighting against the Iranian-supported Shiite rebels in Yemen. The airstrikes have killed hundreds of Yemeni civilians,
including women and children, since the commencement of the war in 2015. After an August airstrike hit a bus carrying
Yemeni children on their way to school in the country’s north, killing more than 40, Human Rights Watch said the
incident highlighted the “callous indifference of the Western powers enthusiastically arming the Saudi-led coalition.” On
Wednesday, Spanish activists protested outside Parliament holding bomb-shaped signs reading “Decisions that kill.”
Haizam Amirah Fernandez, an expert at Madrid-based think-tank Elcano Royal Institute, said Saudi Arabia’s current
leadership “is aware that it has taken bold steps in the past three plus years with an absolute impunity” because the
White House is its biggest backer. “Everybody else, including the Europeans, look at Washington to see what signals
come out of the White House regarding support to the Saudi monarchy. And the signal so far has been of an
unshakable support with timid criticism toward Saudi Arabia,” said Amirah Fernandez.
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2NC/1NR Answers to 2AC Frontline #1 – NATO says No

Seeking an embargo sends a signal to US allies and allows for them to follow – NATO says yes.
SPINDEL, May 2019
[Jennifer Spindel, assistant professor of international security at the University of Oklahoma, and the Associate Director
of the Cyber Governance and Policy Center, 5-14-2019, "The Case for Suspending American Arms Sales to Saudi Arabia,"
War on the Rocks, https://warontherocks.com/2019/05/the-case-for-suspending-american-arms-sales-to-saudi-arabia/
MYY]
The second reason for supporting an embargo concerns U.S. allies and the logistical difficulties of making an embargo
have an effect. One of the reasons embargoes have little material impact is because they require cooperation among
weapons exporting states. A ban on sales from one country will have little effect if the target of the embargo can seek
arms elsewhere. Germany, instituted an arms ban against Riyadh in November 2018, and German leaders have
pressured other European states to stop selling arms to the Saudis. Germany understands the importance of the
embargo as a political signal: as a representative of the German Green Party explained, “The re-start of arms exports to
Saudi Arabia would be a fatal foreign policy signal and would contribute to the continued destabilization of the Middle
East.” But the German embargo has had minimal effect because Saudi Arabia can get arms elsewhere. According to the
2019 Military Balance, most of Saudi Arabia’s equipment is American or French in origin, such as the M1A2 Abrams and
AMX-30 tanks, Apache and Dauphin helicopters, and F-15C/D fighter jets. Saudi Arabia has some equipment
manufactured wholly or in part in Germany, such as the Eurofighter Typhoon and the Tornado ground attack craft, but
these weapons are a small portion of its complete arsenal. A U.S. embargo would send an important signal to the allies
who also supply Saudi Arabia, allowing them to explain participation in the embargo to their own domestic
constituencies. This is especially important for countries like France, Germany, and the United Kingdom, that need to
export arms to keep their own production lines running. While the research shows that sustaining an arms embargo is
often the most difficult step, embargoes can restrain sending states’ arms exports. Even if a U.S. embargo won’t have a
direct effect on Saudi Arabia on its own, an embargo is important for building coalitions for a more expansive embargo
that could affect Saudi behavior.

There’s also pressure from Turkey, which helps push for a NATO yes.
Gall 2018
[Carlotta Gall, the Istanbul bureau chief for The New York Times, covering Turkey. She was previously based in Tunis, the
capital of Tunisia, from 2013 to 2017, 11-2-2018, "Turkey’s President Invokes NATO Solidarity in Killing of Jamal
Khashoggi," New York Times, https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/02/world/europe/khashoggi-erdogan-washingtonpost.html MYY]
Turkey’s president lashed out again at Saudi Arabia over the killing of the Saudi dissident Jamal Khashoggi, and turned
up pressure on the kingdom by invoking the NATO alliance as a means to ensure the perpetrators will be punished.
Recep Tayyip Erdogan, in an opinion piece published by The Washington Post on Friday, reiterated his assertion that the
order to kill Mr. Khashoggi in the Saudi Consulate in Istanbul came from “the highest levels of the Saudi government.” At
the same time, however, he said he did not believe Saudi King Salman ordered it. That seemed to suggest that he blames
Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman, the kingdom’s de facto ruler. “No one should dare to commit such acts on the
soil of a NATO ally again,” Mr. Erdogan wrote in The Post, which had published columns by Mr. Khashoggi. “The
Khashoggi murder was a clear violation and a blatant abuse of the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations. Failure to
punish the perpetrators could set a very dangerous precedent.”
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German pressuring allies now to end arms sales – this helps secure a NATO yes.
Noack 2018
[Rick Noack, currently covers international news from The Washington Post's Berlin bureau, 10-22-2018, "Germany halts
arms deals with Saudi Arabia, encourages allies to do the same," Washington Post,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2018/10/22/germany-its-allies-well-halt-future-arms-sales-saudi-arabia-untilwe-have-clarity-khashoggi-so-should-you/?noredirect=on&amp;utm_term=.b9557a48a497 MYY]
In a move that could put further pressure on President Trump to stop arms sales to Saudi Arabia, German Chancellor
Angela Merkel announced Sunday evening that her government would not approve new arms exports to the kingdom
until further notice. “There is an urgent need to clarify what happened — we are far from this having been cleared up
and those responsible held to account,” she said at a news conference. “I agree with all those who say that the, albeit
already limited, arms exports can’t take place in the current circumstances,” Merkel said. While the move affects future
deals, exports that have already been approved to the second-biggest foreign market for German arms equipment will
proceed for now but may be suspended in the coming days. Germany is the first major U.S. ally to cast doubts on
future arms sales after the killing of Washington Post contributing columnist Jamal Khashoggi, and the move is likely to
put pressure on bigger exporters to do the same. President Trump has ruled out suspending arms exports but faces
bipartisan calls to hold the alleged perpetrators behind the writer’s killing accountable. On Monday, one of Merkel’s
closest allies — Economy Minister Peter Altmaier — pressed other European Union member states to also halt arms
sales until they “know what happened.” The German government has said it was seeking to coordinate an
international response to the Khashoggi case. But Merkel did not tie her decision to temporarily halt sales to measures
taken by other major exporters, including the United States or the more than a dozen other E.U. member states that sell
military equipment to the Saudis. Within the European Union, Britain and France deliver the most equipment to Riyadh,
according to the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute. Britain alone sold Saudi Arabia military equipment
worth about $1.4 billion in the first six months of last year. In London, Theresa May’s conservative government has so
far been cautious about any sanctions that could endanger thousands of British jobs amid an already strained pre-Brexit
economy. Domestic pressure to put human rights first was already growing before Merkel’s announcement on Sunday,
with the opposition Labour party calling for a suspension of arms exports to Saudi Arabia. Germany today accounts for
only a relatively small share of European sales to Saudi Arabia, after years of curbing exports to the kingdom amid
human rights concerns. Since 2012, the country has substantially reduced exports and toughened its rhetoric against the
Saudi leadership, which resulted in the withdrawal of the Saudi ambassador from Berlin and fewer foreign investments
from the kingdom. In the weeks before Khashoggi’s disappearance, however, the German government had backed away
from its earlier promise to no longer sell military equipment to the Saudis. In September, it confirmed the export
approval of four artillery positioning systems to Riyadh. Overall, Berlin has agreed to export equipment worth more than
$460 million to the Saudis this year. Germany’s announcement on arms exports to Riyadh is yet another policy reversal.
Merkel’s critics argue that her shifting stance toward the Saudis leaves her in no good position to lecture other Western
leaders on human rights. While Germany’s complicated dealings with the Saudis raise doubts over the longer-term
sustainability of Merkel’s exports ban, her decision still puts other leaders in an uncomfortable position at a sensitive
time. In the United States, a bipartisan group of senators triggered global Magnitsky Act sanctions procedures two
weeks ago, forcing Trump to determine possible punishments against Saudi Arabia or Saudi officials over Khashoggi’s
killing. If the United States imposed sanctions on Saudi Arabia, other major arms exporters such as Britain would
probably also be forced to take similar measures. But in Berlin, top officials hope that their move to suspend future
sales could pressure other European allies into following suit, even if the United States refrained from doing so.
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2NC/1NR Answers to 2AC Frontline #2 – NATO Bad

1. Extend our 1NC Cordesman 2018 evidence. NATO is key to deter terrorism. It’s better than
their evidence because ________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Terrorism will go nuclear – it can happen.
Beckman 2017
[Milo Beckman, 5-15-2017, "We’re Edging Closer To Nuclear War," FiveThirtyEight,
https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/were-edging-closer-to-nuclear-war/ MYY]
Nuclear terrorism is plausible, but difficult to pull off Similarly, just because there’s never been a nuclear terrorist
attack doesn’t mean that it will never happen. In theory, if a non-state actor got ahold of enough fissile material —
the active ingredient in nuclear weapons — it would be relatively easy for them to assemble and detonate a bomb,
according to Robert Rosner, former chief scientist and laboratory director at Argonne National Laboratory. “You’d need
some physicists who know what they’re doing,” Rosner said. “But based on what’s available in the public literature, you
could go ahead and make a uranium bomb.”1 Detection and prevention at this point would be very difficult, Rosner
says — a weapon could be assembled in a garage and smuggled in a standard box truck. Fortunately, fissile material is
hard to come by. The processes used by states to develop fissile material — a diffusion plant or farm of specialized
centrifuges for enriched uranium, a specialized reactor for plutonium-239 — would be prohibitively expensive for a nonstate actor. Plus, due to their size (dozens of acres), these facilities are highly conspicuous and would likely be identified
and destroyed before a terrorist cell could refine enough material to pose a threat. A terrorist with nuclear ambitions,
then, would have to acquire existing fissile material from one of the nine nuclear states, which could happen in one of
two ways. First, there’s open theft, either of fissile material or of a fully assembled weapon. This would likely require a
firefight, according to Rosner — nuclear facilities have armed guards2 — which would alert authorities to the presence
of a threat. Second, which is the likelier possibility according to several of the experts I talked to, is through the
assistance of an insider: A double agent with terrorist sympathies could infiltrate a state’s nuclear apparatus and simply
deliver a weapon to a non-state actor. On both counts, Pakistan again emerged as the consensus pick for the No. 1 cause
for concern, largely due to its instability. “If the Pakistani state does collapse, it probably wouldn’t collapse in one big
bang, but slowly become more and more dysfunctional,” said Ramamurti Rajaraman, professor emeritus of physics at
Jawaharlal Nehru University. “If the dysfunctionality also happens in the nuclear weapons security apparatus of Pakistan
… that I see as the biggest danger.” Finally, an act of nuclear terrorism would require the existence of a non-state actor
that had both the organizational sophistication and the military ambition to entertain the prospect of nuclear
violence. “I would say at the moment Al Qaeda and its various branches and ISIS are the main terrorist groups where
… it’s at least within the realm of the plausible that they’d be able to do this,” said Bunn. “Compared to 2015, I’m at
least modestly less worried about the Islamic State, in that they seem to have turned to very unsophisticated attacks …
and are under huge pressure militarily.”

3. Nuclear terrorism sparks retaliatory escalation that results in nuclear war.
Ayson 2010
[Robert Ayson, Professor of Strategic Studies and Director of the Centre for Strategic Studies: New Zealand at the
Victoria University of Wellington, 2010 “After a Terrorist Nuclear Attack: Envisaging Catalytic Effects,” Studies in Conflict
& Terrorism, Volume 33, Issue 7, July, Available Online to Subscribing Institutions via InformaWorld].
But these two nuclear worlds—a non-state actor nuclear attack and a catastrophic interstate nuclear exchange—are
not necessarily separable. It is just possible that some sort of terrorist attack, and especially an act of nuclear terrorism,
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could precipitate a chain of events leading to a massive exchange of nuclear weapons between two or more of the
states that possess them. In this context, today’s and tomorrow’s terrorist groups might assume the place allotted
during the early Cold War years to new state possessors of small nuclear arsenals who were seen as raising the risks of a
catalytic nuclear war between the superpowers started by third parties. These risks were considered in the late 1950s
and early 1960s as concerns grew about nuclear proliferation, the so-called n+1 problem. It may require a considerable
amount of imagination to depict an especially plausible situation where an act of nuclear terrorism could lead to such a
massive inter-state nuclear war. For example, in the event of a terrorist nuclear attack on the United States, it might
well be wondered just how Russia and/or China could plausibly be brought into the picture, not least because they
seem unlikely to be fingered as the most obvious state sponsors or encouragers of terrorist groups. They would seem
far too responsible to be involved in supporting that sort of terrorist behavior that could just as easily threaten them
as well. Some possibilities, however remote, do suggest themselves. For example, how might the United States react if
it was thought or discovered that the fissile material used in the act of nuclear terrorism had come from Russian
stocks,40 and if for some reason Moscow denied any responsibility for nuclear laxity? The correct attribution of that
nuclear material to a particular country might not be a case of science fiction given the observation by Michael May et
al. that while the debris resulting from a nuclear explosion would be “spread over a wide area in tiny fragments, its
radioactivity makes it detectable, identifiable and collectable, and a wealth of information can be obtained from its
analysis: the efficiency of the explosion, the materials used and, most important … some indication of where the
nuclear material came from.”41 Alternatively, if the act of nuclear terrorism came as a complete surprise, and
American officials refused to believe that a terrorist group was fully responsible (or responsible at all) suspicion would
shift immediately to state possessors. Ruling out Western ally countries like the United Kingdom and France, and
probably Israel and India as well, authorities in Washington would be left with a very short list consisting of North
Korea, perhaps Iran if its program continues, and possibly Pakistan. But at what stage would Russia and China be
definitely ruled out in this high stakes game of nuclear Cluedo? In particular, if the act of nuclear terrorism occurred
against a backdrop of existing tension in Washington’s relations with Russia and/or China, and at a time when threats
had already been traded between these major powers, would officials and political leaders not be tempted to assume
the worst? Of course, the chances of this occurring would only seem to increase if the United States was already
involved in some sort of limited armed conflict with Russia and/or China, or if they were confronting each other from a
distance in a proxy war, as unlikely as these developments may seem at the present time. The reverse might well apply
too: should a nuclear terrorist attack occur in Russia or China during a period of heightened tension or even limited
conflict with the United States, could Moscow and Beijing resist the pressures that might rise domestically to consider
the United States as a possible perpetrator or encourager of the attack? Washington’s early response to a terrorist
nuclear attack on its own soil might also raise the possibility of an unwanted (and nuclear aided) confrontation with
Russia and/or China. For example, in the noise and confusion during the immediate aftermath of the terrorist nuclear
attack, the U.S. president might be expected to place the country’s armed forces, including its nuclear arsenal, on a
higher stage of alert. In such a tense environment, when careful planning runs up against the friction of reality, it is just
possible that Moscow and/or China might mistakenly read this as a sign of U.S. intentions to use force (and possibly
nuclear force) against them. In that situation, the temptations to preempt such actions might grow, although it must
be admitted that any preemption would probably still meet with a devastating response. As part of its initial response
to the act of nuclear terrorism (as discussed earlier) Washington might decide to order a significant conventional (or
nuclear) retaliatory or disarming attack against the leadership of the terrorist group and/or states seen to support
that group. Depending on the identity and especially the location of these targets, Russia and/or China might interpret
such action as being far too close for their comfort, and potentially as an infringement on their spheres of influence
and even on their sovereignty. One far-fetched but perhaps not impossible scenario might stem from a judgment in
Washington that some of the main aiders and abetters of the terrorist action resided somewhere such as Chechnya,
perhaps in connection with what Allison claims is the “Chechen insurgents’ … long-standing interest in all things
nuclear.”42 American pressure on that part of the world would almost certainly raise alarms in Moscow that might
require a degree of advanced consultation from Washington that the latter found itself unable or unwilling to provide.
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4. NATO does not cause wars – it’s a deterrent force for peace.
Stavridis, April 2019
[James Stavridis, Admiral Stavridis (Ret.) was the 16th Supreme Allied Commander at NATO and is an Operating
Executive at The Carlyle Group, 4-4-2019, "Why NATO Is Essential For World Peace, According to Its Former
Commander," Time, https://time.com/5564171/why-nato-is-essential-world-peace/ MYY]
Moreover, despite all the frustrations of coalition warfare, most observers would agree with Winston Churchill that
“there is only one thing worse than fighting with allies, and that is fighting without them.” The greatest single
advantage the U.S. has on the global stage is our network of allies, partners and friends. That network is under
deliberate pressure: from China, with its “One Belt, One Road” competitive strategy, and from Russia, with its relentless
attacks on coalition unity. A strong NATO means not only having allies in a fight, should it come to that, but also a
powerful deterrent to the aggression of ambitious adversaries. Perhaps NATO’s greatest accomplishment is not even
its unblemished record of deterring attack against its members but rather the fact that no alliance nation has ever
attacked another. NATO’s most fundamental deliverable has been peace among Europe’s major powers for 70 years
after two millennia of unhesitating slaughter on the continent. The disasters of the 20th century alone pulled the U.S.
into two world wars that killed more than half a million Americans. History provides few achievements that compare to
those seven decades of peace. They were built not on the ambitions of cold-eyed leaders but something more noble.
NATO is a pool of partners who, despite some egregious outliers, by and large share fundamental values–democracy,
liberty, freedom of speech, freedom of expression, gender equality, and racial equality. Admittedly we execute those
values imperfectly, and they are stronger in some NATO countries than in others. But they are the right values, and
there is no other place on earth where the U.S. could find such a significant number of like-minded nations that are
willing to bind themselves with us in a defensive military treaty.
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5. Even if NATO has had problems in the past, perception of declining commitment now fuels
miscalculation and causes conflict. The Counterplan is key.
Frederick et al. 2017
[Bryan Frederick, a political scientist at the RAND Corporation, Matthew Povlock, Stephen Watts, senior political
scientist and associate program director for the Arroyo Center's Strategy, Doctrine, and Resources Program at the RAND
Corporation, Miranda Priebe, associate policy researcher at the RAND Corporation, political scientist at the RAND
Corporation, Edward Geist, 2017, "How Might Russia Respond to U.S. and NATO Posture Changes?," RAND,
https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RR1879.html MYY]
That said, certain factors indicate that the risks of an aggressive Russian reaction— including, under certain
circumstances, a military conflict between Russia and NATO—may be growing. Russian elites increasingly appear to
have concluded that the long-term goals of the United States and NATO are not compatible with the security of the
current regime in Moscow. Russian leaders have noted with concern the steady conventional posture enhancements in
Eastern Europe (now including former Soviet territory), ballistic missile defense systems, and the shift in strategic
orientation of states that Russia views as clearly within its sphere of influence. All of these suggest to Moscow that,
although the threat of retaliation from Russian strategic nuclear forces can prevent a direct attack on Russia, other
Russian security concerns, including political threats to Russian regime stability, are not accepted as legitimate by the
United States and NATO. Until it changes, this perception is likely to continue to increase the risk of conflict in Europe. In
addition, while the regime in Moscow currently has a strong hold on power, there are long-term domestic threats to the
Kremlin, most notably the country’s poor economic performance, the lack of certainty regarding how a transition to a
post-Putin leadership would be handled, and the potential for more-virulent nationalists to become a more powerful
political force. Finally, although NATO has consistently expressed a clear commitment to the defense of all of its
members, that commitment could weaken, or appear to weaken, under different political leadership in the United
States or other key NATO countries. If this were to occur, the risk of miscalculation and misperception between Russia
and NATO over redlines, particularly in a crisis, could substantially increase, which could, in turn, raise the potential
for inadvertent escalation and direct conflict.
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2NC/1NR Answers to 2AC Frontline #3 – Permutation: Do Both

1. Mutual exclusivity – the Plan is a unilateral action, while the counterplan is multilateral. You
can’t do both at the same time.
2. Certainty – the Plan is certain, while the counter plan is uncertain—reducing arms sales only
happens if NATO says yes. This means that you can’t do both because going ahead with the plan no
matter what defeats the purpose of consultation.
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*Some terms are repeated throughout the different arguments. They are defined in the first instance they are used in the files.

Ukraine Affirmative
Authoritarianism: a form of government characterized by strong central power and limited political freedoms.
Under an authoritarian regime, individual freedoms are subordinate to the state, and there is no
constitutional accountability and no rule of law
Deterrence (theory): the idea that an inferior force, by virtue of the destructive power of the force's weapons,
could deter a more powerful adversary, provided that this force could be protected against destruction by a
surprise attack
Escalation: an increase in the intensity or seriousness of something
Global democracy: a movement towards an institutional system of making the global political system more
democratic
Militarization: the process by which a society organizes itself for military conflict and violence
Miscalculation: an error or incorrect judgment
Nuclear proliferation: the spread of nuclear weapons, nuclear weapons technology, or fissile material to
countries that do not already possess them
Sino: Chinese; relating to Chinese

Taiwan Affirmative
Appeasement: a diplomatic policy of making political or material concessions to an aggressive power in order
to avoid conflict
Brink: a point at which something, typically something unwelcome, is about to happen; the verge
Containment: the act, process, or means of keeping something within limits; in foreign policy, it is the
policy, process, or result of preventing the expansion of a hostile power or ideology
Expansionary war: a war intended to result in political and economic expansion
Trade war: an economic conflict resulting from extreme protectionism in which states raise or create tariffs or
other trade barriers against each other in response to trade barriers created by the other party
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Saudi Arabia Affirmative
“America First”: a foreign policy in the United States that emphasizes American nationalism and unilateralism;
preferred by current US President Donald Trump
Blockade: sealing off a place to prevent goods or people from entering or leaving
Diversionary war: an international relations term that identifies a war instigated by a country's leader in order
to distract its population from their own domestic strife
Embargo: an official ban on trade or other commercial activity with a particular country
Gender-based violence: violence that is directed at an individual based on his or her biological sex
OR gender identity
Genocide: the deliberate killing of a large group of people, especially those of a particular ethnic group or
nation
Green tech: technology whose use is intended to mitigate or reverse the effects of human activity on the
environment
Guardianship system: Under Saudi Arabia’s male guardianship system, every woman must have a male
guardian – a father, brother, husband, or even a son – who has the authority to make a range of critical
decisions on her behalf. Women are required to receive guardian approval to apply for a passport, travel
outside the country, study abroad on a government scholarship, get married, or even exit prison.
Humanitarian crisis: a singular event or a series of events that are threatening in terms of health, safety or
well being of a community or large group of people. It may be an internal or external conflict and usually
occurs throughout a large land area

Elections Disadvantage
Foreign policy: a government's strategy in dealing with other nations
Incumbent: (of an official or regime) currently holding office
Paris Agreement: an agreement within the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, dealing
with greenhouse-gas-emissions mitigation, adaptation, and finance, signed in 2016
Predictive modeling: a process that uses data mining and probability to forecast outcomes. Each model is
made up of a number of predictors, which are variables that are likely to influence future results. Once data
has been collected for relevant predictors, a statistical model is formulated.
Swing state: any state that could reasonably be won by either the Democratic or Republican presidential
candidate
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Swing voters: voters who may not be affiliated with a particular political party (Independent) or who will vote
across party lines
Tipping point: the point at which a series of small changes or incidents becomes significant enough to cause a
larger, more important change
Turn out (in context): the percentage of eligible voters who cast a ballot in an election
Variable: an element, feature, or factor that is liable to vary or change

Alliance Disadvantage
Alliance: a relationship among people, groups, or states that have joined together for mutual benefit or to
achieve some common purpose, whether or not explicit agreement has been worked out among them
Abandonment (in international relations context): to desert or neglect an ally
Civilian control (re: Japanese army):
a doctrine in military and political science that places ultimate
responsibility for a country's strategic decision-making in the hands of the civilian political leadership, rather
than professional military officers; was adopted in Japan post WW2 to avoid another authoritarian regime
Diplomacy: the profession, activity, or skill of managing international relations, typically by a country's
representatives abroad
Rigidity: inability to be changed or adapted
Unilateralism: an approach in international relations in which states act without regard to the interests of
other states or without their support

Consult NATO Counterplan
Backsliding: the action of relapsing into bad ways or error
Consultation: a meeting with an expert or professional, such as a medical doctor, in order to seek advice; the
action or process of formally consulting or discussing
Imperialism: a policy of extending a country's power and influence through diplomacy or military force
Multilateralism: an alliance of multiple countries pursuing a common goal
NATO: The North Atlantic Treaty Organization was created in 1949 by the United States, Canada, and several
Western European nations to provide collective security against the Soviet Union.
Non-state terrorist: individuals and groups that are wholly or partly independent of state governments and
which threaten or use violence to achieve their goal
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